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ABSTRACT 

This study demonstrates that the historical Christian notion of the kingdom of God 

provides an underlying stratum that intertextually energizes select Spanish epic poems. The 

Poema de Ferndn Gonzalez (PEG), the Laberinto de Fortuna, and La Christiada are 

examined to see how the kingdom of God functions in these poems as a guiding 

metaphorical, allegorical, and figurative stmcture. A combined theological, historical, and 

theoretical approach guides the analysis of the interdisciplinary investigation. 

Specific applications of textual points of contact between the PFG and the Bible 

demonstrate that Ferndn Gonzdlez has been inducted into a higher level of political-

spiritual conunand, transcending the merely historical plane in order to connect to a larger 

figurative structure. The kingdom of God of historical Christianity serves as a guiding 

metaphorical stmcture for Castilian ascendency and the glorification of her first count. Its 

present/fiiture oriented essence (the "already-not-yet" is an indispensable concept) connects 

the poem with broad mythical stmctures. 

The kingdom of God shadows Juan de Mena*s Laberinto de Fortima, empowering 

his political and moral agenda (the Reconquest) for its recipient. King Juan n. Mena 

creates a Spanish national project to effect a continuation and transformation of both pagan 

and Christian aspects of historical Rome. To this end he uses both Vergilian (Aeneas, 

golden age) and Christian (prophecy, apocalyptic language, the concept of two ages) 

allegorical models to prefigure the presence of the future. His work does not overtly 
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demonstrate a sophisticated eschatology, but appears to have absorbed and recast the 

background theology in his own terms, combining Augustinian realized eschatology with a 

general apocalyptic awareness. 

Diego de Hojeda, in La Christiada, offers a unique perspective on the earthly 

manifestation of the kingdom of God that is both critical and hopefiil. His epic poem, 

though evolved to a universal level that transcends mere nationalism, carries profound 

significance for the Spanish American colonies. He believes that the "Ideal" 

(Platonic/heavenly) can and should invade its earthly shadow, bringing about political and 

spiritual renewal. This revitalization of the kingdom of God is to be brought about by 

spiritual devotion based on the Passion of Christ. On the literary level Hojeda carries this 

out by using Platonic dualism to establish two sets of oppositions. The first, a Christian 

commonplace, contrasts the evil and divine kingdoms on a global level; the second presents 

the Platonic ideal as an abstraction that is transgressed by the Incamation, which is the 

descent that can create Utopian oneness. Both sides of this opposition figure strongly as 

background and stmctural motifs, while Hojeda's poetry subtly subverts the very Platonic 

model that serves his literary stmcture. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This study seeks to demonstrate that a Christian understanding (on the part of the 

authors and the receiving audiences) of the kingdom of God provides an underlying 

stratum that intertextually energizes selected Spanish epic poems. The kingdom of God 

commonly functions in these poems as a guiding metaphorical stmcture. A general 

understanding of this kind must have a more specific generating base; the center of that 

base is foimd in the Bible, which appears as a subtext in much of Medieval Spanish 

literature, significantly impacting the Spanish epic. There are certain instances where the 

Biblical theme of the kingdom of God is a driving force behind the Reconquest motif 

(Poema de mio Cid,' Poema de Ferndn Gonzalez, Laberinto de Fortuna) or a later 

reflection on it (La Christiada, Jerusalen Conquistada).^ The theme is intimately 

'I believe that the abundant parallels between the Cid and several Biblical 
characters, particularly David, and secondarily Abraham, Moses and Jacob, create the 
possibility of a Messianic-kingdom of God driven discourse in the PMC. To a large extent, 
this investigation has been carried out by Aurelio Valladares Reguero in La Biblia en la 
epica medieval espanola. Consequently, I have elected not to write on the PMC in this 
study. 

^ p e ' s poem may warrant future study with respect to the kingdom of God, taking 
into account the following observations: In his critical study, Joaquin de Entrambasaguas 
points out Lope's zeal to create a national poem (3: 17) and cites the poet-playwright's 
ardent reading of Camoens's Os Lusiadas regarding "sus heroicas empresas de conquista y 
mision civilizadoras y religiosas a trav ŝ de los mares del mundo" (3: 25). The Catholic 
project of rescuing the holy places from Saracen hands (also a major component of the 
PFG where Spain is seen as a secondary "Holy Land") provides certain points of 
comparison to the notion of the kingdom of God in corifrontation with the "pagan" 
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connected to eschatological concerns and as such is widely present in both the Middle Ages 

and the Golden Age as a Christian commonplace. Albert Schweitzer's definition of 

eschatology may be helpfiil for the non-specialist: 

Christian dogma invented for the doctrine of 'the last things' the 
term eschatology (from the Greek works eschatos, eoxaios, the 
last, and logos, teaching). This term was developed by scholars 
because it was so useful. They understand by eschatology the sum 
of the ideas which in different periods belong to JevWsh and 
Christian expectation of the coming of the Kingdom of Grod. (26) 

In the terminology of modem literary theory, Hayden White notes that "Any history which 

endows the last event in the series (e), whether real or only speculatively projected, ^̂ îth 

the force of fiill explanatory power (E) is of the t>pe of all eschatological or apocalyptical 

histories.... all Idealist histories are of this sort" (93). 

Due to the global nature of the kingdom of God as a background archetypal model 

in the Christian medieval mind-set, it may be tempting to dismiss it out of hand as a 

thematic study,̂  Yet, as Bernard McGinn correctly observes: 

system. In the author's prologue. Lope introduces the dualistic concept of Plato's "ciudad 
excelente" as a point of contrast between the false gods presented by some Christian poets, 
and his own orthodox hierarchy (1: 27). Augustine's two cities are surely in the thinking of 
the "Monstmo de la naturaleza" as he manipulates his massive poem for political and 
religious reasons. Evidence of his literary and ideological relationship to Augustine is also 
apparent in his theater, as Angel Valbuena Prat has noticed: 'Tx)pe penetra en las honduras 
psicologicas de la duda y el amor humano, basandose en las Confesiones para la comedia, 
ya aludida, sobre San Agustin, El divino africand''' (161). 

^The term "archetype" is somewhat problematic due to its various uses in modem 
literary criticism and psychology. My usage begins with the basic definition found in 
Websters Third New International Dictionary (\9%\): "The original model, form, or 
pattem from which something is made or firom which something develops." Secondly, I 
am following Northrop Frye where he calls "the symbolism of the Bible... a granmiar of 
literary archetypes" (Anatomy of Criticism 135). For Frye, archtypes are grounded in the 
world of myth: "an abstract or purely literary world of fictional and thematic design" 



Although medieval authors obviously lacked modem historical-
critical insight into the origins and development of apocalyptic 
eschatology as a distinctive theology of history, they did have direct 
access to an apocalyptic world view, not only through the 
Apocal>'pse but also through many other texts, both canonical and 
noncanonical. Thev mav have understood these texts better than we 
do, at least insofar as they shared apocalyptic views of the nature 
and meaning of history. ("John's Apocalypse and the Apocalyptic 
Mentality" 4) 

E. D. Hirsch has shown in his attempt to free interpreters from the tyrarmy of the 

hermeneutic circle: "the spiritual universe that actively governs an interpretation is limited 

and selective, no inherent necessity requires the delimited world to be different from any 

that existed in the past" (254); that is, we can fmitfuUy study the past within given frames 

of reference. With these qualifying statements in mind, I will seek to fiise horizons with 

medieval interpreters and prove that the kingdom of God deserves to be foregrounded that 

there may be a better understanding of how the Spanish epic is connected to a Christian 

literary base.'' I have chosen to limit my treatment to three specific literary manifestations 

(Anatomy 136). He further states in his Anatomy that "A genuine higher criticism of the 
Bible, therefore, would be a synthetizing process which would start with the assumption 
that the Bible is a definitive myth, a single archetypal stmcture extending from creation to 
apocalypse" (315). Although there is merit in the Jungian understanding of the collective 
unconscious for literary studies, the metaphysical implications of his primordial universal 
archetypes are beyond the scope of this study. 

"•what I refer to as "foregrounding the kingdom of God," is part of the 
"reconstmction of the horizon of expectations, in the face of which a work was created and 
received in the past," detailed by Hans Robert Jauss in Toward an Aesthetic of 
Interpretation. Jauss highlights the difference between the former and the current 
understanding of a work, but cautions against the "apparently self-evident claims that in the 
literary text, literature pichtung] is etemally present, and that its objective meaning, 
determined once and for all, is at all times immediately accessible to the interpreter" (28). 
Following Gadamer, he prefers to interpret a given text on the basis of a "fusion of 
horizons" that takes into account its original horizon, considered and viewed inescapably 
from the hermeneutical perspective of the present (30). I am in substantial agreement with 



that are representative of the Middle Ages and the Spanish Golden Age: the Poema de 

Fernan Gonzalez (PFG) (Middle Ages), the Laberinto de Fortuna (transitional or pre-

Rermaissance), and La Christiada (early seventeenth century). 

A combined theological, historical, and theoretical approach will guide my 

analysis. Using a selected range of studies of the kingdom of (jod that lend both a 

historical perspective and a modem scholarly overview of the topic, I will establish a 

literary-theological base for the investigation. The interdisciplinary nature of the 

dissertation requires that it be supported by a theoretical base that is intended to broaden its 

scholarly foundation and minimize impressionistic writing. The stated objective is to 

combine historical insights on epic poetry from the theologies, theoreticians, and literary 

historians. A synopsis of the relevant theological background, and Biblical-allegorical 

correspondences by way of a look at Saint Augustine, who looms large as a shaping 

influence of the world view of the Middle Ages and beyond, will demonstrate the 

tmportsmce of the thesis.^ Biblical and classical subtexts (Messianic and Vergilian, for 

example) abound in the Spanish epic and are often fiirmeled through Augustine and other 

Medieval interpreters of the Bible and history. Reasons are to be adduced why the 

Jauss; however, Hirsch's critique of Heideggerian metaphysics in "Three Dimensions of 
Hermeneutics" (251-61), brings a note of moderation; i.e., interpretation does not have to 
be totally subjective. Therefore I conclude that while the Bible-permeated world view of 
the PFG's receiving audience must be contemplated carefully, the modem interpreter can 
approach its perimeters by serious study of both texts. Making use of available 
interdisciplinary scholarship, one can fiise the past and present horizons for a deeper 
understanding of the poem. 

^C. S. Lewis has intimated that Saint Augustine is probably the closest we can hope 
to come to a spokesperson for the Church in general (65). 



kingdom of God is a strong archetypal, allegorical-figurative, and metaphorical model-a 

kind of connecting thread throughout the Spanish epic. Reading Jauss's chapter, "Theory 

of Genres and Medieval Literature," has further strengthened my resolve for this kind of 

study: "If one looks at the results of the 'literary history of the Bible,' then one can only 

wonder why medieval studies have not yet undertaken any systematic attempt to investigate 

the possible model that literary genres found in the Bible may provide for medieval 

literature" (104). The Biblical genres of the prophetic, the apocalyptic, and the pastoral 

(Utopian spiritual landscapes) are particularly ideal points of response to Jauss's challenge 

since they are integral aspects of the kingdom of God. 

The Apocalypse of John strongly figures into the medieval mind and historical 

expectation. In this key apocalyptic work, one can observe how the dynamic tension in the 

present/future dichotomy governs the use of the phrase "kingdom of God" as it is used in 

the present investigation: "factum est regnum huius mundi domini nostri et Christi eius et 

regnabit in saecula saeculorum" (Rev. 11.15b). (The kingdoms of this world are become 

the kingdoms of our Lord, and of his Christ; and he shall reign for ever and ever.)^ The 

future reign is described as a present fact. The perfect active indicative deponent, "factum 

est," indicates that something is seen as a completed action. John clearly sees the kingdom 

of God as already having a strong foothold in the present, even though its ultimate and 

"̂ Quotes from the Bible in English, and when appropriate in Spanish, will be taken 
from the bilingual edition: La Santa Biblia. The Holy Bible. Antigua Versi6n de 
Casiodoro de Reina (1569) y Cipriano de Valera (1602), and the Authorized Version 
(1611). El Paso, TX: Editorial Mundo Hispano, 1986. I have chosen the older versions 
because they are more literary in style, and chronologically closer to the epoch under 
examination. The Latin Bible will also be quoted on occasion when grammatical or 
stylistic emphasis is pertinent. 



perfect manifestation is the future reign of Christ. Therefore, the historical development of 

the temporal component-how future and present?-merits an overview in order to 

understand its application to the thesis at hand. 

The Revelation of Saint John paints history as a whole under the umbrella of the 

Messiahship of Jesus. D. S. Russell comments that "It [the Apocalypse] is different fi'om 

the Jewish apocalyptic writings especially in the place which it gives to Jesus the Messiah as 

the meaning and end of all human history" (35).' This Christo-centric conception of the 

in-breaking of God onto the historical plane is emphasized by Patrides: "Jesus the Christ of 

God constitutes for Christianity history's 'constant uniqueness' because his advent marks 

the direct entrance of God into the historical process. Moreover, the (jod-man in 

executing the divine purpose lends significance to the entire range of human events, past as 

well as future" (7). 

Augustine likewise deals broadly with the kingdom of God (or its s>Tiomyn, 

"kingdom of heaven") which refers to God's right to mle, govern, or reigiL In his De 

civitate Dei, the idea of the "city of God" is roughly equivalent to the Biblical concept of 

the kingdom of God. The city of God is the earthly counterpart and anticipation of the 

kingdom of Cjod; it is the holy society that awaits the apocalyptic consummation at the end 

'With respect to the classical and Christian views of history, C. A. Patrides reminds 
us of the contrasting images of the phoenix, symbolizing the Greco-Roman attitude toward 
the constant rebirth of history, and the ladder, which represents both Christ and his Eternal 
City (9). In response to Patrides's metaphor, Alan Deyermond states that "The image of a 
ladder is perhaps not the best available, since it does not take adequate account of the 
cyclical element, and it may be better to think of a spiral staircase, where, if there is cyclical 
recurrence, it is at a higher or lower point than before" ("The Death and Rebirth of 
Visigothic Spain in the Estoria de Espafid" 352). 



of the age. Williston Walker's summary of the relationship of these terms provides a useful 

guide: 

Those who make up the City of God are the elect whom Ciod has 
chosen to salvation. These are now in the visible church, though 
not all in that church are elect. "Therefore the church even now is 
the kingdom of Christ, and the kingdom of heaven..." POC.9]. It 
is, therefore, the visible, hierarchically organized church, that is the 
city of God and must more and more mle the world. This it does, 
in Augustine's view, by its close relation vyith the Christian state. 
(167) 

For Augustine then, the present manifestation of the kingdom is largely carried out 

by the orthodox Church. Archibald Robertson interprets Augustine to this effect, "He 

conceived the present Church as the Kingdom of Christ insofar as it consists of those who 

are in tmth reigning with Him, in whose hearts and wills Christ is reigning now" (viii). 

Robertson discusses how "Between the Church itself and the Kingdom of God there exists 

the closest correlation, although neither our Lord himself nor his immediate Disciples treat 

the two as strictiy identical" (viii). Expounding fiirther on Augustine's view of the 

relationship between the kingdom and the Church, he notes: "That he identified the 

Kingdom of God with the Catholic Church is a commonplace of popular theology; and it is 

commonly assumed as a matter of course that this identification involved the conception of 

the Kingdom of God as identifiable with the hierarchically organised body" (177). 

However, citing Cyprian, Robertson rejects a complete identification between the two: 

"The contrast which Cyprian draws between the Church as present and the Kingdom of 

God as future is maintained by Augustine, and colors his language in an important class of 

passages, in which the Kingdom of God is spoken of as future simply" (179). He bases 

this refutation in part, on Augustine's distinction made in the De civitate Dei (11.29) 



between the civitas Dei (on earth) on the one hand, and the civitas superna (its 

counterpart now in heaven) on the other. On the question of the relationship between 

Church and kingdom, Robertson sums up: 

Augustine, in common with all who had gone before him, finds no 
adequate embodiment of the Kingdom of God short of the world to 
come; the Kingdom of God is perfect, and in its full reality is 
reserved for the eternity when that which is in part shall be done 
away. On this fundamental point he never wavered. But for that 
great harvest the seed is being sown on earth, and shock after shock 
of com is being gathered in. There is therefore an inchoate and 
imperfect, but still a tme embodiment of the Kingdom of Christ on 
earth. In this sense the Church is the Kingdom of Christ. (222) 

Thus Augustine's "realized eschatology" (i.e., the prophetic and the apocalyptic are 

essentially fiilfiUed in the Church) does not preclude a belief in the final eschatological 

consunmiation: "Quod ergo in confessione ac professione tenet omnis ecclesia iudicandos, 

hunc diuini iudicii ultimum diem dicimus, id est nouissimum tempus" (XX.1.15-18) ("That, 

therefore, which the whole Church of the tme God holds and professes as its creed, that 

Christ shall come from heaven to judge quick and dead, this we call the last day, or last 

time, of the divine judgment" [XX. 1.345]).* Augustine sees two aspects of the Second 

Coming; he sees both the future element (Christ's appearance for judgment) and the 

continual coming of Christ in his Church. His interpretation of the kingdom of God is 

therefore allegorical in the widest sense because the earthly really represents the heavenly; 

the one signifies the other yet without disappearing itself Erich Auerbach uses figurative 

interpretation to show how a particular historical reality can point beyond itself, but without 

*The Latin quotations are from De civitate Dei (St. Augustine's City of God) from 
Corpvs Christianorvm, Series Latina . Vol. XLVH-XLVIII. I have provided Marcus 
Dods's translation of the Latin. 
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losing the significance of its ovm historicity: 

Both remain historical events; yet both, looked at in this way, have 
something provisional and incomplete about them; they point to one 
another and both point to something in the future, something still to 
come, which vrill be the actual, real, and definite event. This is tme 
not only of Old Testament prefiguration, which points forward to 
the incamation and the proclamation of the gospel, but also of these 
latter events, for they too are not the ultimate fulfillment, but 
themselves a promise of the end of time and the tme kingdom of 
God. (58) 

Christ's coming is also allegorized by his presence in his ecclesial Body, since Scriptural 

ambiguity first points in a spiritualized direction: 

sine scilicet ad eum Saluatoris adventum, quo per totum hoc tempus 
in ecclesia sua venit, hoc est in membris suis, particulatim ataque 
paulatim, quoniam tola corpus est eius; (De civitate Dei XX. V.67-
70) 
whether to that coming of the Saviour which continually occurs in 
His Church, that is, in His members, in which He comes little by 
little, and piece by piece, since the whole Church is His body. . . . 
(The City of God XX.Y.3 52) 

It has been noted that for Augustine, the Scriptures also point to the more particular 

external element of judgment: "sive ad excidium terrenae Hiemsalem" (XX.V.70) ("or to 

the destmction of the earthly Jemsalem" [XX. V. 3 52]). Nevertheless, in this same passage 

the Doctor of the Church serves notice that Jesus's use of language on such matters is 

often equivocal, such that it requires much study to distinguish the intended time frame of a 

given passage (XX. V. 70-80). The binding of Satan is, for example, seen as ongoing and 

not as a one-time eschatological event: "et utique unicuique iste fortis tunc alligatur, 

quando ab illo tamquam uas eius eripitur" (XX. Vin.68-70) ("And this strong one is bound 

in each instance in which he is spoiled of one of his goods" [XX. 8.362]). 



We have seen in Augustine tiiat the Church is the present and primary (but not 

exclusive) manifestation of the kingdom of God during the thousand years of his first 

coming in anticipation of the promised future. The present/future dichotomy is thus 

preserved even in the Church's chief nonmillenialist. Paula Fredriksen notes that "In the 

traditional interpretation of the Apocalypse, this thousand-year period begins in the seventh 

age, after ihQparousia of a sovereign Jesus. Augustine, by placing it in the sixth age, 

before the year 6000, moves it back into 'normal' history, before the Second Coming" 

(31). For him, the coming and becoming of the kingdom is a present reality in process: 

Excepto quippe illo regno, de quo in fine dictums est: Venite, 
benedictipaths mei, possideteparatum vobis regnum,msi alio 
aliquo modo, longe quidem impari, iam nunc regnarent cum illo 
sancti eius, quibus ait: Ecce ego uobiscum sum usque in 
consummationem saeculi. (XX.IX.4-8) 
For, leaving out of accoimt that kingdom conceming which He shall 
say in the end, "come, ye blessed of my Father, take possession of 
the kingdom prepared for you," [Matt. 25.34] the Church could not 
now be called His kingdom or the kingdom of heaven unless His 
saints were even now reigning with Him, though in another and far 
different way; for to His saints He says, "Lo I am with you always, 
even to tiie end of the world." [Matt. 5.19]. (XX.9.364) 

In this matter, Augustine follows Jerome who did not hold to a literal millermial 

reign of Christ on earth, but only a spiritualized millermium foUovsdng the second advent.̂  

Jerome rejects Porphyry's historical interpretation (that is, he rejects a literal reading of 

prophecy into current events). A clear instance of this dissention is his interpretation of the 

^cGiim adds an important qualification to the manifest hegemony of the non-
literal view: "Though the spiritual and noimiillenarian interpretation won the day, largely 
through the efforts of Jerome, Tyconius, and Augustine, the horizontal or historically 
apocalyptic dimension of the book [the Apocalypse] could never be totally expunged, even 
by the most ingenious of purely ecclesiological or moral readings" ("Apocalyptic 
Mentality"19). 
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little hom which rose up after the ten horns in Daniel 7.20. He contends that it is not 

Antiochus Epiphanes (it does not fit the kings of the time), but rather an Antichrist who 

comes out of an end-time manifestation of the Roman empire: "We should therefore 

concur with the traditional interpretation of all the commentators of the Christian Church, 

that at the end of the world, when the Roman empire is to be destroyed, there shall be ten 

kings who will partition the Roman world amongst themselves. Then an insignificant 

eleventh king will arise,... For this is the man of sin, the son of perdition, and that too to 

such a degree that he dares to sit in the temple of god, making himself out to be like (jod" 

(77). Parenthetically, it should be noted that Jerome's interpretation allows for the 

Anitochus Epiphanes of 1 and 2 Maccabees to prefigure the end-time Antichrist. 

Auerbach states that "Real historical figures are to be interpreted spiritually (spiritaliter 

interpretari), but the interpretation points to a carnal, hence historical fulfillment..." (34). 

By using the theory of recapitulation, Jerome was able to interpret lesser historical cycles as 

types of the great end event. E. Aim Matter's observation relates this historical cycling to 

the final stages of Church history: "As understood through recapitulation, the Apocalypse 

presents a series of typological events recurring in sacred history from the time of the 

patriarchs, through the unknown future of the Church on earth, to the parousia'' (39).'^ 

This point will become significantly clearer in the analysis of the PFG where heroic 

**^e allegorical method, however, attempted to address this "unknown future of 
the Church" through ecclesiological application:"... the tradition of allegorical exegesis in 
the ecclesiological mode. . . had become a standard tool of monastic exegesis by the eighth 
century. An assumption that the most mysterious books of the Bible could and ought to be 
explained by means of a ready-made hermeneutic (that is, that the texts are 'really' about 
the story of the Church on earth, whatever they may seem to be about) emphasizes the 
central importance of ecclesiology" (Matter 46). 
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confrontation of an Antichrist prefiguration provides, in Jauss's usefiil phrase, a 

component of the "horizon of expectation" (23)." 

We have seen that Augustine follows Jerome in his rejection of a literal thousand 

year kingdom, yet he does not spiritualize the second coming of Christ. ̂ ^ Summarizing: 

he acknowledges Christ's eschatological coming when he says: "cum ad eum aspexerint in 

sua maiestate uenientem" (XX.XXX.79-80) ("when they [the Jews] see Him coming in 

His majesty" [XX.30.409]). For Augustine, each city has its proper end and will receive 

its corresponding judgment at the hand of Christ (XXI.1.1-6). Nevertheless, it is important 

to note that his work was vsddely interpreted with an emphasis on the present rather than 

the definitive end. The theocratic system of the Middle Ages attempted to embody the idea 

of the kingdom of (jod on earth (Robertson ix), but not to the exclusion of future aspects 

of the coming kingdom. There is a high degree of identification of the state with the 

kingdom of God and its close counterpart, the Church, in the epics considered here. 

"Jauss explains that "The new text evokes for the reader (listener) the horizon of 
expectations and rules familiar from earlier texts, which are then varied, corrected, altered, 
or even just reproduced" (23). I maintain that the first two Books of the Maccabees are 
such earlier texts which, so to speak, "set up" a certain kind of reception for the PFG. It 
follows that the earlierywg/ar version, discussed by Ramon Menendez Pidal, Juan Victorio, 
Juan Bautista Avalle-Arce et ai, would also substantially inform the contemporary 
reception of the clerical version. At the same time the recast version would act to force a 
"change of horizon"-probably on behalf of the monarchy and the local monastery. Put 
another way, "the next work can solve formal and moral problems left behind by the last 
work, and present new problems in tum" (Jauss 32). 

^̂ The translator of the Vulgate believes only in a spiritualized millermium following 
the second coming of Christ: "The four kingdoms of which we have spoken above were 
earthly in character. 'For everything which is of the earth shall retum to earth' (Eccl. 3:20). 
But the saints shall never possess an earthly kingdom, but only a heavenly. Away, then, 
with the fable about a millennium! [Cesset ergo mille annorumfabula.]'' (81). 
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The thirteenth century doctor of the Church, St. Thomas Aquinas, also made a 

definitive contribution to the medieval understanding of the kingdom of God-particulariy 

in political terms. In the introduction to On Kingship: to the King of Cyprus, I. Th. 

Eschmann states that Saint Thomas,"... coined the profoundest and clearest formula of 

the mediaeval City of God," and that "the book On Kingship rightfully ranks as a classic in 

the worid's political literature" (xxxix). For St.Thomas the heavenly is tiie appropriate 

model for the earthly, and consequently tyranny is a perversion of God's design for 

government: "Therefore men hide from tyrants as from cmel beasts and it seems that to be 

subject to a tyrant is the same thing as to lie prostrate beneath a raging beast" (18). Kings 

should be imitators and facilitators of the divine mle, not mere men who twist it into 

injustice: 

God will punish more severely those whom He made the executors 
and ministers of His government if they act wickedly, turning God's 
judgment into bitterness. Hence, in the Book of Wisdom, the 
following words are addressed to wicked kings: 'because being 
ministers of His kingdom, you have not judged rightiy nor kept the 
law of justice nor walked according to the will of God. (51, 
emphasis added) 

The Saint's comparison between divine and human government effectively sets up a 

metaphorical and figurative relationship between the two: "In things of nature there is both 

a universal and a particular government. The former is God's government Whose rule 

embraces all things and Whose providence governs them all. The latter is found in man 

and it is much like the divine government. Hence man is called a microcosmos'' (53.94). 

And further on in On Kingship in the same regard, the philosopher-saint proclaims that, 

"he [the king] is to be in the kingdom what the soul is in the body, and what God is in the 
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vvorid" (54.95). Earthly kings are clearly called upon to reproduce the heavenly pattem in 

the worid; nevertheless, they have limited dominion and are subject to the Pope: 

Thus, in order that spiritual things might be distinguished from 
earthly things, the ministry of this kingdom [the spiritual kingdom] 
has been entrusted not to earthly kings but to priests, and most of all 
to tiie chief priest, tiie successor of St Peter, the Vicar of Christ, the 
Roman Pontiff. To him all the kings of the Christian People are to 
be subject as to our Lord Jesus Christ Himself (61-62,110) 

The force driving Saint Thomas's ideology of governmental order is his understanding of 

the hierarchical nature of the universe; the government of God provides for its earthly 

counterpart: "Just as in regard to cormptible things . . . the government of God made 

provision that through generation one would take the place of another, in this way, the 

integrity of the universe might be maintained" (66.120). This analogy explains the 

succession of kings and by what standard they are to mle. A major concern in the poems 

to be studied is a clarification of the nature of the relationship between the earthly and 

heavenly systems of government 

Augustine and Aquinas are the main pillars upon which the lower middle ages built 

its political and metaphysical world view in relationship to the kingdom of God. Modem 

thinkers have, nonetheless, greatly facilitated the possibilities of interpretation. Norman 

Perrin's The Kingdom of God in the Teaching of Jesus is a most useful guide in providing 

an overview of theological perspectives in the modem development of thinking on the 

subject Such perspectives are secondary sources and are of course anachronistic by 

definition with regard to the Spanish epic, and I will not try to force their views on the 
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medieval writers.*^ Nevertheless, the poet of Arlanza, Juan de Mena, and Fray Diego de 

Hojeda read many of the same sacred texts (especially the Bible, which will be considered 

more in depth later in the study) and would have pondered some of these questions from 

their own unique point of view. Indeed, their future, where we as modems stand, can 

throw light back on their reception of the texts and enrich our understanding. The 

summary which follows must of necessity be an oversimplification of each theologian's 

views, and be limited to theologies which relate in some significant way to the 

present/future aspect of the kingdom of God. 

Perrin begins with several theologians of the apocalyptic school, including Johannes 

Weiss, who sees the Old Testament roots of the Kingdom as the mighty in-breaking of 

God. His interpretation emphasizes primarily the Kingdom as fijture. Weiss cites the 

ancient Kaddish prayer of the Synagogue v̂ hich (for him) lies behind Jesus's 

understanding of the kingdom of God as an immediate certainty: "'Magnified and 

'̂ I am suggesting neither an open-ended relativity in the interpretation of literary 
works by modem readers, nor that the original meaning is completely accessible; an 
important consideration is Jauss's Thesis 2: "The analysis of the literary experience of the 
reader avoids the threatening pitfalls of psychology if it describes the reception and the 
influence of a work within the objectifiable system of expectations that arises for each work 
in the historical moment of its appearance, from a pre-understanding of the genre, from the 
form and themes of already familiar works, and from the opposition between poetic and 
practical language" (22). There is a kinship here to Stanley Fish's notion of interpretive 
communities. Fish states that a reader is "a member of a community whose assumptions 
about literature determine the kind of attention he pays and thus the kind of literature 'he' 
makes" (11). The implication of conventional readings for this study is to suggest that the 
Biblical allusions found in the text are also imbedded in the receiving-producing 
community. Fish, in proverbial chicken-and-egg fashion, suggests that "interpretive 
strategies are not put into execution after reading...; they are the shape of reading" (168). 
But then they originate (where else?) in the interpretive community. Given this circle, I do 
believe that it is possible to know something about the original text's reception and 
intention. 
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sanctified be his great name in the world which he has created according to his will. May 

he establish his kingdom in your lifetime and in your days and in tiie lifetime of all the 

house of Israel ever speedily and at a near time'" (Perrin 19). This interpretation points to 

the imminent retum of Christ that will bring the kingdom of God to dynamically intersect 

the present troubled age (tribulation, suffering, foreign domination, etc.). Gustaf Dabnan 

also insists that the kingdom of God must be understood in terms of the Jewish literature of 

the time: "With regard to the word translated 'Kingdom'; malkuth, Dalman demonstrates 

that. . . when the word is applied to God, it means always 'kingly mle', never 'Kingdom'; 

it describes the sovereignty of the King, not the territor>^ mled by him . . . to his activity in 

mling" (Perrin 24). Thus in Dalman's thinking, the kingdom of God is mostly an 

abstraction dealing with divine authority, in contrast with Weiss who taught that Jesus 

expected a literal impending arrival of the kingdom of God. 

Schweitzer, following and sharpening Weiss's ideas on imminence, brought to the 

forefront the apocalyptic nature of the Kingdom. Perrin synthesizes the theologian's thesis: 

"The essence of Schweitzer's approach is the assumption that the whole life, work and 

teaching of Jesus was dominated by a fixed eschatological expectation, an expectation 

which must be interpreted in terms of what we find in the Jewish apocalyptic literature. . . . 

[It] is an apocalyptic conception and its coming is expected in the immediate future" (30)." 

•'• F. Crawford Burkitt reminds us that in post-temple Judaism (after 70 A.D.), the 
Apocalyptic idea fell out of favor-'the notion that the Kingdom of God was an external 
state of things which was just upon the point of being manifested, and (as a corollary) that 
the person of insight could know sometiiing about it beforehand" (12). This was not the 
case, however, with early Christianity where it continued to arouse popular speculation. 
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Schweitzer's well-known attempt to uncover the historical Jesus is tied to his belief that 

Jesus was mistaken in his eschatological expectation. Following E. W. Emmett, Perrin 

critiques Schweitzer's "quest" position: "one of the weaknesses of the liberal quest of tiie 

historical Jesus was that each individual created his own picture of Jesus in accordance 

with his own character or ideals" (40). Many writers since his time (Perrin mentions E. F. 

Scott and William Manson [42]) have reacted against Schweitzer's heavy emphasis on a 

purely future expectation, maintaining that Jesus taught that the Kingdom is in some sense, 

also a present reality (42). Manson sees the Kingdom as '"a present reality working 

towards a future consummation'" (Perrin 90). In its present expression, it can, for 

example, be received with the simplicity of a child (Mk. 10.15). However, as the following 

quote shows, Schweitzer also understands there to be a certain present facet to the 

kingdom of God, but that its appearance is yet to come. He comments in his book. The 

Kingdom of God and Primitive Christianity, that 

Paul finds the solution of the problem given in the view that from 
the death and resurrection of Jesus onward, the world is in process 
of transformation from its temporal state into the supernatural state 
of the Kingdom of God. At first the Kingdom begins to achieve its 
realization invisibly. It remains in this state during the short period 
until the coming of Jesus in his glory. When this occurs it will be 
visible in its complete reality. (155) 

Burkitt, in Jewish and Christian Apocalypses, essentially follows Schweitzer. He 

sees the Jewish apocalyptic expectation of the Kingdom as the culmination of the 

succession of world powers that "would be brought to an end by an act of God in history" 

(Perrin 53). His unique contribution, one analogous to the PFG, is his identification of a 

heroic period for the Jewish nation between the Maccabean rising and the destmction of 
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Jemsalem (53). This was a time when there were hopefiil glimpses of the Kingdom's 

arrival on the horizon within the context of the stmggle to form the new Jewish state. 

The present aspect of the kingdom of God has been given careful attention by C. 

H. Dodd. He is eminent in the area of "realized eschatology"-similar to the historical 

orthodox position championed by Augustine~in which he propounds that the reality of the 

kingdom of God was effected in Jesus's own ministry (Perrin 58). Instead of future 

elements, Dodd emphasizes the present nature of the Kingdom in the parables of Jesus. In 

Mark 2.18-22, for example, Jesus clearly reveals his own presence as representative of the 

arrival of the new age—he is the bridegroom, the new cloth, and the new wine that do not 

fit into the old order (Perrin 78). 

C. J. Cadoux combines both future and present elements and assigns to Jesus a 

political concem for the Jewish national agenda. He does not hold that a social or moral 

revolution will be the vehicle for the arrival of the Kingdom, but rather that, "it is the 

mighty power of God being revealed already in the ministry of Jesus, and shortly to be 

revealed completely in the final consummation of the Kingdom" (Perrin 84). W. G 

Kiimmel also captures the essence of the tension between the present and the future in the 

teaching of Jesus. He uses a metaphor of warfare that distinguishes between "D-day" and 

"VE-day." For Kiimmel, "In the ministry of Jesus the decisive battle has been fought and 

won, Satan is fallen (Luke 10.18) and the power of the demons broken (Matt. 12.28), but 

the war none the less continues, and will continue, until the final 'Victory Day'" (Perrin 

89). Kiimmers view of the paradoxical nature of Christian citizenship on earth is not 
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unlike the Augustinian position.*^ According to this view, the Church is a kind of ad\ance 

force or presence of the fiilly realized kingdom of God. 

Rudolf Bultmann resolves the presenVfuture dilemma in quite a different way-

through Heideggerian existentialism. He explains the coming of the Kingdom in terms of 

the individual's existential response to the future. Perrin summarizes Bultman's view: "The 

Kingdom is proclaimed by Jesus as imminent in the future, as indeed already dawning but 

not yet actually present. This imminent future is, however, not to be understood as 

temporal but as existential; the Kingdom carmot by its very nature come in the course of 

time, its imminence confronts man with the crisis of decision" (118). 

Perrin himself resolves the present/fiiture dichotomy through "prophetic 

eschatology." He submits that the nature of time relationships was understood differently 

by the Old Testament prophets. They are not concemed so much with the end of time as 

with "a salvation activity of God in the future which will be analogous to that of the past: 

Hosea with a new Entry into the Promised Land, Isaiah with a new David and a new Zion, 

Jeremiah with a new Covenant, and Deutero-Isaiah with a new Exodus" (161). Prophetic 

eschatology asserts that the future's analogous event will, nevertheless, be a fmal and 

decisive event (162). 

The prophetic in the Old Testament eventually evolved into a myriad of apocalyptic 

interpretations including the concept of two ages (Perrin 164). However, unlike 

^^Referring to the nonviolent response of the Church to the age of martyrs, 
Augustine reveals the relationship of the kingdom of (lod to earthly history: "Neque tunc 
ciuitas Christi, quamuis adhuc peregrinaretur in terris et haberet tamen magnorum agmina 
populorum,.. ."(XXn.VI.66-69) ("The city of Christ, which, although as yet a stranger 
upon earth, had countiess hosts of citizens,..." [XXn.6.482]). 
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Schweitzer, Perrin rejects the notion that Jesus operated from an overtly apocalyptic 

interpretation of history. For example, in his teaching, Jesus rejects calculating the end 

times with signs (Lk. 17.20), avoids apocalyptic "buzz words," and does not emphasize 

world epochs (178). For Perrin, Jesus is concemed about the impact of the future 

Messianic times on the present. His exorcisms and present forgiveness of sins impact the 

individual and demonstrate this fact; yet, he does these things without evading the 

inevitability of the Kingdom's consummation (186). 

The nature of the kingdom of God is in some sense antithetical to the concept of 

the absolute epic past as described by Mikhail Bakhtin, since it deals with an intersection of 

the present and future in the New Testament—the paradoxically ever present "coming" of 

God.'̂  Karl Barth describes the Kingdom as "God himself as he not merely is somewhere 

and somehow but as he comes. The concem of the second petition [Thy kingdom come] 

is precisely with this coming. As God's kingdom is God himself, so God is his kingdom in 

'̂ In "Epic and Novel" (The Dialogic Imagination), Bakhtin discusses the fiinction 
of time as an epic boundary: "But precisely because it is walled off from all subsequent 
times, the epic past is absolute and complete. It is as closed as a circle; inside it everything 
is finished, already over. There is no place in the epic world for any openendedness, 
indecision, indeterminacy. There are no loopholes in it through which we glimpse the 
future" (16). It is difficult to avoid a paradox here since the very nature of the presence of 
the kingdom of God in the Spanish epic seems to belie a sealed off past~a past which 
constantly spills over into the present and future with prefiguration, and that is in tum 
shaped by its end. David Foster has noted that for medieval man, "everything is resolved 
in the mind of God, and history is merely the working out of His Plan" (16n.). For the 
epic poets with a Christian bent the future is part of a whole; a given from God's vantage 
point. Jos6 Manuel Blecua's phrase, "la visi6n de ima Espafla totalmente reconquistada" 
(LXVI), fits with the notion of a future that is presented as though it were an epic past In 
a sense, the totality of time is "sealed off." Or is it? In the Laberinto, can King Juan n 
choose an alternate future by evading his destiny? The paradoxical question anticipates the 
debate over predestination and free will in the theater of such as Calder6n and Tirso. 
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his own coming: his coming to meet man, to meet the whole of the reality distinct from 

himself (236) (this aspect shows up strongly in La Christiada). Furthermore, "Thy 

kingdom come" is eschatological in its essence, and "looks toward an act of God as the 

goal and end of all human history and of all the history of faitii and die church within it" 

(Barth 247). The end result of history and the way in which it effects moral change during 

the present age represents the insider's view from a medieval perspective. The epic writers 

considered in this study were impregnated with the New Testament message and surely 

understood the overlapping nature of the present and the future. Barth shows how this 

dual language explains the coming of the kingdom: "The whole of the New Testament 

message derives from this coming of the kingdom. It may explicitly point back to it or 

point forward to it, but it is to be understood as both a future and also a present saying,... 

. 'The Kingdom is at hand' means that the kingdom and its invasion and intervention are 

notjust future" (248). 

The explanation offered by New Testament scholar George Eldon Ladd 

summarizes the theologies examined up to this point and capsulizes the general usage of 

the term "kingdom of God" in this study: 

The Kingdom is the reign of God, not merely in the human heart 
but dynamically active in the person of Jesus and in human history 
. . . . It becomes possible to understand how the Kingdom of God 
can be present and future, inward and outward, spiritual and 
apocalyptic (42). The Kingdom of God was the dynamic mle of 
God which had invaded history... to bring men in the present age 
the blessings of the messianic age. (The Presence of the Future 
307) 
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The kingdom of God and its supporting Biblical images and figures substantially 

energize the Spanish epic. *̂  A cultural constmct or archetype as pervasive as the kingdom 

of God is frequently insinuated or explicitly interjected intertextually, moving the national 

project along toward reconquest and imperial glory. Since the presence of the kingdom of 

God in these selected Spanish epic poems assumes some general Biblical knowledge on the 

part of the popular receiving audience and specific knowledge on the part of the educated, 

that issue will be briefly examined.** The common people were not encouraged to read the 

Sacred Scriptures from 1551 on, thus avoiding erroneous, anticatholic interpretations 

(Russell P. Sebold 228). This cautious attitude surely reflected earlier unofficial concems. 

Nevertheless, the Biblical lexicon that passed into medieval literature served the function of 

*'Epic poetry is a kind of recasting of previous narratives. White says, "narrative 
would be a process of decodation and recodation in which an original perception is 
clarified by being cast in a figurative mode different from that in which it has come 
encoded by convention, authority, or custom" (96). This is particularly pertinent regarding 
the PFG where the clerical recasting strongly brings in the figurative mode from the Bible. 

**This is a thomy question and somewhat peripheral to my investigation, therefore I 
will attempt a brief and necessarily inadequate summary. Certainly the Laberinto was 
destined for a cultured audience. The Christiada may have also been intended for a 
refined irmer circle that included religious intellectuals, since it was dedicated to the 
Viceroy of Peru, the Marqu6s de Monies Claros. It could also have easily been recited or 
performed at more general inspirational gatherings. I think it likely, on the other hand, that 
the PFG would have had broad appeal to both the common people and the well educated. 
The wide diffusion of the popular Feman Gonzalez legend in combination with its 
usefubiess for inspiring both the Reconquest and Castilian hegemony make it an ideal 
"cross-over" poem. Avalle-Arce neatly sums up the dual nature of the poem: "Nos 
hallamos, pues, ante un tema 6pico cuya unica forma poetica antigua es culta, emdita y 
clerical. Pero lo normal en la transmision de los temas 6picos es que estos se expresen 
primero en formas orales, populares y juglarescas. O sea que es logico suponer una 
version juglaresca de la leyenda epica de Fem^ Gonzdlez anterior al PFG, en que este se 
habrd inspirado, y que llamar^ el Cantar de Ferndn Gonzdlez" (60). The posited earlier 
version, now generally accepted in critical scholarship, signals the poem's popular vitality. 
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religious and moral instmction. This was tme conceming the vocabulary of the Vulgate or 

of the version in Romance (toward 1260 the main part of the Bible was available in 

Castilian). This historical principle is demonstrated by Olegario Garcia de la Fuente who 

shows how tiie Latin Bible exerted a direct influence in the translation and recasting of tiie 

Libro de Apolonio, "como ha influido en el resto de nuestra literatura medieval" (83). *̂  

The Bible was the primary resource for sermons and the preacher could search out 

usefiil tiiemes from any part of tiie Scriptures (G. Owst 115).̂ ^ According to tiie preaching 

standards of the schools of Oxford and Paris: "empruntera done son thdme a lEcriture, 

mais a fficriture entendue au sens strict, c'est-a-dire aux livres compris dans le canon de la 

Bible . . . II a besoin d'un fondement pour etayer son sermon. Ou en trouvera-t-il de plus 

solide que dans la Sainte Ecriture, dont il n'est permis a aucun fidele de mettre en doute la 

'̂ Garcia de la Fuente concurs witii Gluntz who affirms: "la literatura medieval, en 
general, puede explicarse como una inmensa exegesis de la Biblia" (Garcia de la Fuente 
83). The Biblical background of much of the literature of the Spanish Middle Ages is well 
known and shall not be unduly rehearsed here. A good representative work on the subject 
is Sister Francis Gormly's, The Use of the Bible in Representative Works of Medieval 
Spanish Literature. 

'̂̂ There also existed a common fund of shared associations that can be seen in the 
use of the exempla. They were frequently utilized by preachers, who were accustomed to 
entertaining the public and making use of every possible source, whether popular or 
cultured. The Bible was apparently the most indispensable cultured source that provided 
the raw material for the exempla. Welter, in his monumental work, L'Exemplum, 
summarizes: "La Bible et les apocryphes ont foumi le type de Texemplum biblique, 
emprunt^ tantot aux livres historiques de I'ancien et du nouveau testament, tantot aux r^cits 
I6gendaires de I'histoire juive et aux Merits des premiere generations chr6tiermes" (105). 
A certain collective and traditional knowledge filtered from above (the Church) toward the 
masses by way of these exempla. This was tme as well in medieval preaching generally. It 
is most probable that the juglares (minstrels) also used this commonality in order to enrich 
their art. Owst confirms that the pulpit provided chaimels through which, "the 
characteristic thought and expression of the churchmen flowed into the popular mind and 
were tumed to secular advantage" (3). 
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verite?" (T. Charland 114). This preaching tradition was as strong as that of medieval 

rhetoric and the art of itit juglares. It consisted of high elegant preaching, sermones ad 

clerum (in Latin and before a cultured audience), and popular sermons, sermones ad 

poplum, that were delivered in Romance for the people (Charies S. Baldwin 231).^' 

Consequentiy, both types of preaching were either direct or indirect sources of liturgical 

and general knowledge for the vulgo, or common people, and direct sources for the gente 

culta-ihe main, but not exclusive audience for the works considered in this study. A 

work such as the Libro de buen amor typically presupposes an audience divided between 

persons of higher culture and those of less sophisticated understanding. The latter group, 

largely unlettered, in all probability did not enjoy a great degree of direct knowledge of the 

Bible. However, as Baldwin assures us, "A medieval auditory had a great common fund of 

conscious and subconscious associations" (232)-some of which were Biblical.^ For 

instance, ample knowledge of the Bible can be posited (and will be demonstrated in 

chapter II) on the part of the PFG's envisioned audience since the author was a cleric. 

Further analogy can be drawn from Berceo, who composes from a common fount of 

cultural tradition replete with Biblical inference. Diego Catalan elaborates on this aspect of 

the ecclesiastic's writing: "Las reminiscencias notadas en la obra de Berceo no exigen una 

'̂An example of vernacular preaching provided by Owst is the Myrc's Festival 
which serves as a popular source of narratives about Noah's Ark, Abraham's sacrifice of 
Isaac, Joseph in Egypt, etc. He further observes: "It is enough to notice in passing that 
these same topics constitute favorite episodes of the miracle-plays" (114). 

^ For example, the author of the PMC and his audience undoubtedly knew the 
Bible to some extent, since its language and content helped shape the thought of both 
specialist and layman during the Middle Ages (Gormly 1). Jimena's prayer alone is 
sufficient to demonstrate this assertioiL 
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consulta previa de la Biblia: son expresiones y pasajes repetidos en la liturgia, los himnos, 

los evangelios dominicales, las homilias, que facilmente quedaban prendidos en memorias 

acostumbradas a la adquisici6n de conocimientos por via auditiva" (314). 

A combination of the theological implications from the discussion of the kingdom 

of God and the Biblical background briefly explored above provide a base for the chapter 

dealing with the Poema de Ferndn Gonzdlez. Both are assumed as I explore the spiritual 

legitimization of the beginnings of the Spanish Reconquest.̂ ^ More specifically, Castilian 

hegemony is examined in relationship to the kingdom of God as a background 

metaphorical model and driving motif for the Reconquest. Foster's Christian Allegory in 

Early Hispanic Poetry, contains much pertinent background work in this area^ He sees 

^̂ This is practically a self-evident statement since it concurs with the horizon of 
expectation in the receiving community. Jauss asserts that "the question of the subjectivity 
of the interpretation... of different readers or levels of readers can be asked meaningfully 
only when one has first clarified which transsubjective horizon of understanding conditions 
the influence of the text" (23). He further asserts that, "Literary forms and genres are thus 
neither subjective creations of the author, nor merely retrospective ordering-concepts, but 
rather primarily social phenomena, which means that they depend on functions in the lived 
world" (100). While it would be foolish to posit a monolithic understanding of the Bible 
on the part of a somewhat pluralistic receiving audience, any systematic interpretation of 
the PFG nevertheless implies recognition of Biblical correspondences-both internally and 
externally. 

'̂'Among the scholars who have dealt with the relationship of Biblical themes to the 
PFG is Beverly West, who lists a number of convincing parallel incidents from the life of 
Jesus and the poetic figure of the PFG (113). One of the strongest, however, and noted by 
Deyermond, is the occurrence of the last words of Christ on the cross that are alluded to 
or practically quoted verbatim at various points in the text (600-602, for example) ("Uses 
of the Bible in the Poema de Ferndn Gonzdlez'' 59). A most useful article is Connie 
Scarborough's, "Characterization in the Poema de Ferndn Gonzdlez: Portraits of the Hero 
and the Heroine," in which she notes a number of parallels between depictions of Biblical 
and poetic heroes. 
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Ferndn Gonzalez as a neo-Christ figure (55), and a figurative fiilfiller of the Old Law as it 

is replaced by the New (58). Foster's allegorical-figurative interpretation of the PFG looks 

backward to sacred representational antecedents. He places the Count squarely in the 

middle of Christian historical-figurative discourse as a type of the Son of Man (i.e., a 

Messianic figure): 

The Count from the very outset of his role in the reconquest is 
conscious first of his relation to the Christian values associated with 
the figure of the Son of Man, and second to his mission in the 
redemption and deliverance from captivity of Castile . . . . In the 
last analysis, Ferndn Gonzalez, like tiie Son of man he emulates, 
participates in the grand drama of human (Christian) destiny-yet 
both men are willing subjects of the design as well as dynamic 
principles. Thus the Count is always presented within the 
framework not only of standard figural symbolism but also of the 
particular concept of Castilian sin and redemption held by the 
thirteenth-century poet. (56-57) 

The present study, while accepting his premise, presents the metaphorical model of the 

kingdom of God as always being forward in its thrust and present/future oriented in its 

essence (the "already-not yet" is an indispensable concept). This is affirmed even while the 

past is reflected in prefigurative relationships. I intend to show how the poem functions 

interactively with broad mythical stmctures; the one of present concem is the kingdom of 

God. According to E. Correa Calder6n the idea of a divine kingdom is typical for epic 

poetry concemed with nation-founding: the PFG "Deforma la historia premeditadamente, 

como todos los creadores de epopeyas nacionales, en su afdn por hallar un origen heroico y 

semidivino a su breve patria" (19). The general validity of his statement has specific 

applications for the theme of the kingdom of God in Spanish epic poetry. Antonio Garrido 

Moraga's observation lends further support when he notes that the stmctures within the 
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poem lend to "el maniqueismo propio del g^nero: oposicion bien-mal, conflicto que 

trasciende el ambito concreto del espacio y el tiempo de la narracion para adquirir valores 

miticos" ("El Poema de Ferndn Gonzdlez como objeto semi6tico " 277). Taking such 

mythical values into account is inseparable from the task of making meaning from the text 

and in delineating an approach to an orginal reception. 

The third chapter is entitled, "The Presence of the Future in Juan de Mena's 

Laberinto de Fortuna."" Using both Christian and Vergilian allegorical models, I will 

demonstrate that the Biblical notion of the kingdom of God is a background metaphor that 

can be identified in the text that illuminates Mena's program for Spanish nationhood. The 

prototypical form of the kingdom of God found in Vergil's "Roman national project," 

especially as reflected in Book VI of the Aeneid and in the Fourth Eclogue (golden age), 

will also be surveyed. Dorothy Clotelle Clarke believes that Juan de Mena created the first 

"classic" epic for Spanish literature according to the Aristotelian formula (10). This 

classical tributary (albeit in imitation) as well as elements of its Christianization bring 

Mena's vision of the future to bear on Spain's political maze. In Domenico Comparetti's 

foundational study, Vergil in the Middle Ages, the sacralization of Vergil is shown to form 

an enormous substrata in the Christian thought of the Middle Ages.̂ ^ Mena clearly wants 

^̂ A good analogy to the "sacralization of Vergil" can be found in the Libro de 
Apolonio, where the Castillian translator-author expands the Christian design of a Latin 
work. Mena is generally not as conspicuous in his use of Biblical terminology as the 
anonymous author of the Libro, but there is a definite Christianization of the Aeneid in 
Mena's Laberinto. Garcia de la Fuente, in his massive study, "Sobre el 16xico biblico y 
cristiano del "Libro de Apolonio," concludes that "podemos afirmar que tanto la Historia 
Apollonii como el Libro de Apolonio han experimentado una profunda transformaci6n en 
el sentido cristiano del argumento. El autor latino, ademds conocia la Biblia y nos ha 
dejado suficientes muestras de ello en su obra. El autor castellano tambî n la conocia y 
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to create his own Spanish national project and to effect a continuation and transformation 

of both pagan and Christian aspects of historical Rome.^ The fnst part of this chapter's 

inquiry deals with how Vergil contributes to Mena's conception of kingdom formation in 

relationship to the future;̂ ^ the second addresses the use of various components related to 

the kingdom of God: prophecy, apocalyptic language, the concept of two ages, etc., as 

poetic devices that highlight and empower Mena's political and moral agenda. 

Whether through prophecy or human agency, Mena proposes a course of action 

for the future of Spain. Kathryn Sherrill identifies the various components of Mena's 

poem as epic, allegorical, didactic, and eulogistic (181), while Amold Reichenberger 

emphasizes the utile aspect, that is, the ethical content of Mena's poetry (417). These 

components all have a focus and propose to bring the presence of a desired fiiture to 

contemporary Spain that is still stmggling with political inconsistency. Mena bases his 

fiiture projections on historical models as Dorothy Clarke has noted: "From Virgil he 

learned to nurture his faith in the future of his state on her heroic past, to see the parallel in 

nos ha dejado aun mas pmebas de su contacto con la Biblia que el propio autor latino. Y 
asi se confirma una vez mas la gran influencia de la Biblia en las obras medievales" (124). 

^̂ The fundamental stmcture of the Laberinto is based on classical models, but the 
Christldng image reinforces the message on a secondary plane. Apart from the massive 
classical influence, which we will look at from the Vergilian angle, and the later influence 
of Dante, Biblical thought overall inspires Mena (and Dante as well). This may frequently 
come under the guise of Augustine's interpretation of the kingdom of God in his De 
civitate Dei which looms behind both the Spanish and Italian authors. 

^̂ The positive predicted future is also an element of comedia; Maxim Kerkhof 
reminds us in his introduction: "el Laberinto tambî n es un compendio de tragedia 
(«discriue los fechos de los prin9ipes . . . » ) , sdtira («rreprehende . . . todos los generos . . . 
de los vi9iosos»), y comedia (porque al final de la obra la Providencia pronostica im fiituro 
muy pr6spero)" (28). 
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the destiny of individual and nation each creating the other" (59). From his Christian 

framework, the other great column of his preparation, he garnered hope and assurance that 

the future (as a continuation of past and presenty/gwroe) was to come about in the grand 

design of God's coming in his Kingdom. 

Chapter IV probes the idealized version of the kingdom of God as contemplated in 

Fray Diego de Hojeda's La Christiada. "Plato and the Carpenter in La Christiada: 

Building the Kingdom of God in Diego de Hojeda's Epic Poem," seeks to prove that 

Hojeda wants to revitalize the kingdom of God as he observes spiritual decline in the 

Colonia. Hojeda, in his quest to restore harmony, is attempting to resolve historical tension 

by means of an end restoration. Frank Kermode's explanation of Christian apocalyptic 

mentality provides a picture: 

The Bible is a familiar model of history. It begins at the beginning 
('In the beginning...') and ends with a vision of the end ('Even so, 
come. Lord Jesus'); the first book is Genesis, the last Apocalypse. 
Ideally, it is a wholly concordant stmcture, the end is in harmony 
with the beginning, the middle with beginning and end. The end. 
Apocalypse, is traditionally held to resume the whole stmcture, 
which it can only do by figures predictive of that part of it which has 
not been historically revealed. (6) 

Hojeda's vision of the end; that is, of the coming of the kingdom of God, is primarily 

based on Augustinian realized eschatology and not a cataclysmic apocalyptic end. It is 

apocalyptic, however, in Kermode's sense of "resuming the whole stmcture." It holds that 

the kingdom of God is realizable in time and space, and that the work begun by Spanish 

conquerors and missionaries can be resumed and completed. The Counter Reformation 

provides much of the energy that drives Hojeda's project. 
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In his poem, he avails himself of Platonic dualism—he poetically benefits and at the 

same time seems to challenge the very Platonic model that he uses in his own literary 

stmcture. Hojeda believes that the "Ideal" (Platonic/heavenly) can and should invade its 

earthly shadow. This rings of Auerbach's comment that "often figural stmcture and 

Neoplatorusm are intertsvined" (72). In Hojeda's case, the imperfect earthly figure of the 

kingdom of God (Augustine's city of God) is a representation the heavenly, but waiting to 

become one with the celestial model. 

The Dominican poet also places the idealized reign of God which is still to come in 

direct conflict with the illusory kingdom of darkness. This process becomes evident as he 

delineates the first (a commonplace) opposition: the human and divine kingdoms on a 

global level. On the ideological-literary plane he establishes the second dichotomy: 

Platonic ideal/poetic-spiritual enterprise. Both sides of this opposition figure strongly as 

background motifs, with the "poetic-spiritual" (i.e., the perfect kingdom of God) element 

rising to privileged status as a way of reinventing the world of the viceroyalty (the Platonic 

ideal is an abstraction that is transgressed by the Incamation, which alone can "come to 

earth" and destroy the kingdom of darkness). Since the colonial world was evolving into 

something divergent from the days of epic conquest and evangelization, Hojeda offers an 

altemative epic story-one of spiritual devotion immersed in the Passion of Christ that 

would make "Thy Kingdom come" a material reality. 

Each of the three poems considered in this investigation offers a unique opportunity 

to examine various literary manifestations of the kingdom of God. Epic poetry typically 

contains a sense of the grand sweep of history that provides a natural container for an 
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archetypal figure of enormous breadth. The PFG is a good point of departure since it 

reaches back to the very roots of Spanish history and the co-foundation of the kingdom of 

God on the Iberian Peninsula. 
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CHAPTER n 

FERNAN GONZALEZ AS SPAIN'S HARBINGER 

OF KINGDOM RESTORATION 

Ferndn Gonzdlez is one of several dynamic figures in the formation of Spain's 

national identity, occupying a unique niche in the history of the Spanish political and 

spiritual character. The somewhat enigmatic historical count will not be the primary focus 

of this study, but rather his poetic re-creation in the Poema de Ferndn Gonzdlez (PFG, ca. 

1250). Victorio, commenting on the latter in his introduction, notes that "Su 

«originalidad» consistird en que va a ocuparse de un personaje «nacional», tal como Berceo 

trataria la vida de ciertos santos regionales" (13). The poetic Femdn Gonzdlez, as a re

worked replication of the tenth-century count (915-970), is the product of a thirteenth-

century monk from the monastery of San Pedro de Arlanza. His characterization is a well-

managed mixture of legend and selective history that makes no attempt to mask a strongly 

Castilian and religious agenda.* Beverly West notes that, "In the epic [in general],... 

Christianity plays a very important role. Prayer, mass and confession before battle are 

% his venerated standard work, Antologia depoetas liricos castellanos, Marcelino 
Men6ndez y Pelayo states that "En el famoso Conde de Castilla hay que distinguir dos 
personalidades: la historica y la 6pica" (224). Hayden White, in Tropics of Discourse: 
Essays in Cultural Criticism, offers a modem way of understanding Men6ndez y Pelayo's 
observation: ".. . there are at least two levels of interpretation in every historical work: one 
in which the historian constitutes a story out of the chronicle of events and another in 
which, by a more fundamental narrative technique, he progressively identifies the kind of 
story he is telling-comedy, tragedy, romance, epic, or satire, as the case may be" (59). 
Clearly, the poet of the PFG favors a story type that elevates the epic persona over the 
historical. 
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common. The hero generally has a patron saint and honors a particular monasterv'' (96). 

These religious aspects, what Joaquin Gimeno Casalduero calls "el trascendentalismo 

religioso" of the sections dealing with the Moorish/Christian opposition (40), are strongly 

integrated into the characterization of the Spanish count. Such widely accepted postulates 

conceming the Christian and Biblical background of the poem strengthen the investigation 

at hand and serve as a backdrop for more specific application Supportive aspects to be 

discussed include the mythic cycle of fall, punishment, repentance, and redemption; the 

invoking of a Utopian Visigothic past as millennial/kingdom of God prefeguration; 

Messianic typology, representation, and characterization; Pelayo (warrior and saint) as 

cmsader; apocalyptic imagery; and the Spanish count as a heroic imitation of kingdom of 

God precursors. Specific applications of textual points of contact between the PFG and 

the Bible will demonstrate that the kingdom of God is a strong metaphorical background 

model for tiie FFG. 

The Biblical milieu of the poem, what Louis Chalon calls the "allusions frdquentes 

a I'Ancien et au Nouveau Testament" (389), serves as a base and a springboard for the 

thematic analysis at hand. As another of Spain's great interpreters of literature notes: "No 

sabemos si el poeta aprovechd todas las narraciones cantadas ii orales acerca de su heroe, y 

es evidente que afiadi6 varias de indole erudita y monacal, sugeridas unas por la lectura de 

la Biblia y de las historias profanas, y otras por la tradicidn de Arlanza" (Menendez y 

Pelayo 229). This study will interpret the "lectura de la Biblia," pointed out by Menendez 

y Pelayo, in terms of the over-arching presence of the kingdom of God as seen in certain 

Jewish and Christian literary manifestations of the theme. Apocalyptic allusions are an 
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example. Nepaulsingh even suggests that the composition of the poem should be analyzed 

in the light of the apocalyptic tradition (85). However one choses to examine the end time 

scenario, it can at least be said that the PFG moves into the last phase of history in 

agreement with the sketch that Deyermond provides of the symmetry of Christian 

historiography: "History begins with the Creation, moves rapidly to tiie disaster of tiie Fall, 

has its central point in the Cmcifixion and Resurrection, and is now moving towards the 

Second Coming and the Day of Judgement" ("Death and Rebirtii" 352). The monk-poet 

of Arlanza attempts to elevate Castile and its first count to the level of eschatological 

discourse. Deyermond astutely notes that "not only does the early history of Spain have a 

clear figural relationship to that of Israel in the Old Testament, while significant New 

Testament parallels are to be found in the poet's treatment of Femdn Gonzdlez, but the 

Count is presented as the culmination of Castile's history just as that of Israel culminates in 

Jesus as Messiah" ("Uses of the Bible " 47). The British scholar's article cited above is one 

point of departure for the present study; that is, the Old Testament's Messianic expectation 

provides literary figures and types, while from Jesus as Messiah on, the idea of the 

kingdom of God takes on its fiill present and future significance. Therefore, I will not 

slavishly repeat Deyermond or others who have done similar foundational work, but will 

add observations on the Biblical background that will clarify my perception of the text. 

Neither will I attempt to address or uncover every possible Biblical allusion in the text—the 

task at hand does not require such an exhaustive undertaking. 

The clerical poet of the PFG would have been well-grounded in the Biblical 

scholarship of his day. Jesus's teachings as well as broader images of the kingdom of God 
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(Augustine may also be assumed) had duly influenced his poetic project. Fish reminds us 

that Augustine's "mle of faitii" had defined Christian exegesis for centuries as a dominant 

feature of an "interpretative community" (170).^ It becomes self-evident that tiie presence 

of the kingdom of God in a Spanish epic like the PFG is tied to its ecclesiastical influence-

an influence that encouraged a spiritualized interpretation beyond the supposed literal 

surface meaning. Victorio writes that, "La religiosidad no es, ni mucho menos, esencial en 

la ^pica juglaresca" (16); however, in the mester de clerecia it generally is-even when it is 

expressed in an ironic mode, such as is often the case in the Libro de buen amor. 

With Biblical imagery in hand, the Arlentine monk promotes Castile as the 

beginning point for the Reconquest:^ 

Eston9e era Castiella un pequefio rincon, 
era de castellanos Monies d'Oca mojon, 
e de la otra parte Fitero elfondon, 
moros tienen Cara90 en aquesta sazon. 
Era toda Castiella solo una alcaldia; 
maguer que era pobre e de poca valia. 

^Fish addresses the use of interpretive strategies with a will toward unifying all texts: 
"Augustine urges just such a strategy, for example, in On Christian Doctrine where he 
delivers the 'rule of faith' which is of course a rule of interpretation. It is dazzlingly 
simple: everything in the Scriptures, and indeed in the world when it is properly read, 
points to (bears the meaning of) God's love for us and our answering responsibility to love 
our fellow creatures for His sake. If only you should come upon something which does 
not at first seem to bear this meaning, that 'does not literally pertain to virtuous behavior or 
to the tmth of faith,' you are then to take it 'to be figurative' and proceed to scmtinize it 
'until an interpretation contributing to the reign of charity is produced.' This then is both a 
stipulation of what meaning there is and a set of directions for finding it" (170). 

^Gimeno Casalduero notes the care with which the poet identifies Castile and 
Asturias: "Al compds que avanzan las estrofas, Asturias heredera de los godos, sustituye al 
imperio de Toledo. . . ; de ahl que se conuence a sustituir lo general hispdnico por lo 
particular castellano, y que para conseguirlo se identifique desde el comienzo Asturias-
Esparia con Castilla" (36). 
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nunca de buenos omnes fiie Castiella vazia, 
de quales ellos fueron pares5e aun oy dia. 
Varones castellanos, este fue su cuidado: 
de llegar su sefior al mas alto estado; 
d'un alcaldia pobre fizieron la condado, 
tomaron la despues cabcQa de reinado. (171-73)'' 

Behind the popular literary device of contrast (the poet is not really belittling Spain) lies 

the the possibility of a Biblical prototype in the parable of the mustard seed. Victorio 

rightly attributes Castile's gains to the presence and nature of faith in the nation-making 

enterprise: "la expansion es debida a la fe, lo que recuerda la comparacion evang^lica del 

grano de mostaza, que se hace despues un gran drbol. Esta voluntaria disminucion, que 

estd relacionada con su pobreza (172b), se contradice con la riqueza expresada 

anteriormente" (81). The humbleness of Castilian origins expressed in this passage is not 

intended to retract the law hispaniae sections that precede it, but rather to show the 

greatness of Spain's founding province. The word picture that the Gospel parable provides 

is strikingly suitable: "The kingdom of heaven is like to a grain of mustard seed, which a 

man took, and sowed in his field: Which indeed is the least of all seeds: but when it is 

grown, it is the greatest among herbs, and becometh a tree, so that the birds of the air come 

and lodge in the branches thereof (Matt. 13.31-32). Ladd's comments on this parable 

highlight the analogy of Spain and the kingdom of God when he notes that. 

The parable of the mustard seed illustrates the tmth that the 
Kingdom, which one day will be a great tree, is already present in 
the world in a tiny, insignificant form.. . . The majority of modem 
exegetes see the emphasis of the parable in the contrast between the 

^All quotes from the PFG are taken from Juan Victorio's 3rd ed., 1990. Since the 
present study is thematic and not paleographic, I have opted to set aside John Geary's 
excellent edition (1987) in favor of Victorio's more reader-friendly editioa 
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tiny beginning and the large end The mustard seed, while not 
actually the smallest seed known, was a proverbial illustration of 
smalhiess The Jews expected the Kingdom to be like a great 
tree under which the nations would find shelter. They could not 
understand how one could talk about the Kingdom apart from such 
an all-encompassing manifestation of God's mle. (A Theology of 
the New Testament 97-98) 

Nevertheless, the epopee of Femdn Gonzdlez does not bog down in religious 

abstractions; it introduces concrete political concems which are in due course legitimized 

by Biblical allusions. The PFG poet moves beyond the Asturian connection to equate 

Castile with Spain in general. When Chariemagne invades Spain he is confronted by 

Bernardo de Carpio: 

Dixo que mas queria commo estava estar, 
que el reigno d'Espafia a Francia sojuzgar, 
que non se podrien d'esso franceses alabar, 
jQue mas la querien ellos, en ^inco afios ganar! 
Carlos ovo consejo sobre este mandado; 
commo menester fuera non fiie bien consejado; 
dieron le por consejo el su pueblo famado 
que veniessen a Espafia con todo su fonsado. 
Ayunto sus poderes, grandes e sin mesura, 
movio pora Castiella, jtengo que fue locura!; 
al que lo consejo nunca I'marre rencura, 
ca fue essa venida plaga de su ventura. (129-131) 

The national theme and its cormection to Castile is thus introduced, although as Victorio 

observes, it is an anachronism: "Obs6rvese la identificaci6n que hace el Arlantino, para 

quien Castilla es la representaci6n de toda Espafla, lo cual constituye, ademds, 

estrictamente im anacronismo, por cuanto Castilla no existia politicamente en esa 6poca 

con entidad propia" (72). Strict historicity in not what is of primary interest to the poet, 

but rather the establishment of a compelling pattem that will thrust Castile/Spain forward to 
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its greater destiny.̂  Moreover, it will become clear as the study proceeds that the national 

theme is inseparable from its background metaphorical model-the kingdom of God. 

An inescapable sense of destiny and forward motion propels the narrative in a 

celebration of nationhood The reader knows that the Devil has been routed, as it were, 

and since the end is knovm, why not dress it up a little? National optimism and hope for 

the future run a parallel course with the expectation of the arrival of tiie kingdom of God, 

whether in its allegorical or literal form. Thus, the praise of Spain that originates in the 

chronicles resonates with the vigor of new life in the PFG.^ Victorio expands on tiie 

^Although Victorio does not allege the PFG to be very historical, he notes that, 
"nuestro Arlantino tiene como objetivo no tanto el motivo literario como el historico. 
Dicho de otra manera: el pretende que su Poema no sea solo Poema, sino Historia " 
(Victorio 20). He further notes that "al Arlantino no le interesa hacer rigurosa historia: sus 
planes se vendrian abajo" (72). There is really no contradiction here-the poet must be 
aware of at least some of his liberties-he is creating a "history," which Hayden White 
would call a verbal fiction: "But in general there has been a reluctance to consider historical 
narratives as what they most manifestly are: verbal fictions, the contents of which are as 
much invented as found and the forms of which have more in common with their 
coimterparts in literature than they have with those in the sciences" (82). Frye concurs 
that historicity as such is not always awarded top billing: "When mythology modulates into 
ideology and helps to form a social contract, it presents data asserted to be historical, actual 
events in the past, but presents them so selectively that we can hardly take them to be really 
historical" (Words With Power 26). In any event, the poetic characterization is more to the 
point in this investigation, Correa Calderon, while aware of the "fantasias y 
deformaciones" of the poem, nevertheless affirms that if we only "atenemos a sus datos 
rigurosos, vendriase por tierra la propia gallardia combativa del personaje, al cual el poeta 
convierte en guerrero invencible" (17). 

^Hayden White describes this chronicle to story process: "Yet, I would argue, 
histories gain part of their explanatory effect by their success in making stories out of mere 
chronicles; and stories in tum are made out of chronicles by an operation which I have 
elsewhere called 'emplotment' And by emplotment I mean simply the encodation of the 
facts contained in the chronicle as components of specific kinds of plot stmctures,..." 
(83). The artistry of the poet of San Pedro de Arlanza emerges in his handling of the early 
thirteenth-century chronicles. His poem is, in tum, then recycled into chroiucle form in the 
Primera crdnica general (PCG) during the latter half of the century. 
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importance of this hope-charged atmosphere of the thirteenth centurv': "El elogio a EspafSa 

es frecuente en las cronicas medievales, especialmente en el siglo XIII. Ello es debido al 

gran impulso dado a la Reconquista por Fernando HI y al ordenamiento juridico de su 

sucesor Alfonso X, que promueve la cultura hasta extremos insospechados. Es, en 

definitiva, un siglo de optimismo" (76). And, I would add, a century in which there was 

great expectation that the kingdom of God would occupy the entire Iberian Peninsula. 

Spanish Christians were being urged to join the ranks of the righteous and drive out the 

malevolent Muslims.^ Cleariy, a spiritual militancy is being promoted. Correa Calderon 

contends that "Femdn Gonzdlez lucha por el logro de esta fiisidn ideal [religious and 

military] mds que por pasion fronteriza" (22). Such a fusion promoted dualistic thinking 

(Christians/Moors) which was already traditionally accepted, and congmous with the 

model of spiritual warfare provided in the Gospels and in Paul. Ladd, echoing Augustine, 

notes that "the Kingdom of God has to do with the conquest of evil spiritual powers" 

(Theology 4l0y 

^The Muslims are presented in the PFG as being on the forefront of the kingdom of 
Satan, although, to be sure, Muslim abuses reported in the poem probably communicate 
more about Christian propaganda than historical reality. Chalon assures us that "Le z^le 
religieux du moine d'Arlanza I'a pouss^ d exag^rer la bmtalit^ de I'occupation musulmane 
enEspagne"(392). 

^Robertson, in Regnum Dei: Eight Lectures on the Kingdom of God in the History 
of Christian Thought, provides a useful analogy from Augustinian thought; he shows how 
Augustine reverses the official position of his predecessor, Optatus, from Ecclesia in 
Imperio to Imperium in Ecclesia, "making the Empire, in so far as it can be reclaimed 
from the regnum diaboli, the instrument and vassal of the Church" (214). Robertson 
further expounds that "Augustine in the de Civitate Dei had dimly but unmistakably 
outlined a new ideal of the Kingdom of God on earth, in which the Empire should take its 
place within the Church, and the Church through it should govern the world" (219). Even 
though Augustine is primarily talking about the relationship between the Church and the 
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The above-mentioned optimism of the day would have provided fertile soil for the 

hope of imminent Spanish restoration. Victorio proposes the believable idea that the 

Ariantine poet writes of Femdn Gonzdlez in imitation and in praise of Femando Hl-in 

reality, a political-religious figure who intimates the kingdom of God: "Un monarca que de 

un gran impulso a la Reconquista, que se distinga por su piedad (hasta el punto de ser 

sobrenominado Santo), que reine en esos mismos afios, que se llame igual que el 

protagonista del Poema, y que tambien gobieme a los castellanos. Ese no es otro que 

Femando IE, muerto en 1252" (27). 

The spirit of positivism is, notwithstanding, moderated by a simultaneous sense of 

relief and uncertainty. Since the sins of the past had produced such calamities, it is better 

not to err with presumption. The battle of Lara is a case in point Following victory, the 

triumphant Castilians bring a load of booty to the monastery of San Pedro de Arlanza. The 

obvious underlying hint for offerings and support for the monastery is here, but there are 

additional factors to consider as well.'' The generous supply of thanks, prayers, jewels and 

"ganangid" that is on display probably demonstrates a general feeling of well-being—that 

secular empire, any system outside of the kingdom of God is in essence, satanic—especially 
one that is at war with the Christian Church. 

delated to the donation made to the monastery of San Pedro de Arlanza, J. P. 
Keller believes that its centrality in the text is for competitive reasons: "If the count had 
made gifts to that monastery [San Milldn de Cogolla], he had also made substantial and 
even earlier gifts to San Pedro de Arlanza. Moreover, it was a fact that Femdn Gonzdlez 
had been buried at Arlanza whose monks quite justifiably feh an almost proprietary interest 
in their benefactor" ("The Hunt and Prophecy Episode of the Poema de Ferndn Gonzdlez" 
252). Regarding the PFG poet's repossession of the Count, White can be quoted with a bit 
of an ironic twinkle: "Historians [who may be writing imaginative fiction] seek to 
refamiliarize us with events which have been forgotten through either accident, neglect, or 
repression" (87). 
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the sins of the fathers have, in fact, been forgiven: "cojieron sus averes que Dios les avie 

dado" (275c). Would God's blessing be so evident and abundant if they were still under 

the castigo of divine retribution? Just to seal the matter, it is better to show grateful hearts 

and religious fervor-a hearty "« Deo gratias» dixeron" (280c). Secondly, tiie giving of the 

"quinta" to the victorious general (it is just a small technicality that he appropriates the 

quinta), while a common practice of the day (and a leitmotif in the PMC), may also 

conceal several Biblical subtexts.'^ The collection of tiiis "double titiie" by Femdn 

Gonzdlez, and the way he generously shares it with the monastery, rings of the victory of 

Abraham against the four kings who took captive his nephew Lot, along with Lot's family 

and goods. Abraham then gives tithes of everything to Melchizedek, king of Salem. This 

same priest-prince of Salem is identified in the Epistle to the Hebrews as a prefiguration of 

the Messiah (7.1-10). A subtle association of this kind, while not in itself a major find, 

serves to strengthen the "anointed one" status in the ascendency of the first Castilian count 

The one receiving the (double) tithe is superior, but the liberal act of donating it to the 

hospitable monks is a visible confirmation of the credibility of his leadership-he is a man 

submitted to the divine chain of command. In the Bible, the presentation of war booty to 

God has redemptive implications. In Numbers chapter 31, after Israel had defeated Midian 

we read of a practice that sounds very much like crusade mentality: "We [the soldiers] have 

^^According to Men6nez Pidal, the presentation of the quinta is a Muslim custom in 
its origins, "prescripta por una sura del Cordn" (30). A Christian knight would certainly 
not want to be outdone by his enemies by bringing only a mere tithe. This fifth part of the 
take was supposed to be presented to a king or lord. It is significant that Femdn Gonzalez 
does not cart it off to Le6n, but brings the quinta to a monastery to present it to God's 
representative—just a monk to be sure-but really, to his tme king, God. 
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therefore brought an oblation for the Lord what every man hath gotten, of jewels of gold, 

chains, and bracelets, rings, earrings, and tablets, to make an atonement for our souls 

before the Lord" (Num. 31.50). Again, such incidents as these hover in the background as 

part of the mind-set of the editor-writer of Arlanza as he seeks to clear the Castilians of 

past culpability.̂ ^ 

The Pre-Kingdom Mythic Cycle: Sin, Pumshment, 
Repentance, and Restoration 

The previous examples that involve punishment and absolution are part of one of 

the great mythic pattems of the Old Testament and figure into many of the episodes of the 

PFG. Re-entry into the promised land, as part of restored divine favor, is a constant in the 

history and predicted future of Israel. The crossing of the Jordan into Canaan was 

understood, not as an invasion, but as a retaking of the homeland. The Old Testament 

narrative reverberates in the following example from the PFG. At the battle of the Era 

DegoUada the deceptive king Sancho of Navarre is killed (311), whereupon his relative, the 

count of Tolosa, vows vengeance against Femdn Gonzdlez. The opposing forces have 

their confrontation at the Ebro river. This encounter lightly conceals several Biblical 

allusions. The epic crossing of the Jordan (Josh. 3-5) as well as the baptism of Jesus come 

to mind. There are at least nine references to water and water-related words in a space of 

"Keller makes a telling case for the imitation of Saint Eustace. He cites ten parallel 
points from the Eustace story (254) in support of his thesis that "Two of our Ariantine 
poet's main purposes were to restore Femdn Gonzalez to his native Castile and to re
establish his connection with San Pedro de Arlanza" ("The Hunt and Prophecy Episode" 
251). While I generally do not dispute his conclusions, they do not preclude the 
importance of more distant Biblical resonance. 
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only five stanzas. The scene looks very much like a sort of baptism for the Count's army 

or a symbolic crossing that serves as a marker in Castilian history and a defmitive reentry 

into the "promised land." In a coinciding observation on the Castilian crossing ("Abri6 por 

medio I'agua el conde la carerra" [362a]), and altiiough a littie overstated, Valladares 

Reguero comments to this effect: "Este "abrir" no podria entenderse si no tuvieramos 

presente la accion milagrosa de Moises abriendo paso entre las aguas del mar Rojo 

(Genesis [5zc-the correct book is Exodus], 14) o la de Josu6 en el rio Jorddn (Josue, 3)" 

(135). Although the Count is fighting neighboring Spaniards at the river crossing and not 

Muslims, he is, nevertheless staking out his legitimacy. Admittedly, the correspondences 

here are broad, yet, given the many provable Biblical associations in the poem, those of 

secondary importance take on more plausibility.'^ 

The idea of a restored promised land that is a birthright to be reclaimed is a 

common link between the Castilians of the PFG and the Old Testament people of God. 

Lacarra's commentary provides the necessary analogy: "No es la ganancia material lo que 

mueve a Femdn Gonzdlez y a sus compaftas a la guerra contra los moros, sino el ideal 

religioso y la reconquista territorial que legitimamente les correspx)nde como descendientes 

de los godos" (34). As the people of a divine destiny, they readily identified with the 

^̂ In this regard, Deyermond cites a number of explicit references to passages of the 
Old and New Testaments (especially from stanzas 105-12 that gives the obligatory list of 
heroes and deliverances) and then comments on the poem's invocation with its specific 
references to the Creation and the Incamation: "Both invocation and narrative prayer are 
found in a number of other medieval works,... and it is not my intention to suggest that 
their use makes the Poema a uniquely biblical composition. They do, however, tend to 
show that less explicit allusions to the Bible elsewhere in the text should not be dismissed as 
mere coincidence" ("Uses of the Bible" 48). 
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history of Israel. The Castilians of both the tenth and thirteenth centuries (the PFG 

requires a fusion of both horizons of expectation) apparently believed themselves to be on 

the top side of the mythic Biblical cycle of sin, punishment, repentance, and restoration. 

Gimeno Casalduero notes that Femdn Gonzdlez is a key figure in the completion of the 

cyclical movement of Spanish history: "Desde el principio, pues, comienza el movimiento; 

movimiento circular que lleva a Espafia, a trav ŝ de triunfos y caidas, desde la gloria ilustre 

de su pasado hasta le gloria ejemplar de su presente" (31), and I would add, that serves as a 

beacon dindfigura of a future kingdom yet to be realized. In this respect, the playing out 

of the mythic cycle in Spain is a copy of the Jewish conception of God under the ancient 

Hebrew covenant This contract continually affirmed that he is a living God, described by 

Patrides as one who is "concemed actively with the affairs of his creatures, always 

preoccupied with their fortunes, constantly interfering in the course of human events 

whether to chastise or to reward, to punish or to commend, to destroy or to save" (3). 

When the young count comes out of the hills (sounding very much like the youthful David) 

he is quite prepared to help move the cycle along to the up side. He sees the people living 

in fear of the Moorish presence and confidently vents: 

«Valas me—dixo—Cristus, yo a ti me encomiendo, 
en coita es Castiella segunt que yo entiendo. 
Sefior, ya tienpo era, si fuesse tu mesura, 
que mudasses la meda, que anda a la ventura: 
assaz han castellanos passada de rencura, 
gentes nunca passaron atan mala ventura. 
Sefior, ya tienpo era de salir de cavafias 
que non so yo osso bravo por vevir en montafias; 
tienpo es ya que sepan de mi las mis conpafias 
eyosepa d'e\ mundo e las cosas estrafias » (179c-181) 

The young Femdn CJonzdlez does not gainsay the mysterious ways of God or his 
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subservient fortune, but enough is enough, and he will offer himself as the Castilian Savior: 

"«Sefior, tu me ayuda, so mucho pecador, / que yo saque a Castiella del antigo dolor" 

(185c,d). 

The above characterization of the youthfiil Count appropriately places him within 

the cycle of Biblical and religious literature of medieval Spain, which explains national 

calamities as judgement from God, and accepts God's punishment as just, but not as an 

end in itself This was generally the posture of religious writers in Spain regarding the 

period of Arab domination. Pero Lopez de Ayala translates Saint Gregory on the subject: 

Qualquier que murmura del a^ote de Dios non faze dl, salvo que 
acusa la justi9ia de aquel que lo a9ota o fiere.... Pues, para que el 
onbre non se atreva a reprehender el juez de culpa, piense 
umillmente que aquel es el fazedor y criador de la natura y aquel 
que maravillosamente de nada fizo al onbre, non lo atormentaria syn 
justi9ia. (Libro quinto Mora/e ,̂ capitulo quarto JioZ)). (63.19-30)'^ 

Gonzalo de Berceo reports essentially the same theology in his "Vida de San Milldn de 

Cogolla": 

Pora culpa de christianos qe eran peccadores, 
eran unos a otros malos e malfechores, 
non qerien mejorarse de sus malos errores, 
recibieron grand tiempo muchos malos sabores. 

Desamparolos Dios, ca eralis irado, 
ovieron a caer en poder del Peccado; 
contendien cada dia en fer desaguisado. 

'̂ L6pez de Ayala calls his work Flores de los "Morales sobre Job," explaining that 
his purpose is moral; the "flores" are the exempla foimd in tiiis book. The fourteenth-
century writer has translated the Morales de Job and created an anthology of Saint 
Gregory the Great's best proverbs and sayings; he refers to it as a great "tree of virtues" 
(3). 
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como pueblo qe era de Dios desemparado. (366-67)''' 

In the PFG as well, the cycle of sin, captivity, repentance, and deliverance, common in the 

Old Testament (and especially typical of the Book of Judges), is evident in the clerical 

poet's interpretation of the events of the Muslim invasion. The people had lapsed into 

slothful, sinful ways and the poet is quick to capitalize on their culpability: 

Dezien los malfadados: «En mal ora nas9imos; 
diera nos Dios Espafia, guardar la non sopimos; 
si en grand coita somos, nos bien lo meresgimos, 
por nuestro mal sentido en granJ yerro caimos. (98) 

No5 a Dios fales9iendo, ha nos el fales9ido, 
lo que otros ganaron, hemos lo nos perdido; 
partiendo nos de Dios, ha se de nos partido, 
todo el bien de los godos por endes confondido.» (100) 

Although Saint Thomas of Aquinas wrote too late to directly influence the PFG, his ideas 

of divine chastisement repeat the popular theology: 

But to deserve to secure this benefit from God [deliverance from 
evil rulers], the people must desist from sin, for it is by divine 
permission that wicked men receive power to mle as a punishment 
for sin, as the Lord says by the Prophet Osee: 'I will give thee a king 
in my wrath' . . . Sin must therefore be done away with in order that 
the scourge of tyrants may cease. (29) 

In the adult characterization of Castile's first count, he shines as a powerful 

deliverer and signals the end of a painful lesson of history. Correa Calderon connects him 

to the acute agony of Spain's captivity: "lo que es humano, profundamente humano, por 

ser espafiol hasta la medula de los huesos, es ese sentimiento trdgico de la patria en 

cautividad, esa angustia de sus destinos y de su salvaci6n que alienta en este mdo heroe a la 

"*Brian Dutton's edition of La Vida de San Milldn de la Cogolla de Gonzalo de 
Berceo is being quoted. 
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jineta" (20). Spain's Prince Charming shatters the norm of oppression and fear that the 

poem indicates had characterized centuries of frontier conflict. He is productively inserted 

into the universal cycle of sin, punishment [captivity], repentance, and deliverance. This 

pattem emerges in the dialogue between the Count and his mesnada before the battie of 

Lara.̂ ^ The troops are clearly frightened because they see themselves stuck in the first two 

stages. The following stanza illustrates the point: 

El conde don Femando estava muy quexado, 
querie morir por ver se con moros en el canpo; 
bien cuidava esse dia reignar y el pecado, 
que metio grand espanto en el pueblo cmzado. (254) 

The Judeo-Christian mythic plot stmcture surfaces even more clearly in the prosified 

^̂ On the point of "themes of universal validity" I am in substantial disagreement 
with some scholars who diminish the importance of such commonplaces. D. G. Pattison, 
for example, says that "There is a slight danger... of regarding as significant motifs what 
are no more than themes of universal validity such as exile, imprisonment, vengeance, and 
so on. Indeed, such themes may well have been a fairly faithful reflection of contemporary 
life and therefore be best seen as having historical rather than literary significance" (24n.). 
Pattison's cautionary note is well taken, but generally I see no reason why broad archetypal 
pattems should be systematically exempted as literary motifs. Following Hayden White's 
ideas on the interpretation of history, one can generally identify the "story type" of the PFG 
as epic. However, it is additionally stmctured largely on the archetypal kingdom of God-
archetypal in the sense of a stmcture that exists within the confines of the Judeo-Christian 
(and Western-Classical) historical, religious, and cultural tradition. White reports that "the 
historical narrative points in two directions simultaneously: toward ihe events described in 
the narrative and toward the story type or mythos which the historian has chosen to serve 
as the icon of the structure of the events [my emphasis]" (88). The dialogue leading up to 
the battle of Lara and the events pointed to in the chronicle (PCG-ftiQ prosified version of 
the PFG, as well as White's "generic" chronicle or raw historical information) clearly fit 
both criteria; that is, the chronicle tends to point toward the "narrated events" while the 
poem generally points toward the story type, or guiding mythical stmctures. My point is 
that these "themes of universal validity" are intimately connected to the story's guiding 
stmctures (strongly so in the PFG). 
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version in the Primera cronica general (PGC) where the poem breaks after stanza 255:̂ ^ 

Estonces fueron todos muy espantados et dixieron: ««por nuestros 
peccados fue esto que assi contescio agora, et bien semeia que Dios 
nos a desamparados; et fizieramos meior seso si nos ouieramos 
tomados, ca por oio lo uemos que Dios quiere ayudar a los moros; 
pues ^como podremos nos yr contra ellos?»> Dixoles estonces el 
conde: «aniigos, non lo fagades assi, nin querades ganar en poco 
mal prez por siempre, nin desmayedes sin feridas, nin domostredes 
en uos tal couardia como esta; ca departimos quiero yo lo que 
muestra este signo et lo que quiere ser: sabet que pues que uos 
fazedes somir la tierra ante uos, que es tan dura et tan faerte ^quales 
cosas otras uos podran sofrir? ...»(394b.26-41) 

More encoiu^ging words from the Count serve to energize the Christian forces in spite of 

their apprehensions." "Amigos, d'lma cosa soyo bien sabidor: /ellos seran vengidos, yo 

sere vengedor " ([italics indicate Victorio's PCG reconstmction] 260a,b). The narrator 

soon confirms that his confidence was not ill-founded when he notes that the Messiah's 

prerogative has produced the victory: "alii fiie demostrado el poder del Mexias" (270c). In 

this way the poet accomplishes his purpose of moving the Castilians through the mythic 

cycle to a place where ftill restoration is a possibility. The Old Testament cycle is a kind of 

sub-set of what would become a fully developed universal explanation of history in terms 

of the kingdom of God with the Messiah as its central figure. Following and simplifying 

Frye on archetypal pattems in literature Hayden White interprets: 

The fundamental meanings of all fictions, their thematic content, 
consist, in Frye's view, of the "pre-generic plot-stmctures" or 
mythoi derived from the corpora of Classical and Judaeo-Christian 
religious literature. According to this theory, we understand why a 
particular story has "tumed out" as it has when we have identified 
the archetypal myth, or pregeneric plot stmcture, of which the story 

^^Victorio has made a cuaderna via style reconstmction of this section (st 256-62) 
from the chronicle. I have chosen to quote directiy from the PCG. 
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is an exemplification. (83) 

Femdn Gonzdlez wants to communicate to his troops that the day of doing penance and of 

being subservient is over. '̂  A new epoch has dawned and he is the man with a mission of 

restoration-the day of the up side of the cycle has arrived. I do not take the phrase, "que 

Dios quiere ayudar a los moros," to be particularly ironic. Rather, it typifies the notion that 

the Moors were used as an azote, God's whip. But when the Moors are put to flight and 

no longer serve as God's instrument of punishment, they are summarily devalued; the 

fleeing Almanzor himself sardonically confesses: "Dizie: «Ay, Mafomat, en mal ora en ti 

fio / non vale tres arvejas todo el tu poderio»" (272a-b).'^ 

Another slant on the punishment aspect of the Muslim occupation is found in the 

idea of exile. It is a variant on the theme of foreign domination that is a readily available 

^^Schweitzer asserts that "The kingdom of Peace cannot break through until the 
people have been punished by God for their sins. The fiill development of the idea of the 
Kingdom of Peace in Isaiah is that it will have for its mler a king of the house of David, 
armed with the Spirit of God" (6), Was Spain's conquest by the Arabs in 711 A. D. seen 
as divine punishtnent? Most assuredly the thirteenth century writers, including Berceo and 
the Ariantine poet of the PFG, expressed their spiritual sensibilities in the affirmative. 
Nevertheless, the expectation of a Davidic style ruler was included as part of the 
redemption composite. 

**Deyermond records how the very instrument of divine punishment itself becomes 
the object of castigation. After God had used the Moors to chastise Spain, "The miracle 
happens: God turns the missiles of the invaders back to kill those who aimed them, 
ironically echoing the words of chapter 558 [Historia de Espafia] on the self-destmction of 
Spain through intemal strife. 'El juyzio de Dios' (323bl3; 219) is now tumed from the 
Spaniards onto the Muslims, who have served their purpose asflagellum Dei. Those of 
the enemy who are not killed by their own missiles flee, only to be wiped out by a 
mountain that falls on them and sweeps them into the river Deva" ("Death and Rebirth" 
360). 
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Biblical motif, particularly in reference to the Babylonian captivity. '̂  The Spanish people 

were exiles in their own land as the poet makes clean 

Sefior, tu que libreste a Davit del leon, 
mateste al Filesteo, un sobervio varon, 
quiteste a los jodios del rey de Babilon, 
saca nos e libra nos de tal cmel presion. (107) 

Citing stanzas 98-101, Foster refers to Spain's "'Babylonian' captivity," and situates it 

within the "mythic-figural history of Castile" (50). Deyermond follows up this notion 

when he remarks that "There are some similarities between the Muslim conquest of Spain 

and the Babylonian conquest of Jerusalem (II Kings 25), and, although the two narratives 

are not close enough to establish a direct link, Foster's reference to Spain's Babylonian 

captivity . . . is not fanciful" ("Uses of tiie Bible" 53). 

The exile theme in many Biblical narratives additionally emphasizes a providential 

outcome, as does the PFG with its litany of deliverances (cf 107-114). Jacob, Joseph, 

Moses, the people of Israel, Joseph and Mar>', and Jesus as an adult, were all put to the test 

under the none too subtle baimer of "good coming from exile." Let us consider several 

examples: 

Joseph stands out as the youngest of the twelve patriarchs who was exiled (sold as a 

slave) by his jealous brothers, yet Joseph clings to Providence: "But as for you, ye thought 

^^rye's interpretation of banishment and its flip-side, exodus, are included among 
the significant myths that express bewilderment regarding the "why" and "to where" of 
human experience. He affirms that these myths include those of creation, the fall, exodus, 
nugration, etc. In general terms, these myths outiine humanity's vision of its nature, destiny 
and place in the universe (Words 23). It is clear that the identity and destiny of Spain are 
intimately cormected to the broad themes of the Moorish domination and reconquest; and 
that they are inseparable from the associated archetypal religious myths emerges as 
defensible. 
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evil against me; but God meant it unto good" (Gen. 50.20). Witii tiie banishment of 

Joseph we also see Israel's first exile when the entire extended family is subsequentiy 

forced to go to Egypt because of famine and is providentially and ironically spared due to 

the presence of Joseph. As a result of political oppression, Israel leaves centuries later 

from tiie very country tiiat had served as her cradle of nationhood. The harried nation 

also becomes tiie protagonist of the above indicated Babylonian exile which, tme to form, 

serves for her spiritual purification.̂ ^ 

However, repentance indicates that the purification process has been effective and 

will correct the condition of apparent divine abandonment The Christian's prayers of 

repentant supplication before the commissioning of Pelayo, like the Old Testament prayers 

they are probably modeled on, show that there is no indecisiveness in their collective 

Christian consciousness ("Somos mucho errados e contra ti peca/wo^" [113a]). Their 

humble attitude of repentance is immediately followed by the appearance of an angel who 

instmcts them: ".. .que a Pelayo buscassen, / que le al9assen por rey e que a el 

catassen, / en manparar la tierra todos les ayudassen, / ca el les darie ayuda por que la 

anparasseiL" (115). Forgiveness, hope for the future, and a call to action are indicated. 

When the young count is introduced, his intercessory prayer on behalf of suffering Spain 

^^rael's history is sprinkled with exiles. For instance, Moses's personal exile that 
took place when he was 40 years old (Acts 7.23), hearkens to the banishment of the Cid, 
as John Burt has noted (26-30). His sojourn in the desert (Exod. 2.15) after having killed 
an Egyptian-a "political indiscretion" that inflamed the Pharaoh-reminds us of Alfonso's 
anger when the Cid presumes to challenge and verify his royal irmocence in the Jttra de 
Santa Gadea. Israel's subsequent hasty departure from Egypt with a more mature Moses 
as leader was not precisely an exile, but more of a preemptive exodus. Once again, there is 
an arresting parallel between the ensuing conquest of the promised land and the reconquest 
of Valencia (Michael Gerii 439). 
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(179-182) is reminiscent of David's defiance of Goliatii (I Sam. 17.26) as he mourns 

Israel's reproach before the armies of the pagan Philistines. The mature Count's prayers 

of repentance also typically bring results. Following upon his prayer before tiie battle of 

Hacinas for the sins of the fatiiers and for present help (396), the Castilian forces are 

rewarded by tiie appearance of San Pelayo and San Milldn. Pardon for past sins and 

redemption from captivity is a common Christian figure that, as these examples show, leads 

to practical action in the PFG. Saint Gregory's allegorical interpretation of a passage from 

Job includes the pronuse of deliverance from captivit>̂ • "Sobre aquella palabra que dixo 

Job: 'Se que el mi redemidor bive.' Dize Sant Gregorio: non dixo Job el mi criador, mas 

dixo el mi redemidor; por lo qual claramente demuestra que despues que Dios todas las 

cosas crio, que aun fincava que nos avia de redemir del captiverio. (Libro XIV Morales, 

capftulo XDC JobJ" (Lopez de Ayala 149.9-14). This Gregorian homily demonstrates the 

use of figurative religious language that coimects the writers with the world view of their 

audience as the various prayers of repentance in the poem strongly insinuate. The circle of 

hearers, readers, and author of the PFG would grasp the implications of the terminology 

employed and transpose the figures from spiritual concepts to their own particular place in 

the order of God's "plan" for Spain;̂ ^ i.e., that in due time (their present), and following 

*̂White explains that figurative language is a necessity for a particular audience: 
'Tor if the historian's aim is to familiarize us with the unfamiliar, he must use figurative, 
rather than technical, language The historian's characteristic instrument of encodation, 
communication, and exchange \s ordinary educated speech. This implies that the only 
instruments that he has for endowing this data with meaning, of rendering the strange 
fanuliar, and of rendering the mysterious past comprehensible, are the techniques of 
figurative language" (94). Thus, in the PFG, when the poet goes about creating a 
"history" of the Reconquest, he does so with terminology that places the heavenly in 
metaphorical relationship with the earthly; i.e., the kingdom of God and earthly kingdoms 
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upon a spiritual-patriotic awakening, God will restore the intermpted kingdom. Indeed, 

repentance is a necessary step that allows the providential element to become operative. 

The perfunctory list of Biblical and traditional Christian episodes of deliverance, 

David et al., is given in the Christian prayer which begins in stanza 105 and finishes with a 

typical Old Testament type prayer of repentance. Notice that the last verse opens the door 

to (jod's providential intervention: 

«... Somos mucho errados e contra ti pecamo ,̂ 
pero cristianos somos e la tu ley guardamos; 
el tu nonbre tenemos, por tuyos nos llamamos, 
tu mer9ed atendemos, otra non esperamos.>> (113) 

Repentance also expresses hope for the future by contrast with the mistakes of the 

past; if God can show mercy there will be social, political and religious changes for the 

better. In his vintage article, "The Development of a National Theme in Medieval Castilian 

Literature," Gifford Davis shows how the chronicler of the Chronicon mundi, Lucas de 

Tuy, reflects on the past in order to point toward the future: 'Tor an introduction he found 

Isidore's praise of Spain [De laude Spaniae], already over five centuries old, and made 

more poignantiy stirring to the Spaniards of his day by their past misfortunes and fiiture 

hopes" (150). Likewise, repentance demonstrates a change of orientation from past to 

fiiture. In this way the importance of repentance as a prepatory ingredient to receiving the 

kingdom of God can be observed-without future hope there can be no coming Kingdom. 

The restoration that follows upon repentance is synonymous with the idea of 

reconquest in the mind of the poet; not only will the Reconquest happen-it is a 

express different levels of the same reality. 
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reivindicacion that should haippen. For Lacarra, "La reconquista es una obligacion de los 

castellanos tanto hacia sus antepasados como hacia sus descendientes*' (34). Likewise the 

kingdom of God calls for revindication of past injustices while pointing forward in hope 

and with the promise of future restoration. When the Count relates the essence of his 

heavenly messenger's instmctions to his apprehensive troops, he emphasizes the urgency of 

the divine mission: 

Esta es la razon que la voz me dezia: 
"C^nde Feman Gonzalez, lieva dend', ve tu via, 
todo el poder de Africa e del Andaluzia 
ven9er los has en el canpo d'este ter9ero dia." 
Dixo m'que mal fazia por tanto que tardava 
a aquel Rey de los Reyes por cuya amor lidiava, 
que fuesse e non tardasse contra la gent pagana, 
que por que avie miedo, pues que el me ayudava. (429-430) 

God, in his role as king, is not used to having his orders delayed, and since this is a divinely 

sponsored project, directives must be carried out briskly. The Castilians are in this way 

assigned to the post of "bringers of the Kingdom." Lacarra sees this as the unique 

Castilian role in the poem: ".. . la Reconquista aparece como proyecto exclusivamente 

castellano de restauracion de la monarquia visigoda, legitimando la conquista de tierras que 

se consideran temporalmente perdidas, y no solo como restauracion del cristianismo" 

(Lacarra 36). Tme, the Reconquest is not an exact equivalent of the "venga tu reino," but 

in many ways it is more than just a comparison. 

The Book of Judges in general and the case of Gideon in particular illustrate a 

foundational step in the ideological development of the kingdom of God. They offer a 

clear analogical picture for the Reconquest in terms of how the sin-deliverance cycle 

functions in Israel's history. Additionally, as the representation of a unique period of 
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national development, it can be compared to the regional stmggles between Castile and her 

neighbors. On first glance, this political posturing seems to belie what may retrospectively 

be called, the "Spanish national project," and tiie over-arching kingdom of God that gives it 

a cosmological fi-ame of reference.̂ ^ Since Castile's problems were not so tidy as to be 

equated externally only witii tiie "infidel," tiie fiatemal infighting is part of the poem's 

reality that cannot be ignored, and has in fact, been generally addressed in the critical 

literature. Friction and conflict with Navarre were an on-going irritation for the Count In 

the poem he has just finished doing what God likes best, namely giving the Moors a 

trouncing, when the king of Navarre, don Sancho, plunders his lands behind his back: 

Dexemos estos [the Moors] y que eran muy mal golpados. 
El conde don Ferrando de los fechos granados 
avia ya oidos unos fuertes mandados, 
que avian los navarros a sus pueblos robados. 
Mientra que estava el conde faziendo a Dios plazer, 
lidiando con los moros e todo su poder, 
el rey de los navarros ovo se a mover, 
cuido toda Castiella de robar e correr. (283-284) 

This intemal contention is very like the "political adjustments' between the twelve tribes of 

Israel. The pre-kingdom phase of the evolution of Israeli nationhood is rife with this kind 

^Jose Antonio Maravall reminds us of Menendez Pidal's "concepto nacional" 
(which includes a mission of reconquest) that was common to the various Spanish 
kingdoms of the high Middle Ages. Maravall himself prefers: "la 'idea reconquistadora' 
como definicion de nuestra Edad Media, idea lanzada como saeta que con incomparable 
fuerza recorre la trayectoria de nuestros siglos medievales y que, conservdndose la misma, 
llega hasta los Reyes Catolicos" (266-67). I have used the convenient terminology, 
"Spanish national project," aware of the potentially perceived anachronism-the concept 
takes on much more solidity by early to mid-fifleentii century in the vmtings of Juan de 
Mena. 
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of conflict-particularly in tiie Book of Judges.-^ In 19.1 of tiiis book we read tiie revealing 

phrase: "And it came to pass in those days, when tiiere was no king in Israel..." The 

"kinglessness" of tiie people sets tiie stage for tiie following unimaginable event. The tribe 

of Benjamin, which had eariier been criticized for not driving out tiie heathen Jebusites 

(Judg. 1.21), is attacked and ahnost exterminated for tolerating a moral outrage. A traveler 

was given lodging in a home in a Jebusite city and was threatened witii homosexual gang 

rape by the locals in a scene reminiscent of the Sodom and Gomorrah incident of Genesis 

19. The men of the house tum the man's concubine (who dies from the trauma) over to 

the men outside to avoid being the victims of perversion. The next day the traveler carves 

up his dead concubine and sends her parts out to the rest of the tribes to protest the 

atrocity, whereupon the tribe of Benjamin is almost terminally penalized in a war of 

reprisal. It is difficult for the modem reader not to be distracted by the grisly details of this 

story, but it contains a moral: it is a call for racial and religious purity resulting from a fear 

of contamination. If this were an isolated example, its inclusion here may seem 

superfluous, however. Old Testament instances are plentiful.̂ "* Israel never really 

^̂ The Castile portrayed in the poem is, in some respects reminiscent of the rather 
piecemeal map and political organization of pre-kingdom Israel when regional judges 
mediated the law. West reports a similar kind of informal law exercised en the early tenth 
century: "Also during this period we find the notaries' documentation of Femdn Gonzdlez 
judging the legal cases of his own people withy w/c/o alzado (judicum levatum), the 
imwritten frontier law, rather than the Visigothic code" (12). The Coimt is a proto-king 
like the best of the Old Testament Judges and exercises a similar role, but he is also more; 
his "reign" as count is not only propaedeutic to the later monarchy but in some ways equal 
to it as his comparison to David proves. I think it unlikely that these correspondences 
would have been lost on the clerical author. 

^The Biblical pattem here is unmistakable; it is a theme that occurs throughout the 
Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges, I and n Kings, Nehemiah, the books of the Maccabees, etc., 
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completed the conquest of Canaan, and perhaps this kind of Old Testament horror story 

served to motivate the Reconquest-do the job right or suffer the consequences. Certainly, 

the Ariantine poet wishes to paint the Castilians as justified in their weu's with an erring 

brother tribe. If Israel had failed to establish the kingdom of God on earth, ideally Spain 

would not make the same mistake. This kind of attitude is evident in Femdn Gonzdlez's 

refusal to enter into alliances with the Moors. For the pro-monarchical thirteenth-century 

poet, the Book of Judges was ready at hand, providing excellent examples of what to 

avoid: namely, entering into compromising alliances with the pagan enemy, particularly 

when many of them maintained an intemal foothold. For both the original chosen people 

and their Christian counterpart in Spain, it had become a lesson that history had etched in 

stone. 

Another allusion to the Book of Judges may occur when the Castilian forces defeat 

the Moors at Lara with only three hundred caballeros. Various explanations have been 

offered for the probable symbolic use of this number. ̂ ^ To me it seems likely that it is an 

allusion to Gideon and his band of the same number who fought the host of Midian in 

Judges 7. Along with such Biblical heroes of renown as David, Samson, and Judas 

Maccabeus, Gideon (the Jemb-baal of Judg. 6-8) is a likely candidate as a pre-kingdom 

and is spiritualized in tiie New Testament. The expulsion of tiie Jews (an ironic twist since 
they had been Biblical models) and Moors in 1492 and the Inquisition are later 
continuations of a mentality that seeks to preserve religious and racial purity. 

^^Keller, for example, discusses the poet's fascination with the number 3 and its 
multiples in his article: "The Stmcture of the Poema de Femdn Gonzdlez." 
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Femdn Gonzdlez prototype.̂ ^ Like the Israeli hero who fought against overwhelming odds, 

Femdn Gonzdlez "con trezientos caveros tan granJ pueblo [pudo] ven9er." (265d). 

The disproportionate size of the Christian army as it confronts the Saracen enemy rings of 

the confrontation between Gideon and the Midianites.̂ ^ In reality, the Old Testament 

narrative is one of many background models that show God's intervention on behalf of his 

people-a theme which strongly coimects the Spanish count to heroes of the faith and to 

God's direct approval. Lacarra states that "La desigualdad numerica de los ej^rcitos, 

siempre desfavorable a Femdn Gonzdlez, no impide sus victorias, pero a diferencia de lo 

que ocurre en el PMC la ayuda divina es directa y explicita" (33). 

In addition to his capability in battle, Femdn Gonzdlez demonstrates the authority 

of a specific office. The monk-poet of Arlanza introduces Femando as the first Count 

(174a), but Victorio reminds us that his predecessors v^QiQjueces or alcaldes (83). 

Perhaps it is only coincidental that the pattem of the Book of Judges is substantially 

repeated in Spanish history: "Mas Jehovd suscito jueces que los librasen de mano de los 

que los despojaban" (Judg. 2.16). These "judges" eventually led Israel to choose a king-

^^Samson is part of the poet's list of heroes who exemplify tiie characteristics of a 
strong warrior. I have not included him in my analysis because he does not particularly 
prefigure the Messianic prince. His seemingly redemptive death was really more of a 
vengeance, and in general he demonstrates the weakness of a kingless society-he is a 
stop-gap measure and a bit too prone to being led about by the lower appetites. 

^ "̂Outnumbered as usual," is somewhat of a Biblical topos. For example, in 1 
Mace. 4.8-11, Judas encourages his outmatched men with stories of miraculous 
deliverance that occurred during the exodus from Egypt. 
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altiiough the first attempt with Saul was a notable failure.̂ * The order in Spain seems to 

augment the Biblical order with the insertion of a count, however, the PFG really portrays 

Femdn Gonzdlez as a king in the making. Eariy on he is shown to possess kingly qualities 

even though the titie is discreetiy withheld: 

Venien a su sefior los castellanos ver, 
avien chicos e grandes todos con el plazer, 
metieron el condado todo en su poder, 

non podien en el mxmdo mejor senor aver. (184) 

In the humble prayer which immediately follows the preceding stanza, the Coimt aligns 

himself with tiie "Sefior, Rey de los Reyes" (187c), whose help he invokes. The divine 

epithet does more than just fill up a line of poetry; it places Femdn Gonzdlez in the position 

of royal vassal and vessel as if he were one of the "Reyes." His evolution from regional 

mler to kingly prototype is important because it associates him with "holy history" as a 

continuation of a larger pre-existing stmcture. This stmcture, which undergoes significant 

development in the Book of Judges, will eventually house the notion of the kingdom of 

God. 

The above observation finds confirmation in Martin Buber's study. Kingship of 

God. He discusses the development of the God/king relationship in the Old Testament-

especially in the Book of Judges: "The idea of monarchic unification is bom and rises 

against the representatives of the divine kingship. And the crisis between the two grows to 

one of the theocratic impulse itself, to the crisis out of which there emerges the human king 

of Israel, tiie follower of JHWH (12:14), as His 'anointed'" (162), Much like tiie 

*̂The regional Judges who had ruled Israel were eventually replaced by one king to 
deal with the threat of Philistine expansion (John Bright 34). 
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formation and expansion of Spain as represented in the PFG, Israel during the time of the 

Judges vacillated between two tendencies: "Each of the two books [separate sources for the 

Judges] is edited from a biased viewpoint, the first from an anti-monarchical, the second 

from a monarchical. We have in 'Judges' the result of a compositional balancing of two 

opposing editorial biases, each of which had been represented in a complete book form" 

(Buber 68). The ebb and flow of monarchical fortunes in dissension with the nobility are, 

as is well knovm, a constant theme in Spanish literature and history. Akin to the history of 

Spain is the stmggle toward a central monarchy in Israel, without which the kingdom of 

God would fail as a figurative background model. Buber demonstrates how the "primitive 

theocracy" in the book of Judges miscarried: "Something has been attempted-about which 

the first part reports; but it has failed~as the last part shows. This 'something' is that 

which I call the primitive theocracy" (83). Since the theocracy essentially failed as a 

functioning system, Israel progressively inclined toward a sort of compromise whereby 

God still mled but through human agency. The regional and tribal give-and-take of this 

evolutionary process is analogous to the epic period in Spain, and its specific manifestation 

in the Poema de Ferndn Gonzdlez. 

The events surrounding the confrontation between Gideon and the Midianites 

illustrates how the pre-monarchy functioned at its best; nevertheless, the temporary unity 

quickly degenerated into factionalism once the immediate crisis passed. The Gideon 

narrative coincides on several points with the PFG. For example, following his defeat at 

Lara, Almanzor regroups with a multifarious Muslim horde of Biblical proportions. 

Compare the description in the Poema with the Midianite swarm in the Book of Judges: 
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Venien y d'estas gentes sin cuenta e sin ticnto, 
non eran d'un logar nin d'un entendimiento, 
mas feos que Satan con todo su convento 
quando sal' del infiemo suzio e carvoniento. (388) 

And so it was, when Israel had sown, that the Midianites came up, 
and the Amalekites, and the children of the east, even they came up 
against them; 
. . . For they came up with their cattle and their tents, and they 

came as grasshoppers for multitude; for both they and their camels 
were without number; and they entered into the land to destroy it. 
(Judg. 6.3,5) 

The image of the forces of evil painted as a host that carmot be numbered is a common 

descriptive device in the Bible (cf I Mace. 11.1, Rev. 20.8). The analogy between the 

Midianites and the Moors may seem simplistic, but the point to be made is that the 

aggressive oppression (real or perceived) of these particular peoples produces attempts 

toward a divinely authorized kingship; and it was a kingship colored with theocratic 

implications. Israel looks back on her history of great miraculous deliverances and 

forward (even more so from the Babylonian captivity on) to the restoration of the mythic 

homeland. Thus there is a parallel and overlapping historical process in the development 

of the eschatological expectation of the two nations. Buber expands on this notion: 

For the 'eschatological' hope—in Israel, the 'historical people par 
excellence' (Tillich), but not in Israel alone-is first always historical 
hope; it becomes eschatologized only through growing historical 
disillusionment. In this process faith seizes upon the future as the 
unconditioned turning point of history. From this point of vantage it 
can be explained that the eschatologization of those actual-historical 
ideas includes their mythicization Myth is the spontaneous and 
legitimate language of expecting, as of remembering, faith. (14) 
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The Kingdom of God Prefigured 
in the Visigothic Past 

According to the PFG, the closest Spain came to a perfect theocracy (with kings as 

God's agents) was during the Visigothic epoch. The Ariantine monk uses this definite past 

by establishing the era of the Visigoths as a recuperable foundation-a springboard for a 

new golden age in Castile, and by extension in Spain. With such a historical referent, 

Castilian hegemony becomes a live possibility; Lacarra states that, "la vision 

providencialista de la historia, como el neogoticismo castellanista suscritos por el autor, 

sirven para justificar ideologicamente la legitimidad de la hegemonia castellana sobre los 

demds reinos peninsulares" (41). The poem's none too subtle advocacy for Castilian 

ascendancy—justified in part by the reemergence of the Visigothic paragon-is then, related 

to an ideal earthly-heavenly reign. The Visigothic "myth" is really a collective mental 

constmct that, while based to some degree on history, serves the world of the poem. 

Maravall deftly removes the corteza from the issue by explaining that. 

La ilusion de legado godo actua ciertamente como un mito. Es 
probablemente en su origen, no explicacion de un hecho real, sino 
una invencion culta para dar sentido a una accion, a una serie de 
hechos b^licos que se venian sucediendo, llegando a adquirir en 
nuestra historia medieval la eficacia prdctica de una creencia 
colectiva. De hecho, unos reyes tras otros, toda una larga serie de 
principes, actuaron de la manera que lo hicieron porque en su 
alrededor oyeron que eran herederos de los godos. (320) 

Similar to Maravall, Victorio believes that the anachronisms, the selective reporting 

of friends and foes, the crusading spirit, the appearance of Santiago, and the like, are the 

result of the poet's desire to "Presentar un gobemante modelo y una sociedad ejemplar 

segun la 6ptica eclesidstica De ahi que el PFG pretenda ser considerado como un 
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texto hist6rico que pintaba una sociedad afiorada, una especie de Utopia del pasado a la que 

se podria volver" (22). As will be discussed in Chapter m, tiiere is a certain similarity here 

to Mena's use of golden age imagery in the Laberinto de Fortuna that is projected forward 

to establish a national/kingdom of God expectation. The poet of tiie PFG must also carry 

out his project in much the same way as Vergil; that is, he must evoke the past to 

foreshadow the present with an eye to the future. C. S. Lewis clarifies Vergil's task: 

He has to tell a comparatively short story and give us the illusion of 
having lived through a great space of time. He has to deal with a 
limited number of personages and make us feel as if national, or 
almost cosmic, issues are involved. He must locate his action in a 
legendary past and yet make us feel the present, and the intervening 
centuries, already foreshadowed. (33) 

The choice of the Visigoths as Utopian representatives (originally a warlike, non-orthodox, 

"gentile" people, conceivably even allied with the Antichrist) is an arresting one. Perhaps 

their conversion to orthodox Christianity allows for the motif of contrast (the Apostle Paul 

was, after all, the chiefest of sirmers): 

Venieron estos godos de partes de oriente 
Cristus los enbio, esta gent' conbatiente; 
del linax de Magog vino aquesta gente; 
conquirieron el mundo, esto sin fallimiente.^ (15) 

^^Colbert Nepaulsingh identifies this stanza as an apocalyptic reference based on 
editorial intervention. He states that "Editors, from Marden on, have corrected the second 
'godos' to read either 'Magog' or 'Gog,' based on the fact that the chroniclers imderstood 
the Goths to be descendants of Gog and Magog. The chroniclers, of course, derived this 
information directly or indirectly from commentaries on the apocalyptic books of Ezekiel 
and Revelation. In Spain Isidore of Seville and Apringius of Beja are among the writers 
who identified Gog and Magog with the Goths" (85). Augustine, however, simply 
understands the names to be a generic representation of the gentile nations that will be 
deceived by Satan at the end of the age that gather to persecute the city of Christ (De 
civitate Dei XX.U). 
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This verse may be an allusion to Revelation. 20.8 where Gog and Magog are depicted as a 

great host of godless people gathered for battle. It may equally be an oblique reference to 

Genesis 10.2 where Magog is identified as tiie grandson of Noah and the Goths are 

assigned a speculative origin based on phonetic similarities (an origin confirmed by the 

chronicles [Victorio 45]). Carroll Marden simply glosses Magog in his note as the "godos" 

(3). In either case, this apparentiy antithetical presentation of the Visigoths scarcely 

conceals the author's bias: tiiey are "unos pueblos lo9anos" (16c), and "Cristus los enbio" 

(15b). Divine providence figures strongly in the history of these barbarians who became as 

fierce for Christ as they were for war-at least until regional factions weakened their 

kingdom and don Julidn became the national traitor. 

The Visigothic kingdom was evidently revalorized, and as Lacarra notes, contrasted 

to present conditions. Since the epoch of the Visigoths was sufficiently removed from the 

present of the poem's redaction, it could be modified to suit contemporaneous exigencies.^^ 

The basis of the comparison was the equation, golden age=Visigothic kingdom. Following 

Maravall, Lacarra demonstrates how the circumstances of the poet of Arlanza must have 

motivated this comparison: "No s6lo adopta la ideologia neog6tica, sino que «lo original en 

*̂ln (jaspar Melchor de Jovellanos's eighteenth-century essay on epic poetry, he 
points out that "A la grandeza del asunto ^pico contribuye que no sea de una data reciente, 
y que no este comprendido en un periodo de la historia con el cual estamos intimamente 
familiarizados. La antigtiedad es favorable a aquellas ideas elevadas y augustas que debe 
excitar la poesia epica, contribuye d engrandecer en nuestra imaginacion tanto las personas 
como los acontecimientos, y concede al poeta la libertad de adomar su asunto por medio 
de la ficci6n; pero, en entrando en la esfera de la historia real y aut^ntica, se coarta mucho 
esta libertad...." (143). Indeed, the PFG is multi-layered example of the quoted epic 
principle: it reaches back to the historical epoch of the first Castilian count, and then even 
further to the events leading up to the invasion of 711 A.D. In a certain sense, the Biblical 
allusions themselves supply another stratum of epic distance. 
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el es haber llevado a cabo la aplicacion del mito de la edad dorada, que la literatura 

coetdnea empezaba a renovar, a la descripcion de Espafia en la epoca del dominio 

Visigodo»" (37). The time of the Visigothic kingdoms is described as the pinnacle of 

spiritual devotion, unity and human rights: 

Era estonce Espafia toda d'una creen9ia, 
al Fijo de la Virgen fazian obedien9ia, 
pesava al diablo con tanta reverencia 
non avia entre ellos envidia nin entengia. 
Estavan las iglesias todas bien ordenadas, 
de olio e de 9era estavan abastadas, 
los diezmos e premien9ias leal miente eran dadas, 
eran todas las gentes en la fe arraigadas. 
Vesquien de su lazerio todos los labradores; 
las grandes potestades non eran rovadores, 
guardavan bien sus pueblos com' leales sefiores, 
vesquien de sus derechos los grandes e menores. (37-39) 

There can be little doubt that the monk-poet paints Visigothic Spain as a kind of Biblical 

promised land and more; the garden of Eden, the land flowing with milk and honey 

(Canaan), and the millennial kingdom are all progressions in the forward motion of Biblical 

figural interpretation.̂ ^ However, this perfect picture has been marred by the Moorish 

presence. Garrido Moraga sets out the opposition in clear terms: "La presencia de los 

drabes en el PFG es constante desde los versos del extenso prologo. Ellos rompen la vision 

*̂The pro-monastic bias of the monk-poet of Arlanza is repeated by Fray Justo 
P6rez de Urbel in his history. El condado de Castilla: "Sabe [Femdn Gonzdlez] tambien 
que la influencia de los monjes es decisiva en el logro de su ideal y en la prosperidad y 
engrandecimiento del condado. Cada monasterio, ademds de una fortaleza para la lucha 
contra la inmoralidad y la infidelidad, es un centro de colonizaci6n y bienestar, de cultura 
material y espiritual.... Sabian que un monasterio era una garantia de orden, de riqueza, 
de respeto a las propiedades y a la vida" (84). In short, an earthly kingdom worth its salt 
that wants to resemble the kingdom of God (and incidentally, the remembered Visigothic 
kingdom), must be properly aligned with the Church. 
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idilica de la unidad y prosperidad en la monarquia visigotica, fundada en la fe comiin'' 

("Los drabes, enemigos del conde. Nota Lexica" 200). 

The praise of Spain sections in the poem effectively attempt to counteract the 

reality of the Muslim presence. Lacarra demonstrates how the Ariantine poet manipulates 

the order of the laus hispaniae (praise of Spain) topos found in two of his chief Latin 

sources, Lucas de Tuy's Chronicon mundi and Ximenez de Rada's De rebus Hispaniae. 

Specifically, he inverts the Toledano's order (Ximenez de Rada), and places the "praise of 

Spain" section after the lamentation and after the victory of Bemardo del Carpio over the 

French (16). The Muslim occupation is seen as a temporary setback in Spain's tradition of 

expelling foreigners, and definitely the wave of the future. The following quote from 

Lacarra shows the contemporizing process of the Spanish national project, which like the 

archetypal kingdom of God, is present and onward in its thrust; the past is a point of 

reference and not an end in itself 

. . . el elogio de Espafia forma parte integral del PFG, temdtica y 
estmcturalmente, como en el Toledano. Al incluirlo en ese lugar, 
sin embargo, el autor le concede actualidad. Lo Integra a un 
presente continuo, sin relegarlo a un pasado dorado, como hace el 
toledano. El elogio asi presentado tiene un cardcter optimista y 
nacionalista Como vemos, el uso del laudo en el PFG difiere 
tanto del Tudense como del Toledano, y se presenta en tonos 
todavia mds marcadamente nacionalistas que en ellos. (16) 

Nevertiieless, the "pasado dorado" is not tiie ultimate goal; rather, the glorified 

Visigothic kingdom, the land of Canaan flowing with milk and honey, the longed-for 

Davidic kingdom, the independent Jewish state under the Maccabees, and the Vergilian 

golden age, all of which provide a kind of collective cultural memory and space to posit 

future hopes and a national dream. The poet's use of these idealized spaces demonstrates 
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Hayden White's theory: "By the very constitution of a set of events in such a way as to 

make a comprehensible story out of them, the historian charges those events with the 

symbolic significance of a comprehensible plot stmcture" (92, emphasis added). The way 

in which the "historian-author" of the PFG organizes his story creates a site where the 

following interpretation is a reasonable possibility: the Visigothic kings prefigured the 

kingdom of God by foimding a dynasty in pre-Moorish Spain-simplistic but effective. 

The poet records that they went to the heavenly kingdom and left an earthly one. In this 

way he cleverly associates the temporal dynasty with the heavenly kingdom: 

Quando los reyes godos deste mundo passaron, 
fiieron se a los 9ielos, grand reino eredaron; 
al9aron luego rey los pueblos que quedaron, 
commo diz la escritura, don Cindus le llamaron. (25). 

Consequently, the Gothic kings provide an important link in the figurative chain between 

the earthly and heavenly kingdoms and reign over a ready-made people of God. 

The Gothic invasion is therefore portrayed as providential for two reasons: they 

converted to orthodox Christianity (they were already Arian Christians at the time of the 

invasion) and they began a golden age of spirituality. In spite of their "pagan" or heretical 

past, the Ariantine poet is eager to present them as God's people; they were ".. . de todo el 

mundo pueblo muy escogido" (24c). In addition, they are an illuminated people: 

Omnes fueron arteros, Dios los quiso guiar. 
Fueron de Sancti Spiritus los godos espirados, 
los malos argumentos todos fueron fallados: 
conos9ieron que eran los idolos pecados, 
quantos creyan por ellos eran mal engafiados. (19d-20) 

Like the children of Israel in the wildemess (although cmde and barbarous), they are 

nonetheless a chosen people driven by a mission. Upon their baptism into Catholicism, 
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they became the best example of Christianity in the whole world and identified with the 

Castilian count who would carry their resurrected barmer: 

Rescibieron los godos el agua a bautismo, 
fueron luz e estrella de todo el cristianismo; 
al9aron cristiandat, baxaron paganismo: 
el conde don Femando fizo aquesto mismo. (23) 

The perfectiy balanced antithetical penultimate verse sets up the Visigoths (i.e., their heirs, 

the Castilians) as the ideal standard bearers for opposition to the Moors that will 

characterize the tone of much of the poem. 

It is the Visigothic remnant that will slowly begin to tum the tide after the 

invasion.̂ ^ The already-not yet and the present/fiiture dichotomy associated with the 

theology of the kingdom of God come into play at this point in a specific way. The 

begirmings of the Reconquest are described in the PFG in terms that allow for the 

application of these ideas. First of all, the vanquished Christian Spaniards seek out Pelayo, 

a withdrawn and battered Elijah hiding in a cave (I Kings 19.9-10), and offer him a 

kingdom that neither he nor they have. He unwillingly accepts this "kingdom": 

Buscaron a Pelayo commo les fue mandado, 
fallaron lo en cueva fanbriento e lazrado, 
besaron le las manos e dieron le el reignado: 

^ l̂ijah—that great scourge of the Baals-immediately comes to mind as an Old 
Testament figure chosen to lead a faithful remnant of seven thousand (1 Kings 19.18) back 
into political hegemony. The remnant motif is picked up by Paul in Romans 11 as an 
illustration of those called under grace. Deyermond, with a complementary example, finds 
Noah to be an adequate illustration of the principle. Based on references to the sins of 
Wittiza's Spain as a flood in the Historia de Espaha, he notes that "Pelayo survives the 
Muslim invasion, and is able to initiate the restoration of Christian Spain. Clearly 
underlying this part of the narrative is the concept of the saving remnant, the just and 
virtuous man who stands apart from the cormption aroimd him and, when retribution 
strikes down the wicked, survives to carry out God's will" ("Death and Rebirth" 357). 
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ovo lo res9ebir, pero non de su grado. (115) 

Valladares Reguero comments, that in general terms, "La institucion de la monarquia 

cristiana en la persona de don Pelayo aparece en el Poema con claras reminiscencias 

biblicas. Su elecci6n como primer rey se presenta bajo la intervenci6n directa de Dios" 

(complete with the conventional attesting presence of an angel) (129). More specifically, 

this is an instance of the war example cited in the introduction-the kingdom of God is a 

reign (vs. a realm) that will in due course invade and dominate the area over which it 

afready possesses rightful authority. The poetic Pelayo is a reluctant hybrid prophet-king 

reminiscent of both Elijah and Jesus. Like Elijah, he leaves his cave and reestablishes 

contact with the remnant of the faithful. The theme of the reluctant Messiah is, of course, 

based on Jesus's refusal to accept his kingship/Messiahship according to the popular 

mythology of his day.̂ ^ Again, like Elijah and Jesus, both of whose ministries were 

marked by numerous miracles, Pelayo is confirmed under his new mantle by the 

occurrence of a miracle-the use of the formulaic "oir" adds the testimony of tradition and 

dramatic effect:^ 

alii quiso don Cristo grand milagro mostrar. 

^̂ One example among many is the trial of Jesus before Pilate when the latter 
inquires into the nature of Jesus's kingship and associated accusations. Pilate is baffled by 
the response Jesus offers: "My kingdom is not of this worid: if my kingdom were of this 
world, then would my servants fight, that I should not be delivered to the Jews: but now is 
my kingdom not from hence" (John 18.36, my emphasis). 

^John Walsh cites the lives of saints Cosmas and Damian as an immediate source 
for this arrow episode: "Their legend tells tiiat, while they were being hanged, the stones 
thrown at them by the mob recoiled, landing on the heads of the throwers, and the arrows 
shot at them tumed in the air and scattered the archers" (167). Deyermond notes the 
historical antecedent in the Historia de Espafia, chapter 558 ("Death and Rebirth" 360). 
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bien creo que lo oyestes alguna vez contar. 
Saetas e quadriellos quantas al rey tiravan, 
a el nin a sus gentes ningunas non llegavan, 
tan iradas commo ivan, tan iradas tomavan, 
si non a ellos mismos a otros non matavan. (118c-d-119) 

Messianic Associations 

The notion of the authority exercised in a spiritual kingship/kingdom is also at play 

in the commonly held idea of Femdn Gonzdlez as a Messianic "postfiguration."^^ His 

portrayal as a Messianic type also serves the pro-monarchical position. The various 

Christlike associations in the text elevate the Count as one worthy of absolute confidence. 

When he comes out of the mountains to begin his "ministry" the people greet him joyously: 

Salio de las montafias, vino pora poblado 
con aquel pobreziello que lo avie criado; 
aina fue sabido por todo el condado, 
non ovo mayor gozo omnQ de madre nado. (183) 

The last verse, although apparently only expressing a common epithet, hints at the divine 

"mother/son" cormection of popular religious tradition. 

Messianic associations in the text tend to favorably color the Count in support of a 

pro-monarchical position. Lacarra observes that, "La defensa, en el PFG, de un lider 

controvertido, a quien se aplican atributos reales, no siempre comprendido y por lo tanto 

injustamente criticado por sus vasallos, se puede leer como una defensa intransigente de la 

monarquia absoluta. Tal postura ideol6gica corresponde a una situaci6n real" (39). The 

^^Deyermond defmes postfiguration as, "events in the life of an individual Christian, 
or in the history of the church or of a Christian nation, [that] are presented as imperfect 
reflections of events in tiie life of Christ" ("Uses of tiie Bible" 58). 
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fact that he assumes the titie of gratia Dei comes ("count by the grace of God") show^ not 

only a move toward independence (West 13), but also a tendency to see himself as one 

chosen for royal service. Perez de Urbel shows how as early as 935 the Count had 

appropriated the ambitious expression, 

que habia desaparecido de la documentacion castellana desde el 
tiempo del conde Rodrigo: Conde por la gracia de Dios, Gratia Dei 
comes, la misma que usaban los obispos para indicar el origen 
divino de su autoridad, la que, fuera de los reyes, ningun otro poder 
se arrogaba, aparte de los condes de Catalufia, que con ella 
pretendian romper los lazos de vasallaje que los unieron a los 
emperadores francos . . . o declarar el cardcter hereditario de su 
soberania. (86-87) 

To deny or ignore this kind of intentionality in the PFG is to beg the question of the divine-

royal simile being presented-'the monarchy is like the kingdom of God," and "Femdn 

Gonzalez is like a divinely appointed king." Thus Lacarra concludes: 

La mision divina del conde, principe ideal, imagen de Dios en la 
tierra, hace que sus acciones, como las de la Providencia, no 
siempre resulten claras a los demds mortales. Por ello el autor 
presenta a Femdn Gonzdlez no como el primero entre pares, ideal 
de la monarquia contractual, sino como caudillo por la gracia de 
Dios, propio del concepto de la monarquia absoluta. (40) 

As Lacarra suggests, Femdn Gonzdlez frequentiy fills the role of the misunderstood 

Messiah. Like Jesus's disciples who were often dull of understanding, the Count's 

mesnada is typically mulish and resists upcoming battles whose outcome is foreknown by 

their leader. For example, as a prelude to the battie of Hacinas, he descends from the 

mountain with Pelayo et a/.,only to find the troops in a nasty disposition:^ 

^̂ The reader will likely recognize this "mountain metaphor." When Moses came 
down from Mount Sinai, the people were in a mutinous mood and had tumed to a golden 
calf (Exod. 32). 
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Quando el conde llego a su buena conpafia 
fallo a sus vassallos todos con fuerte safia, 
maltraian le tanto que eran gram/ fazafia, 
non davan mas por el que por una castafia. 
Como eran malinconicos todos con grarwf despecho, 

de chicos e de grandes, de todos fue maltrecho. (420-42lab) 

However, the Count is spiritually prepared to deal with possible betrayal by his men. His 

prayer before he faces the gmmbling of his men and the battle of Hacinas is very self-

sacrificial. Its tone rings of Christ's prayer in the garden of Gethsemane (Matt. 26.36-46): 
Sefior, por grand amor de fer a ti servi9io 
passo mucho lazerio e dexo mucho vi9io, 
con est' cuerpo lazrado fago te sacrifigio, 
con moros e cristianos meto me en gran^bolli9io. (395) 

Notice that Femdn Gonzdlez's sacrifice is not without content. Like Christ, he must lay 

down his life for the sins of others. He confesses the iniquities of his forefathers (also a 

Biblical commonplace), and sets his course to correct the problem-the Spanish kings 

simply have not learned their historical or Biblical lesson: "Los reyes de Espafia, con 

derecho pavor, / ovidaron a ti, que eres su sefior, / tomaron se vasallos d'esse rey 

Alman9or . . . ." (396a-c). The imitatio Christi that continues in the following lines 

barkens back to the Passion: 

Finque yo entre todos solo desanparado, 
de muert' non ove miedo nin quise QO^QX pecado: 
quando ellos veyeron que era yo apartado, 
luego fui d'ellos todos muy fuerte amenazado. (398) 

The Count's Messianic correlations are quickly tied in to the Old Testament 

passage which prontises a golden age to come. Stanza 402 must surely refer to Isaiah 65: 

Por essas escrituras que dexo Isaias, 
que a los tus vassallos nunca fales9erias: 
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Sefior, tu siervo so con mis cavallerias, 

no m' partire de ti en todos los mis dias. (402) 

Femdn Gonzdlez is blatantly identifying himself with the coming new worid order. "Tu 

siervo so" is a likely and none too subtle comparison of the Count to tiie suffering servant 

of Isaiah 53, whose redemptive mission is linked to tiie fertility of Jerusalem in the 

following chapter.̂ ^ It also likely carries a secondary allusion to tiie apocryphal Wisdom of 

Solomon (6.3-4) where kings are warned to serve justly: "For your dominion was given 

you from the Lord, and your sovereignty from the Most High; he will search out your 

works and inquire into your plans. Because as servants of his kingdom [my emphasis] you 

did not rule rightly, or keep the law, or walk according to tiie purpose of God." Needless 

to say, Femdn Gonzdlez is the epitome of proper service. 

Isaiah 65 also emphasizes the positive role of God's servants. There is a clear split 

with those who have provoked captivity and those who will participate in the renewal-the 

vassallos. The Latin Bible's servi/servos is easily accommodated to the syllabic demands 

of the cuaderna via by the use of the synonymous "vassallos." God faithfully promises 

restoration of the land's productivity and renewal of the political-religious system to his 

servants ("servants" is used seven times); a s>'stem that will be freed from foreign 

domination. The chapter's heavily present prophetic idea of the restoration of the 

pronused land (cf also Isa. 40-44, 57.13,60.21,61.7,65.9) is another way of talking 

about the kingdom of God as an eschatological inheritance. The New Testament relates 

^^Alonso Zamora Vicente's edition of the PFG suggests Isaiah 46 (121). He offers 
no supporting arguments for his choice, but the chapter does mention God's sovereign 
purpose to restore a remanent from captivity and bring salvation to Zion. 
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this theme to overtuming the curse, as Ladd has noted: 

The prophets constantly described the establishment of God's 
Kingdom in terms of a redeemed worid (Isa. 11:6-9; 65: 17-25); 
and the New Testament shares the same theology. Creation is never 
viewed as something evil that must be escaped Man is not 
sinful because he is a creature but because he has rebelled against 
God. In the final consummation, the whole man and the world of 
which he is a part will be delivered from the curse of evil. 
(Theology 567) 

The turning from rebellion to a desirable restored land is likewise a constant in the PFG. 

Deyermond makes a clear connection between the Biblical fall in Genesis and the fall of 

Spain due to Rodrigo's lust and Julidn's treason, observing that "These allusions to 

Rodrigo's sin thus reinforce the biblical pattem of the poet's account of the fall of Spain" 

("Uses of the Bible" 52). While Deyermond's conclusions are foundational, the Isaiah 

passages pull the resolution of the issue into the present with a high visibility expectation 

for an advance on the kingdom of God—Isaiah 65 clearly transcends a simple retum to the 

garden of Eden. It can be safely asserted that the PFG also tmmpets a grand design for 

Spain's future. 

The poetic use of Pelayo personalizes the idea of restoration found in the Isaiah 

passages, and strengthens the Messianic underpinning of Femdn Gonzdlez's leadership. It 

is pivotal in the PFG on several levels. Foundationally, Pelayo represents the "first fmits" 

of the retaking of the kingdom (spiritual and political) for Spaia Then, of equal or even 

greater importance is his dual role of monk and San Pelayo through which he transcends 

the limitations of a regional rebel. This transcendence is apparently extended to include a 

symbolic Trinitarian configuration with the two extra monks and later with San Milldn and 

Santiago. The apparent digression of the boar hunt raises the possibility of an Old 
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Testament Trinitarian association with the theophany related in Genesis 18.1-2-the three 

men who visit Abraham with the announcement that he will have an heir, has commonly 

been interpreted in Christianity as an old covenant manifestation of tiie Trinity.̂ * Neither 

the number three nor spiritual visitations announcing an event of special import are rare in 

the Bible-all of which merely strengthens the nature of the confmnation of Femdn 

Gonzdlez's mission. Therefore, I do not take the presence of the two extra monks to be 

gratuitous, but quite intentional.̂ ^ Together with Pelayo, their presence serves to 

authenticate and frame the head monk's prophecy of victory over Almanzor. Further on in 

the study, the expansion of the Trinitarian symbolism to include San Milldn and Santiago 

will be discussed. The poet-author is, of course, none too reluctant to take advantage of 

Pelayo's political associations as a national hero, and here as prophet-he simply takes a 

moment to pass the offering plate. 

^^Deyermond and Margaret Chaplin are surely right in pointing to a folk-motif 
(hunting) behind this primary episode: "This motif is thus at the root not only of a major 
episode in the poem, but also of the poet's purpose, since-whatever the authorship of 
PFG's conjectural lost predecessor in traditional epic meter may have been-the extant 
poem in cuaderna v/a was composed by an Arlanza monk in order to publicize his 
monastery's connection with the first Count of Castile, and thereby to increase the 
monastery's revenue" ("Folk-motifs in the Medieval Spanish Epic" 45). Notwithstanding, 
I contend that a background folk-motif does not preclude the global and at times specific 
presence of Biblically apprising elements—both/ and is more likely than either/or. 

'̂(jeary rightiy emphasizes Pelayo's importance in this and other episodes. 
However, he notes regarding the other two monks that "In the end, one is left wondering 
whether their appearance in the hermitage episode is altogether gratuitous, omamental-cf 
other examples of a tripartite stmcture in this and other epics-, or functional within the 
narrative strategy of the author" ("The 'tres monjes' of the Poema de Femdn Gonzdlez: 
Myth and History" 25). I would opt for "functional" and numerically significant for 
reasons that I have expressed in the text 
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Pelayo's place in the text is contrasted to the valiant yet futile efforts of Rodrigo, 

whose resistance to the Muslim invasion is described in the poetic terms of a holy war: 

"Lidiar fiieron con moros, lavaron sus pecados" (77c). They fought bravely at a great 

disadvantage, and their deaths were personally redemptive, but ineffectual. Unlike Rodrigo 

however, San Pelayo's piupose in the text prevents premature truncation-he will 

supersede and build upon his early appearance in the poem as a pseudo-historical 

Visigothic hero. He is exalted in the text such that he becomes God's mouthpiece for a 

heavenly cmsade with Femdn Gonzdlez as his designated emissary: 

enbiar nos ha Cristo valer a su criado, 
sera con tal ayuda Alman9or enbargado. 
Otros veman y muchos commo en una vision 
en blancas armaduras, angeles de Dios son; 
traera cada uno la cruz en su pendon: 
moros, quando nos vieren, perdran el cora9on. (410cd-411) 

To reiterate: it is no coincidence that the poet chose the name "Pelayo" for his 

monk at San Pedro. Being the namesake of Spain's first liberator makes him an active 

participant in the continuation of the Reconquest. Neither does his death before the battle 

of Hacinas pose a problem (st.393); he will simply become the mouthpiece whose message 

of victory over Almanzor now carries even more credibility (for the coup de grace. Saint 

James will be part of tiie bonus package): "Yo sere y contigo, que me lo ha otorgado, / y 

sera el apostol Santiago llamado" (410a-b).'*^ 

^^Chalon emphasizes the stmctural-aesthetic purpose of tiie prophecy: "La 
prophaie de Don Pelayo (str.238 d 241) joue un role important dans la composition 
esth^ique du Poema: Non seulement elle rassure le h^ros sur son avenir immediat 
(Almanzor sera vaincu), mais elle lui fait des revelations sur un avenir plus lointain et nous 
offre du meme coup une sorte de resume des principales scenes a venir..." (426). 
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San Pelayo's appearance to Femdn Gonzdlez is not only a comforting message that 

he will win the fortiicoming battle of Hacinas, but it is also a confirmation of tiie Count's 

stature as chosen vessel: 

Aun te dize mas el alto Criador: 
que tu eres su vassallo e el es tu Sefior, 
con los pueblos paganos lidiaras por su amor, 

manda te que te vayas lidiar con Alman9or. (409) 

This stanza demonstrates a wortiiy king-vassal relationship. Unlike the Cid's questionable 

relationship with Alfonso VI, expressed by the much disputed "jDios, que buen vassallo, si 

oviesse buen sefior!" (20), Femdn Gonzdlez is in good standing witii his sovereign.'' With 

God as his king he is in a healthy position to defeat the infidel and even discipline his wily 

Spanish neighbors when necessary. 

Even a casual reading of this section of the poem reveals that the figures of Pelayo 

and Femdn Gonzdlez are intimately related with the notion of a cmsade.''̂  Giorgio 

Perissinotto confirms that "la lectura del PFG-especialmente si se coteja con las cr6nicas y 

otras fuentes historicas-revela un claro intento por parte del Arlantino de presentar al 

'''The quote is from Ian Michael's edition of the Poema de Mio Cid. 

'̂ Juan Victorio Martinez discounts the idea that there is in general significant 
evidence of a crusade spirit in the Spanish epic-for him it is specifically absent in the PMC 
and the PFG. However, the disclaimer he offers seems to strengthen the opposite view: "II 
n'est done pas Strange que Feman Gonzalez apparaisse comme un crois^ (le Poema qui lui 
est consacre est I'unique texte epique ou apparaisse le mot cruzada, on y retrouve la 
presence, panni d'autres saints, de saint Jacques aidant les troupes chr t̂iermes dans leur 
combat contre le general maure Almanzor)" (97). He further asserts that the depiction of 
certain characters as crusaders "se doit d une deformation volontaire de la part de certains 
moines" (101). Such is evidentiy the case of the Ariantine monk; both his language and 
the invoking of Santiago are strong pro-crusade elements. The PFG seems to be an 
exception to Victorio Martinez's otherwise well-founded conclusions. 
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conde Femdn Gonzdlez en su calidad de campeon de la cristiandad en lucha contra el azote 

musulmdn, autentico cmzado destinado a libertar Espafia en una Guerra Santa de 

Reconquista" (62). For Gimeno Casalduero, the important theme of reconquest fmds a 

double expression as "guerra nacional y al mismo tiempo guerta religiosa" (43). However, 

according to Lacarra, the PFG author anachronistically tries to show that the tenth-century 

impulse toward reconquest was purely religious in motive (33). Indeed, there is some 

conspicuous spiritual legitimation going on, and with Castile already painted as the home 

par excellence of the people of God-the angels themselves will carry the banner of this 

kingdom to be (cf st. 411 cited above). Nevertheless, the idea of a crusade has been 

appropriated and nationalized by the poet-Lacarra writes: "En contraste con la pluralidad 

nacional de los cruzados a Tierra Santa e incluso con las mismas cruzadas predicadas en 

Espafia, tales como la de 1212, el PFG presenta a los castellanos como un pueblo cmzado 

que se alza solo frente al infiel" (33). Furthermore, the Spanish crusade is depicted as an 

extension of the Holy Land quest. Lacarra leaves little room for doubt conceming this 

collaborative relationship: "En la primavera de 1276, Inocencio V confirmo las 

disposiciones de su predecesor y reitero su creencia de que, tal como la iglesia espafiola 

habia alegado por decadas, la accion peninsular contra los moros ayudaba a las acciones en 

el Oriente" (Lacarra 32). 

Femdn Gonzdlez, as head of tiie Spanish campaign, is strongly associated, not only 

with the establishment of Castilian autonomy, but with having created a locus for the 
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creation of peninsular hegemony.''̂  Geary quotes Gonzalo de Arredondo y Alavarado's 

Crdnica de Femdn Gonzdlez (1513-14?) showing how the chronicler emphasizes the 

Count's role as defender of the faith and founder of the kingdom: 

y le pusieron en un sepulchro de marmol por en todo cumplir su 
voluntad y pusieron en el tal sepulchro esta letra (objt) que quiere 
decir murio, mas no en el nombre murio el defensor de Espafia, 
murio el destmidor de la secta de Mahoma, murio el que siempre 
ven9io y nunca fue ven9ido, murio el ensal9ador de la fe chatolica 
[sic], murio el mejor conde de los condes, tronco natural de 
nuestros reynos despafia. ("Tres monjes" 31) 

It is easy to see from the passage quoted and from Spanish history in general that 

the monk-poet of Arlanza was successful in the management of his sources and the 

archetypal myths that helped to shape them. He deftly expropriates culturally shared 

commonalities. White's remarks capture the essence of this thirteenth-century writer's 

craft: "In other words, the historian must draw upon a fimd of culturally provided mythoi 

in order to constitute the facts as figuring a story of a particular kind, just as he must appeal 

to that same fund of mythoi in the minds of his readers to endow his account of the past 

with the odor of meaning or significance" (60). Historical hindsight indicates that the 

implied complicity between the monk of San Pedro de Arlanza and his reader-hearers must 

have contributed to the success of the Spanish national project. 

'̂ The Spanish poet makes a smooth transition from Pelayo, who legitintizes the 
cmsade, to Femdn Gonzdlez. I agree with Matthew Bailey who notices that "when Fray 
Pelayo is discovered in the hermitage Femdn Gonzdlez confides m him freely and heeds 
the advice he offers on military matters. Fray Pelayo, at least through the battle of 
Hacinas..., is now clearly in charge of the campaign for Castile" (74). Old Testament 
prophets were also typically elevated above political leaders, at least initially until the latter 
were proved as spiritual leaders. Consider Saul's disastrous rebellion against Samuel 
compared to the successful leadership of David which matured after proper submission and 
respect for the prophet's authority. 
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Just as the poet appropriates Pelayo from Spanish history for his political and 

literary agenda, he reaches even deeper into his bag of monkly accouterments and identifies 

Femdn Gonzdlez with Biblical heroes."^ These associations have the general effect of 

advancing the Messianic connection. The final consequence of tiie regional political-

religious chaos examined previously in the Book of Judges, was the Davidic kingdom. 

Gideon and the like may symbolize the early rough-shod period of epic development, but 

David is the first to combine the heroic spirit with a sophisticated and idealized kingdom. 

When the Moors are defeated at the battle of Lara, the poet makes a telling metaphorical 

connection between the Count and David."*̂  As the Old Testament Messianic figure par 

excellence, David is placed in opposition to the satanic Goliath: 

Por non vos detener en otras ledanias, 
file Alman9or ven9ido con sus cavallerias: 
alii fiie demostrado el poder del Mexias, 
el conde fiie David e Alman9or Gollias. (270) 

''''Bailey observes that "this tendency in the PFG to draw analogies between the 
adventures of a Castilian warrior hero and those of biblical figures is not sustained in the 
prose version of the PFG contained in the PCG. ... These chroniclers clearly had a 
different audience in mind than the narrators of the Cid and the PFG. Their editorial 
activity betrays their biases, or at least the biases of the audience they anticipated for the 
chronicle" (22). 

"'Evidentiy, Biblical saints and heroes such as David played an important part in 
medieval preaching and its use of exempla (Charland, 149). Sister Francis Gormly has 
noted that in the order of Biblical figures alluded to in Berceo, David was the second most 
frequent (12). He foreshadowed the New Testament era as a Messianic prototype, and 
was a prodigious figure of Jewish history. Accordingly, I believe him to have also been a 
prototype for the characterization of the Cid as well as Femdn Gonzdlez. As such, the Cid 
narrative may well have served to legitimate and stimulate the Reconquest (Michael 45). 
The politicians of the day were willing to take advantage of such a popular figure and the 
associated sentiment-even more so when it evoked a familiar Old Testament hero like 
David. 
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Foster identifies Femdn Gonzdlez and his enemy, Almanzor, asfigurae when he notes that 

"The poet leaves little doubt as to how we are to interpret the post-New Law Femdn 

Gonzdlez and Almozor [sic], as he evokes the pre-New Law figures, respectively, of Christ 

and Satan" (58). The order of the figurative associations fall out in this way: 

David/Goliath=Jesus/Satan; David and Jesus/Goliatii and Satan=Femdn 

Gonzdlez/Almanzor. Following Auerbach, Foster bases his sUidy of tiie PFG on figural 

interpretation-a kind of allegorical method in which one thing stands for and represents 

another with what I understand to be a certain "historical intentionality" (the Old Testament 

being fulfilled in the New, for example) (14). The New Testament writers took David to 

be a prefiguration of Christ, and the Ariantine poet inserts his own hero into the 

configuration. Femdn Gonzdlez is like David and thus in tum, a Christ figure. Of course, 

in the text the Count is a straightforward Messianic figure as well-his position as called 

and anointed one is merely strengthened by the Davidic association."^ David's status as a 

prefiguration of Christ is confirmed by Saint Augustine who emphasizes the idea that the 

Davidic kingship prefigures the kingdom of God (XVn.8.189). The Doctor of the Church 

underscores David's dual role as king and prophet: "Legal ergo ilia, qui uoluerit et potuerit; 

"^ere are abundant examples of how the prophets anointed kings on God's behalf 
during the epoch of the kings of Israel-David being one of the first. Serving as prototypes 
for the new Israeli sovereigns, the Pharaohs and tribal kings were in varying degrees 
sacrosanct figures (the Israelites had asked for a king "like all the nations" I Sam. 8:5). 
This attitude is echoed in the injunction against "touching the Lord's anointed," and can be 
demonstrated earlier by Moses who served as prophet and political leader long before the 
time of the Kings of Israel (cf Num. 12 conceming how Aaron and Miriam dared to 
confront Moses). The people were not permitted to touch the Lord's anointed, but neither 
did they have to be in total agreement with him. One example: the Philistine princes, in 
harsh disagreement with Achish, did not want David to accompany them to battie (I Sam. 
29:4). 
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inueniet quot et quanta rex Dauid idemque propheta de Christo et eius ecclesia 

prophetauerit, de rege scilicet et ciuitate quam condidit" (XVn.XV. 16-19) ("Let him then 

who will, or can, read these volumes [the Psalms], and he will find out how many and 

great things David, at once king and prophet, has prophesied conceming Christ and His 

Church, to wit, conceming the King and the city which He has built" [XVH. 15.201]). 

Similarly, Femdn Gonzdlez, as a Davidic type points toward a king that the poet wished to 

portray in glorious proportions-according to Victorio, probably Femando HI (27). 

David is a useful intertextual hero, not only because he foreshadows the coming 

eschatological kingdom, but also due to his ennobling human characteristics. In I Samuel 

he is typified as a reluctant rebel, and later as the unifier of Judah and Israel."^ The 

Castilian poet is doubtlessly counting on such positive associations for his appropriated 

hero. Count Femando."^ Victorio comments that, "No es de extrafiar, pues, que el conde 

sea un gobemante y un guerrero devotisimo, que reza cuando toma las riendas del 

condado, ante cada una de sus batallas o de situaciones de «premia»" (24). The Count is a 

cut above his predecessors and deftly combines military prowess and spirituality. Again, 

the characterization reverberates of David who killed his ten thousands compared to Saul's 

"̂  (jregory the Great moralized on David' humility and magnanimous character: 
"Otrosy ^quidn fue mds umill que David? El qual muchas ynjurias y desonras res9ibi6 del 
rey Saul, y sabiendo como lo podia matar, non quiso, antes le rogava, que le perdonase 
(Libro yyN\S. Morales, capitulo XXXVI/o6)" (213.33-35, 214.1-3). 

"*According to Lacarra's analysis, "la imagen de Femdn Gonzdlez, que el PFG 
presenta como hombre de lealtad sin reservas, es diametralmente opuesta a la que de i\ dan 
las cronicas anteriores al poema" (25). 
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thousands (I Sam. 18.7), and yet was a "man after God's own heart" (I Sam. 13.14). At 

the beginning of the seventeenth century, Guillen de Castro made a similar comparison 

between Rodrigo (el Cid) and the shepherd, David, which provides a valuable analogy for 

the present study. Sebold accurately interprets Castro's work: "El mero hecho de comparar 

al Cid con David es por si solo un modo eficaz de ensalzar a aqu^l, porque equivale a decir 

que Rodrigo tiene para Espafia la misma importancia que tiene para el pueblo escogido 

David, quien imifico Israel y lo llevo a ser un gran reino" (227). It practically goes without 

saying that Femdn Gonzalez, as a national hero of almost equal stature to that of the Cid, 

fits the simile as well. Guillen de Castro makes the analogy of the Cid and David in his 

play, Mocedades del Cid, but bases his comparisons on the Cid of the Romancero. He 

also focuses on the Goliath incident, which is really more analogous to the episode in the 

PFG (cf St. 270 cited above). Unlike Castro, the PMC's poet does not openly compare 

the Cid to David, nor does he make direct connection as does the monk-poet of Arlanza. 

The Femdn Gonzdlez/David analogy highlights the fact that the poetic narrative of the PFG 

encapsulates a venture of heroic breadth-the Reconquest and the growth of regional 

political prowess in Spain under the banner of God's kingdom. 

The Maccabean Recollection: kpocd\ypi\Q figurae 

In the section dealing with the conflict with Navarre, the reader encounters another 

important background model that provides the key to a wider understanding of the PFG, 

namely, Judas Maccabeus. Judas and other men of valor are introduced in Femdn 
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Gonzdlez's sermonized exhortation to his army, urging his men on to battle with the 

Tolosanos. The poetic narration refers to tiie self-denying character (like that of all good 

monks) of past heroes: 

Todos los que grand fecho quisieron acabar 
por muy grandes trabajos ovieron a passar: 
non comen quando quieren nin 9ena nin yantar, 
los vi9ios de la came han los de olvidar. (353) 

Of tiie cast of great epic types mentioned, David and Judas Maccabeus are of special 

interest for the present study, since tiiey are Old Testament superstars (and both 

experienced periodic strife with segments of their own people): 

Non cuentan d'Alexandre las noches nin los dias, 
cuentan sus buenos fechos e sus cavallerias; 
cuentan del rey David que mato a Golias, 
de Judas Macabeo, fijo de Mata/ias. 
Carlos e Valdovinos, Roldan e don Ojero, 
Terrin e Gualdabuey, Amaldo e Olivero, 
Torpin e don Riwaldos e el gascon Angelero, 
Estol e Salomon, otro su conpafiero. (354-55) 

David has been considered previously and the French heroes do not figure into this 

investigation. However, the place of Judas Maccabeus as a Jewish national hero, and a 

champion of the Catholic canonical Apocrypha, deserves consideration."^ To my 

^^ Jean Dunbabin discusses both Augustine's defense of 1 and 2 Maccabees as 
canonical works and the fact that Jerome translated them for inclusion in the Bible. 
Moreover, Dunbabin states that "Although apparently little read in the patristic age, in the 
first half of the ninth century these books were the subject of an extensive and influential 
commentary by the Carolingian scholar Rabanus Mams Rabanus explained the text on 
three levels: firstiy he clarified its literal meaning by exploiting Josephus and other sources 
to recreate the historical background; then he showed how the story prefigured events in 
the New Testament; and lastiy he elaborated its allegorical meaning, as a parable of the 
Christian Church's stmggles against its enemies" (31-32). To my knowledge there is no 
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knowledge his occurrence in the poem has not been researched in depth elsewhere, 

although it is briefly alluded to in Bailey's study (27). Since it is doubtful that his name 

appears casually on the monk-poet's list, we must consider the Apocryphal books of 1 and 

2 Maccabees as possible contributors to the poetic congregate that is the Castilian count, 

Femdn Gonzdlez.^ The striking parallels between the PFG and the Maccabean history 

lead to the possibility of the poet's conscious (as well as automatic) stmcturing of the poem 

with this background as an ordering force. White's comments on story type and mythic 

stmctures have been applied previously in this study; however, their application here is a 

little different and apropos: "it can be argued that interpretation in history consists of the 

provisions of a plot stmcture for a sequence of events so that their nature as a 

comprehensible process is revealed by their figuration as a story of a particular kind' (58). 

The sequencing of events that surround the battle scenes with the Moors (prayers, 

exhortations, divine manifestations, etc.) indicates that a similar story of a particular kind is 

what the author is producing in this particular Spanish epic. In other words, he is imitating 

somebody. Certainly the stock battle scenes of epic poems are no surprise to students of 

the genre, but I believe the PFG demonstrates an uncanny resemblance to the Maccabean 

proof that the Ariantine poet knew Rabanus's work first hand. However, his method does 
provide a good analogy and shows that tiie books of the Maccabees were being interpreted 
figuratively during the Middle Ages. 

'̂  Dunbabin notes that "in vernacular poetry, above all that of thirteentii-century 
Picardy, that Judas Maccabaeus reemerged as a 'mirror of princes' Gauthier de 
Belleperche's Roman de Judas Machabie and Pierre de Ri^s' Chevalerie de Judas 
Macabe, along with the pictures that accompanied these poems in the manuscripts, were 
central in Judas's transformation into a feudal lord and a crusader" (41). 
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saga. The importance of this hypothesis to the theme of the kingdom of God in Spanish 

epic poetry will shortly be exanuned. 

Sherman E. Johnson and Mary C. Callaway introduce I Maccabees, and state that 

"Frequent allusions to biblical prophecies also help guide the reader to see the Hasmonean 

dynasty as the fulfilhnent of the divine will" (186).^' And likewise, tiieir introductory 

comments to 2 Maccabees sound a common note with the Poema de Ferndn Gonzdlez and 

the sin-deliverance cycle that has been examined earlier: 

The stories are unified by the idea that history reflects the divine 
plan, which can be affected by the prayers and deeds of the faithful. 
Like the tyrants of Egypt, Assyria, and Babylonia, who oppressed 
Israel in biblical times, the Seleucid kings are seen as unwitting tools 
of God, aiding in the chastisement of Israel. The author firmly 
believed in the sanctity of the Temple, but also held that abuses 
would bring divine judgment, as the desecrations of Antiochus had 
proved. The author also believed, however, that the sufferings of 
the martyrs and the prayers of the courageous Judas Maccabeus 
moved God to intervene and end the time of divine wrath. (228) 

Like the Jews of the Maccabean period, the early Castilians sought not only to reclaim lost 

territory, but also to preserve their identity that had been threatened by centuries of Muslim 

domination. The Maccabees, in their confrontation with Hellenic culture, left written 

records which affirm in the words of Burkitt, "the unconquerable hope in the future to 

which they testify" (16). The shared dream of a restored and expanded Utopian future is 

part of the cultural and national inheritance of the two peoples considered here. There is a 

striking resemblance between the Reconquest in general with the Maccabean era as well as 

''All citations from the Apocrypha, its notes, or book introductions are from The 
New Oxford Annotated Apocrypha, 1991. 
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specific aspects of its representation in 1 and 2 Maccabees. This same analogy was 

evidentiy not lost on the PFG poet. 

The Maccabean legacy is inseparable from early Jewish apocalyptic literature. The 

Apocalypses that the epoch spawned, such as Daniel, were testimonials of a spirit of 

endurance and conquering adaptation. The relationship between this genre and the 

Maccabees is reported by Russell: "There are indications that in its origins Jewish 

apocalyptic was closely associated with the Hasidim, whose support was given to the 

Maccabees in their opposition to Antiochus Epiphanes" (23). The apocalyptic bridge to 

New Testament Christianity is largely the Apocalypse of St. John, which continues the 

tradition or resistance to the evil forces of the age. According to Robertson, the 

Apocalypse is in fact, the first Christian philosophy of history; it "forms a monumental 

landmark in the development we are tracing. In this respect it sums up a development 

begun by Daniel, and continued in the lesser knovm Jewish Apocalypses" (105)." Burkitt 

"The non-canonical apocalypses themselves are somewhat peripheral to our study 
since their influence was absorbed into various apocalyptic passages of Biblical texts and 
early Christian writings and filtered into the development of popular thinking on the 
kingdom of God. For example, Burkitt cites several instances where the Book of Enoch is 
of interest as a background study for the Gospel of Matthew (23). Russell confirms this 
observation noting that these apocalypses "were eminently suited to tiie purpose of 
Christian propaganda and would give added authority to many of the hopes and claims 
expressed by the Christian Church. Their teaching conceming 'the two ages,' the 
imminent coming of tiie Messiah, tiie messianic kingdom, tiie woes of tiie last days, tiie 
judgement of the worid, the resurrection of the dead, the future lot of the wicked and the 
righteous-all these would have a familiar ring and would in tum influence Christian 
thinking deeply" (34). However, as far as I can ascertain, these early Jewish apocalypses 
do not directiy show up intertextually with any degree of frequency in the epic poems 
under consideration—perhaps a separate future study will shed more light on this potentially 
fascinating area of investigation. 
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asserts that, "They [the Jewish apocalypses] are the most characteristic survival of what I 

will venture to call, with all its narrowness and its incoherence, the heroic age of Jewish 

history, the age when the nation attempted to realize in action the part of the peculiar 

people of God" (15). Indeed, I find the terminology a concise prefigurative 

correspondence to tiie times remembered and both evoked and invoked in the PFG. The 

book of Daniel, notably the most influential Old Testament apocalypse, provides an early 

picture of the worid view adhered to in the PFG." In Burkitt's summary of the essence of 

the prophet's historical perspective, he notes that, "In Daniel... there is a philosophy of 

universal History . . . The Kingdom of God-that is the central idea. It is the New Age, the 

new state of things that will come about when the great agony has ended by God's 

victorious intervention on behalf of His Saints, when He comes, or sends His 

Representative to come, to set the world right" (7), Similarly, the notion of divine 

intervention is unapologetically tendered in the PFG as an antitype (that which corresponds 

to the prototype) in the Maccabean epic. Russell's analysis of the apocalyptic expectation 

of the latter corresponds to the longing for deliverance expressed in the epopee of Spain's 

first count: "As a result of the persecutions which the people were having to undergo the 

conviction was bom that God himself would intervene and establish his kingdom, thus 

bringing to their fulfihnent tiie age-long promises through his servants the prophets" (183). 

"According to Russell, the book of Daniel in its present form is dated at around 
165 B. C, towards the close of Antiochus' reign. Since it was written in support of the 
Hasidim (49), and was thus an indirect source of support for the Maccabees (cf 1 Mace. 
2.59-60), it becomes in turn, a useful book for PFG studies. Its direct induction into 
Christian consciousness through the Vulgate makes it a doubly useful tool. 
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And to complete the picture in the PFG, the poet upgrades the expectation by providing 

Spanish prophets. 

The assertions made in the previous paragraph must first be generally substantiated. 

From there, it is possible to establish the inter-relatedness of the two works with respect to 

their apocalyptic/kingdom of God motivated infrastmcture. Such general nexuses can be 

established with a bit of textual alignment. For example, Nicanor, one of several Greek 

govemors of Judea after the death of Antiochus, gathers his minions against the vexatious 

Judas Maccabeus. The Jewish general prays before battle, having "stretched out his hands 

toward heaven and called upon the Lord who works wonders; for he knew that it is not by 

arms, but as the Lord decides, that he gains the victory for those who deserve it" (2 Mace. 

15.21). Compare the Count's humble supplication before Hacinas: 

«Mas he yo grand mester, Senor [sic], de la tu ayuda, 
Sefior, sea por ti Castiella defenduda; 
toda tierra de Africa sobre mi es venuda, 
anparar non Xapuedo, Sefior, sin tu ayuda. 
Por fuer9a nin por seso que yo podiesse aver 
non la podrie por guisa ningxma defender; 
Sefior, da me esfuer90 e seso e poder 
que pueda a Alman9or o matar o ven9er.» (403-4) 

Femdn Gonzdlez also exhorts his troops (like Judas) by appealing to a special 

visitation from Pelayo and relating its contents to his men: 

«Dixo m' [Pelayo] que mal fazia por tanto que tardava 
a aquel Rey de los Reyes por cuya amor lidiava, 
que fuesse e non tardasse contra la gent pagana, 
que por que a\\e miedo, pues que el me ayudava.» (430). 

This story sounds suspiciously like Judas's pep-talk before he engages Nicanor: "and he 
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cheered them all by relating a dream, a sort of vision, which was wortiiy of belief (2 

Mace. 15.11). His vision tour guide is one Onias, a righteous priest, who then presents the 

prophet Jeremiah. The famous prophet in tum hands Judas a golden sword and tells him 

to "take this holy sword, a gift from God, with which you will strike down your 

adversaries" (2 Mace. 15.16). The intertextual insinuation here is practically impossible to 

attribute to coincidence. The juxtaposition of Onias with the corresponding heavenly 

messenger Pelayo (Jewish priest: monk [Christian priest] ), and Jeremiah with his new 

covenant counterpart, Santiago (Old Testament prophet: New Testament apostie), is there 

for the observing. 

Another important general point of contact between the PFG and 1 and 2 

Maccabees is the question of cultural assimilation with the Greeks, dealt with in 1 

Maccabees 1.11-14. The theme is how some of the Jewish people "sold themselves to do 

evil" by diluting the Hebrew religion. Eleazar, a scribe who was zealous for the Law, 

preferred "death with honor rather than life with pollution." The same "went up to the 

rack of his own accord, spitting out the [swine's] flesh" (2 Mace. 6.19). Following 

descriptions of more persecution in the Maccabean narratives (2 Mace. Parallels 1 Mace. 

1-8), Judas, son of Mattathias, arises as a champion in Israel. He is characterized in 1 

Maccabees in terms of ascending heroism and as a rebel champion in Israel: 

He extended the glory of his people. Like a giant he put on his 
breastplate; he bound on his armor of war and waged battles, 
protecting the camp by his sword. He was like a lion in his deeds, 
like a lion's cub roaring for prey . . . . He embittered many 
kings, but he made Jacob glad by his deeds, and his memory is 
blessed forever. He went through the cities of Judah; he destroyed 
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tiie ungodly out of the land; thus he tumed away wrath from Israel. 
He was renowned to the ends of the earth; he gathered in those who 
were perishing. (I Mace. 3.3-4,7-9). 

The passage demonstrates tiiat he is elevated to semi-Messiam'c status by the 

Maccabean author and compared to the "Lion of Judah;" the "lion's whelp" that is Judah 

son of Jacob (Gen. 49.9).^ Judas Maccabeus comes storming onto the scene of the 

Jewish heroic age in the same spirit This great "lion-warrior" will save his people's culture 

and religion from destmction. The monk-poet of Arlanza, of course, enjoys the 

strengthened metaphor of tiie "Lion of the tribe of Judah" of Rev. 5.5, who opens the end 

time seals. The image occurs again in 2 Esdras (chaps. 11 and 12), an anti-Roman 

apocalypse in which a lion (the Davidic Messiah) judges and exterminates an eagle 

(Rome). The characterization of Judas as a lion is in keeping with his presentation in the 

PFG where he is grouped with such warriors as Alexander and David. (See st 354 cited 

above). The PCG expands on the warrior aspect by aligning Judas with Alexander while 

"̂The portrayal of Judas as a Messianic figure is problematic since he was not of 
the tribe of Judah and hence could not properly be a Davidic Messiah. Russell explores 
the idea of a Levitic Messiah: "There are indications of this [a renewed Messianic 
expectation] during the period of the Maccabees and Hasmoneans who were descendants, 
not of the House of David, but of the House of Levi. In particular the hopes of the people 
came to be centered in Simon, brother and successor of Judas Maccabaeus [sic]. In the 
year 142 BC Simon was acknowledged by the people as 'leader and high priest for ever, 
until a tmstworthy prophet should arise' (I Mac. 14.41), i.e., he was appointed leader and 
High Priest with hereditary rights, the first Maccabe to be so recognized" (311). Even 
though the idea of a kingly Davidic figure came to dominate and survived, the priestly 
thread was preserved in the characterization of Christ in the book of Hebrews. An 
important source of the belief in a Davidic Messiah noted by Russell is the Psalms of 
Solomon (mid-first century BC), significantiy, written some years after Pompey had ended 
the rule of the Hasmonean House (317). 
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Christianizing him as a bishop: 

Non cuentan de Alexandre, las estorias nin los buenos omnes, los 
dias nin los annos, mas retraen et dizen dell los buenos fechos et las 
cavallerias que fizo; otrossi de Judas Machabeo, que fue obispo et 
buen cavallero darmas et my grand lidiador et lidio muy bien et 
defendio muy bien de los enemigos el regno de Judea en quanto el 
uisco. (398.b.20-27) 

Bailey notes that in the poetic version these two warriors require no background 

information (28), indicating that they were well known figures in the interpretive 

community of the poem's reception." 

Judas displays an indomitable spirit: when confronted with the decimation of his 

people he contends that "It is better for us to die in battle than to see the misfortunes of our 

nation and of the sanctuary" (I Macc.3.59). This sounds remarkably similar in tone and 

content to the valiant Spanish count when he rouses his forces before the battle of Hacinas. 

He is opposed by the venerable Gonzalo Diaz, but his reply is that it is better to die than to 

repeat the error of don Julidn and cohabit with the Moors: 

Dixo de lo primero d'escussar el lidiar, 
pero non puede omne la muerte escusar; 
el omne, pues que sabe que non puede escapar, 

"Fish has been commented on previously, but a reminder of his notion of a literary 
work's frame of reception seems appropriate here. He describes interpretive communities 
as "made up of those who share interpretive strategies not for reading (in the conventional 
sense) but for writing texts, for constituting their properties and assigning their intentions. 
In other words, these strategies exist prior to the act of reading and therefore determine the 
shape of what is read rather than, as is usually assumed, the other way around" (171). 
Fish's conclusion implies that an author does not write in a vacuum, but expects to be 
understood or interpreted in a reasonably predictable way, hence the Ariantine poet's use 
of stock historical types such as Alexander and Judas Maccabeus enable his audience to 
"write" his text as very good implied readers indeed. 
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deve a la su came onrada muerte 1' dar. 
Por la tregua aver por algo que pechemos, 
de sefiores que somos vassallos nos fariemos. (210-21 lab) 

Castile's fnst count will have nothing to do with the kind of guile tiiat lost Spain its 

autonomy; he is a swom enemy of the Moors and compromising would be equal to 

accepting the role of the failed apostie Judas. The Ariantine poet careftilly crafts the 

Count's words so as to associate him with Christ's redemptive sacrifice when confronted 

with betrayal: 

Por engafio ganar non ha cosa peor, 
quien cayere en est' fecho cadra en grand error; 
por defender engafio murio el Salvador: 
mas val ser engafiado que non engafiador. (212) 

A peacefiil evasion of war is not worth the price of subservience and treason—Femdn 

Gonzalez will proceed with his divinely appointed mission as an antitype of Judas 

Maccabeus and not as a Judas Iscariot 

The Castilians and the Jews understood the tolerance of foreign overlords to be a 

kind of cultural and religious suicide. A possible focal point of their resistance is the cross-

testamental "abomination of desolation" (Matt. 24.15; cf Dan. 9.27) which repeats the 

"desolating sacrilege" of I Maccabees 1.54.̂ ^ The Law was bumed, women who had their 

^Russell repeats the well-known story of "his [Antiochus's] determination to wipe 
out the Jewish religion altogether-his banning of the distinctive characteristics and rites of 
the Jewish faith and his erection of an altar to the Olympian Zeus on the altar of bumt-
offerings within the Temple court in Jerusalem . . ." (16). A figurative interpretation of the 
abomination of desolation was allowed by Christians. McGinn points out that "In the Littie 
Apocalypse [Mk. 13.1-37] in the synoptic Gospels, it is to be understood as a reference to 
the sacking and destmction of the temple by the Romans in 70 C.E., viewed as an 
apocalyptic sign by the Christian community" (Antichrist: Two Thousand Years of the 
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children circumcised were put to death, and people were forced to eat ceremonially 

unclean food. The writer reports that many resisted: "They chose to die rather than to be 

defiled by food or to profane the holy covenant; and they did die" (I Mace. 1.63); we have 

noted that Femdn Gonzdlez also prefers death to compromise. Occupied Spain found a 

parallel antecedent and a kindred spirit in the Books of the Maccabees; there was an 

uncanny similarity between the Maccabean record and the atrocities recorded in tiie PFG 

that were committed by the Moors in Christian churches (st.90). In tiie poet's (and ideal 

reader's) mind, these real or imagined abuses were likely interpreted as an imitation of the 

abomination of desolation carried out by Antiochus in the Temple. The following stanza 

expresses the anguish of the Christian community in Spain: 

Dentro en las iglesias fazian establias, 
fazien en los altares muchas fieras follias, 
rovavan los tesoros de las sacristanias, 
Uoravan los cristianos las noches e los dias. (90) 

The robbing of sacred treasures is, of course, not without Biblical antecedent. Antiochus 

has no respect for holy things or customs; he enters the temple at Jemsalem and, like the 

earlier Nebuchadnezzar of 2 Chron. 36.7-19, steals the treasures and generally sacks the 

temple (I Mace. 1.21-24,37)." A single direct intertextual association carmot be 

Human Fascination with Evil 62). He notes further that Hippolytus, Roman presbyter 
from 200-235, interprets Daniel's abomination in two parts: the destmction (accomplished 
historically), and desolation (the universal one when Antichrist comes) (Antichrist 62). 

"The defiling of the temple is reminiscent of don Garcia (son of the slain King 
Sancho of Navarre and nephew of the queen of Leon, both of whom are scheming 
revenge upon the Coimt as he retums from the Leonese Cortes) who took Femdn 
Gonzdlez prisoner by treachery, not respecting the tradition of sanctuary when the Count 
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established since the looting of sacred sites is not limited to the Bible, but a sympathetic 

connection is implied: heroic suffering and the ideological importance of holy sites. 

Buber's comments on historical memory show how kingdom-related memories resurface 

and provide a kind of compass toward nationalistic discourse: 

The messianic faith of Israel is, as is to be shown, according to its 
central content tiie being-oriented-toward tiie fulfilment of tiie 
relation between God and world in a consummated kingly mle of 
God. That Israel perceives this believing expectation and its living 
expression as belonging to, and entrusted most peculiarly to, it 
among all the nations is based upon the believing memory that it 
once proclaimed JHWH as its direct and exclusive folk-king. 
Whether the memory-necessarily mythicizing -of such an 
occurrence originated from its historical actuality or signifies only a 
late illusion, a theological art-product, is decisively important for our 
method of proceeding; for only if the memory is historical can the 
expectation, even in its oldest utterance, be traced back to it. But 
the proclamation of an etemal folk-kingship of JHWH and its 
development are no longer to be surveyed on a merely 'religious' 
level; they impinge upon the political existence of the nationality. 
(15) 

The desecration of the temple/churches by turning them into stables strikes at the heart of 

the historical memory-identity of the two peoples. Buber's "consummated kingly mle of 

God" becomes more desirable and real due to the strong presence of its opposite-i.e., an 

impostor; a supplanter. Antiochus Epiphanes, understood to be the sinful root referred to 

in Isa. 11.10 and Dan. 11.7, is the leader of the satanic opposition in I Maccabees-even his 

name Epiphanes ("god manifest") is blasphemous (Metzger and Murphy 187). McGirm 

was hiding there (st596). It is also reminiscent of various episodes in Berceo's Los 
milagros de Nuestra Sefiora where judgment falls as the result of the profanation of a 
church. 
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has it that "No other early Jewish product of apocalyptic eschatology paniel's 'little hom'] 

paints such a highly developed portrait of a human opponent of God in the last days" 

(Antichrist 27). 

2 Mace. 2.20 deals with Antiochus Epiphanes (and his son, Eupator), and in the 

same verse, careftilly juxtaposes the "appearances" that came from heaven in support of 

the Jewish forces. The editors of the Apocrypha have insightfully noticed the contrast 

between "Epiphanes" and the "true appearances" (Gr. epiphaneiai) where the semantic 

play becomes more obvious (Metzger and Murphy 232). A possible contrasting 

connection exists between the PFG and the heavenly portents of the Christians as opposed 

to the satanic parody manifested in the sky that accompanies Almanzor and his legion. The 

night before the battle of Hacinas there is a dismaying occurrence in the heavens that is 

confirmed by Menendez y Pelayo to be of Biblical origin (229): 

Vieron aquella noche una muy fiera cosa: 
veni(3 por el aire una sierpe rabiosa, 
dando muy fuertes gritos la fantasma astrosa, 
toda venie sangrienta, bermeja commo rosa. 
Fazia ella senblante que ferida venia, 
semejava en los gritos que el 9ielo partia, 
alimbrava las uestes el fiiego que vertia, 
todos ovieron miedo que quemar los queria. (469-69).̂ * 

^^Jovellanos seems to find this kind of thing mildly amusing: "La introduccion de 
seres sobrenaturales, come dngeles buenos y malos, encantadores y nigromdnticos, fue 
adoptada por los mas de los poetas epicos, antiguos y modemos, y en ella fundaban gran 
parte del interns del poema; es d lo que llamaron mdquina, y en que pusieron particular 
esmero; pero, aunque absolutamente hoy no se prohibe, parece menos d prop6sito para 
interesar en un tiempo en que ya no se creen semejantes patrafias ni aun por el infimo 
vulgo..."(144). 
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The poet paints this scene as a diabolical manifestation that the spiritually enlightened 

Count recognizes as such: "que esta atal figura diablos la fizieron" (473c). He then 

comforts his men by telling them "que non ha el poder de mal a nos fazer, / ca tollo le don 

Cristus el su fuerte poder" (480b-c).̂ ^ The Biblical counterpart to this celestial spectacle 

that would have been familiar to tiie Ariantine monk in the Latin Bible is from Rev. 12.3: 

"et visum est aliud signum in caelo et ecce draco magnus mfiis . . ." and from 12.7: "et 

factum est proelium in caelo Michahel et angeli eius proeliabantur cum dracone" ("Y fiie 

vista otra sefial en el cielo: Un gran dragon bermejo [Apoc. 12.3], . . . Y fue hecha una 

gran batalla en el cielo. Miguel y sus dngeles lidiaban contra el dragon" [Spanish Bible for 

emphasis, Apoc. 12.7]).^ This Biblical verse is also a reminder that angelic help was 

promised by Pelayo in stanza 411. The impending battle against the Muslim army takes on 

cosmic proportions by association with the apocalyptic phantom. The chronicle account 

^̂ The reference to Satan's broken power is a likely allusion to the binding of Satan 
in Revelation 20.2: "And he laid hold on tiie dragon, that old serpent, which is the Devil 
and Satan, and bound him a thousand years." We have previously seen that for Augustine 
this is a present reality ("And this strong one is bound in each instance in which he is 
spoiled of one of his goods" [XX. 8.362]). The image of an impaired Satan is extended in 
Luke 10.18 where Jesus reports to the seventy who have just retumed from their mission, 
that he "beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven." Ladd emphasizes the eschatological 
as well as the present element: "The context suggests that Jesus saw in the successful 
mission of the seventy an evidence of the defeat of Satait Here again is metaphorical 
language that employs a different idiom to affirm that in the mission of Jesus, a decisive 
victory has been won. Satan has been boimd; he has fallen from his place of power; but 
his final destmction awaits the end of the age" (Theology 67). 

^A secondary Biblical allusion is probably in play here as well. Again, the Spanish 
Bible calls attention to the relationship: "Porque no tenemos lucha contra sangre y came; 
sino contra principados, contra potestades, contra sefiores del mundo, gobemadores de 
estas tinieblas, contra malicias espirituales en los aires" (Efes. 6.12). 
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provides a valuable point of contrast since it is not apocalyptic in tone. Bailey explains that 

"the PCG focuses on the visible enemy, the Moors, while the PFG depicts the battlefield 

war as secondary to the battle for souls being waged by the Devil and God" (36). 

These appearances are very important to both the PFG and 1 and 2 Maccabees in 

terms of symbolism, story type, and archetypal material. The point is aptiy illustrated by 

the five flaming horsemen in 2 Maccabees mirrored in the appearance of three important 

Spanish saints in the PFG. There can be little doubt that these "men on horses with golden 

bridles" (10.29) represent the five books of the Law as they champion the Jews against the 

Greek invader, Antiochus Eupator (son of Antiochus Epiphanes). The poet of Arlanza, 

who seems to have been a great admirer of the Maccabean general, adapts the apocryphal 

legend by supplying his own celestial appearance of Saints Pelayo, Milldn and Santiago,̂ ^ 

whose Trinitarian association has been noted earlier.̂ ^ 

*̂A more familiar source for the appearances of saints and angels is, of course, the 
French epic. Menendez Pidal mentions that "En la epica francesa vemos a menudo que 
San Jorge o San Mauricio bajan del paraiso para combatir al lado de los caballeros; el 
socorro es a veces de treinta mil dngeles; los dngeles coronan al primer rey de Francia..." 
(31). There is, nevertheless, no reason to assume that the poet of Arlanza knew the French 
epic better than he knew the Bible-the presence of the one does not anul the other. 

*^eller discredits the role of San Milldn as an untmstworthy saint who did not 
keep his word (256). Based on 416b, "entrante de la lid ver me has vesible m/ente," he 
believes that the poet includes the patron saint of Cogolla in order to discredit him, since he 
never actually showed up at the battle (the text is silent on this point). I agree with Keller 
that the role of San Milldn is played down in the PFG, however, it is not necessary to his 
tiiesis to assert that "he was not to be trusted" ("The Hunt and Prophecy Episode" 256). 
The prosification of this verse in the PCG simply has it that "sere yo contigo en aquella az" 
(401a.22). The chronicler saw no subversion, and I suspect that neither should we, taking 
it rather as figurative speech. San Milldn's presence in the narrative is that of a confirming 
messenger; he essentially repeats Pelayo's communication. Victorio suggests that his 
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Apart from the celestial manifestations, there is another point of correspondence 

between the poetic Count and Judas Maccabeus: In 1 Mace. 5.1-4, Judas makes war on 

the descendants of Esau that had mixed with the Nabataean Arabs in Idumea; the Edomites 

were, in any case, racial cousins of the Ishmaelites (the ancestors of the Arabic Bedouins). 

A clearer reference to the Jewish-Arab configuration is in 2 Maccabees 12.10 where five 

thousand Arabs, acting as Greek allies, attack Judas. This age-old conflict offers a very 

handy point of comparison for the PFG poet. The equation Almanzor=Antiochus and 

Femdn Gonzdlez =Judas Maccabeus can easily be lifted from a parallel reading of the two 

texts. The characterization of Antiochus and Almanzor as satanic types is closely related to 

the New Testament Antichrist (cf Dan. 9.27 and Matt.24.15 cited above) who is 

associated with the end of the age and the revelation of Christ. Furthermore, while 1 and 2 

Maccabees affiliate the Arabs with the evil Greeks, the Moors in the PFG are intentionally 

contaminated with the idea of the coming Antichrist (1 John 2.18) who is the beast of 

Revelation 13. Thus, the books of the Maccabees provide a set of prefigurations or 

figurae for a later Christian interpretation (particulariy in Spain) of end time events that are 

also decoded in terms of contemporary circumstances. In his book. Antichrist, McGirm 

deals witii the way Christians in the early Spanish Middle Ages quickly identified the 

Muslims with escalated end time satanic activity: 

As the distinctive religious message of the invaders became clear. 
Christians began to see it not as a new religion (which was 

posthumous appearance at the battle may be assiuned since his intervention was already 
known from Berceo's Vida of said saint (122). 
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unthinkable from the Christian point of view), but as the last and 
worst of all heresies. Because heretics had long been associated 
with antichrists and Antichrist, it was an easy move to interpret the 
rise of Islam as a sign of Antichrist's coming and to see its founder, 
Muhammad, as a type of the Final Enemy. (85) 

More specifically, if Islam and its poetic personification in Alamanzor were symbolically 

identified with the beast, then Muhammad was the front-mnning nominee for false prophet 

(part of the configuration of an "unholy trinity": Satan, the beast, and the false prophet). 

The source for such a correspondence is readily available in Rev. 19.19-20, where a great 

battle that v^ll usher in the millennial reign of God is depicted in which the beast and his 

miracle-working cohort, ftiQ pseudopropheta of the Vulgate, are summarily defeated. 

Antecedents for the mind-set in the PFG on this matter are not rare. Further support is 

available from McGinn's citation conceming the ninth-century monk, Paulus Alvarus, 

defender of martyrs and author of the Illuminated Instructions: 

Alvams . . . presented the cormection between Islam and Antichrist 
within the framework of a scenario of the last events. His sense of 
the opposition between the forces of Christ and his martyrs on the 
one hand and Antichrist and his Muslim members on the other has a 
vibrantly apocalyptic ring to it Following Jerome on Daniel and 
Gregory the Great on Job, he identifies Muhammad with both the 
eleventii hom of the fourth beast (Dan. 7.8) and the monsters 
Behemoth and Leviathan-all types of Antichrist. Muhammad is 
thus the last and worst in a long line of forerunners of Antichrist, 
beginning witii Antiochus IV, and continuing through Nero, 
Domitian, and others Thus, this ninth-century Spaniard 
believed that the Christian martyrs of his time were experiencing tiie 
persecution of Antichrist, the Final Enemy conceived of both 
individually (as Muhammad) and collectively (as the Muslim mlers 
of his day). (Antichrist 86) 
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Garrido Moraga's conclusion regarding the depiction of the Moors in the PFG adds 

important closure: 

El autor utiliza estmcturas diversas para referirse a la misma 
realidad, pero con un claro valor de generalizaci6n y en un proceso 
de envilecimiento que no afecta a su potencial dafiino, aumentado 
por ser siervos del "besti6n mascariento" de los versos 1 Id y 493d 
[490d in Victorio's ed.] que es el demonio. El tratamiento lexico 
acumula las cormotaciones negativas, de tal manera que el 
enfrentamiento adquiere valores absolutos y casi apocalipticos. 
("Los drabes" 202) 

Indeed, I would elinunate the casi to assert that the apocalyptic associations are there for 

the taking by the Christian audience. 

Such portrayals of the Muslims as the capstone of Antichrist's expression fmd 

strong resonance in the battle scenes of both the Ariantine poet and Berceo. According to 

Correa Calder6n, "la batalla de Hacinas debe suponerse que haya sido la de Simancas" 

(14). Likewise for Chalon, the battle of Hacinas is a remembered poetic reconstmction of 

the battie against Abderraman in 934 (432). Berceo records this battie with an opposition 

that has apocalyptic reverberation. The poetic victory of the Christians over Abderraman 

in the cleric's Vida de San Milldn de Cogolla contains an apparent repetition of an 

important verse from Revelation 7.14: "hii sunt qui veniunt de tribulatione magna" 

("These are they which came out of great tribulation"). A double set of comparisons are 

thus set up: 

Del rei [Abderraman] non sabemos si estorcio o non, 
mas todos sos poderes fueron a perdicion; 
nunqua mds non vinieron pedir la fiirci6n, 
ixieron los christianos de grand tribulaci6n. (454) 
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Not only is the last verse of the stanza practically a direct quotation from the Apocalypse, 

but equally important, it carries a kind of spiritual and fratemal relationship to the PFG; 

that is, behind the quoting of Berceo lies the supposition of sympathetic theologies with the 

other monasteries in the area." Femdn Gonzdlez's victory at Hacinas is the corresponding 

version of the battle in the PFG, and in both cases the people of God experience 

deliverance from "great tribulation" with clearly amplified apocalyptic overtones.*^ In the 

case of the PFG, Femdn Gonzdlez and his Castilian forces, on the point of being 

overwhelmed, finally receive heavenly reinforcements. As the tide of battle tums the 

Moor's eyes are opened: 

Ve/en d'una sefial tantos pueblos armados, 
ovieron muy grand miedo, fueron mal espantados', 
de qual parte venian eran maravillados; 
lo que mas les pesava: eran todos cruzados. (559) 

In both cases God's people are depicted as purified and coming out of severe hardship, and 

through the tribulation of war. Their identity as the end time people chosen to confront the 

"Berceo's work was known to our author, as Zamora Vicente notes: "No puede 
exti-afiamos nada este conocimiento de la obra de Berceo. Contempordneos, con andlogo 
estado de vida, procedentes cada uno de los poetas de monasteries casi vecinos, los dos 
levantaron su poesia sobre un parecido fondo cultural" (XIQ). 

"Augustine clearly believes in a definite 'T)ay of tiie Lord" (cf De civitate Dei 
XX.19); i.e., tiie day of judgment equals tiie day of tiie Lord following tiie revelation and 
destmction of Antichrist The bishop of Hippo also follows Jerome's work on Daniel, to 
wit, tiie Church will pass through a tempestuous time at the hands of Antichrist before tiie 
last judgment of God introduces tiie etemal reign of tiie saints (XX.23). Tme to form, 
Augustine does not favor a literal interpretation of tiie 10 kings in Daniel (XX.23), thus 
leaving such eschatalogical questions open to various possible meanings-the Moors as 
apocalyptic representatives of Antichrist, for example. 
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Antichrist cannot be lightly dismissed either in Berceo or in the PFG. Additionally, the 

context of Revelation 7 portrays the entrance of these cleansed ones (who have come out 

of great tribulation) into the perfect millennial kingdom of God. The chosen people of the 

Old Covenant are eventually completed in John's Apocalypse. In this way the theme that 

has been a constant thread in Biblical theology comes to maturity as simile becomes reality 

in the Spanish consciousness-Castile/Spain is no longer just like the Biblical people of 

God, it has in some very real way become the end time expression of God's eschatological 

victory. 

The cormection between a time of severe tribulation, the manifestation of 

Antichrist, and the appearance of the Messianic kingdom is also reinforced in patristic and 

medieval prophecy. Gimeno Casalduero reminds us that there were two main currents of 

prophecy from the fifth century on: one that was present-oriented (Augustine, realized 

eschatology) and the other that was future-oriented. This last kind was never completely 

suppressed—even in Augustinian theology. Thus, Gimeno Casalduero comments that 

prophetic interpretation of the second order expected the arrival of a happy Messianic age: 

"Aluden generalmente sus profecias a un periodo de perversion y de tribulaciones al que se 

hace terminar con la llegada de un principe universal y justiciero. De ahi que triunfe sobre 

los paganos o sobre los musulmanes . . . " (115). The creation of a Castilian kingdom 

cleariy benefits from such an expectation and self-identification. The presence of a good 

villain also heightens dramatic tension in the poem's central conflict; Castile, the purified 

defender of the Faith and national identity, is the proper helmsman to repulse the infidel. 
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The preceding paragraphs have demonstrated how the Old Testament Maccabees 

(especially in combination with Daniel and Revelation) were a significant tributar>' for the 

headwaters of a more generalized expectation and reception of the kingdom of God in the 

medieval poetic world of the Poema de Ferndn Gonzdlez and beyond. A comparative 

study of 1 and 2 Maccabees and the PFG demonstrates that both works progress toward an 

autonomy that is national and God-ordained. Jewish independence (freedom from tribute), 

which resulted from a great determination on the part of the Maccabean forces (I Mace. 

13.37), must have provided an inspirational model for the Castilian effort.̂ ^ In addition to 

the national model provided by the Maccabees, individual Biblical champions like Judas 

Maccabeus, David, Gideon, Jesus, etc., all ser\'e to elevate Feman Gonzdlez and to present 

him as a person worthy of insertion into a kingdom of God type discourse. Maria Eugenia 

Lacarra succinctly wiites: 

La finalidad de la obra parece ser glorificar a Feman Gonzalez: «del 
conde de Casti[e]lla quiero fer vna prosa» (Id), dar a su heroe una 
«ejemplaridad etema» similar a la que las leyendas hagiogrdficas 
proporcionaban a los santos. Conforme a estos objetivos, el poema 
se inicia con una estrofa muy similar a la utilizada por Berceo en su 
Vida de Santo Domingo de Silos.^ (11) 

There can remain little doubt but that Feman Gonzdlez has been inducted into a higher 

level of political-spiritual command. Deyermond affirms that his "political defeat of Leon 

^^Castilian centrality and dominance leads to the almost counter-climactic "horse 
and hawk" incident which is credited for Castilian independence. Menendez Pidal suggests 
its relationship to an old Visigothic legend (52). 

^Lacarra quotes from Zamora Vicente's edition of the PFG. 
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is a major step towards the restoration of the paradisal [sic] Hispania overthrown by tiie 

Moors because of the sins of its mlers and people" ("Uses of the Bible" 63). Restoration? 

Fundamentally yes, but there is now a refounding on a new plane. The Castilian trajector>' 

from its humble beginnings as an "alcaldia pobre" (173c) to "cabe9a de reinado" (173d), 

parallels the Count's own progress in the text and beyond. To Deyermond, one may add 

the voice of Correa Calderon who affirms the count's poetic characterization to be "una 

interpretacion mdgica de lo hist6rico" (18). I take "magic" here to be more than just a kind 

of free-wheeling interpretation of history; it is rather a transcending of the merely historical 

plane in order to cormect to a larger figurative stmcture. The only metaphor really big 

enough to deal with Castilian ascendency and the glorification of her first count, is the 

kingdom of God of historical Christianity and the image of the Christ portrayed in its 

theology and tradition that steers its present course and future arrival. 
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CHAPTER ffl 

THE PRESENCE OF THE FUTURE IN JUAN DE MENA'S 

LABERINTO DE FORTUNA' 

Both Christian and classical models strongly inform Juan de Mena's fifteenth-

century Spanish masterpiece, the Laberinto de Fortuna (1444). With his cultured and 

complicated style, Mena assumes a great deal of confluent knowledge from both of these 

founts on the part of his audience and his recipient. King Juan fl. This chapter surveys the 

kingdom of God as it shadows Mena's political agenda in relationship to the fiiture.^ The 

presence of the future invades the present in various ways in the poem, frecuently in a kind 

of temporal symbiosis. However, the fiiture carmot be properly discussed in the Laberinto 

without considering its paradigmatic dependence on the kingdom of God. 

The analogical form of the kingdom of God foimd in Vergil's "Roman national 

project," especially as reflected in Book VI of the Aeneid and in the Fourth Eclogue, will 

also be examined. In their idealized and unrealized aspects, and through their historical 

manifestations, both the classical and Christian branches bring Mena's vision of the future 

*I am indebted to Ladd for the phrase "The Presence of the Future" in my titie. It 
is strongly mirrored in my thesis and captures the essence of the theologian's work that is 
cited in this investigation. 

Â particularly helpful comparison with the expression of kingdom of God in the 
Laberinto can be found in what Aleida Assmann calls a "guiding fiction of western 
history." She notes that "These visions of universalism are more than curious chapters in 
the mental archives of mankind; they are myths that have defined images of the self and the 
other, oriented action in history, supported institutional and political claims, motivated 
attitudes of aggression and tolerance" (85). 
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to bear on Spain's political maze. He clearly wants to create his own Spanish national 

project and to effect a continuation and transformation of botii pagan and Christian aspects 

of historical Rome. The Spain he envisions will benefit botii from allegorizing and 

identifying with Rome, and yet will supersede it^ 

One aspect of Juan de Mena's many-faceted work which has received critical 

attention is the stmctural function of the wheels of Providence (or Fortune) as they relate 

to the past and tiie present." However, the apparentiy subdued role of the wheel of tiie 

future warrants further scmtiny. I believe it exerts a kind of retrospective influence on the 

labyrinth Mena surveys, essentially governing the movement or forward thrust of the poem 

in much the same way that the kingdom of God "reaches back" from the future to impact 

the present The poet achieves this in part by the use of Christian imagery. Hence, in the 

second part of this study I will incorporate orthodox Christian and Biblical theologies into 

the interpretation of the poem. These are particularly helpful in the way they explain the 

kingdom of God and its components of prophecy, apocalyptic language, and eschatological 

F̂or St. Jerome the kingdom of God is initiated in the world following upon the 
demise of the secular Roman empire. His interpretation of the world empires of Daniel 
chapter 2 requires Christ as the "Rock" (Dan. 2.44, cf also Dan. 7.13,14) that is to 
succeed the Roman reign: "However, at the final period of all these empires of gold and 
silver and bronze and iron [Rome], a rock (namely, the Lord and Savior) was cut off" 
without hands, that is, without copulation or human seed and by birth from a virgin's 
womb; and after all the empires had been crushed. He became a great mountain and filled 
the whole earth" (32). Nevertheless, Jerome's interpretation of Daniel 2 does not preclude 
the incorporation of Rome into Christianity. Mena, for example, depends heavily on Rome 
as an allegorical cornucopia pointing to Christianity and the coming Kingdom. 

" Rafael Lapesa has demonstrated that the three wheels are not, afler all, at the 
mercy of Fortune, but are stracturally controlled, "para exhibir ejemplaridades merecedoras 
de imitaci6n o repulsa" (117). I will therefore use Lapesas terminology, "wheels of 
Providence" interchangeably with "wheels of Fortune." 
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design, which in tum complement Mena's manipulation of time in the poem through 

stylistic and stmctural devices.^ End-time studies on loan from theology can finitflilly 

inform tiie study of Mena's poem; for example, we will see tiiat Christian eschatological 

and apocalyptic allusions color his characterization of Juan n and Alvaro de Luna. 

The Laberinto was not, of course, produced in a literary vacuum. Among the 

interdependent textual relationships of tiie poem, the Bible figures heavily, but has not been 

adequately emphasized in studies on the poem. The obvious reason for this relative 

absence is that the classical influence dominates the facade of the poem. However, witii a 

little digging one hits bedrock, and tiie Biblical-theological underpinnings of the kingdom 

of God can be exposed. The idea of the Kingdom is notjust limited to specific intemal 

literary motifs, but it also fits into the wider context of the poem's literarv setting.̂  

Î am not suggesting, as has Colbert Nepaulsingh in Towards a History of Literary 
Composition in Medieval Spain, that the Laberinto is an apocalyptic work per se. Philip 
Gericke has thoroughly dealt with this issue in his article, "Mena's Laberinto de Fortuna: 
Apocalypse Now?" and my intention is not to reopen the debate, but to deal with a 
complementary issue: the Laberinto is more of a pseudo epic (I would prefer a little 
stronger term) with secondary apocalyptic and general eschatological characteristics. 
Mena's highly cultured poem also contains a strong unity of purpose characteristic of the 
epic genre. David Quint notes that an important aspect of heroic poetry is its expression of 
a single goal and completeness: "If epic usually begins in medias res, it moves toward a 
fixed end point, the accomplishment of a single goal or mission-the Trojans' settiement in 
Italy, Portugal's opening of the Indian trade route, the delivery of Jerusalem, the Fall of 
Adam and Eve. The formal completion of the epic plot speaks for the completeness of its 
vision of history" (33). While speaking of the whole of Spain's history (past, present, and 
fiiture) as if it were an absolute past, the Laberinto must, nevertheless, remain open-ended 
in a certain sense so as not to deprive the king of his royal options. Moreover, the 
metaphorical, archetypal model of the kingdom of God only allows for God to definitively 
close history-the poet may bend, but not violate the boimdaries of his own predetermined 
world view. 

*̂ As a point of contrast, Florence Street describes what is not a diachronic part of 
this setting; she refutes C. R. Post's deduction that the Amorosa Visione by Boccaccio is a 
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There is, for example, a strong basis for comparison with Dante's celebrated poem. 

Maria Rosa Lida de Malkiel describes the Laberinto de Fortuna as "un genero 

determinado de poema medieval" comparable to the Divine Comedy (Juan de Mena, poeta 

delprerrenacimiento espafiol 15)."̂  Nevertiieless, the somewhat open question of 

background models also suggests tiiat Mena drew on a commonplace Biblical figure like 

the kingdom of God (it is hardly likely that he was not well acquainted with Augustine's De 

civitate Dei). Street notes that the Divine Comedy was easily accessible to Mena (6), but 

so were tiie Bible and the authoritative teachings of the Church Fathers. This investigation 

will demonstrate that the orthodox theology of the day along with the Bible significantly 

impacted Mena's poem as a backgroimd influence (an influence that was also echoed in 

Dante). 

As a supplement to his classical preparation, the Bible must have figured solidly in 

the formation of a Latin scholar of the caliber of Juan de Mena, though overt references 

are few in the Laberinto.^ An example is stanza 156 where he compares the king's 

situation in Medina to that of Christ in Gethsemane (John 18.4). Additionally, stanza 119 

makes a Biblical reference to "Tulio," probably confused with his brother "Jubal" (Gen. 

major source of both the Laberinto and the Coronacion, since a man so widely read as 
Mena would not found his two major works on one poem in the Italian vemacular (Street 
2, n.). 

T̂o the contrary. Post affirms: "his [Dante's] vision of a universal empire is quite 
beyond the national patriotism of Juan de Mena" (224). As we shall see. Post's statement 
is not bome out in the Laberinto. 

^He also knew the Roman de la Rose in French, but never quotes or refers to it 
directly (Street 11). 
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4.21), father of musicians (Louise Vasvari Fainberg 140; cf Lida de Malkiel, Juan de 

Mena 57-58). However, by looking outside the Laberinto one finds a Mena very much at 

ease with the Bible; he freely quotes from the Old Testament conceming David and 

Solomon in the Coronacion (338). There are also many possible allusions to the Bible 

which will be examined throughout the study. 

Vergilian Associations: A Kingdom Paradigm 

Setting aside momentarily the presence of the Bible, the classical background is the 

most obvious source of input for the Laberinto—^xcQ^ding even that of Dante. ̂  Stteet 

remarks that, 

Mena admires Dante and takes encouragement from him; now and 
then, reminiscences of the Divine Comedy creep into his work, but 
when he wishes his imitation to be obvious it is always to the classics 
that he tums. . . . So for the background of his most ambitious 
work, the Laberinto, he chooses a popular and widely known 
allegory and enriches and complicates it with all the classical 
knowledge he can bring to bear. (11) 

As one of these classical allusions, Mena could have Vergil's prophecy from book I 

of the Aeneid (\3>.2>1 ̂ -99) in mind as part of his anti-civil war agenda. In this passage the 

great Roman civil wars are conspicuously left out of Vergil's national proclamations to 

emphasize his disapproval. Mena, opposing factionalism, desires to see Spain unified and 

the Moors driven out once and for all. "Las guerras que vimos de nuestra Castilla" 

'̂ Maxim Kerkhof plays down the influence of Dante, but affirms the role of the 
classical: "no es grande la irifluencia de Dante; mayor huella han dejado la Eneida y las 
Gedrgicas de Virgilio, las Metamorfosis de Ovidio, y, sobre todo, la Farsalia de Lucano' 
(26). 
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(141b),'° which depict current strife in Spain, hinder the glorious plan for reconciliation 

and unification, and must be stopped: 

Yerra quien fabla do se reprehende; 
en dichos e fechos bevid mesurados, 
ca buelven acordes los desacordados, 
e queda ofendido quien antes ofende. (158.e-f) 

The same remorse for the lack of unity is expressed by the mother of Lorenzo Ddvalos 

when she laments the untimely death of her son: 

«.. . ^Pues donde podria pensar la persona 
los dapfios que causa la triste demanda 
de la discordia del reino que anda 
donde non gana ninguno corona?» (207.e-f) 

The lesson is clear for Juan II: Spanish history is purposefully heading toward a 

resplendent climax and the king must enlarge his vision and avoid embroiling himself in 

petty regional disputes with the nobles. 

The epic tone of the Laberinto presents stark contrast to such small-time political 

squabbling. Lewis explains that, "Epic, from the beginning, is solempne [grand, 

ceremonious]. You are to expect pomp. You are to 'assist', as the French say, at a great 

festal action" (16). Mena's grand sweep of history, including his mapamundi, fits Lewis's 

description. As one would expect, the narrative elements in the Laberinto highlight the 

epic aspects of the poem, as do the national and universal projects that Mena, in a 

Vergilian maimer, promotes. Mena's invocation in the third stanza ofthe epic muse, 

"Callope", immediately serves notice to tiie reader or listener that a grand project is afoot: 

as court secretary and chronicler of Juan n of Castile, his political agenda possesses his 

*̂ All citations ofthe Laberinto are from Vasvari Fainberg's edition. 
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writing. The yeaming that he expresses for a unified fatherland could be considered an 

epic commonplace; yet it ttanscends mere nationalism in spite of Post's assertion to the 

contrary (see note 7). '• Post's proposition is debatable since Mena does label his king as a 

"Caesar"of the whole world (cf 230 commented on later). I do not take the passage to be 

overtly ironic or subversive toward the king (cf st. 142). ̂ ^ In addition, the fact that Mena's 

poem is generally modeled on Vergil's literary epic tends to lend credence to the likelihood 

that his vision was more universal. It was, in practice, interpreted that way by his 

successors. The Roman analogy implies that Mena envisioned a greater transnational 

project for Spain—the taking into account of Vergil's historical moment and horizon of 

expectation practically requires it. Vergil wTote of Rome's national founding but fuses it 

with his own reality as citizen ofthe world's greatest empire. Support can be found in 

'̂ Patrides discusses how the medieval mode of expressing history t>'pically follows 
the Old Testament model: "The historians ofthe Middle Ages, like their predecessors in 
Israel, were both particular and universal. They were universal because they attempted to 
be all-encompassing, thereby upholding the total jurisdiction of Providence throughout the 
created order. They were particular because each believed his nation to be God's ultimate 
concem" (28). There is a universality (his citing worid history, for example) in Mena that 
is shared by the apocalyptic vision ofthe Book of Enoch. Burkitt, conunenting on this 
Jewish work, observes that, "The writer was surely an orthodox Jew and his book was 
written for his countrymen to read, but like the Book of Job it is concemed with mankind 
and tiie worid inhabited by mankind as a whole; it attempts to 'justify tiie ways of God to 
men,' and not only His dealings with the custodians of His Revelation in Judaea" (20). 
Thus, it should be no surprise that Mena, and for that matter the PFG's poet (although not 
formal historians), simultaneously pose a double national and universal vision. Even as the 
kingdom of God is both earthly and heavenly, present and future, a poet can be national 
and universal without apparent contradiction. 

*^ony is present in the passage only in the broadest sense: i.e., "the recognition of 
the incongruity, or difference, between reality (what is) and appearance (what seems to 
be)" (NTC 's Dictionary of Literary Terms 113). What we have witii Mena is a kind of 
reversed polarity that presents an appearance or description of a desired and projected 
reality-the difference in the poem is between the reality and a hoped for appearance. 
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Quint's expansive study. Epic and Empire: Politics and Generic Form from Virgil to 

Milton: 

Virgil's epic is tied to a specific national history, to tiie idea of world 
domination, to a monarchical system, even to a particular dynasty. 
From now on, future epic poets would emulate tiie Aeneid itself 
along with the Homeric epics; future imperial dynasts would tum 
for epic inspiration less to Achilles than to Aeneas, a hero 
deliberately created for political reflection. (8) 

In the same vein, Clyde Pharr points out tiiat "Vergil and Augustus were both interested in 

. . . giving divine sanction and the weight of hoary antiquity to tiie measures which 

Augustus had undertaken for establishing the empire" (2)-two very imitable (and 

universal) postulates. One can easily concur with Harian Sturm's observation regarding the 

Laberinto: "it should be possible to say that the work was written to create for Spain the 

type of poem which Homer created for tiie Greeks and Virgil for the Romans" (161). 

Vergil represents the high-water mark of ancient epic. Lewis explains how "The 

explicitly religious subject for all future epic has been dictated by Vergil; it is the only 

further development left," and that it would be anachronistic to retum "to the merely 

heroic" (38). Indeed, Mena's Laberinto seeks to recapture the spirit ofthe Vergilian epic, 

but can by no means be disentangled from its allegorical Christian presuppositions and 

thrust In spite of its classical veneer and intemal stmctures, an analysis ofthe poem 

reveals strong classical and Christian interdependence. Lida de Malkiel's study confirms 

the importance of theological and scholastic vocabulary in this "classical" poem, listing 

almost fifty terms that are specific to religious language (Juan de Mena 256-57). And this 

is just a short list of "los latinismos de origen prosistico" (256). 
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The Kingdom finds allegorical support in Vergil's golden age treatise in Eclogue FV 

where Messianic discourse is easily exttacted and juxtaposed-as in fact was the case 

during tiie Middle Ages.^' The Biblical hero David was to the golden age of Jewish history 

what Augustus was to be to Roman history, making tiie latter more palatable for Christian 

appropriation.'" Mena's vision of a unified, pacified Spain in ttim draws on tiie historic 

Messianic analogy of tiie conciliatory Roman emperor AugusUis: 

Vimos sin armas a Octaviano, 
que ovo los tiempos ansi triumphales 
e tanto pa9iffic6 el mundo de males 
que ttivo cerradas las puertas de Jano. (215a-d) 

The following passage from tiie Aeneid reflects tiie Roman national ideal (with its potential 

for later Christianization) in the establishment of a Utopian kingdom: 

Hie vir, hie est, tibi quem promitti saepius audis, 
Augustus Caesar, divi genus, aurea condet 
saecula qui rursus Latio regnata per arva 
Sattimo quondam (6.358.791-94) 

this is the man, this one. 
Of whom so often you have heard the promise, 

Caesar Augustus, son ofthe deified. 

'̂ Frye's remarks on the spiritual and political centralizing tendency in the Aeneid d^Q 
germane: "Virgil is still a long way from saying that only one god is necessary-the divine 
will that holds together social and natural law-and that Caesar is the central manifestation 
of this will. But the tendency is there, the Aeneid being essentially a poem in which the 
house of Caesar occupies much the same place as the line of David in the Bible" (The 
Great Code: the Bible and Literature 97). 

'"Mena has only to follow Augustine in the matter ofthe allegorization of Rome 
and her mlers. In book XVin.20 ofthe De civitate Dei the Saint lines up the historical 
development of Latin and Hebrew kings and seems to draw a loose correspondence 
between Aeneas and his son Silvius with David and Solomon. Then, in section 23 ofthe 
same book he attributes certain specific prophecies conceming Christ to the Erythraean 
sibyl. 
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Who shall bring once again an Age of Gold 
To Latium, to the land where Saturn reigned 
In early times.... (6.187.1062-67)'' 

For a Christian statesman like Mena, this prophecy (as a prefiguration) could only come to 

pass in its fullest sense under a Christian king displaying the banner ofthe kingdom of 

God. 

Juan de Mena is only one of many writers who had fallen under the Vergilian spell. 

Felipe Martinez Mordn correctly notes that Saint Augustine also made considerable use of 

Vergil in his De civitate Dei (437), a work that loomed large in the formation of Mena's 

world view, as will be demonstrated further on in the study. '̂  By the eighth century Vergil 

was considered a credible source in the Christian world in general, as Comparetti points 

out: 

The supreme authority enjoyed by Vergil as a writer of 
extraordinary wisdom, as the first ofthe ancient poets, and at the 
same time the best in moral respects, made a great impression on 
many Christian theologians, who felt more at home with him than 
with the other pagan poets, and did not disdain to quote his words in 
support ofthe great principles of Christianity.'̂  (97) 

'̂  All citations of Vergil's Aeneid are from Clyde Pharr's Latin edition and Robert 
Fitzgerald's English translation. 

'̂ An example of Augustine's ease with Vergil are his several citations ofthe Latin 
lyricist in book XXI.3 ofthe De civitate Dei. 

'̂ The allegorical reception of Vergilian wisdom presented no problem for Christian 
moral ideals; on the contrary. Christian wisdom is a quality that is oriented toward the 
fiiture: "La sapien9ia es conparada al oro: ca, asy como con el oro conpramos los bienes 
tenporales, asy con la sapien9ia conpramos los bienes perpetuos. (Libro quarto Morales, 
capftulo ter9eroyo6)"(L6pezde Ayala 46.30-34). From this example it can be seen that 
virtues and moral qualities as well as persons and events can be prefigured (as types and 
figura), and simultaneously cast a life of their own into the future. 
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Vergil's popularity was due not only to Charlemagne's insistence that the Latin poet be 

studied for grammar, but also owing to his Fourth Eclogue which, for some, elevated him 

to the status of those prophets who had foretold the coming of Christ (Comparetti 99)." 

He ŵ as in some sense a "prophet unawares" or an unconscious witness to the Faith, who 

along with Homer, was submitted to complete allegorical interpretation (Comparetti 106). 

It is nevertheless evident in Mena's use of Vergil that he does not indulge in the arbitrary 

interpretations of many medieval allegorical treatments; rather, his associations are more 

stmctural and emulative. In all likelihood his method followed the doctrine of St. Jerome 

who believed that pagan and pre-Christian literature verify the Christian revelation. In the 

prologue to his Commentary on Daniel, this doctor ofthe Church states: 

All these men [Roman and Jewish historians] narrate the history 
involved in Daniel's final vision, carrying it beyond the time of 
Alexander to the days of Caesar Augustus in their description ofthe 
Syrian and Egyptian w£û , i.e., those of Seleucus, Antiochus, and 
the Ptolenues. And if we are compelled from time to time to make 
mention of profane literature and speak of matters therein contained 
which we have formerly failed to mention, it is not by personal 
preference but by stark necessity, so to speak, in order to prove that 
those things which were foretold by the holy prophets many 
centuries before are actually contained in the written records of both 
the Greeks and Romans and of other peoples as well. (18) 

Mena makes similar use of Vergil. A bold example of such allegorization is his freatment 

of Book VI ofthe Aeneid {fi[& underworid becomes Mena's labyrinth) It apparently had a 

'*Harry Levin has noted the extension of this horizon of interpretation in the 
English neoclassicist, Alexander Pope: "Pope, in his sacred ecologue 'Messiah,' was 
conflating Vergilian reminiscence with the Messianic prophecies of Isaiah. But the Roman 
approximation had been close enough to gain the unique prestige that haloed Vergil during 
the Middle Ages, as a pagan writer who had apprehended some glimmering ofthe 
Christian revelation, anima naturaliter Christiana" (18). 
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greater impact on his creative imagination than even the Divine Comedy; in recognition of 

which. Post proposes the dominance "ofthe Vergilian and ofthe classical in general over 

the Dantesque" (231).'^ In a series of textual comparisons in his vintage article, he 

essentially proves that Mena imitates Vergil (256). 

In keeping with his combined classical and Christian predisposition, Mena chose 

the four virtues: Pmdence, Fortitude, Temperance, and Justice, as the basic stmctural 

device in his presentation ofthe wheels. These virtues, commonplace in Vergil, are thrust 

upon Aeneas as he struggles with suffering; and as Adam Parry has noted, he frequently 

falls short in his divinely imposed regimen of character development (119). Luis Beltrdn 

has distilled Mena's moral intention to the four classical virtues which cormect the political 

ascendency of fifteenth-century Castile to the achievements of ancient Rome: 

It [peninsular unification] would only be possible, however, for a 
well-govemed Castile; and what it took to govem well was known to 
those educated Spaniards who, like Mena himself, read Latin and 
knew about the Roman world and its empire, and about the four 
virtues that once made possible unification and greatness and peace. 
(Beltt^ 329) 

Thus these virtues provide stmcture with power. In Mena's Coronacion, he relates them 

to Hercules and military discipline (125). As part of his Gregorian heritage their moral 

value is stressed-Lopez de Ayala's sununary of Gregory the Great's teaching in Las flores 

de los "Morales de Job " offers this "flor"": "Los quatro pilares sobre los quales la casa se 

sostiene son estas quatro virtudes: es a saber, pmdencia, tenperan9a, fortaleza, justi9ia. E 

'^ost cites numerous examples of "extensive borrowing from Virgil" as opposed to 
Dante in order to strengthen his thesis that Mena rarely follows the Italian poet (see 
especially pages 232-238 of his article). 
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en quanto en estas quatro virtudes el cora96n se pone, todo escalentamiento y ardor de los 

deseos camales es tenprado (Libro segundo Morales, capitulo primero Job)" (21.24-30). 

The role of tiie four virtues is for Mena then, botii political and poetic, serving botii as 

guide for his poetry and allegorical continuation of Rome. Moreover, tiiese virtues will 

characterize the restored golden age. 

The Kingdom of God is prefigured in the mythic golden age (and is a rough 

equivalent of its restoration), and its representation is an even sttonger stmctural 

consideration than the four virtues; along with the Vergilian rendering, it serves as model 

and metaphor for the Spain that Mena envisions. Both the kingdom of God and its golden 

age prefiguration are paradigmatic of what the mle of God should look like on Earth. 

Patricia Johnston's analysis ofthe Vergilian version ofthe golden age suggests that "Vergil 

makes the retum ofthe golden age possible by placing the responsibility for a state of 

felicity in the hands of those who will enjoy iX" (22). Like Vergil, Mena does not passively 

await the coming era, but rather urges the king to use his political will to achieve political 

cohesiveness. Johnston's valuable study provides numerous additional parallels between 

the golden age and the Christian millennium: Vergil's model is ultimately optimistic, 

dispensing with the need for war (1) (cf Isa. 2.1-4); it can recur (that is, it is not locked 

the etemal degradation of higher to lesser metals) in the same way that Christian 

eschatology brings an Eden-like restoration (8) (cf Rev. 22.1-3); like the millennium, it 

will be preceded by hard times and warlike men (12) (cf Matt 24.21,22; Rev. 6.4); and 

following Hesiod, Vergil's golden age will be a just society (22) (cf Rev. 21). Levin's 

comment on Dante's era provides further proof of the aforementioned cormection: 
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Christianity, superseding paganism, could feel no need for the 
golden age, since it had its own equivalent. Nevertheless, the two 
scriptures, the Greco-Roman and the Judeo-Christian, went on 
coexisting and interpenettating. By the fourteenth century, moralists 
were reinterpreting Ovid's Metamorphoses in parallelism with the 
biblical tales. The golden age prefigures the eartiily paradise, where 
men lived at tiieir own behest, without feeling hunger, tiiirst, 
evil, pain, (35) 

Christianity does not see history as a degradation from gold to lesser forms of metal, or as a 

loss ofthe power of speech like Narcissus, but ultimately as a crowning restoration. ̂ ° 

Nevertiieless, the Christian constmcts were close enough to tiieir classical counterparts that 

it was not a large leap for Christian thinkers to liken tiie coming Kingdom to the classical 

pagan idea of a restored golden age. To this end Kermode notes tiie relationship between 

Vergil's etemal empire and the kingdom of God: "Virgil, describing the progress of Aeneas 

from the broken city of Troy to a Rome standing for empire without end, is closer to oiu-

traditional apocalyptic, and that is why his imperium has been incorporated into Westem 

apocalyptic as a type ofthe City of God" (5).^' Levin has called attention to the Roman 

poet's change of emphasis from past to future: "Vergil's conscious sense ofthe golden age 

^^Contrasting the Christian and classical notions of metamorphosis, Frye notes that 
"Metamorphosis [Ovidian] is . . . an image of what in the Bible is called the fall of man, 
which traditionally has involved his alienation from nature." Frye goes on to assert that 
"The Bible . . . thinks rather in terms of a future metamorphosis of nature in an upward 
direction, when it will gain the power of articulateness instead of losing it" (The Great 
Code 97). 

'̂Kermode offers a good example ofthe relationship between empire and 
apocalyptic: "In fact the mythology of Empire [Roman] and of Apocalypse are very closely 
related.... When the year 1000 came, there were some portents, and there was a brief but 
Sibylline entente between Emperor and Pope (Otto Et and Sylvester II . . . ) . Seals were 
issued bearing imperial legends; one had an allegorical figure of Rome and the inscription 
renovatio imperii Romani'^ (10). 
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was articulated, after all, not in his evocations of mral nostalgia but in the triumphal 

panoply ofthe Fourth Eclogue and the imperial prophecies ofthe Aeneid" (193-94).̂ ^ The 

same triumphal note is sounded in the Laberinto, which also emphasizes future elements 

over the pastoral aspect of golden age discourse. Such emphasis fits generally with the 

horizontal apocalyptic interpretation of history and its use in the poem as a literary device. 

Thus Mena's guide predicts a peaceful reign, but only under the rule of a firm hand: 

Ansi proffetando la mi guiadora, 
rey soberano, las vuesttas andan9as, 
dandovos alto favor d'esperan9as 
con lengua fatidica e boca sonora, 
e mds abaxando su bo9 sabidora, 
representava ya, como callando, 
los tiempos futuros de c6mo e de quando 
serd vuestra mano jamas ven9^dora. (292.a-h) 

To make his point that there will be a future of law and order, the royal chronicler exhibits 

Don Alvaro de Luna, the king's powerful chief minister, as an anti-chaotic force. His 

chosen icon is even capable of confronting Pluto in his hellish lair, and wounding him with 

the light of efficacious words: 

^E sabes tu, triste Plut6n, que fare? 
Abrire las bocas por do te goviemas, 
e con mis palabras tus fondas cavemas 

further down the chain of reception. Levin demonstrates the cormection between 
the kingdom of God and the golden age in the thought of some Messianic reformers ofthe 
Enlightenment who dramatized their stmggles in the imagery ofthe Apocalypse: "each sect 
had its own schedule for the second coming, the last judgment, and the kingdom of God 
on earth. Gradually, as religious movements were secularized, and as their respective 
doomsdays were inevitably postponed, millenarian prospects became Utopian programs, 
and the golden age was definitively transferred from the past to the future" (151). While 
this is admittedly not the historical period under scmtiny in this study, it does provide a 
valuable comparison for interpretation. The important point being analogized here is the 
shift from an idealized past golden age to the hope of its future restoration. 
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de lus subitdnea te las ferire. (251.a-d) 

Don Alvaro is consistently portrayed as a man witii great force of will. The tiirust of his 

characterization is analogous to what John Maier describes as Amadis de Gaula's 

"ttiumphs over tiie elements of chaos"(59). The coming restored golden age will tiierefore 

be ushered in, at least metaphorically, by Spain's two most powerful men: tiie king (now 

morally invigorated) and his praiseworthy right-hand man. 

Maier's article, "Golden Age Imagery in tiie Amadis de Gaula," altiiough 

conceivably too broad in its application, names Vergil as the foremost source of golden age 

discourse for Spain during the second half of tiie fifteenth centtiry (64). In support of his 

thesis, Maier notes that the Fourth Eclogue was translated by Juan del Encina and included 

in his Cancionero of 1496. The result was the perpetuation ofthe myth: 

Encina's version of this poem Hispanicizes and Christianizes the 
context in certain key ways. The most obvious is the substitution of 
Prince Don Juan for the un-named child in the eclogue, and the 
homage paid to the Reyes Catolicos who are said to have been the 
founders ofthe new Golden Age to come to Spain. (65) 

This same view had been anticipated in the Laberinto. An additional example gleaned 

from Amdrico Castto reveals that the Messianism attributed to Femando and Prince John 

in Bachiller Palma's Divina retribucion (1479) did not arise in a vacuum; it shares a 

kindred spirit and comparative value v^th the previous work by Mena. Castro notes that 

Palma... compara el mistico desposorio de Espafia y el principe 
don Juan con el de Cristo y su Iglesia el rey Femando vino 'a 
poner en libertad los pueblos de Castilla... segunt dize el Ap6stol: 
'ya no somos fijos de la sierva, mas fijos de la libre Jerusalem que 
es arriba. De la qual servidumbre, Christo e el que por 41 reyna, el 
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rey nuestro sefior, nos libro." (25)̂ ^ 

Mena's vision of a unified Spain was not consummated in his lifetime, but Vasvari 

Fainberg sees it as an expectation of what would come to pass under the Catholic 

Monarchs (68). Dorothy Clarke seconds tiie notion by suggesting that Queen Isabel, Juan 

n's daughter, "could hardly have failed to be impressed by the poet's vision of an 

expanded and unified Spain" (9).^ 

The language of Eclogue P/ readily lends itself to Christian appropriation as golden 

age discourse. The term Virgo (4.27.6), while not limited to "virgin" (Paul Alpers has it as 

"Maid"), would nevertiieless be eagerly received by Christians, as would the phrase 

"Offspring of heaven" (27.7) and many others." Several lines ofthe Fourth Eclogue are 

also reminiscent of Old Testament millennial language: 

Ipsae lacte domum referent distenta capellae 
ubera, nee magnos metuent armenta leones; (4.15.21-22) 

-̂̂ Castro points out that Palma combines several passages from Paul: Gal. 4.7,22, 
and 26 (25). 

^Gimeno Casalduero, opposing Lida de Malkiel, disparages the idea of Spanish 
unification: "Para Maria Rosa Lida son dos los ideales que mueven a Mena y a los autores 
del XV: la terminacion de la reconquista y la unificacion de Espafia. Es indudable que el 
deseo de terminar la reconquista empuja a Mena y alienta en los escritores del XV; pero 
para nosotros (y en eso disentimos de la ilustte profesora), el deseo de unificar a Espafia ni 
aparece en Mena ni en los autores de su tiempo" (211). Nevertheless, some sort of vision 
for peninsular unification does seem to be implied in the text as a logical result of 
completing the Reconquest. Gericke lists the heroes from stanzas 160-209, commenting 
that "One by one these heroes have been stmck down; adverse Fortune mns rampant. 
Providence will not intervene to control her; confusion reigns. We are now in the midst of 
the real labyrinth ofthe poem: It encompasses not only Juan II's Castile, but all of Spain" 
("The Narrative Stmcttire" 517). 

^̂ All citations from Eclogue IV are from Alpers's The Singer ofthe Eclogues; he 
also provides the English translatioa 
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Goats will come home, their udders swollen with milk. 

All by themselves; herds will not fear huge lions. (29.21-22) 

Compare Isaiah 11.6: "And the calf and the young lion and the falling togetiier; and a 

little child shall lead them" (Isaiah 11:6). Botii passages portray a pastoral paradise set in a 

locus amoenus. The Judeo-Christian prophetic vision ofthe golden age restored (i.e., a 

Messianic kingdom/millennial reign) and the Vergilian pastoral ideal as Utopian discourse 

are in no way mutually exclusive concepts. 

In his commentary, Alpers argues that a pastoral myth is a more feasible 

interpretation of this eclogue than a specific application to Caesar Augustus (157). This is, 

however, an imnecessary disjunction. Johnston has demonsttated how the ambiguity 

dissolves in the Aeneid hy identifying the child with Augustus (48).̂ ^ As for Laberinto 

studies, it is clear that Mena identified his king with Augustus (who was supposed to usher 

in a golden age characterized by justice): "Sanad vos los reinos de aquesto re9elo, / o 

principe bueno, o novel Agusto, / o lumbre d'Espafia, o rey mucho justo" (230.a-c). The 

golden age can therefore be characterized in terms of pastoral myth comparable to the 

Genesis paradise where God walked among men, even as the gods ofthe classical tradition 

did in the age of Saturn. At the same time, this mythic era can highlight the role of a 

charismatic leader. The importance ofthe Vergilian golden age cannot be underestimated 

in medieval exegesis. 

In addition to the broadly accepted constmct ofthe golden age, there were other 

ways in which pagan Rome's "divine purpose" became transformed into the dominion of 

^^hnston gives an extensive explanatory note that overviews the scholarship on 
the debated identity ofthe unnamed child (42). 
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Christianity. On an individual level, Aeneas had been previously inducted into the 

institution of Roman nationhood in the Aeneid. This is the kind of scenario that Mena 

would like Juan n to emulate; Rome's founding hero was to be metaphorically baptized. 

Royal emulation would thus become a sanctified reality for the fifteenth-century Spanish 

political arena. Aeneas stands for Augustus and Rome, which in tum stands for Spain and 

its mler that is to be. It is clear that the Spanish poet sees his national project as a 

continuation and Christianization of specific aspects of historical Rome. He will merge 

future horizons with present and past realities. ̂ ^ 

As a case in point, the stmcture and content of Book VI ofthe Aeneid houses 

particularly relevant passages conceming Aeneas in the underworld. An important direct 

reference cotmects Aeneas to the Laberinto in stanza 31: Providence, knowing the poet 

needs a concrete example to relieve his perplexity, wisely guides him into the house of 

Fortune: "me toma, e de dentto me pone tan libre, / qual el Penatigero entrando en el Tibre 

/ fue de los griegos de quien re9elava" (f-h). Vasvari Fainberg notes the Ovidian allusion 

to Aeneas's Italian adventures (92). The allegorical relationship of Aeneas to the 

Laberinto is thus introduced. He is also the basic analogical link between Rome and Spain. 

Gimeno Casalduero confirms tiiat: "Mena busca el porvenir castellano, como Eneas busca 

el porvenir latino" (201). Mena draws heavily on Vergil's notions of kingdom formation in 

relationship to the future, by allegorizing the Roman national ideal in Christian terms. The 

2̂ An example of tiiis from tiie Church's perspective is discussed by Comparetti: 
"The medieval writers, no less than the Fathers and Christian poets of an eariier period, all 
firmly believed that God permitted tiie conquests of Rome witii tiie express object that tiie 
city nught, by its central position, serve as tiie seat ofthe Vicars of Christ" (176). 
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establishment of a Utopian kingdom finds support in what I have designated as the "baptism 

of Aeneas"; implying that nationhood or tiie founding of an empire is leader driven, be it 

by Aeneas or his literary beneficiary, Juan II. Put differentiy, the Augustan persona was 

prefigured in Aeneas. In the same way, the Spanish dream of nationhood and empire 

under Juan II looks back to Rome (well freighted with allegorical associations) witii the 

Iberian monarch as antitype of Aeneas. 

Vergil's protagonist colors and inspires the politics and poetry of Juan de Mena, 

whose infatuation with Vergil is evident from the beginning ofthe Laberinto; the Latin 

poet's "Arma vimmque cano" (15.1.1), becomes the possibly ironic and maybe even a little 

cynical: "Tus casos falla9es, Forttma, cantamos" (77.2.a) in the Spanish poem. The 

contrast between the steadfast virum (Aeneas) and unpredictable Fortune is immediately 

apparent. Aeneas's character, as Fortune's antipode, allows for the personified induction 

of Rome into Christian discourse. Particularly sttong correspondences can be noted 

between Mena's agenda for Juan n and Vergil's protagonist, who undergoes a kind of 

Christian transformation or baptism as allusions of him are imported into the Laberinto de 

Fortuna.̂ * Vergil's larger political agenda seems to work itself out in the specifics ofthe 

^^Based on the allusion to Theseus in stanza 63, Julia Santibdfiez Escobar has 
chosen Alvaro de Luna as his allegorical counterpart and not Juan n. Her thesis generally 
provides a good analogy that brings understanding based on classical imagery to the term 
"laberinto" in the poem's title. She notes that "Teseo muestta su cardcter de elegido al 
resolver el enigma: llega al centro [del laberinto], vence al Minotauro y sale indenme del 
edificio" (73). According to her synopsis, "es Alvaro de Luna quien fmahnente se 
mostrard como el verdadero h^roe, como el modemo Teseo, al veneer a Fortuna [=im 
monstmo, el Minotauro] y reestablecer el orden en Castilla. Este giro de Mena no debe 
extrafiar si se toma en cuenta la relevancia del condestable en el gobiemo del reino y la 
franca simpatia que el autor mostr6 siempre hacia el valido del rey. Mena reelabora asi el 
mito cldsico, donde Teseo es im solo personaje. En el Laberinto, Juan n aparece como un 
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Aeneas narratives in the underworld. He experiences a transformation that propels him 

from individual to divine vessel. Surely the potential allegory of Aeneas's passage through 

the waters ofthe Styx (representing death and hate, cf sts. 167-68) was not missed by a 

classical scholar like Mena. Morton W. Bloomfield states that "When allegory then works 

on history to project a meaning into the future, we may call it prophetic or horizontal 

allegory" (307-8). Mena's use of Vergil is notjust to show off his classical erudition; it 

clearly fits Bloomfield's criteria. Indeed, he captures the essence of Aeneas's "baptism" in 

his own labyrinth, and although it is difficult to say whether the association is entirely 

intentional, it nevertheless tints the Spanish king's future. 

Parry demonstrates how Vergil loosely follows the Iliad and the Odyssey, but 

unlike the hero ofthe Greek epic, "The Aeneid mo^es from Aeneas sttaightway to 

something larger than himself: Rome" (113). The opposition, destiny/Dido, is a painful 

one for Aeneas that he must face again in the labyrinth ofthe underworld. It is for him a 

kind of baptism of self renunciation and the initiation to the destiny of a larger mission: 

"When he emerges, so sttangely, from the ivory gate of false dreams, he is no longer a 

living man, but one who has at last understood his mission, and become identified with it. 

Peace and order are to be had, but Aeneas will not enjoy them, for their price is life itself 

(Parry 121). The similarities here to Christian baptism are worthy of note: "Therefore we 

'pseudo Teseo', pues aunque como soberano le corresponderia desempefiar el papel del 
elegido, sus multiples fallos y carencias le impiden representarlo" (91). I agree tiiat Luna is 
the tme hero in the poem, but he is a teaching example, and not a replacement for the all 
too human king-remember that Aeneas also had weaknesses to overcome (cf st. 89.gh). 
It is not therefore necessary to deduce that Juan n must also be a "pseudo Aeneas," but 
more likely, a "modem Aeneas." 
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are buried with him by baptism into deatii: that like as Christ was raised up from the dead 

by tiie glory of tiie Fatiier, even so we also should walk in newness of life" (Rom. 6:4); 

Schweitzer shows how baptism not only marks one for salvation, but also "continues to 

play a part in eschatological expectation" (76) and in tiie same way Jesus refers to his 

impending death as a baptism (Mark 10.38). Ronald MacDonald suggests that the 

Vergilian idea of renunciation (""pietas"), that is, placing the self at the disposal of higher 

powers, probably helps to account for "tiie enormous appeal ofthe Aeneid in the Christian 

Middle Ages" (38). Descent, death to self, and ascension are shared archetypal pattems in 

both traditions. However, whereas Aeneas must express his "resurrected life" as a tool for 

the establishment of Rome, Spain's king should experience a kind of baptism of awareness 

to the possibilities of his vocation Although it is Mena the poetic persona who is led 

through the labyrinth (probably Beltrdn's "fictional, visionary Mena" [318]), "« . . . que 

todos los que entran en esta grand casa / han la salida duptosa e non 9ierta»" (27.g-h), the 

moral lesson is clearly meant as a vicarious projection onto Juan II. The overwhelming 

sense of destiny that hovers over Aeneas is something that Mena also communicates to his 

sovereign—the Spanish project is greater than any individual, even its king. 

There are several examples of parallel thought between Vergil's underworld and 

the Christian religion, one such being the process ofthe purification of souls. Another 

example that demonstrates Mena's Christianization ofthe Aeneid, and more germane to 

my thesis, can be found in the correspondences between Providence and the Sibyl of 

Cumae. The "tres artes"" of Providence transcend the role ofthe pagan prophetess: 

Repuso: «Non vengo a la tu presencia 
de nuevo, mas antes soy en todas partes. 
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Segundo, te digo que sigo tres artes 
de donde depende mi grand ex9elen9ia: 
Las cosas presentes ordeno en essen9ia, 
e las por venir dispongo a mi guisa, 
las fechas revelo; si esto te avisa, 
Divina me puedes llamar Providencia.* (23) 

The situational simile, qual, in tiie following stanza compares Providence to tiie Sibyl: 

•Angelica imagen, pues tienes poder, 
dame tal ramo por donde me avises 
qual di6 la Cumea al fijo d'Anchises 
quando el Erebo tempt6 des9ender», 
le dixe yo luego, e le oi responder: 
•quien fuere constante al tempo adversario 
y mds non buscare de lo ne9esario 
ramo ninguno no avrd menester.» (28) 

Mena, although clearly following Vergil in tiiis passage (Aeneid Vl.\26-29), does not in 

any sense repudiate the pagan antecedent-he merely supersedes it^ Providence responds 

to his request that a golden bough is not necessary for the protection ofthe gods, but rather 

constancy of character in adversity and contentment instead of greed. Due to its Christian 

associations, the descent into hell in Vergil would be acceptable to Mena's audience: 

Aeneas achieves his ends because he is a man of virtus. Christ's descent into "the lower 

parts of the earth" (Eph. 4.9), also successful by virtue of his obedience to God, would be 

^ u e to its obvious analogical relationship to the Laberinto, Foster's note v^th 
respect to pagan prefigurement in Dante, is worth quoting in its entirety: "Again, one may 
point to Dante as a superb example ofthe use of pagan mythology within a Christian 
framework. Each of tiie circles ofthe Infemo-itsdif an adaptation ofthe Hades of Virgil's 
Aeneid, Vl-is guarded by a beast or a figure from the pre-Christian tradition, but now put 
to the service ofthe Christian concept of hell. Hades, and the various guardians, are in 
their original setting prefigurements ofthe "tme" hell of Christianity, a new tmth which 
they fiilfill and acknowledge in Dante's poem. With few exceptions, it is not until the 
literature ofthe Renaissance that we find pagan culture free from the temptation ofthe 
poet to accommodate it to the Christian framework" (22). 
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a well-known topic for theological speculation and comparison. Parenthetically, Gimeno 

Casalduero notes that Mena, "influido por Virgilio, sigue el episodic de Eneas en los 

infiemos" (201); the observation is confirmed by Blecua (LI). 

I reiterate, Aeneas is a natural candidate for Christian appropriation. He is 

portrayed as one who confronts destiny and dares to go where only the dead are allowed: 

"Troius Aeneas, pietate insignis et armis, / ad genitorem imas Erebi descendit ad umbras" 

(Aeneid 6.333.403-404) ("The man of Troy, Aeneas, / remarkable for loyalty, great in 

arms, / Goes through the deepest shades of Erebus / to see his father" [6.173.542-45]). 

Here Aeneas strongly resembles Don Alvaro de Luna, Mena's national champion and 

other morality model who shows King Juan II the way by riding roughshod over whimsical 

Fortime. Aeneas's descent is like a quest through time in which he is purified for some 

purpose. In fact he is portrayed as one who is chosen by fate when the Sibyl instmcts him: 

"carpe manu; namque ipse volens facilisque sequetur, / si te fata vocant;..." (6.316.146-

47) ("Pull away the bough. It will come willingly, / Easily, if you are called by fate" 

[6.164.214-15]). She further identifies him as a blest one: 

", . . Procul O, procul este, profani 
conclamat vates, totoque absistite luco; 
tuque invade viam vaginaque eripeferrum: 
nunc animis opus, Aenea, nuncpectore finno." (6.323.258-61). 

The Sibyl cried, "all those unblest, away! 
Depart from all the grove! But you, Aeneas, 
Enter the path here, and unsheathe your sword. 
There's need of gall and resolution now." (6.168-69.356-60). 

Vergil's characterization of Aeneas provides an easy mark for the Spanish secretary for 

Latin; he indirectiy allocates the Roman hero for his new Rome-Spain. Dorothy Clarke 
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concludes that, "Mena was caught up in Virgil's dream ofthe destiny of a nation, and 

learned from him to peer into the past and into the realm ofthe living dead-the realm of 

those who belong to time and not to transience-in order to glimpse the future" (59). 

Mena's wheels also have their counterpart in Vergil's underworid Frye's 

conclusion on the centtal theme ofthe Aeneid is applicable where he says that "its main 

theme is the establishment of a new Troy and a new cycle of history. The cmcial point of 

its vision is in Aeneas' journey, in the sixth book, to the lower worid, where he sees the 

great wheel of history turning [my emphasis] to bring Rome to worid power" (The Great 

Code 96).̂ '' The same could be said of Mena's third wheel. Aeneas is a chosen player in 

the great cycle of purification, forgetfulness, then reentry. The birthing of a nation finds 

parallel expression in both authors. 

Mena stmcturally allegorizes Vergil's underworld labyrinth in order to highlight and 

rebuke the political confusion that reigns in the Spain of his day. Jorge Ramos Sudrez has 

recognized Mena's allegorical debt to the past: "procuraremos sefialar... mediante 

algunos ejemplos la manera como el bardo usa de mitos y de referencias a la antiguedad 

cldsica, con el fin de alegorizar la situacion de su tiempo: «iQu6 fdbrica pueden mis manos 

^̂ The three wheels really function as one wheel of order/Providence. Stanza 62 
shows that the wheel ofthe past has been completed by God's design and stmctured 
around the perfect number 7 (seven planets, seven days, etc.): "A la meda fechos ya 
quanto 9ercanos, / de orbes setenos vi toda texida / la su redondesa por orden de vida, / 
mas non por industria de mortales manos" (a-d). Even the river of Hell is not able to erase 
the memory of those placed in the wheel's orbit (62.e-h). Moreover, the three wheels are 
seen as an inseparable unit (cf st. 56). They are part of a whole; a trinity, and as 
inseparable as time itself The poet gives no particular preference to the wheel ofthe 
present: "las dos que son quedas, la una contiene / la gente passada e la otra futura" (58.e-
f). They all contain "real people" under the domain of Providence. 
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fazer / que non faga curso segund lo passado?» [est. 5 gh]" (604).^' Like Vergil through 

his protagonist, he "reviews his troops;" he parades dead heroes from the past in front of 

the king in a kind of poetic litany. In the case of Aeneas, these were all men whose deaths 

were in some sense foundational to the ultimate cause of Roman nationhood. In Vergil's 

underworld the counterweights to the heroic hall of fame are the moral failures that Aeneas 

witnesses writhing in hell-a picture which Mena cannot pass up with his own brigade of 

sinners-not surprisingly found under the circle of Venus: 

Eran adulteros e fomicarios, 
e otros notados de incestuosos, 
e muchos que juntan tales crinunosos 
e Uevan por ello los viles salaries, 
e los que en efectos asi voluntaries 
su vida deleitan en vano pecando, 
e los maculados de crimen nefando, 
de j usta raz6n e de toda contraries. (101. a-h) 

In glaring contrast with this ragged group Mena provides positive examples to 

emphasize the glorious cause of Fama. Beltrdn has diagrammed how positive examples 

generally accompany the presentation of each planet in terms ofthe past and present circles 

(321-22). The idea of fame in Mena as a kind of etemal life obviously predated the Middle 

Ages in the Aeneid?^ Book VI offers images of past glories that survive in the nether 

'̂Ramos Sudrez later expands this notion: "Los nutos, fdbulas griegas y personajes 
de la antiguedad cldsica en El laberinto no son meros paramentos decorativos de moda 
renacentista, ni estdn sirviendo para satisfacer la vanidad libresca del poeta. El parag6n 
hist6rico-mitol6gico estd sirviendo de apoyo en la constmcci6n del catdlogo moral, de 
alegoria del presente" (612). His reasoning can logically be extended to include the 
allegorization ofthe present in relationship to the future. This is another way of talking 
about figurative relationships between the wheels. 

^̂ Lida de Malkiel observes that Vergil "nunca habia... de su gloria o de su poder 
de darla sino en t^rminos de irrealidad, futura o condicional; ni siquiera menciona la gloria 
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world; the morally successftil have made themselves remembered by good works." For 

Lida de Malkiel this is also typical of medieval didacticism: "la fama, al pregonar nombres 

y hazafias ilustres, cumple una nusi6n ejemplar-muy a gusto del didacticismo medieval-, 

pues induce a los hombres futuros a imitar tales hechos por su amor" (La idea de la Fama 

282). Fame is then another way that the presence ofthe future is felt in the Laberinto, 

even as the present (the future ofthe past) benefits from ihe fama of past heroism. 

Aeneas must now identify himself with this latter group. His crossing with Charon 

in the Stygian craft proves the point He enjoys the sanction ofthe gods. The passage 

through the waters of death can be interpreted as a baptism that separates him from his 

former life as an individual and firmly distinguishes him as the chosen guide ofthe divine 

project. This becomes evident when he encounters Dido and confesses his desire to have 

remained with her. However, since the gods had driven him from her as they now drive 

him through the world of shades, he must subnut to commissioning and empowering for a 

romana sin esfumarla grandiosamente en la niebla de la profecia y la vision" (La idea de la 
Fama en la Edad Media Castellana 38). The notion of fame/glory in Vergil as something 
less than concrete or posponed-just out of reach-becomes noticably more solid in the 
thinking of Mena's day. The medieval notion of fame (and conversely, its absence: the 
stained memory of a sinful or cowardly life) involves a future component, but a definite 
one: "En el dia de juyzio los pecados de los malos serdn publicados, y los pecados de los 
buenos arrepentidos serdn encubiertos (Libro quarto Morales, capitulo ter9ero Job)" 
(L6pez de Ayala 41.22-25). Lida de Malkiel notes that fame's inverse can also live on in a 
literary hell: 'Tero si en la mano del poeta estd el conceder gloria etema, igual poder tiene 
para castigar con perpetua infamia" (La idea de la fama 288). 

^̂ Don Juan Manuel's Exemplo XVI, "De la repuesta que dio Conde Fertant 
Gonsdles a Mufio Laynez su pariente," is a typical medieval case ofthe meaning of tme 
fame: "Et v6s, sefior conde, pues sabedes que avedes a morir, por el nu conseio, nunca por 
vi9io nin por folgura dexaredes de fazer tales cosas, porque, aim desque vos murierdes, 
siempre viva la fama de los vuestros fechos" (117). 
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higher purpose. The Spanish monarch must also identify himself with more exalted 

projects, especially the Reconquest^ Spain's dead war heroes and moral paragons must 

be properly honored by carrying out God's greater objective: 

jOh virtuosa, magnifica guerra! 
En ti las querellas bolverse devian, 
en ti do los nuestros muriendo bivfan 

por gloria en los 9ielos y fama en la tierra. (152.a-d) 

Mena's "magnificent war" will bring glory to God in heaven and fame to men on eartii, 

thus advancing God's kingdom and Spain's pattimony-if indeed tiie two are separable 

notions in the Spanish mind ofthe day.̂ ^ 

Recommencing the Reconquest will tighten the association of "Aeneas/Augustus-

likeness" for the king. Mena's laudatory tities for Juan n are prophetically suggestive: 

"grand rey" (I.e), "Qesar novelo"(l.e), and "muy prepotente" (142.b). These descriptive 

phrases have future value and as such are of analogical importance to the kingdom of God 

in terms ofthe "already-not yet." They are mirrored first and foremost in the Laberinto by 

^Juan n will be in good company if he will leave the civil discord aside and retum 
to the important business ofthe Reconquest The seeds of this idea are present in the PFG 
where regional conflict is evident and disapproved-at least when others like the king of 
Navarre initiate it Perissinotto comments on stanza 291: "Resalta la expresi6n 'fezist 
guerra mala'—contra ottos cristianos-, que conttasta con las batallas que se libran contta el 
verdadero enemigo: el moro" (82). 

^̂ Mena, although a loyal Catholic, never suggests that Juan n should abdicate too 
much of his power to the Church (the most visible representation ofthe kingdom of God 
on earth), but rather do his part to rule with firmness and justice. Robertson observes how 
several events had weakened the credibility ofthe Church, thus requiring more 
assertiveness on the part of newly forming political stmctures: "the Babylonish Captivity 
and the subservience ofthe papacy to France, then the Great Schism, made it plain to all 
that the kingdoms of Christendom must depend for their well-being on the justice and 
sttength of their laws, and not on the power claimed by popes to set them aside or to 
depose their kings" (274). 
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virtue of analogy with the Aeneid-Juan II is porttayed as a great Caesar prior to attaining 

the goal. Conceming such acclaim, Sherrill correctly asserts that, "The author, by calling 

Juan, "Rey de Espana," appears to assume that a greatly desired event has already taken 

place, when in actual fact it has not nor will not for some fifty years" (i.e., the completion 

ofthe Reconquest) (183). 

In Vergil's poem the presence ofthe future also comes heavily to bear on Aeneas, 

the man exiled by fate. Parry's observations to this effect are so sttongly analogous to the 

moral-political exhortation found in the Laberinto that they warrant extensive citation: 

we soon leam that fate has for Aeneas implications that go beyond 
his personal joumey through life. He is a man blessed-or cursed?-
with a mission. The mission is no less than to be the founder ofthe 
most powerful state known to history; and so his every act and his 
every passion, all that he does, all that he feels and all that happens 
to him is in the light or under the shadow of this inunense prophetic 
future of which he, by no choice of his own, is the representative 
elected by the gods. (116) 

In like manner Juan II is described as one chosen by God: "pues rey de la tierra vos fizo el 

del 9ielo" (230.d)-the verse highlights a royal commonplace. Like Aeneas, whose most 

important lesson is not to resist the forces greater than himself (Parry 114), Juan II is 

encouraged to reign with sttength and justice (cf 230.e-h), and admit his own baptism of 

commanding leadership as he is propelled into the future for the greater glory of Spain. 

Both characters are future driven, a fact which produces a complimentary affinity to the 

background metaphor ofthe kingdom of God; tiie presence ofthe future is sttengtiiened in 

the Laberinto by virtue of its relationship to Vergil. 
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The Kingdom of God as a Guiding Stmcture 
in the Laberinto 

Our second task is twofold: to examine commonplaces of Christian historical-

theological perspectives on the kingdom of God as they occur in the Laberinto, and 

secondly, to see how this view ofthe "wrap-up" of history is employed as a stylistic device 

by Mena to make the presence ofthe future felt. Does the text itself bear this out or are 

these medieval Christian commonplaces so broad as not to be worth the mention? 

Conversely, has their importance been minimized for that very reason? It is to these 

matters that we will presently tum. 

I submit that the kingdom of God appears in the background ofthe Laberinto as 

more than a mere commonplace. More precisely, it is an archetype as I have defined it in 

the inttoduction, or a cultural constmct (a culturally conditioned and understood stmcture) 

that suggests an analogous picture ofthe delayed imification of Spain. The Reconquest, in 

turn, provides an allegory of how the kingdom of God functions in the world as an 

archetypical Christian simile.^ The informing background simile and the even sttonger 

metaphor ofthe kingdom of God-Spain is like or is the divine kingdom-are an intrinsic 

part of early national discourse as I have shown in Chapter II. 

^̂ I confess this idea to be inspired by Antiiony Clarke's article on tiie 19th century 
Spanish novel, Peflas Arriba, by Jos6 Maria de Pereda. Clarke addresses (as does the 
novel) the issue of renewal in decadent Spain as a spiritual enterprise. Convenientiy, the 
setting is Asturias, the point of origin of tiie Reconquest Clarke observes: "la sociedad 
tiene que revivificarse desde los rinconcitos mds remotos, desde las «aldehuelas 
montaraces» en donde las virtudes y las tradiciones del pueblo espafiol permanecen sin 
contaminarse" (249). Jesus's parable of how tiie Kingdom penetrates society like yeast 
acting slowly on dough (Lk. 13.20,21), in my opinion, also highlights the metaphor of a 
"spiritual reconquest". 
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A preliminary look at the relationship between Fortune and Providence will provide 

a helpful interpretation ofthe delayed unification of Spain. The preeminence given to 

Providence over Fortune in medieval culture is a giant step that was facilitated through the 

scheme of Aeneas's induction into a Christian design (with Fortune on his coatail). Mena 

carries off a somewhat ambivalent balancing act between Providence, which he seeks to 

establish as the overall divine conttolling force, and Fortune, which he is reluctant to 

completely discredit for poetic reasons, and perhaps due to its analogical relationship to the 

Rome he emulates. Stteet has noted that, "Christendom found a special difficulty with 

Fortune; she had been a real pagan goddess, and must either be elinunated or fitted into the 

scheme of Christianity" (3). Although originally derived from Boethius, Providence is 

somewhat in debt to Dante's guides, Vergil and Beatrice (Stteet 9). To the point here is 

the similarity between the guide roles played by Vergil in the Divine Comedy and 

Providence in the Laberinto. Stteet astutely notices the correlation: "When Mena stands 

gazing at the vision ofthe world, Providen9ia [sic] assumes the character of Vergil, and 

chides him for letting vulgar matters disttact his mind, just as Vergil scolds Dante for 

listening to tiie squabbles of Sinon of Troy and Adam of Brescia" (9). By associating 

Vergil with Providence, Mena has displaced Forttme witii a new queen-a Christian 

successor. Thus the poet's use of Forttme adapts to tiie larger Christian worid view (Stteet 

^̂ This view finds its apex in the sixteenth-century dramatic expression of Calder6n 
de la Barca's tiieology. Balbino Marcos Villanueva's chapter on tiie opposing kingdoms of 
Fortune and Providence concludes that "hemos visto c6mo Calderdn niega su existencia [of 
Fortune] en No hay mds Fortuna que Dios, lo mismo que los jesuitas Rodriguez y 
Gracidn" (150). Definitively, tiiis view squares witii Gericke's opinion tiiat Providence is 
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It is here that Otis Green's distinction of two Fortunes is useful. The Fortune of 

tejas arriba is govemed by Providence, while that of tejas abajo operates on the level of 

more mundane matters ("Sobre las dos Fortunas: de tejas arriba y de tejas abajo" 146).̂ * 

The lower form may test one's virtue, but the higher must in some sense always be at the 

service of God's greater plan. Mena's choice between the two Fortunes seems fairly 

intentional, since on the one hand he berates her, yet on the otiier he credits her 

(presumably the providential variety) with placing Juan II on tiie tiwone: "Alii sobre todos 

Fortuna pusiera / al muy prepotente don Juan el segundo" (142.a-b).̂ ^ Green's higher 

Fortune? Probably-or simply poetic speech in which Fortune figures as part ofthe Roman 

analogy that governs the stanza. The second half of the stanza begins the ekphrasis ofthe 

ultimately in conttol ("The Narrative Stmcture" 513). 

^^edro Salinas manages the enigma in this way: "Si desde muy antiguo se pint6 a 
la Fortuna con dos rosttos, placiente uno y repulsive el otto, en el siglo XV conserva la 
figura andloga ambivalencia.... El mundo de Roma le tributaba culto religioso, la Edad 
Media no puede aceptar semejante herejia, pero, despues de humillada al yugo de la 
Iglesia, continua tributdndole un culto literario, ya para admirarse de sus actos, ya para 
denostarlos"(110). 

^̂ This passage is not ironic-Ramos Sudrez has missed the point made by Green 
and Salinas on the paradoxical nature of Fortime. In sinular passages to the one cited 
above in the text, he conjectures: "^Serd casual que Mena llame a Juan n «C6sar nevelo» o 
Cesar Augusto o que en un arranque de desesperacion exclame: «0 siglo perverse, cmel, 
engafioso»? (219a). Por otra parte, ha solicitado licencia para «blasmar»» de la mudable 
Fortuna y al blasfemar de la mudable fortuna, ^no estard tambien blasfemando de Juan E, 
puesto que el monarca es de Fortuna «bien fortunado*?" (606). Mena's ambivalence on 
the question of Fortune does not ttanslate into a frontal, satirical attack laced with irony 
against the very king he is trying to project beyond the level of mediocrity. He surely 
placed a higher value on his own head than to commit such an impropriety. Again, I 
carmot believe that Mena would openly ridicule (an important aspect of satire) the king, 
even if his intention is satirical in the sense of offering a veiled criticism. My position is 
not, however, a global denial of irony or satire in the Laberinto, rather I am suggesting that 
the work is, in keeping with Medieval didacticism, generally mere of an apologue. 
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king's throne, not in ironic terms, but as an epic simile: 

de armas flagrantes la su delantera, 
guamida la diestta de fulmina espada, 
y 61 de una silla tan rica labrada 
como si D6dalo bien la fiziera. (142h) 

It is not at all probable that Mena would go against the teaching ef Saint Augustine, who 

logically argues the goddess out of existence (cf Book FV. 18 ofDe civitate Dei). For 

Green as well, in the final analysis, the higher brand of Fortune is equated with God's will 

(Spain and the Western Tradition 2:280). 

On the point of Mena's orthodoxy in relationship to Fortune, he surely reflects the 

scholasticism of Thomas Aquinas who teaches in his Summa theologiae: "nam ab 

dominum pertinet gubematio subditorum; et Dei nomen ex providentia sumitur, ut supra 

dictum est. Ergo mundus gubematur ab uno" (103.3) ("the office of a lord is to mle over 

his subjects and, as mentioned earlier, the name 'God' in its origins derives from the work 

of providence. The world, therefore, is ruled by one." [15]).''*' Aquinas is really only 

reflecting Old Testament theology that Albert Schweitzer has picked up in his study on the 

kingdom of God: 

For Deutero-Isaiah it is folly to attribute existence to gods fashioned 
by human hand. There is only one God Everything is subject 
to him That he is Lord of all peoples can be seen from the fact 
that Cyrus, the nughty King ofthe Persians, who does not know the 
tme God, has to carry out what God has in mind for his people. "I 
am the Lord, and there is none else. I form the light, and create 
darkness; I make peace, and create evil" (Is. 45.6f). (16) 

"•̂ or tiie Latin ofthe Summa Theologiae, I have listed Aquinas's Question and 
Article number for easy reference; I have cited the page number only for O'Brien's English 
translation. 
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Thus in medieval theology. Fortune must always defer to the providential sovereignty of 

God."" Howard Patch shows hew in Dante's Inferno, "the capricious goddess becomes a 

ministering angel entirely subservient te the Christian God. She still appears to be 

arbittary, she still receives the seem and reproaches ef mankind; but she has her own 

concealed method in her apparent madness . . ." (The Goddess Fortuna in Mediaeval 

Literature\9). Patch is echoed by Lida de Malkiel who confirms that "la Fortuna no es 

sefiora sino sierva de la Providencia, el verdadero drbitto de bienes y males" (Juan de 

Mena 23). Her sometimes perplexing roles as servant of Providence and as the vexatious 

lower Fortune (along with its counterpart in the pagan goddess), interject themselves in the 

writings ofthe time, adding color and dramatic tensien-Mena himself seems to float rather 

freely between the two poles of Fortune's split personality according te poetic exigencies. 

He frequentiy sets her up as a "straw-man" (set-up only to be knocked down), or an 

equally good image: he hangs her as if she were apinata. Like the suspended papier-

mache animal used at Mexican celebrations, he does not confuse Fortune with the real 

Providence, but literary demands make the former a useful target to pummel (and the 

dangling villain is conveniently full of tteats). 

Another enigmatic dimension of Fortune's role is her relationship to chance (azar), 

and possibly to evil itself In other words, in addition to fallen false goddess/Hterary 

""For an opposing view, Santibdfiez Escobar asserts that 'Tortuna aparece en varias 
ocasiones como un poder hostil que causa dafios diversos a los hombres; ciertamente no es 
una figura sometida a Providencia" (147). Her view of Fortune as a monsttous minotaur 
does, however, offer a possible analogy with Christian theology: Satan is portrayed in 
terms of "a roaring l ion. . . seeking whom he may devour" (1 Pet 5.8). He is a lion that is, 
nevertheless, ultimately defanged, and always subordinate to God's definitive plaa 
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persona, she also provides a convenient niche for difficult and unexplainable aspects of life 

that for medieval man, were really only well-concealed aspects of God's providential 

purpose (some of which could only be perceived in rettospect). Green neatly summarizes 

Fortune's paradoxical dual nature such that she becomes useful as a measuring red for 

character: 

Es, pues, evidente, que el increpar a la Fortuna como fuerza ciega 
que reparte a tentas y a locas bienes y desasttes, y el inculcar la 
necesidad de resistir varonilmente sus embestidas, al mismo tiempo 
que se la acata—en su otro aspecto-como a la apoderada de la 
Providencia Divina que mide a cada uno de acuerdo con la infinita 
bondad de Dios, es caracteristico de la literatura doctrinal espafiola 
durante siglos. ("Sobre las dos Fortunas" 152)''̂  

An analogy can also be inferred between Fortune and human evil (implied by 

punishment) since both are ultimately placed in submission to the overall mle ef God. 

Gericke maintains that: 

One could, if so inclined, declare this an important concession to 
orthodoxy: Ultimate reward and punishment are conttoUed by 
orderly Providence, not capricious Fortune. I believe this to be a 
question of emphasis: Before reaching his final destiny man lives 
and dies, and Fortune is a vital force te be reckoned with. ("The 
Narrative Stmcture" 514) 

According to this view. Fortune could be equated to a kind of antagonist or cembatant-

with what virtues will man confront chance?-designed to toughen man's ethical resolve in 

the stmggle for spiritual dominance over moral dilemma; his life is a significant drama. 

Following Gericke's suggestion, I am inclined to consider this "an important concession to 

ortiiodoxy." Mena was surely fanuliar witii tiie teaching of St. James on tiie subject: "My 

''̂ Green also cites Antonio de Torquemada, for whom Fortune governs certain 
'^cosas corporales" by divine permission ("Sobre las dos Fortunas" 143). 
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brethren, count it all joy when ye fall into divers temptations [from Lat temptare: 'to test, 

try']; Knowing this, that the trying of your faith worketh patience. But let patience have 

her perfect work, that ye may be perfect and entire, wanting nothing" (James 1.2-4). 

This view squares with a reading ef Mena (and his Biblical axiology) where ethical 

response and action are not empty gestures.''̂  

Juan n is ultimately faced witii the question of self-centtol: what will he do 

regarding his tendency to vacillate? How will he write his own epic story? Quint speaks of 

two ways of repeating the past: romance (vanquished wanderings) and epic (the narrative 

ofthe wirmers) (50). These two altematives provide a picture ofthe options that Mena 

poetically offers Juan Il-a "before" (wandering about in the laberinth of indecisive 

leadership and civil discord) and Mena's projected "after" ("having completed the 

Reconquest" as a narrative of fame). In the final analysis, Juan II's victor}' must be over 

himself before it can ever be over the Moors. This mastery of self was tme ofthe Trojans 

that Mena wants his king to emulate: 

The \}^0'paTi Aeneid iUxus identifies epic teleology with narrative 
itself—the wirmers' story made possible by conquest-and conttasts 
this story with the romance odyssey it supersedes: the losers' aimless 
course, their lack of story, their falling out of history. But this 
supersession of romance by epic represents the Trojans' victory not 
so much over defeated extemal foes as over themselves. (Quint 52) 

"•̂ The theme of free will engaging obstinate Fortune (expressed in significant action) 
is fleshed out in the character of Rodrigo Narvdez in the mid-sixteenth century novela 
morisca. El Abencerraje. The virtuous knight tells the vanquished moor: "quiero que veas 
que puede mds mi virtud que tu ruin Fortuna" (62). In a nutshell, this is also Juan de 
Mena's sermonette to his king a century earlier: that he not remain passive in the face of 
difficult political choices, but rather become "proactive" in his stmggle with Fortune as has 
Don Alvaro. 
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Personal decision is evidently the variable or secret ingredient that is introduced into the 

paradoxical worid that is ordered by God/Providence where Fortune is a convenient 

antifaz. 

Another way of looking at the tension between the apparently conttadictory roles of 

Fortune and Providence is through the analogy of two ages. Pauline tiieology (Rom. 8.18) 

attests to the idea of two ages found in the synoptic Gospels, and emphasizes the tension 

between the two.^ Mena echoes the Pauline idea ofthe dual nature ofthe present age, 

which may not perfectly equal the Fortune/Providence dichotomy, but is clearly a related 

idea. The Spanish Bible highlights the parallelism between "Este presente siglo male" 

(Gal. 1.4) and Mena's "O siglo perverse, cmel, engafioso" (219a). An analogy can be 

drawn between the permitted evil ofthe present age and the lower kind of Fortune of 

which Green speaks; this has been done for us by Patch: "According to such writers as 

Lactantius and St. Jerome,... the goddess [Fortuna] is more or less identified with the 

spirit of evil, as in the case of so much else from pagan sources" (The Goddess Fortuna 

"̂ L̂add gives a fiill tteatment ofthe Biblical concept of two ages in his Theology 
(45-48). The idea also has sttong antecedents in apocalyptic literature, as Russell has 
noted: "the dualistic view ofthe world, characteristic of much ofthe apocalyptic literature, 
finds expression in a doctrine of two ages in which 'this age' is set over against 'the age to 
come'. . . . In the earlier stages of this literature the idea prevailed that the Messianic 
kingdom or Golden Age would come upon earth as the final act of history. This would be 
preceded by a judgment in which Grod and/or his Messiah would rout evildoers and punish 
the enemies of his people" (286). For Schweitzer, the two ages have ab^ady begun to 
interpenetrate: "His [Paul's] mysticism of existence in Christ in the form of death and 
resurrection with him is rooted in eschatological conceptions. It arises in an enchancement 
of hope for the Kingdom by which the temporal and supematural worlds are already 
interwoven into one another (157) In the thought of Paul the supematural Kingdom is 
beginning to become the ethical and with this to change from the Kingdom to be expected 
into something which has to be realized" (183). 
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16). A fifteenth-century contemporary of Mena's, Alfonso de la Torre, clearly states 

medieval orthodoxy on tiie subject in his Vision delectable when Wisdom addresses her 

maidens: ". . . lo primero le probaremes c6mo hay Dios, et aqui se probard come el es 

regidor del mundo, et destmirse ha la opinion del fade, case et fortuna; y despues le 

mosttaremos come Dios, asi como es comienzo, que asi es fin de todas las cosas . . ." 

(353); God will outiast all that Fortune represents with his own ending. This long-range 

assurance is also typical of New Testament eschatology where evil seems to be holding its 

own in this age (or even winning) but the outcome is foreknown. Nepaulsingh observes 

that Providence is more powerful than Fortune (114), but the political sttife of 

contemporaneous Spain manifestly conttadicts this fact-Fortune actually seems to mle, but 

with confusion: "^Pues come, Fortuna, regir todas cosas / con ley absoluta, sin orden te 

plaze?" (9.a-b). Lapesa points out Mena's (apparent) ambivalence on the slippery role of 

Fortune (116), and in fact, Gericke notes that adverse Fortune runs rampant over an 

inventory of Spain's heroes ("The Narrative Stmcture" 517). In much the same way the 

heroes of faith in Hebrews 11 stmggle with unconsummated hope: "and these all, having 

obtained a good report through faith, received net the promise" (Heb. 11.39). In a word, 

the Laberinto exemplifies a broad Biblical commonplace ofthe Christian view of history: 

present sufferings occupy the interim in anticipation of promised future restoration and 

peace similar to Vergil's golden age. Yet, as Patch points out, according te Aristotelian 

philosophy, which is echoed in a modified form by St. Augustine and St Thomas, chance 

is necessary in order to make room for free-will (TTie Goddess Forttma 16). Gericke's 

descriptive overview ofthe poem allows for the reluctant necessity of Fortune's role: "It 
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conceals an argument based on the depiction of an order, the temporary suspension of that 

order, and the prediction of its subsequent restoration" ("The Narrative Stmcture" 520). 

Complimentary to Gericke's view, is that of Santibdfiez Escobar who notes: 

les ttes ultimos cercos (Marte es el primero de ellos; siguen Jiipiter y 
Satumo), se encargan de reflejar el presente castellano en manos de 
Fortuna. Tambien aqui se nota la progresion: en Marte, fortuna 
aparece come responsable absoluta de los destinos humanos; en 
Jupiter estd presente, pero carece del peso que tuve en el cerco 
anterior; en Satumo es subyugada y del todo "domada." (83) 

Satum (sts. 138-213) is the planet that represents for Maria del Carmen Gordillo Vdsquez, 

"gobemantes rectos" (646). It is also typically associated with a time of peace and a 

restored golden age; it stands for closure, completion, and an end ofthe down cycle of 

history when justice will flourish. Carla De Nigris states that in "El ultimo circulo, el de 

Satumo,... el poeta intenta exaltar a los que han sabido gobemar con justicia, pero 

tambien con rigor y severidad" (Laberinto de Fortuna >̂  otros poemas 159). 

In an analogical way, the pattem of order, suspension of order, and its subsequent 

restoration referred to above in Gericke, can be compared to the Moorish domination of 

Spain as well as to the divisions within Christian territory. It is a picture ofthe down side 

of this pattem as the previous chapter en the PFG confirms. In the Primera crdnica 

general, Alfonso X demonstrates how intemal rivahies brought about the fall ofthe 

Visigothic kingdoms: 

Todos los onmes del mundo se forman et se assemeian a manera de 
su rey, e por ende los que fueron en tiempo del rey Vitiza et del rey 
Rodrigo, que fiie el postrimero rey de los godos, et de los ottos reys 
que fueron ante dellos et de quales algunos fiieron al9ados reys por 
aleue, algunos por traycion de muerte de sus hermanos o de sus 
parientes, non guardando la uerdad nin el derecho que deuieran y 
guardar por quexa de ganar el sermorio mal et torticierantientte 
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como no deuien, por ende los otros omnes que fueron otrossi en sus 
tiempos dellos formaron se con ellos et semeiaron les en los 
peccados: e por esta razon auiuose la yra de Dios sobrellos, et 
desamparoles la tierra que les mantouiera et guardara fasta alii, et 
tollio dellos la su gracia. (314.559a.7-24) 

Here we see the first half of the Old testament prototypal pattem repeated: sin, 

punishment, repentance, and the hope of restoration.'*^ King Alfonso the Wise implies that 

the Muslims were the ""azote de Dios" (cf Chap. II), and that the conquest of Spain 

inttoduced an interim period of stmggle that would ultimately lead toward the goal of 

reconquest. I have summarized this mythic cycle here because it is germane to the world 

\ ievv that guides the Laberinto. 

Mena treats this subsequent restoration (future, circle of Satum) as though it were a 

present realitv'. A stmctural picture of this sort in Mena should not surprise us since the 

notion ofthe "already-not yet" is common in the Scriptures. The proleptic element is 

frequently used by Paul, who can speak ofthe vwath of God as being so certain that he 

considers it as already come (I Thess. 2.16). Ladd additionally observes in the Apostie's 

teaching, that the believer's eschatological glorification as already taken place (Rom. 8.30) 

(The Presence 142). The already-not yet has to some degree been taken over by Mena 

who has adopted a kind of dynamic tension with the future as well. In a similar way the 

"•̂ The Biblical mythic cycle has a classical counterpart under the guise of tiie four 
states of Forttme. In Santibdfiez Escobar's investigation, she reports tiiat "En muchas 
ocasiones, tanto en la literatura como en la iconografia, la meda de Fortuna representa 
cuatto 'estados'. Asi, en uno de los lados de la meda, alguien asciende esperanzado; en la 
parte mds alta, otra figura luce una corona, mientras que dh el otro lado un tercer personaje 
va en descenso y un cuarto yace en el suelo. Cada figura suele ir acompanada de una 
inscripcion: 'Regnabo, Regno, Regnavi, Sum sine regno': 'Reinare, reino, he reinado, 
estoy sin reino" (104-5). 
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tiueefold expression ofthe wheel of Forttme grounds its hope for tiie future in Providence 

who mles tiie wheels (to be discussed later in tiie study)."*̂  

The high level of confidence in tiie fiiture tiiat tiie Laberinto conveys, is due largely 

to its tiieological connections; tiiese are glimpsed under the order of Phoebus. Stanzas 

116-17 begin witii a salute to theologians ef renown, philosophers, musicians, poets, 

prophets, etc., whose good behavior and wisdom will be sure guides fer the fiiture: 

Aqui vi grand turba de santos doctores 
e contemplativos de aquel buen saber 
que para siempre nos puede valer, 
faziendonos fibres de nuesttos errores. (116a-d) 

These are followed by negative examples in stanzas 129-131: wizards, necromancers, and 

the like. It is probably not coincidental that leaders in art and metaphysics, these who had 

formed a positive base for medieval literature, culture, and values, are placed under the 

light ofthe Sun (Lida de Malkiel, Juan de Mena 50). Special attention is then given te 

doctores muy santos: 

estava Ger6nimo al9ando los cantos, 
Gregorio, Agustino velando respuesta; 
e vimos el santo doctor cuya fiesta [Santo Tomds de Aquino] 
nuestto buen C6sar jamds '̂ solemniza, 
e ottos dotores a quien canoniza 
la silla romana por vida modesta. (117b-h) 

"̂ În the Poema de Femdn Gonzdlez, the wheel of fortune is blamed for the Muslim 
invasion: "Llegaron a Sevilla la gente renegada, / essa cibdat nin ottas non se les fizo nada; 
/ era de mala guisa la meda trastomada, / la cautiva d'Espafia era mal quebrantada" (74). 
Nevertheless, God is supreme over the wheel and can be moved by prayer: "Sefior, ya 
tienpo era, si fuesse tu mesura, / que mudasses la meda, que anda a la ventura: / assaz han 
castellanos passada de rencura, / Gentes nunca passaron atan mala ventura" (180). 

^̂  Non specialists may need to be reminded HlxaXjamds has the value of "siempre" in 
Mena's poetic language. 
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Saint Gregory and Saint Augustine are maximum authorities on allegorical exegesis 

ofthe Bible (Vasvari Fainberg 139).''* The phrase "velando respuesta" may indicate that 

they are answer sources for Mena's theology;''̂  "Velar" could be taken in the sense ef "to 

keeping watch over" or "to hide; veil" (Lareusse Gran Diccionario Espafiol-Ingles). Lida 

de Malkiel explains that 

"Velando respuesta" alude, pues, a un elemente bdsice de la cultura 
medieval, tan presente en la actividad sagrada como en la profana. 
Conocida la naturalidad con que piensa Mena en terminos de 
alegoria... vemos que estos versos, lejos de contener formulas 
mecdnicas, reflejan expresivamente el interns del poeta, absorbido 
por su oficio, en los ttes maesttos de la actividad literaria de la Edad 
Media. (Juan de Mena 50) 

Lida de Malkiel thus underscores the importance of these Doctors ofthe Church and their 

great influence on Mena's allegorical understanding ofthe framework of theology and 

history. They also fit the wider definition of velar as guardians of orthodoxy. 

St Augustine's City of God, for example, probably the longest book written en the 

kingdom of God (Benedict Viviano 52), was a great force in shaping the climate of opinion 

of his age (G. L. Keyes 1). Along with the Bible it surely contributed to the formation of 

"•̂ Saint Gregory establishes his method of interpretation as allegorical: "Muchas 
esttellas enbi6 Nuestto Sefior antes que enbiase al nuestto Salvador: ca, para demostrar la 
igno9en9ia, enbi6 a Abel; para mosttar la linpieza, vino Enoch; para demostrar la 
esperan9a, vine Noe; para la obidien9ia, vino Abraham;... para mosttar la pa9ien9ia, 
enbi6 a Job (Pr61ogo segundo Mora/e^)" (7.28-32, 8.1-7). Along witii St. Gregory, tiie 
four saints/doctors ofthe Church mentioned form a powerful confraternity in relationship 
to the deep stmctures of Mena's worid. Strangely, their importance has been overiooked 
by such as Ramos Sudrez, who ventures: "No nos parece casual... que los santos se 
hallen ausentes en la composici6n del gran poema aleg6rico" (606). 

^^e Nigris explains that Saint Gregory and Samt Augustine "estdn evocados como 
maesttos de la exegesis" (Laberinto de Fortima 113). 
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the sttuctures ef Mena's literary universe. As a Christian living in the empire, Augustine 

responded with a tiieological rebuttal to pagan accusations against Christianity (Viviano 

53). Keyes reports that he began te write The City of God "as a defense of Christianity 

against tiie charge tiiat by prohibiting tiie worship of tiie ancient gods it had brought about 

the fall ofthe Roman Empire" (27). Augustine posited a basic distinction between civitas 

terrena, which looks to human resources for progress, and the civitas Dei, which places 

final hope in the other worid (Keyes 33). Augustine sees the historical process as a stage 

rather than a dualistic battleground. Behind the seeming chaos is a divine order that will 

become apparent to those favored by God (Keyes 159). This aspect of Augustinian 

tiiought very possibly foreshadows the background mentality of tiie Laberinto (restoration 

of order) since we know that Mena had read and could quote from the City of God (he 

cites Augustine's praise of Vergil in La Coronacion [343]). Further, Augustine 

understands that the confusion of Babel is representative ofthe civitas terrena, while the 

civitas Dei is God's ideal reign which has (in embryonic form) representatives on earth 

(Keyes 163). Spain's civil wars make obvious analogy with Babel's conflisien-the tme 

model for Spain being the Godly society depicted by St. Augustine. ̂ ^ Even more basic 

^^Assmaim addresses the drive toward the One that characterizes universalism: "In 
the Hebrew Bible, there are obvious references to the story of Babel. These are verses in 
which the prophets anticipate the Messianic solution to the problem of mundane conftision 
. . . . In the prophetic visions, the retum to Messianic uruty is described as a process of 
catasttophic transformation In the tradition of Christian exegesis, the references to 
Messiaiuc unity are replaced by a New Testament story. It is the miracle of Pentecost that 
entered into a typological constellation with the story of Babel the earlier story is 
interpreted in terms of sin, punishment, curse, the latter in terms of spirit, redemption, 
grace" (86). In a related observation, Assmatm states that "As we look back on tiie various 
forms of universalism, their differences are patent. They are sacred or secular, institutional 
or spiritual, hegemoruc or subversive. But they all worship the One. Whether as a political 
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^•Mumu^ii 

than Augustine is the "Our Father" itself, which opposes what Bart calls, the "kingdom of 

human disorder" (234). 

Since Augustine eventually ttansforms the Church militant and triumphant, in 

combination with imperial ideology, into the kingdom of God on earth (Viviano 57), his 

theology is even more palatable fer Mena and his national project. The Spanish poet is 

essentially oriented toward this worid in his kingdom quest,̂ ' apparentiy following St. 

Augustine who minimized the end-time elements by allegory-in large measure equating the 

kingdom of God with the Church (Ladd, Crucial Questions About the Kingdom of God 

2 4 / " A "kingdom on earth" established in Spain is the poet's immediate ideal, and it 

goal or as a spiritual event... the One is the unrivaled hero . . ." (98). The interest of this 
passage for Mena studies is simply that in the Laberinto, the poet is combining the political 
and spiritual event. The coming kingdom of God and its Spanish alter ego must merge into 
a imity that displaces spiritual, and the resulting political, fragmentation; a divided kingdom 
violates the metaphor ofthe universal Kingdom. 

^̂ The eschatological teachings of Jesus and Paul include apocalyptic elements but 
they are not divorced from present application. One example: Paul speaks ofthe gift of 
the Spirit as a down payment ofthe eschatological inheritance (Eph. 1.14) during the 
present church age. Ladd notes that this is another way of talking about the presence of 
the kingdom of God in advance ef its apocalyptic arrival (The Presence 271). 

^^Perrin's observation on the apocalyptic is germane here: "The important thing 
about history, for apocalyptic, is that it is miming a predetermined course to a 
predetermined climax, all in accordance with the divine plan. This is why apocalyptic can 
portray history in mythological terms; the individual events have ceased to be important as 
events in which God is active and through which he may be knovm " (177). This is 
evidently not the case for Augustine who places a great deal of emphasis on the here-and-
now redemptive activity of God, which is the essence of realized eschatology. That is not 
to say that tiie futtire is unimportant to Augustine (see discussion in Chapter I), only tiiat he 
does not minimize God's work on the historical plane; the non-eschatological approach to 
the interpretation of tiie apocalyptic passages in the Scriptures generally places linuted 
emphasis on the hope of God's eventual direct intervention. However, Augustine is not 
completely non-eschatological; he does allow for an end-time consummation brought about 
by God that includes the idea of a partially present kingdom: "Ergo et nunc ecclesia 
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curiously resembles the kingdom of God in the "already-not yef progression of thinking, 

brought about in part by the work of men. The analogy becomes even more acute when 

the poet expands the horizons of nationhood to include the whole worid-his king will be 

mler "d'Espafia non sola, mas de todo el mundo" (42.c). 

Unlike Augustine, Thomas Aquinas does not directly devote any significant portion 

of his principal theological enterprise to the kingdom of God,"... rather he has a vast 

moral constmction built around the theme ef justice in his great Summa theologiae'' 

(Viviano 61). Aquinas does, however, refer indirectiy to the kingdom of God in his 

"Questions" on God's government "Thy Kingdom come," finds its voice in O'Brien's 

distilled paraphrase of Question 103.4: "That progress consists in the perfecting ofthe 

divine image, the becoming like God that is the aim ofthe divine government" (xix). St. 

Thomas also echoes Jesus's Kingdom ethics in the principle of servanthood—the servant of 

all is the greatest in the kingdom. Thus servanthood is the model of a tme king: "Nor does 

the tyrant merely oppress his subjects in corporal things but he also hinders their spiritual 

good. Those who seek more to use, than to be of use to, their subjects prevent all 

progress, suspecting all excellence in their subjects to be prejudicial to their own evil 

domination" (On Kingship 16). 

Accordingly, between Augustine and Aquinas there are direct correspondences 

with Mena's political and moral agendas respectively. In a broad sense, Mena wants to see 

regnum Christi est regnumque caelomm. Regnant itaque cum illo etiam nunc sancti eius, 
quidem, quam tunc regnabunt" (XX.9.39-41) ("Therefore the Church even now is the 
kingdom of Christ, and the kingdom of heaven. Accordingly, even now His saints reign 
with Him, though otherwise than as they shall reign hereafter" [XX.9.365]). 
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his Spanish kingdom brought into close aligrunent with the ideal reign of God. For the 

medieval mind the kingdom of God was not an abstraction so much as a desired reality. 

Bmce Chilton offers an example that indicates pragmatic political implications in the 

teachings of Jesus: 

Jesus says in the Fourth Gospel, 'My Kingdom is not ef this worid' 
(John 18:36).. . . But the paradox is that Jesus' enactment of this 
'unworldly' Kingdom is of political significance in the world . . . it 
is a worldly ttanscendence he expresses: one that can be enacted in 
the world, and that can express specific motifs and thematic 
possibilities. (101) 

This quote demonsttates how the theological constmct ofthe kingdom of God (potentially 

onl\ an absttaction) finds concrete application in the world through the written and spoken 

expression of Christian ethics, morality, and political ideology. In a similar vein Mena 

wishes to see Aquinas's ideal of justice and his own literary composition converted into an 

earthly reality through the policies of Juan II, thus appropriating the advantages of a 

"politically correct" imagined future Spain. To this end he converts his verses into an 

exhortation addressed to the king: 

Muy claro principe, rey escogido 
de los que son fuertes per esta manera, 
la vuestra corona magnifica quiera 
tener con los tales el reino regido; 
ca estos mds aman con juste sentido 
la recta justicia que non la ganan9ia, 
e rigen e sirven con mucha costan9ia 
e con fortalesa en el tiempo devido. (212.a-h) 

In several respects the Laberinto de Fortuna conveys a prophetic intention: it has a 

present moral, ethical purpose, and it involves the future in this instmctive project. Behind 

the highly cultured arte mayor form, a prophetic poet blazons his theme. Bright's history 
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ofthe kingdom of God provides a point of comparison when he notes that the Prophets 

(like Augustine who followed them) "for all their eschatological hope, focused upon the 

present-to attack present sins, to plead for present repentance, to armounce in presentiy 

coming events tiie judgment of God" (Bright 163). Juan de Mena is "prophetic" in the 

Old Testament sense because he looks for pragmatic results and change (apocalyptic 

elements, especially his use of language, will be discussed later). Marie Turek also calls 

our attention to sttong prophetic elements in the Laberinto: "Juan de Mena se dispone a 

. . . censurar las incesantes guerras civiles y los origenes de estas, expone los vicios de una 

sociedad desquiciada, dedicada a dividirse y consecuentemente a destmirse a si misma" 

(101). Thus we can see that the prophetic components ofthe poem highlight the 

"presence" of a desired future that both instmcts the king, and prods him to lead Spain 

away from the path of civil strife. ̂ ^ Mena advocates a reconciled and politically focused 

Spain (i.e., focused on the Reconquest), and simultaneously visualizes it as completed 

based on an "act as i f future discourse. Ladd's comment on this paradoxical aspect of 

prophecy illuminates the relationship between fiiture and present concems: 

the prophets had two foci in their prophetic 
perspective: the events ofthe present and the 
immediate future, and the ultimate eschatological 
event. These two are held in a dynamic tension 
often without chronological distinction, for the main 
purpose of prophecy is not to give a program or 

^̂ A divided Spain cannot be God's ideal plan; it must be united at the hands ef a 
just king in accordance with Thomas Aquinas's political doctrine: "Wherefore the Lord 
says by the mouth of Ezechiel [sic]: 'My servant, David, shall be king ever them and all of 
them shall have one shepherd [37.24].' [13] From this it is clearly shown that the idea of 
king implies that he be one man who is chief and that he be a shepherd seeking the 
common good ofthe multitude and net his own" (On Kingship 9). 
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chart ofthe future, but to let the light of tiie 
eschatological consummation fall on the present (II 
Pet 1.19). (Revelation 13)^ 

Running parallel to tiie apocalyptic and compatible to tiie prophetic was the idea of 

the Holy Commonwealth based on observance ofthe Law. Thus, in post exilic Israel an 

analogous sittiatien to Mena's purpose in the Laberinto was produced: "If tiie Apocalyptic 

hoped for a kingdom tiiat only God could produce, it might be said tiiat tiie Holy 

Commonwealth envisioned a Kingdom which man's righteousness could, if not produce, at 

least precipitate" (Bright 170). This posttire is also typical of Mena. He is not like the true 

apocalyptists who believed that the blessings ofthe Kingdom cannot be experienced in the 

present, since this age is abandoned to evil and suffering (Ladd, The Presence 95). Indeed, 

he envisions a Spain expedited by the king's righteous action and not by apocalyptic 

catapulting.̂ ^ 

^On the imique time relationships in prophecy, Augustine uses the example ofthe 
"Suffering Servant passage": "de re futura uteris praeteriti temporis uerbo, quem ad 
modum apud eundem prophetam legitur: Sicut ouis ad immolandum ductus est. Non 
enim ait: «<ducetur»[i.e., instead ofthe future form, ^^ducetur"], sed pro eo, quod futurum 
erat, praeteriti temporis uerbum posuit Et assidue prophetia sic loquitur" (XX.30.29-34) 
("speaking of a future event as if it were past, as in the same prophet we read, 'He was led 
as a sheep to the slaughter' not 'He shall be led;' but the past tense is used to express the 
future. And prophecy constantiy speaks in this way" [XX.30.407]). 

"As was previously noted (see n. 5), Gericke has demonsttated that the Laberinto 
is net strictly speaking, an apocalyptic work. He defines the canon as, "only these works in 
the Judeo-Christian tradition whose contents include a visionary joumey to a world beyond 
this one, the mediation of an other-worldly being, the portrayal ofthe end ofthe world as 
imminent, and a concem with social (rather than individual) eschatology" ("Apocalypse 
now?" 2). According to these criteria, the PFG is mere apocalyptic than the Laberinto, 
and I have se indicated in the previous chapter. 
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However, the Laberinto has been compared with apocalyptic works with limited 

justification (see notes 5 and 55 of this chapter). Gericke offers a caveat concluding that 

Mena's poem is best viewed "as a narrative poem of epic scope and theme, set in the 

framework of a visionary joumey and crafted by a poet who drew skillfully from multiple 

sources, primarily epic (medieval as well as classical) and vision literature ("Apocalypse 

now?" 14). The point of this paragraph is not to challenge Gericke's conclusions, which 

are solid, but rather to welcome additional perspectives and mantain a curious investigative 

posture toward the question of apocalyptic analogy. For example, Mena clearly sees the 

war against the Moors in sttong terms, perhaps even as a holy war: "la ira, la ira bolved en 

los moros" (255.f). In Spanish medieval literature, the Moors are commonly depicted as 

pawns of hell or people ofthe Antichrist (cf Chap, n under Maccabees), and tteaties with 

them only backfire, resulting in fratricidal wars. Ironically, in stanzas 253-255 it is the 

demons that sow "tal discordia entre castellanos" (254.f). They are then placed in 

opposition to the kingdom of Spain: "«Irades e mucho son los infemales / contta los 

grandes del reino d'Espafia »(253.c-d). The normal counterpart in the opposition is 

hell/heaven; i.e., the kingdom of God-tiie Spanish kingdom thus enjoys a privileged 

association with the reign of God. Gericke's observation that "Mena does not avail himself 

ofthe opportunity to characterize the stmggle with the Muslims in apocalyptic terms" 

("Apocalypse now?" 12) is wortii careful consideration. But, it is also tme tiiat Mena's 

perception and depiction ofthe Moors (hostile) and their demonic associations represent 

commonplace thinking ofthe day, and the end-time images evoked by a great stmggle 
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between good and evil embodied in the Reconquest make one ponder.'̂  There are also 

broad similarities with John's Revelation: both offer a visionary joumey (cf Rev. 4.1) and 

both are "prophetic" in Ladd's usage ofthe word ("the nature of prophecy is to let light 

shine from the future upon the present" [Revelation 14])." However, as Ladd also points 

out, the Revelation goes beyond the prophetic perspective and carries a heavy apocalyptic 

emphasis that is concemed "with the consummation of God's redemptive purpose and the 

eschatological end ofthe age" (14). Mena, on the other hand, predominately sees the past 

*̂Is it possible that Mena's general non-eschatological emphasis (realized 
eschatology) shifts slightly to more apocalyptic imagery in keeping with the future aspect of 
the Kingdom in the last part of the poem? The war-related elements ofthe coming 
Kingdom would have been known to Mena-for example, 1 Corinthians 15.24-28, where, 
as Barth has noted, "Christ at his final parousia will hand over the kingdom te the Father 
. . . and [it] will be revealed as the kingdom whose warring, victorious, and triumphant 
King and Lord is the Son of God" (250). Furthermore, in the Old Testament the kingdom 
of God is frequentiy described in terms of a mighty in-breaking ofthe rule of God (Perrin 
19). The language ofthe Old Testament text must surely have impacted Mena. However, 
for the moment, these must remain as speculative questions since the texts gives no clear 
leads toward a sttonger apocalyptic interpretation 

"In Ladd's Revelation, he divides the major interpretive positions on John's 
Revelation as follows: The preterist view classifies the Revelation as apocalyptic ("tracts 
for hard times") along with Enoch, The Assumption of Moses, The Apocalypses of Ezra, 
and Baruch. This view interprets John's work in terms ofthe historical conflict between 
Rome and the Church (10). Symbolic interpretation has been offered in the historical 
method, often called the Protestant view. Accordingly, the details of John's apocalypse 
correspond to historical movements and events in the Christian church and westem society 
(11). The idealist position, conversely, "sees only a symbolic portrayal ofthe spiritual 
cosmic conflict between the Kingdom of God and the powers of satanic evil" (11). 
Finally, ihe futurist view interprets Revelation as essentially a prophecy of future events 
leading up to and accompanying the end ofthe world (12). Ladd himself prefers to 
combine the preterist and the futurist methods: "The beast is both Rome and the 
eschatological Antichrist-and, we might add, any demonic power which the church must 
face in her entire history. The great tribulation is primarily an eschatological event, but it 
includes all tribulation which the church may experience at the hands ofthe world, whether 
by first-century Rome or by later evil powers" (14). 
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and present opening upon an aspired future. At this juncture ef my analysis, on balance, I 

consider that the iMberinto leans more heavily on broad eschatological images than on an 

apocalyptic expectation per se. 

While the eschatological view looks for "last things" (Juan II's kingdom is to be the 

summit of earthly reigns), the apocalyptic is concemed with the termination of these things 

using cryptic concepts of language. The apocalypse originated in postexilic Israel when the 

prophetic ttadition began to find new expression in the coming kingdom of God. Albert 

Schweitzer correctly observes that "The disappointment ofthe hopes which Haggai and 

Zechariah had fixed upon Zembbabel in the period just after the retum from captivity and 

the utter failure to establish the Davidic Kingdom are an important factor in the formation 

of eschatological expectation" (24) (which can include the apocalyptic as a subset or 

specific manifestation of eschatology). Thus, the idea ofthe delayed consummation ofthe 

coming kingdom finds its source in the Old Testament. Bright defines this apocalyptic 

idiom as ". . . 'revelation.' Specifically it is a revelation couched in cryptic language ofthe 

great end events" (163). 

Mena breaks from the apocalyptic ttadition in that he does not conjecture his ideal 

Spain as the result of direct intervention on God's part. Rather, his envisioned realm will 

result from a cause and effect process characterized by a confrontive attitude toward 

Fortune that will be carried out by Juan n as he follows Mena's encouraging advice and 

imitates his stimulating examples. As Miguel Angel P6rez Priego observes, "no hay duda 

de que el Laberinto es un poema moral y politico, en la linea de le ya realizado en la 

Coronacion, pero de disefio mucho mds compleje" (XDC). As will be demonsttated later, 
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Mena's political and moral goals are, nevertheless, stimulated by drawing upon apocalyptic 

language adapted for poetic effect, but which is not overtly concemed with a literal 

apocalypse. 

Mena's use ofthe apocalyptic is mostly restricted to images, and as Gericke has 

shewn, avoids cataclysmic posturing: "Mena must predict the triumph ofthe king, and 

does se, though he insists that it is incumbent on the king to fulfill the prophecies by his 

actions" ("The Narrative Stmcture" 520). The Old Testament prophets also demanded 

action and not idle waiting on God's intervention. Daniel, for example, has been widely 

tteated as a thoroughgoing apocalyptic book (it does contain significant apocalyptic 

elements) providing a cryptic diagram of events yet to come or a blueprint ofthe fiiture. 

However, Bright assures us that: 

He who seeks te get this from Daniel has committed a major error 
of biblical interpretation: he has disregarded completely what the 
author of Daniel wished to say. The book of Daniel is, on the 
contrary, addressed to the author's own day, and is a mighty 
summons to courage and faith in the language ofthe Apocalypse. 
(183, emphasis added) 

This is exactly what Mena does in the Laberinto. There is to be a future effect as 

the result of sage present action, and the predicted future completes the circle by bearing 

down on Spain's present confusion using future language and images to bring about the 

desired result; end-time language and imagery stamp Mena's poetic and political project in 

the Laberinto. In this way the wheel ofthe future is always beconting tiie wheel of tiie 

present, since the only wheel in motion, or that can be in motion, is that ofthe present:̂ * 

^^Auerbach cites Augustine on the paradoxical nature ofthe present/future puzzle: 
'Quid enim est praescientia, nisi scientiafuturorum? Quid actem futurum est Deo qui 
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Bolviendo los ejes a do me mandava, 
vi mds adentto muy grandes ttes medas: 
las dos eran firmes, inmotas e quedas, 
mas la de en medio boltar non 9esava. (107.56.a-d)'^ 

The constant "beconting" ofthe middle wheel carries the authoritative weight of 

correspondence to the present and coming kingdom of God. It shares, along with the 

wheels ofthe past and future, an essential unity since the three wheels represent the totality 

omnia supergreditur tempora? Si enim scientia Dei res ipsas habet, non stmt eifuturae, 
sedpraesentes; acper hoc non jam praescientia, sed tantum scientia dici potest (De div. 
Quaest. AdSimplicianum, II, qu. 2, n. 2) ('for what is foreknowledge but knowledge of 
the future? But what is future to God who ttanscends all time? If God's knowledge 
contains these things, they are not fiiture to Him but present; therefore it can be termed not 
foreknowledge, but simply knowledge')" (43). 

^^eyermond asserts that "the concept of motionless wheels for past and future, 
and a turrung wheel for the present, conflicts with the fundamental symbolism of a wheel 
which embodies past, present, and future in the various stages of its revolutions. What is 
more, Mena's wheel ofthe present is never shown to revolve" ("Stmcture and Style as 
Instruments of Propaganda in Juan de Mena's Laberinto de Fortuna" 160). The above 
cited article sets out to prove that neither the wheels nor their associated heavenly spheres 
provide a consistent conceptual or stmctural basis for the poem (160). While I accept 
Deyermond's premise that there are some stmctural inconsistencies and that the chief 
purpose ofthe poem is political, I nevertheless affirm that the wheels are part ofthe matrix 
of Mena's Christian world view, and see no reason to freeze the middle wheel since the 
poem does not explicitly do so. The wheels essentially are net subverted, but house 
stmctures that are in keeping with the mystery ofthe conclusion of human history. 
Moreover, the meanings to be found in tiie stmcture ofthe poem are not dimirushed by the 
author's political intentions-evident though they may be. Stteet also views Mena's 
tteatment ofthe future as conttadictory and concludes that the allegorical framework ofthe 
poem is not of primary importance in itself (1). However, while the importance of Mena's 
emphasis on the political and moral state of Spain should not be minimized, the framework 
is also an important part of Mena's art and the stmcture tends to complement the overall 
effect of his message. Gericke advises that "perhaps the most carefully stmctured work of 
the entire Middle Ages, the Divine Comedy, features a narrator/character who leams as he 
goes. So there's precedent, and not necessarily any relationship at all between the reliability 
ofthe narrator (character) and the stmcture ofthe Laberinto " (e-mail to the author, 4 June 
1997). In the same communication he suggests that further study based en contemporary 
narrative theory may provide stimulating new directions for Mena studies. 
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of time (st.58). The poem surprisingly anticipates modem thought in its tteatment of time 

since the future is viewed as an integral part ofthe present and is not disassociated in a 

merely sequential linear mode (one cannot know, of course, if this modification of 

ttaditional thought was the author's intention or just a textual gap noticable te modem 

readers). The third wheel, while depicted as representing, not a chimera or religious 

illusion, but a concrete age, is nevertheless paradoxically perceived, appropriated, and in a 

certain sense, experienced in the present. Its futurity is not intangible because it is already 

"con9ebido en la divina mente" (60g)-it is merely beyond mankind's capability to grasp: 

"saberse por seso mortal non podiera" (59h). 

Foster's explanation of prophetic time barkens to Mena's view ofthe wheels: the 

past shapes the present, which in tum includes the past and sets the stage for the future: 

Inherent in the figural concept of history is the role of prophecy. 
Fulfilled history bespeaks the way in which God has ordered the 
universe so that the present is a realization ofthe past, while new 
figures are to be understood as God's prophecy ofthe future history 
of mankind. Christiartity firmly believed in the prophecy ofthe Old 
Testament and continues te heed the premises ofthe New 
Testament with respect to the final Kingdom of God (21) 

The presence ef figural interpretations in Mena should be no surprise; Auerbach reports 

that from the fourth century on "the Old Testament, both as a whole and in its most 

important details, is a concrete historical prefiguration ofthe Gospel" (44). The idea is 

found directiy in Mena's '^simulacras" (st59b cited below) ofthe future. The Oxford 

Latin Dictionary defines simulacrum variously as "that which resembles something in 

appearance... a likeness... an image produced by reflection." Simulacrum and its 

approximate synomym, flg^ra (form, shape, image, or likeness) would have been 
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comfortable reference points for a poet well versed in Latin like Mena, in part due to 

Biblical usage.^ For Mena, the tiurd wheel has real existence because it contains tiie forms 

(figurae) and images (simulacra) of those who will be: 

Asi que conesce tu que la ter9era 
contiene las formas e las simulacras 
de muchas personas profanas e sacras, 
de gente que al mundo serd venidera 
e por ende cubierta de tal velo era 
su fa9, aunque formas tu viesses de hombres, 
per que sus vidas run sus nombres 
saberse por seso mortal non podiera. (59) 

The future is no more unreal than the past since they are both connected by figures. 

Auerbach's notion of a chain of prefiguration discussed in the inttoductory chapter, 

pre\ ides an explanation for why Mena has confidence in the future. Gifford Davis cites 

Mena's praise ofthe heroic past (and, I would add, ef a heroic future) as an attempt to 

arouse a heroic present (156). Gimeno Casalduero completes the picture by sttessing the 

role of prophecy as a kind of connecting temporal cord: "Intentan tambien las profecias 

despertar a los reyes, dirigirles hacia una actividad reconquistadora que concluya el 

interrumpido camino, buscando hacer asi del presente la culminacion del pasado y el 

ejemplo del future" (138). 

^A noteworthy passage is Heb. 1.1-3: "Multifarium et multis modis olim Deus 
loquens patribus in prophetis nevissime diebus istis lecutus est nobis in Filio quem 
constituit heredem imiversonim per quem fecit et saecula qui cum sit splendor gloriae el 
figura substantiae e ius . . . ." ("God, \^o at sundry times and in divers maimers spake in 
time past unto the fathers by the prophets. Hath in these last days spoken unto us by his 
Son, whom he hath appointed heir of all things, by whom also he made the worlds; Who 
being the brightness of his glory, and the express image of his persoit..."). The linking-
up with the past carries over into the future as an implied eschatological expectation; Christ 
is understood to be the fiilfiller and completer of history ("in these last days"). 
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Kermode's explanation of how the apocalyptic works is analogous to the image ef 

Mena's three wheels (the outside wheels ofthe past and future are stationary while the 

middle wheel ofthe present turns): "Apocalypse depends on a concord of imaginatively 

recorded past and imaginatively predicted fiiture, achieved on behalf of us, who remain 'in 

the middest' Its predictions, though figurative, can be taken literally, and as the future 

moves in on us we may expect it to conform with the figures" (8). Gericke's terminology, 

"apocalypse new," also captures much ofthe essence of how Juan de Mena tteats his 

future discourse; that is, its becoming in the present is the sought out impact. An important 

analogy can be drawn between Mena's wheels and Auerbach's figural interpretation which 

establishes a connection between two events or persons, the first of 
which signifies net only itself but also the second, while the second 
encompasses or fulfills the first The two poles ofthe figure are 
separate in time, but both, being real events or figures, are within 
time, within the stteam of historical life. Only the understanding of 
the two persons or events is a spiritual act, but this spiritual act deals 
with concrete events whether past, present, or fiiture, and not with 
concepts or absttactions; these are quite secondary, since promise 
and fulfillment are real historical events, which have either 
happened in the incamation ofthe word, or will happen in the 
second coming.̂ ^ (53) 

Auerbach has established that the kingdom of God is an expectation of future realities. For 

our purposes, Mena has grounded equally in the past, the present, and the fiiture. 

^ '̂Auerbach's explanation of figura is well grounded in Saint Augustine who 
expounds on the literal and figurative nature of prophecy: "Locutiones enim ttopicae 
propriis prophetico more miscentur, ut ad intellectum spiritalem intentio sobria cum 
quodam utili ac salubri labore pemeniat; pigritia uero camalis vel inemditae atque 
inexercitatae tarditas mentis contenta letterae superficie nihil putat interius requirendum" 
(XX.XXI.65-70) ('Tor, in tiie manner of prophecy, figurative and literal expressions are 
mingled, so that a serious mind may, by useful and salutary effort, reach the spiritual sense; 
but camal sluggishness, or the slowness of an uneducated and undisciplined mind, rests in 
the superficial letter, and thinks there is nothing beneath te be looked for" [XX.21.389]). 
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The Latin secretary also pursues his task by making rich usage of imagery in his 

poetry, some of which bears a compatible resemblance to the apocalyptic. Lida de Malkiel 

illuminates on his use ef ether world elements: 

Mena adopta elementos muy tipicos de la vision medieval de [sic] 
ttasmimdo, como entte ottos la mansion con mure de crista!, la 
vision geogrdfica del universe, la selva fragosa, el rio poblado de 
sierpes devoradoras, la barca sin remes, y aloja en ellos a las 
prestigiosas criaturas del pante6n cldsico, o bien los decora con 
nombres mitologicos y reminiscencias de sus lecturas latinas. (in 
Patch, El otro mundo en la literatura medieval 391) 

Mena's political agenda fares well supported by this kind of figurative language, since, as 

we have seen, it readily invokes Vergil, fer example. Post also reminds us that figurative 

language reaches a luxuriance in Juan de Mena unprecedented in Spain (250). 

Language rich with images would also be helpful for live performance. Turek 

raises the issue ef orality suggesting the exhibition of Mena's poem before an audience in 

which "Juan de Mena descorre la cortina y revela el escenario de un gran espectdculo" 

(105). In addition to mental pictures evoked by classical imagery, descriptive language that 

recalls the victorious Christ could serve to vitalize and visualize his portrayal of Juan n and 

Alvaro de Luna. When Juan fl is inttoduced in "el 9erco de Mares" (st 142), it is with a 

Christ-like exaggeration: 

Alii sobre todos Fortuna pusiera 
al muy prepotente don Juan el segundo; 
d'Espafia non sola, mas de todo el mundo 
rey se mosttava, segund su manera: 
de armas flagrantes la su delantera, 
guamida la diestta de fulmina espada, 
y 61 de una silla tan rica labrada 
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como si Dedale bien la fiziera. (142.a-h)̂ ^ 

Here Fortune, showing her "providential face," parades the king out to shine among 

Rome's brightest stars witii a description that barkens of Christ in tiie Apocal>pse-but 

what the poet oflfers with his right hand he takes away with his left. The king must not 

become inebriated en delusions of grandeur, but fellow tiie practical and pmdent path of 

Providence. The verses following his acclamation characterize the kingly office: 

Alii vi pintados por orden los fechos 
de los Alfonsos con todos sus mandos, 
e lo que ganaron los reyes Femandos, 
faziendo mds largos sus regnos esttechos; 
alii la justicia, los rectos derechos. 
La mucha pmdencia de nuestros Enriques, 
per que los tales tu, Fama, publiques, 
e fagas en ottos semblantes provechos. (145.a-h) 

Mena's adulation ofthe king is inevitably followed by a moral lecture, which does not 

necessarily erase the Christlike associations in the poetry. Although Gericke doubts that the 

Laberinto suggests a Messianic age as such ("Apocalypse now?" 5), Juan II is at times 

portrayed in terms that resonate ofthe Bible (cf St 291 and discussion below). Better 

times under a dynamic Juan II could mirror the Messianic promises of peace and unity as 

the poet's examples suggest. Moreover, the product of Mena's national purpose can be 

seen as a microcosm ofthe kingdom of God. The use of eschatological and/or apocalyptic 

language and imagery as a literary techruque masterftilly highlights this end. 

Mena's high (ambivalent?) praises of Juan n are quickly followed by profuse 

admiration for Alvaro de Luna, his court favorite (until his terminal fall from royal grace in 

^Nepaulsingh sees this as a deceptive prophecy of Fortune (119). 
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1453)." The poet blatantly exalts Castile's high constable: 

O tu, Providencia, declara de nuevo 
quien es aquel cavallero que vee, 
que mucho en el cuerpo pares9e a Tideo 
e en el consejo Nestor el longeve. (233.a-d) 

Mena's high opinion of Den Alvaro is not restricted to tiie Laberinto. One of his 

political poems stands out as a panegyrical work implementing tiie usage of Christian 

imagery. There is nothing atypical about laudatory poetr>' during the pre-Renaissance; 

however, "Pues que por fazafias buenas" seems to play on the theme of Christ's sacrifice 

reflected in the unselfish service of Don Alvaro. This encomiastic poem is dedicated to 

Alvaro de Luna before the king's victory at the battle of Olmedo (De Nigris, "Nota para la 

ttadicion de las poesias politicas de Juan de Mena" 129): 

En fechos do vos fallastes 
aver quedade sangriento, 
si, pero nunca sacastes 

"In La crdnica del Rey Don Juan el Segundo it is reported that Alvaro de Luna 
oversteps his boundaries one time too many and is beheaded as a usurper. The chronicle 
contains a running six-page invective against the condestable (684a-691a). An 
unforgivable sin was committed when Don Alvaro failed to recognize that the king rules on 
earth in the place of God (as Aquinas taught) and is not to be tampered with; it is he alone, 
and not his royal subordinates, who is responsible for carrying out God's justice on earth. 
Juan n's explanation makes this position clear: "E yo mo vide, asi por la dicha informacion, 
come por la notoriedad de las cosas susodichas, y de ottas muchas, que a mi y en todos 
mis Reynos eran e son publicas e manifiestas . . . . e queriendo descargar mi conciencia en 
esta parte, i cumplir, y esecutar la justicia que por Dios me es encomendada, 6 porque 
fiiese testigo, y exemplo d ottos, que se no attevan d tomar y usurpar acerca de mi el lugar 
que propiamente era, y es mio, 6 no suyo, ni hacer ru perpetrar, ni cometer las tales, ni 
semejantes perversas y soberviosas, y temerarias osadias, e todos reconozcan d su Rey y 
sefior natural el lugar que de Dios tiene en la tierra, y lo que pertenece y es debido d la 
digitidad de la magestad real, mande executar, y fiie executada por mi mandado la mi 
justicia en la persona del dicho Don Alvaro de Luna " (690). Ruthless situational irony 
leaps out of this record; Juan n seems to have taken Mena's advice and restored justice in a 
way the royal chronicler least expected. 
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feridas sin ven9imiente, 
ca tomastes por ofi9io 
de dar con mucha bondad 
a virtud y lealtad 

vuestro cuerpo en sacrifi9io (w. 13-20).^ 

Don Alvaro may not be a Christ figure per se, but he does embody certain aspects 

that coincide with the motif-he is a living Christ-like exemplum that the king can leam 

from by association.̂ ^ However, a comparison with the end-time imagery ofthe 

conquering Christ of Revelation 19 is tempting. Don Alvaro is typified as a virtuous and 

just man: "aquel cuyo dttimo, virtud e nombre / tantas de partes le fazen de ombre" (236.b-

c), and a conquering warrior: "Este cavalga sobre la Fortuna / y doma su cuello con 

asperas riendas" (235a-b). Compare the Biblical passage: "Y vi el cielo abierto: y he aqui 

un caballo bianco, y el que estaba sentado sobre el, era llamado Fiel y Verdadero, el cual 

con justicia juzga y pelea" (Rev. 19.11). 

A military-religious characterization serves Mena's depiction ofthe poem's ideal 

ruler. Yet there are those who doubt that the Condestable can make hope a present reality, 

so the poet rhetorically states: 
Aunque la contta creo que sentian 
los que quisieron aver confian9a 
mds en el tiempo que en buena esperan9a, 
quando los mundos se nos rebolvian. (237.a-d) 

^De Nigris refers to tius type of poem as "poesia politica" ("Poesias politicas" 
129), while P6rez Priego prefers "poesia de circunstancias." I have quoted from P^rez 
Priego's Obras completas (74). 

^^Expressing a view slightly more conservative than mine, Gericke notes that Don 
Alvaro is the poem's real hero, but that he hardly qualifies as a Christ figure ("Apocalypse 
now?" 11). 
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Let the doubters doubt that he can overcome Fortune-Don Alvaro has already 

proven his mettle in Toledo (cf st. 264)~he is even capable of ttiming his copper stattie, 

broken by enemies, into arms (Vasvari Fainberg 204). Luna is not frightened by the likes 

of tiie Maga of Valladolid and his enemies who consult her.^ These will leam tiiat it is 

always a bad precedent te consort with a witch-tiiey had evidently forgotten the Old 

Testament lesson of king Saul and the witch of En-dor.'̂  Mena, on tiie other hand, 

catalogues magos and such in stanza 129 as tiie bearers of false knowledge. Santibdfiez 

Escobar reminds us that "la profecia de Valladolid sobre la destmccidn de Luna no se 

efectua sobre ^1, sino sobre su efigie de cobre. La estatua recibe la colera de Fortuna, con 

lo que el condestable queda indemne" (154) (cf st 267). 

Providence now tums from Don Alvaro's disdain of tiie Maga's dark secrets, and 

addresses herself openly to the king's situation. She assuages the narrator's apprehensions 

with a stirring prophecy of his ttiumph employing obvious Messianic, apocalyptic accolade 

that becomes evident in the following compared passages: 

Serd rey de reyes, sefior de sefiores, 
sobrando e ven9iendo los titulos todos. 
e las fazafias de reyes de godos. 

^Lida de Malkiel notes that the incident is not "rigurosamente hist6rica," but is "la 
recreacion de una anecdota actual, apenas fijada en sus rasgos mds generales, a ttaves del 
episodic de la hechicera Ericto en la Farsalia y de los datos prestigiosos de la poesia 
antigua.... Ante todo, Mena abrevia notablemente el relate de Lucano" (Juan de Mena 
79). 

^̂ 1 Sam. 28.7-17 contains the narration of Saul's desperation to know the fiiture 
and his resulting encounter with the witch of En-dor. The story encases a sttong moral 
against witchcraft, substantiated by the fact that the prophecy backfires en Saul who soon 
loses his kingdom. 
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e rica memoria de los sus mayores. (271.a-d). 68 

Ellos [the beast and his allies] peleardn contta el Cordero, y el 
Cordero los vencerd, porque es el Sefior de los sefiores, y el Rey de 
los reyes; y los que estdn con 61 son Uamados, y elegidos, y fieles. 
(Rev. 17.14) 

The Messianic implications ef tiie passage extend beyond tiie obvious victorious "King of 

Kings" association.̂ ^ A golden age prefiguration is sttongly imbedded in the reference to 

the Visigoths (I refer tiie reader to Chapter II). The king's moment of highest glory, his 

claro tiempo, is the epoch pointed to by his predecessors; all who have come before will 

pale by comparision: 

e tal e tan alto favor de loores 
sus fechos ilusttes al tu rey dardn 
qu'en su claro tiempo del todo serdn 
con 61 olvidades sus ante9essores. (271.e-h) 

^̂ The role of Providence and her relationship te the king is suspiciously analogical 
to the Virgin Mary in her function of intermediary with Jesus. When she announces Juan 
n as "king of kings" (271a) the association can hardly be missed. Moreover, the poet's 
supplication to the lady Providence (270), sounds very much like a prayer to Mary-who 
else would have such access to divine information ( « . . . . / qu6 se dispone en el 9ielo 
d'aquel»" [270g])? Admittedly, Providence represents the divine will, but perhaps her 
characterization as femirune owes something to the hierarchical vantage point ofthe Virgin 
in the Middle Ages. 

^^Another passage with possible secondary Messianic allusion is stanza 221: "Al 
nuestto rey magno bienaventurado / vi sobre todos en muy firme silla, / digno de reino 
mayor que Castilla, / e rica corona la mane siniestra, / mds preflilgente que el 9ielo 
esttellado" (a-c, g-h). Gimeno Casalduero, however, maintains that the major sources for 
the panegyric are classical and Spaiush: "Es necesario afladir que la descripci6n del 
Laberinto remoza el aleg6rico bosquejo de Imperial, que el ropaje ovidiano (de acuerdo 
con los deseos de Jiipiter en el Decir) (19) reviste de majestad al rey de Castilla, que la 
brillante corona resplandece tambi6n en la mano izquierda de Juan H" (208). It is not my 
intention to exaggerate Messiaiuc associations at the expense of other background sources 
pointed out by Gimeno Casalduero or to discredit standard scholarship. My position is that 
additional meanings are possible given the complex nature ofthe text. 
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This is surely the "artistic apocalyptic consummation'-the ultimate answer to those who 

doubt that the king and his tmsted supporter, Alvaro de Luna, can bring the blessings of 

the future to tiie labyrinth that is their contemporary Spain. Although the larger Biblical 

commonplace behind prophetic promise is that it is almost always conditioned by 

obedience.̂ *^ 

The king's summons to the expedient and practical path is carefully measured by 

the poet. Gericke has noted that Mena balances the human factor and the predictive 

element ("The Narrative Stmcture" 520). Juan II is and will be an even greater king, but 

his kingdom can only approximate the realized kingdom of God and its living metaphor on 

earth, the Church, in accordance with his will to act-earthly kingdoms should model the 

heavenly. Thomas Aquinas taught that "The greatness of kingly virtue also appears in this, 

that he bears a special likeness to God, since he does in his kingdom what God does in the 

world" (On Kingship ^\.12, n.). In the same spirit of model and imitation Juan U's reign 

is sublimated to the heavenly kingship: 

Sanad vos los reinos de aqueste re9elo, 
o principe bueno, o novel Agusto, 
o lumbre d'Espafia, o rey mucho justo, 
pues rey de la tierra vos fizo el del 9iele, (230a-d). '̂ 

^*^right observes the conditional nature of covenant promises: "The covenant is not 
mecharucal and in the nature of things; it is a bilateral, moral agreement and can be voided" 
(65). 

'''Santibdfiez Escobar believes that stanza 230 is freighted with ironic intention: 
"Sanad vos los reinos o rey mucho justo" (91). I disagree, as I mentioned eariier; if 
there is irony here it is only in the broadest sense. It is rather speaking "as i f with a 
hopefiil suggestion. There are also several Messianic allusions in the stanza, and it is 
doubtful that Mena would risk blasphemy against God or the king with such a sttong 
iimuendo. 
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This is high expectation and praise for the king, and the lofty- language of divine sanction 

carries a certain flavor of apocalyptic magnitude as well as color by association with the 

grandeur of Rome. The passage carries a number of Messianic allusions: Christ is known 

as healer, prince of peace, light ofthe world, one who brings justice (driving the money 

changers from tiie temple, for example), and a king sent from heaven. The figure of 

Augustus is also invoked (tiie allegorized Christian version?), perhaps to remind the king of 

the goal ofthe Holy Roman Empire to unite the earthly and heavenly kingdoms under one 

banner, which according to John Figgis, would thereby establish the Conunonwealth of 

God (85). By the Middle Ages the other-worldliness ofthe civitas Dei was viewed as 

possible on earth-even Chariemagne could have modeled as unifier of Christendom and 

fighter ofthe infidel (Figgis 84). Of course it remained te be seen if Juan n could 

transcend the whimsical side of Fortune's design. The best that can be offered to the king 

at this point is an appropriation ofthe imagery of a fiiture world monarchy. ̂ ^ Nevertheless, 

the aforementioned imagery- ofthe fiiture is not allowed to escape its bounds and become a 

kind of royal horoscope—Mena recognizes the danger of reckless speculation and follows 

the guarded example of Jesus. Although there are apocalyptic elements in the teachings of 

^̂ Buber discusses the promonarchical section of Judges 17-21: " . . . they want to 
show what a mischief and outrage the famed kinglessness had produced. This bias is 
expressly carried forward. It too, has its slogan that gives it a frame. It is a complete 
closing verse: 'In those days there was (simply) no king in Israel', or, as it reads the first 
and the last time in expanded version: 'In those days there was no king in Israel, / every 
one did what was right in his own eyes'. One carmot say more plainly: 'That which you 
pass off as theocracy has become anarchy,' and: 'Only since this people, as is fitting for 
human beings, took unto itself a human being for a king, has it known order and 
civilization'" (78). Mena would have Juan II be a king that rules as a representative of 
God's theocracy. A weak king is very much like no king at all, inviting anarchy and civil 
wars. 
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Jesus, he is cautious about spelling out a specific fiiture: "But of that day and hour knowetii 

no man, no, not tiie angels of heaven, but my Father only" (Matt. 24.36). Likewise, 

Providence is reluctant to pry into tiie details ofthe futtire: 

e mds abaxando su bo9 sabidora, 
representava ya, como callando, 
les tiempos fiituros de come e de quando 
sera vuestta mano jamds ven9edora. (292.e-h) 

This could well be anotiier echo of Mena's ortiiodoxy reflecting his Christian worid view of 

prophecy and history-tiie promise of victory without a timetable, and that includes etiiical-

moral considerations. 

A look at the last section ofthe poem will bring more clarity to this discussion. 

Lida de Malkiel recognizes a classical topos in stanzas 268-69 ("Yo, que las sefias vi del 

claro dia" [269.a]); an ""amanecer mitologico" is inttoduced, which is an "expresion mitica 

de un hecho natural" (La tradicidn cldsica en Espafia 133). In the same study she 

recognizes that the mythological dawn goes back to Homer (122), and was later 

Christianized in Pmdencio's poetry (La tradicidn cldsica 125). It is at least conceivable 

that the topos can be interpreted allegorically in relationship to the "vision ofthe future" 

that is presented in stanzas 268-297. 

This final section ofthe Laberinto can be showTi to have connections to the Judeo-

Christian composite that is the kingdom of God. The several examples of Biblical allusions 

that follow help to make the point since this section is probably the closest to Messiaruc and 

eschatological in the poem. Admittedly, the Biblical allusions are not overt, but if they are 

"teased to the surface" and taken together, uncover the presence of a background stmcture. 
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The king's father, Enrique EI, is pictured as benevolently watching hispregonado 

(proclaimed, heralded) son from heaven: 

«Tu, don Enrique, querrds ser callado, 
tu, que Concordia de toda tu tierra 
pudiste ser dicho sin punto de guerra, 
teruendo tu reino tan bien sosegado; 
aunque tu fijo mds aventurado 
reinar en la tierra desd'el 9ielo veas, 
assds es a ti que por padre tii seas 
de aqueste muy alto don Juan pregonado.» (291) 

This stanza insinuates an allusion to the voice from heaven in the Gospel: "this is my 

beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased" (Matt.3.17; cf also 12.18, 17.5); both sons are 

fiilfiUing their mission on earth. 

The following stanza (292) retums the focus to Providence, the giver of hope, who 

continues the theme of high praise for the '"rey soberano " (b). Providence should be 

briefly examined as a religious icon (a fact that will tend to mitigate the possiblity of irony 

in this last section). The poet has previously implored Providence to be his guide: 

«0 prin9ipessa e disponedora 
de gerarchias e todos estados, 
de pazes e guerras, e suertes e fades, 
sobre senyores muy grande sefiora, 
asi que tu eres la govemadora 
e la medianera de aqueste grand mundo. 

Ya que tamafie plazer se le offres9e 
a esta mi vida non mere9edora, 
suplico tu seas la mi guiadora 
en esta grand casa que aqui nos pares9e, 
la cual toda creo que mds obedes9e 
a ti, cuyo santo nombre convoco, 
que non a Fortuna, que tiene alii poco, 
usando de nombre que no l'pertenes9e.» (24a-f, 25) 

Is Providence another face ofthe Virgin? In the "Litany ofthe Blessed Virgin Mary' 
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according to Saint Andrew Daily Missal, one ofthe Virgin's role names that corresponds 

to Providence is Regina Prophetorum (Queen of prophets)-clearly an important function 

of Providence in the Laberinto.'^^ Moreover, the verses cited above are heavily freighted 

with the language of hyperdulia (cf n.68). Among the many words and phrases that stand 

out in this respect are pringipessa, grande sefiora, medianera, and santo nombre. This is 

the personalized language of spiritual adoration, and exceeds the normal usage applied to 

an impersonal force like Providence, even when taking into account poetic considerations. 

The last lines of stanza 25 indicate that Fortuna is a usurper, a false queen, 

although, as we have seen, Mena does not hesitate to use her for general literary effect. 

Patch suggests that Fortune reveals "a similarity to the figure ofthe Blessed Virgin as she 

has often been depicted in art," and he advises of a further similarity "between the poetry 

of Fortuna and that ofthe Virgin" (The Goddess Fortuna 61). Clearly, Mena insinuates 

no such analogy; however, with Fortune's legitimate sucessor. Providence, he appears to 

do so. Furthermore, the traditional association of Mary and the lady clothed with the sun 

of Revelation 12 sttengthens her escatalogical connections. '̂' All the same, I will not press 

^̂ In the Saint Andrew Daily Missal, Caspar Lefebvre provides the historical setting 
ofthe Litany: "After the Litany ofthe Saints, dating from the year 595, the most ancient is 
that ofthe Blessed Virgin, or Litany of Loretto. It was approved by Sixttis V in 1587" 
([78], under "litanies and prayers"). Although the Litany received official sanction 
considerably later than the time of Mena's poem, it undoubtedly reflects the ttadition and 
practice of a much earlier, albeit more informal, liturgy. 

"̂•Hilda Graef 's study on Mary (conceming Rev. 12) provides important 
background confirmation: "The early patristic tradition unanimously regards this woman as 
a symbol ofthe Church, whether ofthe New Testament or ofthe Old and New 
Testaments combined. The Marian intepretation appears first in the fifth century, in a 
dubious Epiphanius passage in the East, in St. Augustine's disciple Quodvultdeus in the 
West" (28). However, she also cites Trabucco, who "reproduces the opiruons of sixty-two 
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the point or digress further as the hypothetical correlation between the Virgin and 

Providence could be, in part, artistic coincidence-the possiblilities for further study are 

enticing, nonetheless. 

Stanza 293 suggests another Biblical correspondence. The poet-narrator sounds 

very much like one ofthe star-gazing aposties before the assumption of Jesus: 

Yo que quisiera ser sertifficado 
d'estas andan9as y quando serian, 
e quando los tienpos se nos mudarian 
e quando veriamos el reino apacado, 
iten quisiera ser mds informado 
de toda la meda que dixe futura, 
e de los fechos que son de ventura 
o que se rigen por curso fadado. 

Compare Acts 1.6: "When they [the Apostles] were come together, they asked of him, 

saying. Lord, wilt thou at this time restore again the kingdom to Israel?" Jesus responds 

that "It is not for you to know the times or the seasons, which the Father hath put in his 

owTi power" (Acts 1.7). Providence responds to the poet in much the same way (a map of 

the future is none of his business for the moment) and her image diffuses, leaving him the 

work at hand but without a specific diagram for the future. Similarly, Jesus is taken up in a 

cloud, which "received him out of their sighf (Acts 1.9). Perhaps it is not pressing the 

analogy too much to offer that Providence also promises power for the king ("serd vuestta 

mano jamds ven9edora" [292.h]) much like Jesus promises the coming power ofthe Holy 

Spirit to the anxious aposties who are left standing with their inquisitiveness intact. 

post-Tridentine exegetes who preferred the ecclesiological interpretation and of twenty-six 
others who favored the Mariological or ecclesio-Mariological exegesis [Rev. 12 carries a 
double interpretation]" (31). Although Mena's place on the continuum is not a precisely 
known point, he was probably aware ofthe options. 
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The apostolic concem for the coming kingdom is reflected in the stanza cited 

above: "e quando veriamos el reino apacado" (d). Vasvari Fainberg offers "tranquilo, " 

and "pacifico, " as synonyms for apacado (217). Kerkhof s edition has it as "'pagado," 

mearung ^^pacificado, calmado " (252). The notion of a coming peacefiil, just dominion, 

borrows heavily from the kingdom of God, expressed in part as an earthly millennial reign, 

as well as its wider archetypal emergence that has been explored previously. Augustine 

teaches that for Christian emperors justice equals happiness in the kingdom of God, and 

that additionally: "Tales Christianos imperatores dicimus esse felices interim spe, pestea re 

ipsa futures, cum id quod expectamus aduenerit" (V.24.27-29). ("Such Christian 

emperors, we say, are happy in the present time by hope, and are destined to be so in the 

enjoyment ofthe reality itself, when that which we wait for shall have arrived" 

[V.24.223].) The hope of such a kingdom is presented to Mena's sovereigiL The implied 

simile is: the just, peaceful, future reign of Juan n will be like the kingdom of God. He is 

thus helping te do the work of God-creating the Kingdom-even as he seeks the imity of 

an eartitiy political kingdom. Thus, although there are eschatological (end-time Kingdom 

associations) and insinuated apocalyptic (the Reconquest) overtones in the last section of 

the poem, they are overtones with a twist-God will not bring it about by himself The 

details ofthe future are hidden: "fuyeron las medas e cuerpos humanos, / e fiieron las 

causas a mi latitantes" (295.g-h). The examples provided within the poem's stmctural 

design are enough; tiiey are figurative pictures of tiie future if tiie king will cooperate. 

One fiirther allusion is insinuated by the fading vision of Providence whenthe poet 

relates: "e vi por le alto su clara subida" (294c). An assumption into heaven is described. 
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If Providence is, as I have speculated, another face ofthe Virgin, then the Assumption ef 

Mary could be part ofthe configuration. During the thirteenth century a writing called 

pseudo-Augustine became the basis for the generally accepted ttadition ofthe Assumption 

of Mar>' (Miegge 98), therefore the suggestion poses no anachronistic problem.̂ ^ 

Providence's role as prophetess is interrelated with the golden age discourse ofthe 

Vergilian prophecies that are echoed in tiie last section ofthe Laberinto (sts. 271-291). 

For Juan de Mena, all levels of prophecy-pagan and Vergilian (allegorized) and Christian 

~ require human cooperation, thus leaving intact the open question office will which is 

central to Catholic doctrine and essential for the king. With what may well be a bit of 

humor, the poet urges the king to do whatever is necessary to make the prophecies happen 

(notice the final position of "perfetas," meaning "cumplidas, acabadas" [Santibanez 

Escobar 88]; from the Latinperficere [to bring about, cause, bring to completion]): 

Pues si los dichos de grandes proffetas 
e lo que demuesttan las veras senales 
e las enttaiias de los animales, 
e todo misterio setil de planetas, 
e vati9inio de artes secretas 
nos profetizan triumfos de vos, 
fazed verdaderas, sefior rey, por Dios, 
las proffe9ias que non son perfetas. (296.a-h)̂ ^ 

These prophecies will remain incomplete without the king's active participation. As in 

other occasions, Mena does not deny the pagan antecedents, he merely supersedes them; 

^̂ The bodily assumption ofthe Virgin Mary into heaven was not promulgated as 
dogma until 1950 (Walker 546). 

^^Gericke sees a possible tongue-in-cheek ecumenicalism on the part of Providence 
in this last exhortation to the king ("Apocalypse Now?" 9). 
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this is another instance of his allegorization ofthe pagan past The "por Dios" in the 

penultimate verse should not be taken as a conversational expression, but literally-reliance 

on God's power in addition to his own resolution is what will make the pagan predictions 

come to pass or be completed-right now tiiey can only be partial allegories. ̂ ^ In tiie 

mandate to Juan II in the following verse, "Fazed verdadera la grand Providen9ia" (297.a), 

the poet coyh emphasizes the point that even Providential guidance must be mixed with a 

good portion of human resolve. Just how deep is the authorial confidence in prophecy, 

and for that matter in King John himself? It is evident that Mena does not reh too heavily 

on a superstitiously spiritualized view ofthe future, but rather on the hard-boiled realities 

of men like Alvaro de Luna w ho make an offered future their own. Gericke succinctly 

puts it that, "Fortune is vanquished by a man through his own resources; Mena thus 

underlines the human factor in the determination of history and tempers ethic idealism with 

a healthy dosage ofthe pragmatic: Nothing succeeds like success" ("The Narrative 

Stmcttue" 520). 

Beltrdn points out that Mena's investigation into the past and present is intended to 

influence the future following upon his adnuttance into his ovm fiction (318). This is the 

complement and counterpart to what I have suggested as the role ofthe fiiture impinging 

on the present. It is also sigruficant that the time divisions are portrayed as circles; the 

"̂ Pagan prophecies as prefigurations? Fester states that "the concept ofthe 
history of mankind as an ordered realization of a divine plan" is a common thread in many 
medieval works (59). This universality finds a specific resolution as I apply Foster's 
expansion ofthe concept to the Laberinto: "Man becomes aware ofthe plan through the 
signs of prophecy, prefiguration, and fiilfillment which have been revealed to him by a 
God who wishes man to understand his law and the destiny ef mankind" (59). 
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future curves back te influence the present. Quint cites an example of how the end arcs 

back as a cause to influence the present from Os Lusiadas (1572). He notes that the 

expansion of worid empire is related to notions ofthe completion of history: 

Like the victory of Augustus, the Portuguese conquests assume the 
form of an orderly triumph A reference to Magellan . . . which 
concludes Jupiter's prophecy (55.6), suggests that tiie final goal of 
the steady eastward expansion is world empire . . . . The completion 
of this circle implies, in fact, a kind of timeless cessation of history 
itself, the ultimate dream of imperial power. With this goal, epic 
linearity—the sequential linking of events-becomes a teleology; all 
events are led, or dictated, by an end that is their cause [italics 
mine]. The parade ef history reaches a franshistorical or 
eschatological finish line. (33) 

Similarly, on the fictional level we experience the imminence of a kind of "rettoactive 

eschatology" in the Laberinto. Beltran's conclusion, though a bit categorical, points in the 

right direction: "When we see Juan n in the wheel ofthe present we see him there not for 

whatever he may become, but for what he is . . . (according, of course, to Mena's poetic 

understanding). Within the fictional level the king is a finished product' (330). 

The king's predicted future invades his present as the end-time aspects ofthe 

kingdom of God in theological terms reach back to infilttate the present. Perez Priego 

indicates that after a joumey into the past and a voyage into the present through the domain 

of Fortune the poem opens upon a hopeful vision ofthe future (xxv). Mena is essentially 

optimistic about the future as is Jesus in his view ofthe prophetic tension between history 

and eschatology-that the kingdom of God will ultimately be brought about by a God who 

is active in history (Ladd, The Presence 324). Neither Jesus nor Mena share the 

pessimistic apocal>'ptic vision of history. 
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When Providence finally leaves her pupil, we are left with the incamation ofthe 

poetic king: "the possible king, the king desired" (Beltrdn 331). With his temporal paradox 

and the poet's diegetic enigma resolved, the vision fades [st.294]), leaving the reconciled 

circles. The king is now able to get on with the business ofthe kingdom by fiilfilling the 

prophecies: 

The chronological maladjustment existing between the fictional and 
the historical level is no more; time in both of them has been made 
to coincide. Providence and her pupil have reached the wheel of 
the future and, in Castile, the future will begin right at this moment, 
at the moment that the poet Juan de Mena finishes speaking to his 
king. (Belttdn331) 

Thus, the king is positioned to take the first installment on his future glory and strength in 

an "already-net yet" antithesis that has typically characterized Christian thought on 

eschatological matters. However, he must also address the coming future as an individual. 

The decision he must make to act is very similar to Rudolph Bultman's interpretation ofthe 

kingdom of God. Perrin, in The Kingdom of God, explains that. 

For Bultmann, following Heidegger, the fiiture (Zukunft) is that 
which is coming upon man (Zukommendes), and this future 
determines the present, or may even be said to be a mode ofthe 
present, for in the light of that which is coming upon him a man 
makes the existential decision which determines the difference 
between potential existence . . . and real existence. (116) 

Bultmann's position shares a great deal of conunon ground with Juan de Mena's Laberinto 

de Fortima even though it is a twentieth-century existential interpretation ef God's 

kingdom. In cold pragmatics, what will the king do?-he must carry out the practical 

consequences of his promised future. It will involve gratifying Providence and proceeding 

with the Reconquest ("jOh virtuosa, magnifica guerra!" [152.a]). If tiie king responds 
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correctly, he moves toward his own mini-eschatological victor\ over the Moors, since it 

has, in fact, been (pre)ordained "por mando divino" (297.c). Mena then puts on the final 

touch to w hat has earlier been confirmed: "por que la vuestra real excellen9ia / aya de 

mores puxante victoria" (297.e-f). Thus the poem ends on a politically motivated note, but 

in a reverent, hopeful fashion-not satirical. 

The fame refered to in stanza 152.a, "por gloria en los 9ielos y fama en la tierra,"' 

is closely related to the fiiture proposed by the poet: glor>- and fame take on a kind ef 

etemal life of their own in the "magnifica guerra." The Reconquest will bring the kingdom 

of God to Spain and symbolically to the rest ofthe world. Furthermore, the king and 

especially his chief minister are just the ones to bring it to pass. If Mena indeed perceived 

how the kingdom of God works (with or without a systematic theology), then Ladd's thesis 

on the kingdom of God is analogically applicable to the impact that an idealized fiiture 

could have on present practicalities in Spain. The theologian states that "before the 

eschatological appearing of God's kingdom at the end ofthe age, God's kingdom has 

become dynamically active among men in Jesus' person and mission" (The Presence 139). 

At the very least his thesis provides a stmctural metaphor that originates in the archetypal 

form ofthe kingdom of God. Kingdom theology and its idea ef "fulfillment without 

consummation" concretizes a model for understanding Mena's poem. Ladd further asserts 

that "the mystery ofthe Kingdom is the coming ofthe Kingdom into history in advance of 

its apocalyptic manifestation" (The Presence 222). His conclusion resembles the way the 

Spanish poet incorporates anticipated and foreseen changes into the Laberinto. \n 

McGirm's discussion of Apocalyptic works, he confirms hew the Messiaruc kingdom 
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hovers between the present and the future. Note the analogy between his theological 

explanation and Mena's relationship to the presence ofthe future: 

In these works, redemption expands outward from the national and 
innerhistorical perspective to a cosmic and transhisterical one, with 
the coming messianic kingdom poised ambiguously between real 
time and eternity, just as the apocalyptic sage hovers between the 
terrestrial and the celestial realms. ("Apocalyptic Mentality" 9) 

Mena both advocates a reconciled and politically focused Spain, and simultaneously 

visualizes it as cempleted-the realized simulacra ofthe third wheel. His work does net 

overtly demonstrate a sophisticated eschatology, but nevertheless appears to have absorbed 

and recast the background theology in his own terms, combining Augustinian realized 

eschatology with a general apocalyptic awareness. Assmann writes of "the world . . . as it 

will be," one expression ef which is "the eschatological face . . . oriented toward the 

imminent coming ofthe Messiah. The widely shared belief ŵ as that in one way or another 

messianic tmth w ôuld finally hit the axis of history and transform the world in a radical 

way" (92). Such expectations confront the fiiture, and in the Laberinto de Fortuna, invite 

its presence. In so doing, they bring a completeness to the work and enhance its 

accessibility to its Christian audience-Juan II and beyond. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PLATO AND THE CARPENTER IN LA CHRISTIADA: BUILDING THE 

KINGDOM OF GOD IN DIEGO DE HOJEDA'S EPIC POEM 

Confronted with both the possibilities and decadence of contemporary society. Fray 

Diego de Hojeda offers his epic poem. La Christiada, as a renewal ofthe kingdom of 

God. The poem is included in this study because ofthe overtly Christian way it presents 

the theme ofthe kingdom of God and draws on intemal Platonic stmctures. The 

Dominican friar offers a unique perspective that is a critical, hopefiil, and contemplative 

look back, yet always forward, at the Kingdom that has only partially come. The previous 

epic stories considered in this study remained incomplete in that none of their heroes were 

able to fiilly realize the presence ofthe kingdom of God on Earth.' Hojeda, armed with 

the fervor of revivalist preaching ofthe Counter Reformation, promoted the Church-State 

in divine union with its citizens; the Incamation and Passion allegorize the Kingdom's 

coming to society in his divinized epic. Even though Manuel Jose Quintana criticizes "la 

difiision y la declamacion en que el escritor incurre frecuentemente, olvidandose de que 

esta haciendo las veces de poeta, y no las de expositor 6 misionero" (166), as Father 

Hojeda, his religious zeal is in keeping with the spirit and message ofthe poem. 

^Feman Gonzdlez and Juan II were forerunners of sttonger kingdoms that were to 
come. A typical Renaissance epic that follows this pattem is the Historia de la Nueva 
Mexico, 1610. Miguel Encinias refers to the poem's hero and several similar epics: 
"Como 'Christiano Achiles,' cristiano Aquiles, identifica Villagrd a Juan de Ofiate. La 
identificacion entre el caudillo 6pico y su finalidad religiosa, de agrandar el reino de Cristo, 
es especialmente notable en la epopeya relacionada con la Nueva Espafia, en las obras de 
Lobe Lasso de la Vega, Mexicana, y Saavedra Guzmdn, Elperegrino indiano" (4). 
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Hojeda's mission consists in filling the gap created between the worid as he sees it 

and tiie worid as it could be. Frank Pierce describes Hojeda as "a cleric in the tradition of 

the Church militant," and his poem as religious epic ofthe Counter Reformation ("A Poem 

ofthe Literary Baroque" 217). Yet, in spite of (or perhaps because of) his ardor, tiie 

spiritually sensitive author of La Christiada presents an altemate epic storv' of spiritual 

devotion. Sister Mary Helen Patricia Corcoran interprets the poem's purpose similarly: "Its 

purpose is to teach mankind what the Redeemer suffered, so that He will be appreciated 

more and served better" (xl); there is a pragmatism to Hojeda's poetry. Pierce also 

comments on the friar's method of calling the faithful to deeper spirituality-

Jesus was savagely murdered. One should then conjure it up in its 

completeness, since this was the most important death in history. 

Such an approach to the Passion could verge on the sensational but 

it seldom degenerated into sentimentality. At its best, as in the 

Christiada, this religious attitude was very well suited to suggesting 

the paradox of Jesus as a helpless prisoner and as the all-powerful 

God w ho dies and yet overcomes. Horror shocks the sensibility and 

arouses compassion and worship. ("Diego de Hojeda, Religious 

Poet" 594) 

His epic hazana clearly has universal implications, and was by no means 

exclusively intended for the Colony; still, I believe that it carried profound significance for 

the Spanish American colonies. These could no longer justify their presence in terms ef 

conquest and evangelization alone, and there was need to restate or redefine their mission.̂  

'It was a commonplace ofthe Conquest that God's mission was radically being 
expanded in the world. Conquering heroes like Cort6s were driven by "la creencia . . . en 
la naturaleza sagrada de su empresa y en su propia superioridad, concedida por Dios" 
(Winston Reynolds 53). The Council of Trent (1545-1563) undoubtedly gave fresh 
energy to the Catholic notion ofthe world-wide kingdom of God. Pierce notes that "Spain 
had found new life in its religion, and because this revival was a reaction and a defense it 
was bound to produce great enthusiasm and unquestioning adherence to its aims among the 
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Based on this "reinvention," there is reason to suppose that Latin America is Hojeda's 

primary- emphasis (this will be addressed later in the sttidy). 

La Christiada also differs from the first two poems sttidied, the Poema de Femdn 

Gonzdlez and the Laberinto de Fortuna, in that it does not tie tiie hope for the kingdom of 

God to a nation-founding cause.̂  As a background model it can be said tiiat tiie kingdom 

of God did come in the way those poems anticipate. The Catholic Monarchs were widely 

depicted in their time and later witii Messianic adulation. Castto offers the example of 

Bachiller Palma's Divina retribucion (1479), in which he notes the author's 

characterization ofthe Catholic Monarchs: 

La idea del cardcter mesidnico del Rey Catolico, y de la extension de 
la libertad espiritual del cristiano al plane politico y social, era 
entonces movil central de la vida espafiola, lo cual armoniza con la 
intima estmctura de aquella, y explica mucho de lo que entonces y 
mds tarde acontece. Se pensaba que algo semejante al reino de 
Dios habia descendido a la tierra [my emphasis], y tal creencia se 
manejaba como una nueva tabla de la ley, con el resultado compleje 
de que la epoca de los Reyes Catolicos fiiera un memento de orden 
ydisciplina. (25-26) 

Still, the great Spaiush kings ofthe sixteenth century were not able te maintain any degree 

of permanence in their versions of God's reign. The exalted sense of destiny during the 

faithful who saw in their country's mission the preservation and further extension of 
Catholicism" ("The Literary Baroque" 217). One must not necessarily assume, however, 
that Hojeda wants to resurrect the military side ofthe Conquest per se. The poem is more 
of a sermon of moral urgency. It is a call to spiritual warfare. 

^Corcoran observes that a number of religious epics also emphasized a nationalistic 
agenda: "Za Christiada is, finally, in the tmest sense ofthe term, a religious poem. This 
should be bome in mind while reading the text, and especially if it be compared with the 
Divine Comedy, Paradise Lost, and the Messias ef Klopstock, all of which have for their 
object the development of a theme mere or less nationalistic" (liu). 
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eariy days ofthe Spanish empire are noted by Reynolds: 

El Orlando furioso sostiene que la Divina Providencia habia 
dispuesto que la mta de America permaneciera inedita hasta que 
Caries V fuese proclamado Emperador (canto XV) La 
afirmacidn de Ariosto, fiiese o no sincera, puede incluso haber 
servido de fiiente de inspiracion directa para los escritores 
espafioles. En aquel tiempo todo hablaba en favor de la 
superioridad espafiola sobre las demds naciones, y su fidelidad al 
Catolicismo no era igualada por ninguna otta nacion. Podemos, por 
lo tanto, llegar a la siguiente conclusion: les antecedentes historices 
y literarios sirvieron, simplemente, para reforzar la general y sincera 
creencia-por le menos la creencia de los autores espafioles, preses 
de la tension epica de aquel tiempo—en el cardcter de «pueblo 
escogido» que Dios habia otorgado a Espafia (y, concretamente, 
durante el reinado de Carlos) para que cumpliera su prodigioso 
destine en America. (150) 

However, such high-flown rhetoric or official history masks harsher realities. James Parr's 

analysis ofthe Lazarillo de Tormes demonsttates that Carlos V's reign, far from producing 

an ideal society, was in reality cancerous with decadence: 

Todos los elementos conjugados en el texto . . . toda esa estmctura 
caotica, tipica de la satura, se combina para comimicar una 
impresion sumamente negativa de la cormpci6n eclesidstica y social 
y de la politica imperalista del Cesar. Come dice muy bien 
Rodriguez-Pu6rtolas, el libro desmitifica el imperio. (68) 

With a semi-mystical point of view, Hojeda must have looked back on what Castile's first 

count and her fifteenth century's greatest poet (Juan de Mena) longed for, and seen its 

culmination (in spite of a brief flowering under the Reyes Catolicos) as an incompleteness 

that had begun to slip even before his own day. The kingdom of God had lost its edge as 

an aggressive discourse, and must therefore be restated, spiritualized, and taken off the 

defensive. In reality, the Counter Reformation provided just such a platform for a grand 

project of this nature. Hojeda's tteatment ofthe kingdom of God is thus substantially 
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different from its typical usage in medieval and Renaissance literature where it carries high 

popular identification with the nation-founding process. His epic celebration ofthe Passion 

of Christ is an attempt to sttengthen the kingdom of Christ by teaching (his inner 

experience ofthe Passion), moral reform in society, imitation of Christ, and contemplation; 

these are the aspects of kingdom life that he perceives as being in short supply. The 

creation of Hojeda's masterwerk is primarily motivated by moral and spiritual concerns.'' 

Hojeda came to Pem as a young man and became a priest in the Domirucan order 

in 1591. His crowning literary achievement. La Christiada (Seville, 1611), consists of 12 

cantos, or long divisions, written in the standard epic octave stanza (octavas reales). The 

poem reflects a background of Patristic sources and Renaissance epics, covering many 

great Biblical and classical themes. Although critical response has been varied, its fervent 

lyricism and baroque stylization have eamed La Christiada a singular place in Sparush and 

Sparush American literature.̂  This investigation seeks to go beyond stylistic literary 

analysis to include certain religious and political implications ofthe coming kingdom as 

Hojeda sees it 

'̂ Hojeda's plot stmcture, although profiisely embellished, is a given in that the 
broad outline ofthe Passion is provided in the Gospels. His drive toward a foundational 
spiritual renewal in society fits well with White's tiieory: "I have suggested that historians 
interpret their materials in two ways: by the choice of a plot stmcture, which gives to their 
narratives a recognizable form, and by the choice of a paradigm of explanation, which 
gives to their arguments a specific shape, thrust, and mode of articulation It is sometimes 
suggested that both of these choices are products of a third, more basic, interpretative 
decision: a moral or ideological decision" (67). 

^Elizabeth B. Davis, in an outstanding article titied, "The Politics of Efifacement 
Diego de Hojeda's Humble Poetics," makes an appeal for the renewal of attention toward 
Golden Age epic poetry, especially with regard to poems like La Christiada that have been 
unfairly marginalized from the canon (339-343). 
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It has been commented that the Pemvian friar surpassed the nation-founding 

discourse of many ofthe eariier great epics; instead, he sought to establish grounds for 

receiving the patria celestial. The retelling of Christ's Passion is Hojeda's way of relating 

the reality he perceives in the kingdom of God to the spirittial insufficiency of his world. 

Earth's words slice to tiie core of Hojeda's presentation ofthe Passion as the quintessential 

stor}' of salvation: 

Simply and solely he himself accomplishing and completing God's 
w ôrk for the salvation ofthe worid . . . he, this man in the histoiy of 
his life and word and work and passion and death. Whoever knew 
and loved and proclaimed him knew and loved and proclaimed the 
imminent kingdom of God. Speaking about God's kingdom could 
only mean telling his stor\-. (253) 

Indeed, by proclaiming the Passion, Hojeda is proclaiming the kingdom of God. He does 

so with a pair of dualisms. The first is essentially a Christian commonplace (U\ o opposing 

kingdoms), and its stmctural Platonism sets up the problem. The second combines and 

contrasts the absttact notion of Platonic perfection with the Christian Incamation and 

Passion, offering an altemate pious solution to the problem set up in the first opposition. 

Human and Divine Kingdoms: Venga Tu Reino 

The first dualism provides background and a reiteration of Hojeda's Christian 

world view as he places the ideal reign of God in open confrontation with the illusive 

kingdom of darkness.^ He implies that the kingdom of God must invade the world 

^Frye talks about three organizations of myths and archet>pal symbols in literature. 
First, and very important in relation to the Hojeda's work, "there is undisplaced m)th, 
generally concemed with gods or demons, and which takes the form of two conttasting 
worlds ef total metaphorical identification, one desirable and the other undesirable.... 
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according to the standard Biblical invocation: ''adveniat regnum tuum; fiat \ oluntas tua, 

sicut in caelo, et in terra "̂  Hojeda seems to emphasize the present aspect ofthe kingdom 

of God, echoing the Pauline idea that the Father has snatched the people of God away 

from the power of darkness and placed them into the kingdom of his beloved son (Col. 

1.13). This means that the heavenly model has in some observable way impacted and 

defined the present life ofthe Kingdom's citizens. These images of heaven are placed in 

stark conttast to those ef earth. Lope de Vega Carpio's dedicatorv' verses confirm the 

basic dualism: 

Aunque de espinas tantas 
Coronada, i senida, 
Al Autor de la vida 
La tiema frente cantas. 
La tuia sacro Hoxeda 
De Laurel inmortal senida queda. 

Tu lira lastimosa 
que pinta en tiemo Uanto 
banado el rostro santo 
de Madre tan piadosa 
con embidia del suelo 
viva entte las imagenes del cielo. (507.1-12) 

Lope evidently recognizes the fundamental dualism ofthe poem with the opposition 

"suelo/cielo." Certainly, the dichotomy, tierra^cielo (and its corollar>', humilUar/ensalzar), 

is a commonplace in Christianity, but its value in the stmctural analysis ofthe text should 

not be impugned simply because it is readily understood and recognized. For example, the 

following citation shows how the Pemvian monk highlights and contrasts the self-

These two forms of metaphorical orgaruzation we call the apocalyptic and the demonic 
respectively" (Anatomy 139). 
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humiliation ofthe exalted Christ with the self-exaltation ofthe debased earthly system:^ 

Siempre que se umillo Christo en la tierra, 
Glorioso el Padre lo ensal96 en el 9ielo: 
na9i6 en Belen, y la vezina sierra 
De dngeles vio poblado y rice el suelo; 
Hizole Erodes embidiosa guerra, 
Y el a Egipto huyo con presto buelo, 
Y al rune Dios les idolos gigantes 
postraron sus vestidos rozagantes. (1.12.1-8) 

The last verses demonstrate how even the pagan system must ultimateh yield to the 

kingship of Christ Barth, in a variation of this idea, says that the kingdom of God, as 

expressed in the pater nosier, is placed "over against the disorder and demonization of 

human life" (235). 

The sttong image-presence ofthe two kingdoms in the poem gives Hojeda a theater 

in which to dramatize his poetic yet visual sermon. Part of his sermonizing is social 

critique. Octavio Paz has observed that the society ofthe colonial epoch was closed and 

dominated by a political and ecclesiastical bureaucracy (602); in some aspects, a society 

that had come to resemble the kingdom of God only in caricature.^ This is not to say that 

Hojeda discredits the work the Church was doing on behalf of God's kingdom, and he 

never confuses it with the kingdom of darkness. Nevertheless, his criticisms in the poem 

^My use ofthe term, "Pemvian monk," may seem premature or inappropriate since 
Hojeda was in point of fact, a Spaniard. However, I believe that the New World has 
legitimate claim to him as well. I have given my reasons in note 13, related to the presence 
of America in the poem, and throughout the discussion. 

hojeda himself suffered at the hands of this sometimes impersonal and 
bureaucratic system. Corcoran's biographical study (see especially pages xxxii-xxxvii) 
hints that ecclesiastical schemings were probably a contributing factor to his compromised 
health, ultimately leading to his death. 
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are a recognition of tiie spirittially degraded state of affairs in the New Worid. He attempts 

to erase tiie distance between tiie perfect kingdom of heaven and its tamished earthly 

shadow with his epic song about tiie glories of tiie Passion and witii tiie heroic discourse of 

archetypal spirittial conquest^ Schweitzer shows how the Biblically synonymous term, 

kingdom of Heaven, only serves to emphasize the nature of tiie kingdom of God: "The 

expression Kingdom ef heaven... does net indicate tiiat tiie Kingdom is in heaven, but 

that it comes to eartii from heaven, so that the eartii acquires a supematural perfection" 

(93). 

Thus, with respect to its Christological theme, Hojeda's epic poem declares itself to 

be allegorical and instmctive: "Per sacar vn con9eto que le cuadre, / Con su essen9ia le 

infunde su figura," (1.2.27-28). But he will do so as qui miscuit utile dulci: 

Musa diuina, en su costado abierto 
Bafia mi lengua y mueuela en su nombre, 
Porque suene mi voz con tal con9ierto. 
Que, los oidos halagando, assombre 
Al mdo y sabio, y el christiano gusto 
Halle prouecho en un deleite j usto. (1.1.11-16) 

Conceming the "utile" part. Friar Diego presents much that is no more than conventional 

moralizing; however, his religious message may contain subtle political overtones for Juan 

Manuel de Mendoza y Luna, Viceroy of Pem (formerly of Mexico), to whom the poem is 

dedicated. It likely embraces a nulder form ofthe moral found in Juan de Mena's 

Laberinto de Fortuna; he wants the leader to take more spiritual and political irutiative. 

'The latter is demonstrated by Michael's heavenly victories in the twelfth Book: 
"Hablando assi Miguel, acompafiaua / Al diuma de Christo al Verbo vnida / con vna ttopa 
de su gente braua, / Para grandes hazafias escogida" (493.25-28). 
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After all, Hojeda is not shy about revealing his didactic purpose in his aposttophe to the 

marques: 

Tii gran marques, en cuyo monte claro 
La 9ien9ia tiene su lugar secrete, 
La nobleza un espejo en virtud rare. 
El Antdrtico mundo vn sol perfeto, 
El saber premio, y el estudio amparo, 
Y la pluma y pinzel dine sujeto: 
Oye del Ombre Dios la breue istoria, 
Infinita en valor, inmensa en gloria. 

Veras clauado en cruz al Rei etemo: 
Miralo en cruz, y hallaras que aprendas; 
Que es vna oculta cruz el buen gouiemo, 
Y en tu cmz quiere que a su cmz atiendas. 
Aqui el zelo abrasado, el amor tiemo, 
De rigor y piedad las varias sendas 
Por donde al ^ielo vn prin9ipe camina, 
Te ensenara con arte y luz diuina. (1.2.9-24). 

The way ofthe Cross is the poet's recommendation for life and government service, and 

the Viceroy is softly being exhorted to choose his paths wisely; since he was, in the vNords 

of Sister Mar>̂  Edgar Meyer : "looked upon by the colonists as their king" (5). The 

largeness ofthe poem and the grandness ofthe theme tend, however, to soften Hojeda's 

moral barb-at least as far as the royal recipient, Mendoza y Luna, is concemed. Put 

differently, Elizabeth Davis has demonstrated how "Hojeda's self-effacing poetics 

contrives to create the illusion of his absence from the text" (350). His humble posturing-

one might even say "the lightness ef his textual presence"-would certainly resutt in a less 

threatening critique. In any case, it is reasonable te suppose that Hojeda, as a good 

preacher, would have offered an altemative perspective to his readers and te the official 
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-^10 recipient: "fellow the path of imitatio Christi, and avoid the path of moral turpitude. 

He was not writing in a social or moral vacuum." 

On the other hand, the text contains sharp criticism of certain moral deficiencies 

such as greed on the rise in New Spain. This criticism implies a privileged position for 

second generation criollos. This "spoiled" generation did not share the spiritual rigor and 

devotion ofthe fathers and appears to be flirting with the kingdom of darkness. Even 

though the poet is careful not to criticize the Viceroy openly (but what will he do about the 

targets of Hojeda's criticism?), he does not distance himself from his own orthodox 

spiritual project, offering himself, as Elizabeth Davis has it, as a "model of repentance" 

(344). But a model for whom? Obviously, for any reader in the greater sense. 

However, since Davis concludes that the presence of America is weak in La 

Christiada (350), I feel that a short digression is needed. In what sense is its presence 

weak? Stylistically and with regard to frecuent self-reference on Hojeda's part, the 

presence of America indeed appears to be slight. This may be no more than Aristotelian 

convention. ̂  There is, notwithstanding, a larger picture to consider. My position is that 

'*^e actual readers ofthe poem were manifestly few during Hojeda's time. Pierce 
notes that "The apparentiy scant interest shown in Hojeda's poem by his own century (a 
period when religious epics abound) may well, nevertheless, be explained by the conditions 
and circumstances in which its only edition came out" ("Religious Poet" 585). 

"Santiago Montoto de Sedas mentions a "curiosisimo decumento" in which a priest 
(Padre Aguirre e Avalos) comments on Hojeda as an "eloquentisime predicatore; poeta 
insigne in latino e in volgar espagnol." He concludes: "Per el antecedente decumento 
deducimos que, a mds de poeta castellano, fii^ gran predicador" (91). 

*̂ In Aristotie's "Epic Poetry," he expounds that "The poet should speak as littie as 
possible in his own person, for it is not in that way that he represents actions" (68). 
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Hojeda's poem has uni\ ersal pretensions, but that it emphasizes regional application. 

Tme, he is a transplanted Spaniard, yet references to America in his poem, though not 

abmidant, reflect integration into the New World through the poetic contemplation of a 

worid he has adopted. liis poetic involvement with Latin America was evidently not only 

from tiie inside of a monk's cell. Assuming that Montoto de Sedas is right in his 

calculation that Hojeda left Seville in 1590 (84), and according to Corcoran, completed the 

WTiting of Za Christiada in 1608 (xli), he had approximately 18 years (including writing 

time) to get to know his new home-considerable time for the acclimatization of an intense 

> oung monk. With that much time in Pem, America would logicalh become his priman. 

field of concem. Pierce notes that 

Diego de Hojeda, ofthe Order of Preachers, spent the greater part 
of his life in the New Spain beyond the seas, where the task allotted 
to him vN'as the conversion and maintenance ofthe indigenous 
population and his fellow-settiers from Spain. What is more 
natural, then, than that his literar\' acti\ ities should express the 
aspirations and fondest desires of his life in those new lands? ("The 
Literar} Baroque" 205). 

He also had sufficient time to know both Cuzco and Lima where he occupied posts of 

authorit>' as prelate. Even as a younger man, in 1596, he was evidently well acquainted 

with the Pemvian landscape, Montoto de Sedas quotes Hojeda's inttoductory verses to 

Pedro de Ofia's poem, Primera parte de Arauco domado: 

Tu, hondo Lima, caudaloso rio, 
en fama esclarecido, en agua pure, 
de mbios trigos, hiimede alimento, 
la cristalina gmta y vado fiie. 

etemas palmas, inmortales yedras, 
gallardes pines, dlamos frondosos, 
y deste forma la gentil corona 
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que tu grave persona 

debe ofrecer con ojos amorosos. (85.22-25, 34-38) 

Admittedly, he is a far cry from a Ser Juana, fer example, who tries to reconcile 

indigenous religion witii Christianity in her Loapara el Divino Narciso. Perhaps the 

sttongest indication ef Hojeda's American awareness inZ^ Christiada is to be found in 

Book rv (138.9-16, cited in the text) in his sttong attack on American paganism. Such an 

invective can only reflect a deep concem for his charge. He had evidently bonded both 

psychologically and spiritually with his overseas home. Hojeda's American stake is also 

strongly reflected in his sermonizing against the abuse ef riches. ̂^ 

Even though religious discourse in general was mainstream at the time, I believe it 

likely that Hojeda feared that indulged living could marginalize the kingdom of God. He 

conttasts the blood of Christ, tme treasure, with labor-intensive gold. In the following 

stanzas the friar questions the whole motivation ofthe Spanish presence in America, lightly 

^̂ I will not digress further for the present since the presence of America in Hojeda's 
epic poem is not the main thrust of my thesis. It dees, however, provide a potentially 
fertile field for fiiture research. For the moment the reader may wish te consider a 
summary of examples from the biographical section of Corcoran's inttoduction that imply 
a sttong American awareness in the Donurucan. These in tum will influence the 
interpretation of his poetry: Hojeda discussed the state ef affairs in Mexico with the 
Viceroy (Caspar de Zufiiga Acevedo y Fonseca) who corresponded with a friend there 
(xxvii); as a highly applauded and nurturing preacher, his accustomed audience would have 
been Pemvians, indigenous and Spanish (xxxi); when in charge ofthe Convent of Santo 
Domingo in Cuzco he was involved in works of charity, specifically with the poor, where 
he wen "the respect and love of all in that city" (xxjdi) (he was in Cuzco after the writing 
of La Christiada, but it reflects his life of service); on the day of his funeral in Hudnuco 
the entire city paid tribute to his memory (xxxv)-hardly the tribute that would have been 
paid to a pretentious or pattonizing Spaniard; and finally, his death was commemorated by 
his fellow priests when "discourses were given en La Christiada, fragments ofthe poem 
recited, poems composed to the author, and... a bronze plaque... was placed on the 
door of tiie cell where the poet had lived during his residence in that city" (xxxvii). In 
short, his work was honored by his peers in the land of his work and mission. 
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cloaking his critique in the medieval topos ofthe vanity of riches: 

Mas jo Dios derramade y Dies vrudo 
Con sangre, y sangre y Dios y gran tesoro 
Encima de la tierra aparecido! 
Dende aqui con umilde faz te adore. 
^D6nde caminas, espafiol perdido, 
sulcando mares por dificil oro, 
Hallado apenas con ttauajos graues, 
Y alas tendidas de aparentes aues: 

No pretendas requeza [sic] ttansitoria; 
Que la sangre de Dios tiene cubierto 
El gran tesoro de la etema gloria, 
Y tesoro inmortal, seguro y cierto: 
Si es dine, pues, que ocupe tu memoria 
Tesoro sobre tierra descubierto, 
Sangre de Dios tesoro es eccelente, 

Y encima de la tierra estd patente. (11.457.1-16) 

The above cited stanza reveals that Sparush interlopers (and no doubt, the sons ofthe first 

generation conquerors as well), had acquired an unhealthy hunger fer riches at the expense 

of their religious devotion. Meyer's commentary should be taken into account: 

"throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries there continued te remain in Pem a 

great number of hidalgos and nobles who could boast of then legitimate descent from the 

best-known families in Spain" (12). Whether Spaniards or criollos, the criticism clearly 

addresses the American problem of abuses in the mirung industry (cf n.l5). There is, in 

either case, a sttong protective attitude in the passage toward America. Spanish ships are 

pictured as big birds—probably of prey—swooping in off the sea in search of riches that will 

not last. He proclaims the advantage ofthe tteasure that is to be found on the surface (the 

spilled blood of Christ) as opposed to the tteasure that must be dug up from under the 

earth. Hojeda had first-hand knowledge ofthe nunes, the geld, and the greed that drove 
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the Pemvian system (cf Meyer, 8-12). The decadent criollo offspring and immigrant 

Sparuards living in the New World must be reproached. 

Hojeda makes the additional point that tme riches are to be found in the land and 

are not limited to precious metals. He announces the gift of God in the beauty of America 

and in the fertility of her lands: 

Mira la tierra con beldad prefiada 
De cerros altos y sublimes cuestas, 
Y en partes, qual parida y descargada. 
En valles honda, f6rtil en flerestas. 
Que por industria natural sangrada. 
Haze sus venas de oro maiufiestas 
En agua dulce y liquidos cristales. 
^Vesla? Pues Dies le da riquezas tales. (8.312.17-24) 

The friar sttesses that all ofthe wondrous richness of nature merely reflect God's generous 

gift of his Son. He inttoduces this passage of sublime admiration with the bmtal conttast 

ofthe Passion: 

Ombre, por ti aquel Dios inaccessible 
Del cielo y de la tierra y del infiemo 
Lleua esta pena, y esta injuria passa, 
Y este dolor su cora96n ttaspassa. (8.311.13-16) 

However, the offspring ofthe original heroes in general had not appreciated the 

American bounty in such grand terms, but rather had added sloth te their greed, perhaps 

from living off the gold that others nuned. Hojeda blasts them with an invective equal to 

that deserved by sirmers ofthe past and heretics: 

Alii tambien estdn los holgazanes 
De sangre noble, pero mal gastada. 
Que hijos son de brauos capitanes, 
Y padres son de vida regalada. 
El premio de ilustri[si]mos afanes 
Cogen ellos con mano delicada: 
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^Pensastes, ,o varones ec9lentes!, 

Onrrar a tan bastardos de9endientes? (1.36; 9-16) 

The degraded state of heroism is placed in opposition to the double imperative of 

colonization and evangelization that characterized the heroic da\ s of Spain in tiie New 

Worid. For tiiis reason, the fiiar exhorts his colonial flock to accept a new t> pe of 

heroism-a spiritual brand for a new societ>'. The contrast between the two epochs 

becomes evident with Meyer's commentan to the effect that Hojeda proposes a distinct 

discourse compared to the previous era of conquest: "It is natural that Hojeda would 

recognize the passing ofthe Age ofthe Conquistadores. The strange contrast between the 

rude epic ofthe heroic conquest and the quiet existence ofthe late sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries is faithful1> reflected in La Cristlada "(11). 

As we have seen, there are indications in the text that contradict this placid exterior 

and insinuate that the kingdom of God is not what it used to be or should be in the Colony. 

Additionalh, there was a literar>' reaction against the epoch of heroism that the empire had 

produced; Corcoran shows that the great w âve of epic poetr\' written in praise of worldly 

princes and conquering heroes had in its OWTI way engendered a kind of backlash. A 

different group of Spanish poets wanted to keep the vision of Christ \ibrant and "to 

popularize the mysteries and saints of Catholicism" (xxxviii). Following the second group, 

Hojeda places Christ on the pirmacle of this poetic opposition, confronting the "heroes of 

this world;" that is, he ttanscends the heroes ofthe past and simultaneously replaces the 

"anti-heroes" ofthe present that have lost the moral sttength of their fathers. The 

implication for Hojeda is that the second generation is in imminent danger of slipping out 

ofthe Kingdom and identifying itself with the dominion of Satan: 
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He was sureh aware that the people of Pem, and especialh Lima, 
were spending much leisure time in reading nonreligious literature, 
some of which was regarded as positively harmful. Hence he 
resolved to give them something as an antidote, something that 
would help them to become more spiritually minded. This was in 
harmony with the spirit ofthe Counter Reformation-the reform of 
the individual and personal sanctification-as evidenced in the 
decrees ofthe Council of Trent. (Meyer 19) 

Being of a Counter Reformation spirit, Hojeda points out a second danger: the 

Protestant apostasy that is depicted in the language of tiie kingdom of darkness. In Book I, 

the monk paints Protestants in other than glowing terms: 

Sabelios y Arrios, Manes y Luteros, 
De singular espiritu regidos, 
Y ottos portentos de Alemania fieros 
Los cuellos al9an por su mal erguidos: 
Profetas se predican verdaderos, 
Y son de Christo apostoles fingidos 
Y aun de la santa Yglessia cmdos lobes. 
Que hazen de almas simples grandes robes. (1.27.9-16). 

As Meyer correctly notices, the Dominican friar fears that heresy will endanger the Church 

and the spiritual kingdom that Spain has tried to establish under the \ er>' flag ofthe 

Counter Reformation during the sixteenth centiuy XVI (19). 

For Hojeda, European apostasy as much as New World paganism belong to the 

kingdom headed up by the king of death himself, Satan ("Como por boca y ojos el rei 

fuerte / Del cmde imperio de la etema muerte" [4.134.31-32]). The monk's reception of 

indigenous religion is also less than pluralistic: 

Ni los dieses en Mexico temidos 
De aqueste orrendo conclaue faltaron, 
De umana sangre bdrbara tefiidos. 
En que siempre sedientos s'empaparon; 
Ni del Piru los idolos fingidos, 
Qu'en luzientes culebras se mestraren; 
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Ni Eponamon, indomite guerrero, 

Mauorte altiuo del Arauco fiero. (4.138.9-16) 

Spanish backsliders, Protestant heretics, and native pagans, all figure into the basic dualism 

that opposes the kingdom of God in the New World (and the whole worid). In 

Augustiruan terms it is the confrontation ofthe two "cities": 

Profecto ista est magna differentia, qua ciuitas, unde loquimur, 
uttaque discemitur, una scilicet secietas piorum hominum, altera 
impiorum, singula quaeque cum angelis ad se pertinentibus, in 
quibus praecessit hac amor Die, hac amor sui. (De civitate Dei 
XTV. 13.435.50-54) 
And certainly this is the great difference which distinguishes the two 
cities of which we speak, the one being the society ofthe godly 
men, the other ofthe ungodly, each associated with the angels that 
adhere to their party, and the one guided and fashioned by love of 
self, tiie otiier by love of God. (FV. 13.27) 

Hojeda would have faithfully followed Saint Augustine who was one ofthe comerstone 

thinkers of Scholasticism.''' His critique conforms to Augustine's criteria; those who follow 

love of self in its multifarious forms are opposed to the city of God. 

Sttangely, La Christiada gives the impression of discomfort, not only with overt 

secularization, but also with a military establishment that excessively defines society. 

Hojeda's relationship to the military expression ofthe state and his Counter Reformation 

spirit present a thomy and paradoxical problem. From this observation, as of yet 

unsubstantiated, the question naturally arises: can Hojeda really be anti-military and pro-

empire at the same time? Elizabeth Davis notes the pro-imperial stance ofthe poem when 

she comments that "It is not only, or even primarily, an apology for empire that twentieth-

"Compare Corcoran's observation that the Dominican follows Augustinian 
interpretation (Ixv). Quintana also comments that the Pemvian poet's ideas "pertenecen d 
un orden escoldstico y teol6gico" (166). 
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centtiry readers fmd ttoublesome in such a work [La Christiada]" However, her position 

is softened with her completed commentary: "as we shall see, Hojeda's explicit entiiusiasm 

for the Sparush enterprise in America was barely lukewarm, in some respects" (342). One 

of these respects may well be an instincttial clerical mistrust (however slight) for military 

might I am not in any way suggesting, however, tiiat Hojeda is against Spain's military 

expansion in the worid. Pierce points te tiie analogous example of Alonse de Acevedo's 

Creadon del Mundo (1615), in which "Acevedo cannot refrain from associating tiie 

creation of tiie planets with tiie role played by tiiem in tiie holy mission of Spain:" 

. . . estendieron por el mundo 
Sus leyes, y pregmaticas, sulcando 
De la infiel gente el pielago profimdo. 
Las enemigas ondas a90tando; 
Al esquadron de Eolo fiiribundo 
Las Catholicas velas desplegando ('"La creacidn del mundo 

and the Sparush 'Religious Epic' ofthe Golden Age" 27) 

I believe that this apparent conttadiction is really a matter of emphasis. Hojeda is not se 

much against warfare when properly used (against heretics, for instance), as he is for the 

clergy and the Church.'' It is the religious establishment that should guide the empire as 

*'The well-known conttoversy between Bartolom^ de Las Casas and Juan de 
Sepulveda typifies how deeply rooted the issue was. Felipe Barreda Laos comments that 
the latter "habia escrito e impreso en 1535, en Roma, un didloge titulado Democrates, para 
demosttar que para el triunfo de la Religi6n Cat61ica era a veces necesaria la guerra: y en 
un segundo libro *^ejustis belli caussis apud indos\ pretendia demosttar la justicia con 
que los espafioles procedian en las guerras y conquistas del Nuevo Mundo; era un 
apologista de la esclavitud y de la violencia" (66). To the contrary. Fray Bartolom6 was a 
"decidido y arrojado defensor de la justicia" (71), who affirmed that "era inicua la guerra 
para propagar la fe; que era ilicita la lucha sanguinaria, y que la barbaric no la justificaba" 
(82). He also opposed the use of forced indigenous labor in the nuiung and agriculture 
industries: "Juzg6 indigno de un cristiano, y mucho mds de un sacerdote, enriquecerse con 
fortuna adquirida a costa de irmumerables fatigas de los condenados a sobrellevar la 
esclavitud" (72-73). Abuses in mining were also of grave concem for Diego de Hojeda. 
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the designated and authoritative representative ofthe kingdom ef God on earth; the Church 

is the temporal expression ofthe kingdom ef God: "De iste ergo regno eius, quod est hie 

ecclesia, colligentur" ("Then it must be out of His present kingdom, the Church, that they 

[tiie saints] are gatiiered") (De civitate Dei, XX.9.19). The poem does not bring forward 

an anti-war or anti-military agenda per se; Hojeda's idealism only questions its place in the 

spiritual/secular hierarchy, but in so doing inttoduces a subtle subversion. In Emilia Pardo 

Bazdn's study on Dante, she uses two words that are important to this discussion: "la 

teecracia" y "el cesarismo" (35). She observes that there is an inherent conflict between 

the two systems as they are seen in Dante when he tried to reconcile the pretensions ofthe 

Empire and the Papacy in his treatise De la monarquia (41). The attempt to bring about 

this reconciliation has become a constant in Latin American history. We can posit that the 

friar does not completely believe in the efficacy of weapons; rather he seeks a society that 

will have surpassed this (unfortunate?) necessity. An example that hints at his position is 

the passage where he points out how Christ establishes the dichotomy apostol/guerrero 

(with "ap6stol" as the obviously privileged term) in the Garden of Gethsemane when Peter 

cuts the ear off of the High Priest's slave: 

Dizele, pues: "No vengues oy mi agrabio, 
Y no des mal por mal en recompensa: 
Buelue a su vaina el instrumento fiero; 
Que ap6stol de Dios eres, no guerrero." (HI. 129.1-8) 

Peter, the future vicar of Christ ("qual pontifi9e supremo" [1.6.9]), must net soil himself 

with violence since it is below his vocation as a called one. 

The role of war and ofthe military establishment, also seems to be subtiy 

questioned in another part ofthe poem. Annas the high priest, an important antagonist, 
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gives his deposition which serves as a subverted narration. He erroneously reflects over 

Messianic passages in which the prophet speaks of a war-like Messiah who paradoxically 

proclaims the way of peace and povertv. The poet's response is to offer a spiritual 

interpretation of Biblical passages that emphasize ŵ ar by framing their metaphorical 

significance in the mouth of Gamaliel, a rabbi known for his sense of justice. Annas 

represents the mistaken human point of view in the binary opposition: a longed-for military 

kingdom (the Jewish national dream required that the Messianic kingdom be established by 

power) versus a spiritualized reign like the one Hojeda portrays. According to the former 

view the spiritual kingdom that Jesus speaks about must be a deception. The Jewish 

leader's bewilderment can be seen in the following verses from the Libro Tercero: 

l^Es possible qu'el cielo generoso, 

Qu'antes por gran fauor nos anunciaua 
Vn Messias en armas senalado, 
Y a vn Christo carpintero nos a dado? (3.90.13-16) 

Further on in the same discourse Annas continues his subverted monologue: "Pues aqueste 

Jesu, que reyes huella?" (3.91.8). Hojeda appears to be insinuating, even to his 

contemporaries, that those who tmst in military power fall short ofthe ideal; the ills of 

society' really have a spiritual root and cure. Spiritual alienation and its remedy is addressed 

in the poem with Christ's self-sacrifice: 

Estar, como agradable sacrificio, 
Entte el cielo mediando y entre el suelo; 

I vniendo en sacra paz, con santo zelo 
Lo infimo y lo sumo a Dies y al ombre. (12.462.10-15) 

Annas, while seemed as a Christ-rejecting Jew, is also a metaphor of spiritually lukewarm 

Spaniards and criollos who are incapable of understanding Jesus's inverted view of war. 
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Thus, Hojeda rejects Annas's unilateral interpretation ofthe Scriptures, placing spiritual 

discourse above military: 

Terrene aplauso no es aplauso dine 
De tan subido y singular sujeto, 
Ni merecen batallas temporales 
Capitdn de vitorias inmortales. (3.96.8) 

Christ is therefore a warrior with regard to etemal tiungs and in "guerras metaforicas." 

One must understand war allegorically, and not expect a ""Generalisimo Jesucristo" te 

come riding onto the stage of history: 

Por aqui los interpretes mejores 
I en la Escritura Santa exercitados. 
Las guerras metaforicas explican 
Que los grandes profetas del predican. (3.97.9-24) 

In the final analysis, the battle is spiritual; the conquest ofthe New World was 

carried out to open the way toward a wider and grander project. Paz observes that the 

sixteenth century was a time of evangelization and building, marked by the constmction of 

convents, churches, hospitals, and cities: "las ciudades de Nueva Espafia son la imagen de 

im orden que abarc6 a la sociedad entera, al mundo y al transmundo [sic]" (52). All of 

this was carried out under the shadow (and mixed intentions) ofthe army, but that aspect 

ofthe kingdom was not to last Hojeda, of course, had no way ef knowing the final 

outcome ofthe colorual experiment, but he could see the handwriting on the wall. In spite 

ofthe decadence that inevitably followed the initial conquest, the friar's vision takes in a 

world where there will be justice. Perhaps the nulitary establishment had been necessary to 

usher in the God-ordained empire, but it is the Carpenter and not the generals who will 

advance the kingdom that the conquistadors were not able te guarantee; they had no way 
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of foreseeing or preventing the moral negligence of their descendants. In an apostrophe to 

the valiant heroes ofthe first generation, Hojeda laments: 

Vosotros, vida y sangre derramando, 
Mostrastes [sic] inuen9ibles cora9ones, 
Y aquestos [their descendants], en batallas deli9iosas. 
Solas vitorias buscan amorosas. (1.36.29-32) 

One could easily conclude that the real constmction ofthe kingdom of God 

remained to be done (in addition to intemal decadence, much ground had been lost due to 

the Protestant Reformation and the rise of European nationalism). A spiritual revival 

would fit Hojeda's requirement to tum the tide; I do not believe that Hojeda is criticizing 

the sons ofthe heroes for their lack of militarism, but for their lack of moral conquests and 

the development of spiritual character: 

Vense los que a passar el tiempo salen, 
Detenidos en vanes exercicios, 
Y eras que etemidad gloriosa valen, 
Consumen sin razon, gastan en vi9ios; 
Y porque sus poten9ias se regalen 
En descansades, fdciles oficios, 
Pierden lo que pudiera darles vida 

Grande qual la de Dios, con Dios vnida. (1.36.1-8) 

Clearly, union with God is valued over all other considerations-especially over an indolent 

life. The conttast between tiie two approaches to kingdom (re)building (military/spiritual) 

can be clearly stated with the example suggested by Pierce: Ercilla the soldier versus 

Hojeda the preacher (La poesia epica del Siglo de Oro 270). In contrast to Ercilla's 

Araucana, where the emphasis is on the glory of earthly battles. La Christiada gives more 

weight to heavenly warfare and to a foretaste ofthe consummated eschatological kingdom 

ofGod on Earth. 
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Platonic Ideal/Poetic-Spiritual Enterprise 

This section expands the hypothesis that Hojeda wanted to revitalize and unfold his 

notion ofthe kingdom of God in the Colony (and generally in the worid). Since much of 

the religious fervor ofthe early days of conquest had dissipated, Hojeda would champion 

the cause of Spain, who had "placed all her enthusiasm and resources in the service ofthe 

Church to promote the Catholic Reform Movement throughout Christendom" (Corcoran 

xxxviii). He promoted his devotional project by making poetic use ofthe Platoruc model 

I 

nstmct made "visible" in the stmcture of his poem; the stmcture 

e and human kingdoms. The heavenly kingdom is associated with the 

ect Platonic ideal, and is brought to the ground, so to speak, by the 

j of Christ. ̂ ^ In some respects the descent of Gabriel in Book n parallels 

God-man, since he is able te pass between heaven and earth, that is, 

material. Nevertheless, he is not able to truly bridge the gap and bring 

s Christ does in the Incamation (Gabriel only takes en the form of a 

al Rey de reyes, Dios omnipotente, 
u'en si mismo los orbes a fimdado, 
a la suprema intelectiua gente, 

[ollando esttellas santas, a criado: 

jda's time. Fray Luis de Le6n had already capitalized on the notion of 
e between the two distinct realities in De los nombres de Cristo: "Primero 
tnilde, venci6; y despues, vencedor glorioso, descubri6 su claridad, y 
y el cielo con la virtud de su nombre" (82). He then proceeds to 
spect of descent by quoting from Ephesians 4.8-10: "Mas lo que el profeta 
lees, jcudn Uanamente lo dixo el ap6stol!: El aver subido, dice hablando de 
uno por aver descendido primero hasta lo baxo de la tierra? El que 
mismo subid sobre todos los cielos, para henchir todas las cosas" (82). 
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Velo aqui por el ombre inobediente 
Sobre la tierra con dolor postrado, 
Y come quien es Dios y el ombre sabe. 
En el cuerpo fingido apenas cabe. (2.84.17-24) 

Thomas Greene's interpretation is a key to understanding, notjust this stanza where the 

angel explains the Incarnation, but tiie broader scope of tiie poem: "Here he [Gabriel] 

concludes the descent with the paradox ofthe incarnation unplumbed. Only the angel, 

who fully knows heaven and earth alike, can measure the breadth ofthe paradox and 

simultaneously understand it" (237). This explains why the Platonic stmctures offer the 

ideal backdrop for Hojeda's tour deforce on the Incamation and Passion: in the poem only 

Christ can break the essentially unbreakable barrier between idea and material; only he can 

bring the kingdom. Platonism is therefore, stmcturally speaking, both the axis ofthe poem 

and the point of resistance. It is disarmed by Christ's submission, making the idea ofthe 

Incamation effective by conttast and difference. ̂ ^ Greene notes further that "the weight 

ofthe poem falls not upon the achievement but the agony. This is important because it 

shows Hojeda resisting the suppositious epic tradition ef a triumphal ending" (238). Fer 

Hojeda the ending is the beginning; the ending and the beginning are one: 

Canto al Hije de Dios, umano, y muerto 

^^Renaissance Neoplatonism conceived that "The original dichotomy between 
intelligibles and sensibles tums into a hierarchy of Being, that can be depicted as a 
descending set of concentric circles around the One; these comprise Mind, Soul [the level 
of mediation], and the corporeal world (we can say roughly 'the realm of Nature').... 
human beings are active on more than one level. By turning their purified attentions 
upwards and inwards, they can reach and live the divine intellectual life of Mind (Platorust 
writers speak here of 'assintilation to God')" (Antony Flew 274). One can readily see the 
correspondences between this view and the Christian mystical path. However, in Hojeda's 
poem, man's attempt to scale the hierarchy pales by comparison to God's descent and 
direct mediation into the corporeal world throu^ the Incamatioa 
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Con dolores y afrentas por el ombre. (1.1.9-10) 

Y cuando estos misterios acabaron, 
Tristes en el supulcre le dexaron. (12.501.23-24) 

The poet's choice to vary conventional epic beginning may be an example of what Pierce 

points out as Hojeda's having "intentionally avoided using some ofthe normal ingredients 

of heroic poetry" ("Religious Poet" 586). There is a noticeable and significant difference 

in the way Hojeda begins his poem from Vergil's "arma vimmque cane" (1.15.1) ("I sing 

of warfare and a man at war" [1.3.1). Hojeda sings to Christ: "Canto al Flijo de Dios, 

umano, y muerto" (1.1.9)-he only sings to (not of) the Son of God, and does not sing of 

his arma. I suspect that by virtue of its initial position in La Christiada, such a singular 

note may be a clue to interpreting Hojeda's spiritual project and posture throughout the 

poem. By way of conttast, Lobo Lasso de la Vega, in the Mexicana (1594), repeats the 

Vergilian formula: "Canto las armas y el varon famoso [Cortes] / que, por disposicion del 

juste Cielo, / salio de Iberia, y con valor glorioso / arribo del Antipoda en el suelo" 

(1.15.1.a-b).'' 

Here we see an about face from earlier Sparush epic that promoted the arrival of an 

invincible Messianic kingdom in language hybridized with nationalism. Thus, instead of a 

discourse of conquering militarism, the poet uses the spiritual ideology of his poetry to 

subvert the artificial distance between heaven and earth, a distance emphasized and made 

mentally concrete by a Platoruc mind-set. 

'*Jos6 Amor y Vdzquez's edition has been consulted. 
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What is Hojeda's strategy when confronted by the perceived dangers to the cit>- of 

God? What kind of changes will he seek? It is apparent that the Dominican proposes a 

spiritual project of great breadth. Elizabeth Davis correcth points out that, "the belief 

system of Hojeda's epic, which is about the foundation of a kingdom he envisions as 

abiding—in conttast to earthly empires-does not contradict as much as it transcends the 

imperial ideology that marks Spanish national epics ofthe time" (353), The search for an 

"abiding city" clearly has archetypal overtones in the Jungian sense. Lewis highlights this 

aspect in the third Book of Vergil's Aeneid, when he refers to: 

the reluctant yet unfaltering search for the abiding city (mansuram 
urbem), always supposed to be so near and alwa> s in realit>- so 
distant and our slowly increasing knowledge of it It is our ancienl 
mother-it is a terra antiquo . . . . it is quite close. . . a thing that 
calls or beckons, that calls inexorabK, yet you must strain your ears 
to catch the voice, that insists on being sought, yet refuses to be 
found. (37) 

The image also has parallel roots in the Biblical ttadition where the author ofthe Hebrews 

speaks of Abraham, who "looked for a cit\' which hath foundations, whose builder and 

maker is God" (11.10). But what of our question? What exactl\ does Hojeda want to see 

happen? It would seem that he wants to initiate a kind of "national project" in spiritual 

terms—one that would elevate the founder ofthe heavenly cit\' to mlership over the earthly. 

This, of necessit}', would involve importing heaven's qualities to reform the earthl\' arena; 

the friar's poetry suggests the remedy of Christian devotion (reflected stmcturally in a 

[Neo]platonic model). His goal is to bring the kingdom of God into closer approximation 

with his world ofthe post-conquest, in effect, to strengthen the spiritual authority ofthe 

theocracy within the consttaints ofthe Spanish hierarchy. Pierce has addressed this point. 
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noting that "this account in verse ofthe Passion of Christ has been conceived and executed 

as a poem ofthe seventeenth century Spanish theocratic state" ("The Literar\' Baroque" 

207). 

Hojeda's use of Platonism to achieve this goal is primarily stmctural but with 

significant conceptual implications. A brief background sketch will help to make it more 

concrete. According to Plato, reality as we experience it is no more than an imperfect copy 

of ideas. Briefly stated: 

The central doctrine . . . of Plato's whole work as a philosopher is 
the theory of Forms or Ideas. These etemal transcendent realities 
directly apprehended by thought are contrasted with the transient 
contingent phenomena of our empirical existence.... Plato's theor\' 
of substantive Ideas reveals . . . two contrasting motives: on the one 
hand, a poetic, religious awareness of an unseen etemal world, 
dimly reflected in the phenomena around us, and, on the other, a 
mathematical urge to analyze reality into its ultimate units. (Flew 
273) 

By Hojeda's day many centuiies had passed in which currents of Platonic thought had 

penetrated Christianit>' through Augustine's teaching, only to be reinforced later with 

Renaissance Neoplatonism.'"^ This Neoplatonic substratum supported a philosophical 

'̂ As Winthrop Wetherbee has noted, Plato's authority existed along with that of 
Saint Augustine since the twelfth century (17). It is evident that Platonism also previously 
occupied a privileged position in Augustine's thought owing to its recognition ofthe fact 
that in order to know God it is necessary te ascend above material things (Vemon Bourke 
153). While the Saint is net in fiill agreement with Platonism, he nevertheless maintains 
that Platoruc doctrine is propaedeutic to Christianity (cf Book Vni.4,6 yX.\,De civitate 
Dei). Otis Green also recogruzes that among the Church Fathers: "Plato, in one way or 
another, was regarded as having had knowledge—or inklings-of Divine Law which was the 
Christian patrimony" (The Western Tradition 3: 309). In the interest ef avoiding 
ambiguity, I refer to three levels of Platonism: that ofthe Greek philosopher himself, that 
of Plotinus and Porphyry, and finally. Renaissance Neoplatonism. Ofthe second group, 
Johannes Van Oert uses the terms, "Platorusm" and "Neoplatonism' interchangeably 
(241), and so shall I in this investigation. 
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stmcture for the orthodox Christian worid view at the end ofthe sixteenth centuiy and the 

beginning ofthe seventeenth. Thus, both classical Platonism and Neoplatonism prov ide a 

base for the friar's poetic project. Greene, for example, refers to Tasso's Platonism (311). 

Torcuato Tasso (La Gerusalemme liberata [1575-81]; was imitated by Hojeda wbo 

followed his influence in general plan and certain stylistic devices (Pierce, La Christiada 

11,17); Meyer confirms this, noting that "the influence of Tasso on Hojeda is evident" 

(31). J. N. Findlay also observes that classical Platonism had influenced many great 

Christian thinkers including Saint Thomas Aquinas, and that Neoplatonism made a great 

impact by ŵ ay of Renaissance thought t>'pified in the Florentine Academy (207). 

Hojeda establishes his poetic enterprise based on the typical language of Platonic 

oppositions (above/below, perfection;'shadow, light/darkness, etc.). An example is 

Lucifer's harangue, in which his character refers to "la impirea region de luz perfeta" 

(4.138.31) from which he was driven. Later, referring to the divine union between God 

and man in the Messiah, he complains: "Que para nuestro dano a decendido / De aquella 

eterea luz inaccesible" (4.143.11-12). In these verses, Satan ser\es as the ironic voice of 

the author, expressing not only the Christian identification of God and light (and his own 

incapacity to enter into that light), but also the analogous relationship to the essence of 

Platonism-that God is pure and perfect mind.^° 

^''Several examples will suffice in order to demonsttate the Christian and Jewish 
commonplace that God dwells in inaccessible light: "[God] Who ottiy hath immortality, 
dwelling in the light which no man can approach unto; whom no man hath seen, nor can 
see: to whom be honor and power everlasting" (I Tim. 6.16); and from the Old Testament: 
"Who coverest thyself with light as with a garment: who sttetchest out the heavens like a 
curtain" (Ps. 104.2). 
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The Ptolemaic cosmos in the background offers additional spatial "above below" 

persp)ective that helps the reader understand the mental picture of Christ as a bridge 

between these antithetical worids. Corcoran notes that Hojeda chose the Ptolemaic s\ stem, 

not only because it was older and more traditional, "but also because it was better adapted 

for imaginative purposes'" (Ixvii). Hojeda's poetic universe fits well into this kind of 

vertical stmcture, since Christian imagery benefits from the stmctures of Platonism that 

correspond to the separation of heaven and earth. In this he follow ŝ Augustine's realized 

eschatology which, crossing Platonic barriers, allows for an '̂advance on the future " in the 

here and now, insisting that the Church is potentially the kingdom of God, or at least a 

strong manifestation of it^' One can readily see that both the Incamation and its by

product, the kingdom of God, are instances where the boundaries of Platonism (although 

individuals may "ascend" in [Neo]platonism) are transgressed by descent onto the historical 

level. The earthly city of which Augustine speaks is a shadow ofthe heavenly, but the 

relationship between the tvvo in Platonic terms would be completely antithetical. Hojeda's 

Christian will to promote the coming ofthe kingdom of God is in apparent conttadiction 

with Platonic norms; the kingdom of God must invade its own shadow in order to erase it 

completely in the eschatological fiiture. The stmctural notions of Platonism have been 

historically atttactive to Christianity, yet the two systems appear to form a syncretistic 

association of uneasy bedfellows. 

^'The Church has a foot in two ages, present and fiiture. Following Augustine, 
Hojeda would have looked for a substantial manifestation ofthe kingdom of God on earth 
without denying its fiiture consummation. See the inttoductory discussion on pages 6-8. 
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Hojeda carries out his very intentional plan to welcome and receive the kingdom of 

God on earth. He does so by using words with power; that is, he uses poetic words that 

evoke the authority and intertextuality ofthe Bible at the same time that he makes use of 

Platonic dualism. In this way the reader experiences a dynamic tension between the 

abstraction ofthe kingdom of God (the Platonic '^othemess" of heavenly things), and 

simultaneously experiences its immanence and imminence through the form and content of 

the poetT}' (the recasting ofthe Biblical message associated with an eschatological 

progression). Hojeda infuses Christ with all the dynamism ofthe logos: he is the Word 

through whom the Father communicates his etemal mind-the word of maximum power: 

"Calla Jesus. jO Verbo inaccessible! / A quien pronuncia el Padre omnipotente'" (5.179.25-

26).^-

Platonic dualism provides an accessible starting point from which Hojeda contrasts 

the desired world and the world as it is. We have seen that Platonic ideas enjoyed great 

popularity during the Italian Renaissance ofthe fifteenth centmy and that by Hojeda's time 

had heavily influenced theological thinking. Examples abound in the sixteenth century as 

well, since a ftill-blown Neoplatonic revival was underway. Boscan stands out among the 

representatives ofthe new wave. His translation of// Cortegiano (El cortesano) by 

Baldassare Castiglione caused Neoplatonic ideas to receive new impetus in Spain. This key 

work confirms the disjunctive between the irreality of what is seen as opposed to the 

-^Frye, in The Great Code, speaks ofthe mythic-poetic age where words contain 
the possibility of power, dynamism, and magic. The second phase of his scheme involves 
the nature of heroic-allegorical dialectic. Here the world ef thought is separated from the 
physical world (5-8). Hojeda uses both types of language. 
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greater degree of reality of things invisible (Castiglione 22). Hojeda's poetic discourse 

reveals the world in exactly these terms: the invisible world is more concrete and desirable, 

and therefore he makes use of these invisible realities in order to oppose the pri\ ileged 

place of profane society (which is only a faint shadow of God's reign compared to the 

Church) and even the human military machine that pales by comparison. According to 

Green's investigations, the syncretism of Neoplatonism and Christianity highlights the 

dualism between this worid and the other (The Literary Mind of Medieval & Renaissance 

Spain 3). Moreover, he points out that Saint Augustine, following Plato, teaches that the 

tme life ofthe soul can only be realized in the other worid, that is, in the worid of pure 

ideas or of Christian contemplation ("Espana y la tradicion occidental" 72).̂ ^ The 

superiority ofthe other worid is a given in Platonic and Christian thought, but in 

Christianity that other reality invades this plane of existence. Therefore, Hojeda looks for 

a way to end the separation by trying to bring heaven down to earth. In fact, the idea that 

the righteous will inherit the earth instead of departing to a celestial sphere is no stranger to 

the Judeo-Christian tradition. Augustine explains the quality of change that is implied in 

the coming Kingdom: 

Peracto quippe iudicio, tunc esse desinet hoc caelum et haec terra. 

^̂ An observation by Green clarifies the popular dualism of that era, which is, 
incidentally, somewhat less elevated than Augustine's version: "There was simply a general 
division between las cosas de tejas abajo—het}Neen things human and things divine. 
Cervantes' fiiend advises him in the Prologue to Part I of Don Quijote, to keep these two 
worids separate. There is no need, he says, to cite Aristotle or St. Paul or Cicero, 'all the 
more since . . . you are n e t . . . obligated to preach to anybody, mixing things human and 
divine, which is a kind of mixture wherein no sensible Christian should become involved'" 
(The Literary Mind 20-21). This kind of split thinking, as seen in the probably ironic 
passage from the Quijote, emphasizes the magrutude ef Hojeda's challenge. 
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quando incipiet esse caelum, nouum et terra noua. Mutatione 
namque remm, non omni modo interitu transibit hie mundus. 
(XX. 14.19-23) 
For when the judgement is finished, this heaven and earth shall 
cease to be, and there will be a new heaven and a new earth. For 
this world shall pass away by transmutation, not by absolute 
destmction. (XX. 14.374) 

Perrin also discusses how in Jewish apocalyptic literature "we find the hope that the 

righteous will be with God for ever, but the place of this final union is the earth" (71 ).-^ 

There is no shortage of corresponding references in the Bible (Is. 60.21, 65.17; Matt. 5.5; 

2 Pet 3.13; Rev. 21.1). In other words, St Augustine opposes the medieval commonplace 

of contemptus mundi in the escapist sense. As a kindred spirit to Augustinian spiritualit>', 

Hojeda does not repudiate the human dimension. Mary Clark notes that the cit>' of God is 

not only etemal, but that it is also temporal and should dominate and invade the secular 

domain (57). The social critique sections dealt with previously demonstrate precisely the 

fact that the poet-pastor's spiritualit>' is notjust an abstraction (cf pp. 193-95); for Hojeda, 

the kingdom of God exercises its influence and confronts the secularization of societ>' and 

the resulting social and moral deficiencies that he discems. 

The notion ofthe kingdom of God coming to earth, as has been discussed 

throughout this study, is a Biblical commonplace. "Thy kingdom come" (venga tu reino) 

ofthe Our Father represents the ideal goal ofthe Christian story that is never far away in 

Hojeda's thinking. In the Libro Primero he nartates the last supper of Jesus and bears 

^''Hojeda's position is analagous to the intertestamental apocalyptic literature that 
speaks of an idealized kingdom. Russell states that "The picture of this coming kingdom 
might be idealized; nevertheless, it belonged essentially to this world. Because the kingdom 
was etemal or of unmeasured or immeasurable duration, it was in effect at this stage 
synonymous with 'the age to come'" (286). 
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down on the metaphor of a spiritual kingdom that has already been delivered te the Son of 

God, but whose realization must nevertiieless still be carried out in the world by the 

imitation ef humble service: 

Y sabiendo tambien que el Padre Etemo 
En sus pre9iesas manos puesto aula 
Del ancho mundo el general gouiemo, 
Y del reino inmortal la monarquia. 
Umilde y amoroso, afable y tiemo, 
Fuego en las almas y agua en la ba9ia 
Echa, y para lauar les pies, en tierra 
Se postta el que en un pufie el orbe en9ierra. (7.25-32) 

The simple act of washing the apostie's feet becomes the metaphor for the universal 

government of God based en humble service. The government referred to in this stanza 

ttanscends vigilance over creation; it implies an inherent authorit>' over mankind. ̂ ^ What is 

more, it carries the suggestion of intentionality on the part of God (the poetic projection). 

The "monarquia inmortal" offers an ideal world where " . . . lo que puede ser le estd 

patente," and where "Alii ve la justi9ia ven9edora," (1.45.8-9). The poet reveals that 

Christ in the Incamation is the bringer ofthe divine plan that encompasses a just world: 

Aquel entendimiento leuantado 
Con la diuina essencia ve fecundo, 
Y en el, como en su causa, rettatado 
El mundo hecho, y el possible mundo. (1.44.25-28) 

Christ carries the image of an ideal world in his essence. However, he is grounded in the 

^^"Govemment" as referred te in the poem, more than a political office, carries the 
cermotation of a quality of leadership. Corominas indicates its Latin origin, gubernare, 
and adds "gobemar una nave, conducir." Thus the concept of Christ's government in the 
poem should not be taken in a twentieth-century literal sense, but rather with a 
metaphorical emphasis on his role as pilot ofthe Church-State that is being brought into 
more perfect subnussion to his reiga 
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mundo hecho. He is notjust a Neoplatonic abstraction, hidden in the "sagrado cmpyreo 

cielo' (2.80.26), but embodies reproducible leadership. The Platonic elements really only 

supply stmctural images for the poetic work. Christ occupies the double situation of 

heavenly being (perfection itself), and in his activity on the earthly plane, fighter ofthe 

powers of darkness. This paradoxical sketch emerges between Christian doctrine and 

Platonic philosophy in Augustinian doctrine. Van Oort relates the Saint's version of 

Platonism: "The impression he had at the time of his conversion ofthe Platonists' 

absolutely transcendental idea of God remained. In the City of (Jod, too, God is repeatedly 

pictured as the absolutely transcendental One and as the supreme Good" (239). Yet, 

Augustine also argues that, based on his omnipotence, God is not limited by Platonism's 

arbitrar\' separation ofthe domains of existence (cf De civitate Dei XXII. 11). 

For Hojeda, the Eucharist is just such an example of a boundar}' between the 

divine and the natural planes that God arbitrarily crosses; in it, Christ is simultaneously in 

the realm of pure light idea and in the Church: 

De la Iglesia, su cara y dul9e espossa, 
Queria por su amor hazer ausen9ia, 
Y dexole esta prenda generosa, 
Y en ella per memoria su presen9ia. 
Al Padre la partida era for90ssa: 
Partioso; mas mostro su omnipotengia 
Queddndose con ella y yendo al Padre, 
Porque a los dos con solo un hecho cuadre. (1.15.25-32) 

The notion of a prenda (Larousse: pledge, security, guarantee) in itself carries 

eschatological overtones. Auerbach points out that the sacrament ofthe Last Supper is a 

figural stmcture: "This sacrament, which is figure as well as symbol, and which has long 

existed historically-namely, since it was first established in the old covenant-gives us the 
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purest picture ofthe concretely present, the veiled and tentative, the eternal and 

supratemporal elements contained in the figures" (60). For Hojeda Christ is the key 

figura: 

Era el Fase la 9ena del corder, 
Que el mayor Sacramento figuraua. 

Y 9elebrando quiso el verdadero. 
Que en el como en ymagen se mostraua. 
Para dar fin dichoso a la figura 
con su sagrado cuerpo y sangre pura. (1.4.9-16) 

The lyrical beaut}' of his verse reveals types and shadows ofthe great panorama of "holy 

histor\''' poured into the crucible of human sensibilit>': 

Quando la Pascua, de misterios llena. 
En sombras antes, pero ya en verdades, 
Llena de imnensa gloria > suma pena, 
Varias, mas bien vnidas propiedades, 
Se llegaua, y la noche de la 9ena 
Y aurora de las dulges amistades 
Entre Dios y los ombres, en que quiso 
Ser Dios manjar del nueuo paraiso. (1.3.25-32) 

The final verse figuratively connects the Eucharist to the kingdom of God. A kind of 

restored golden age is projected in the completion ofthe figures and the eschatological 

intention ofthe words of Jesus: "I will drink no more ofthe fmit ofthe vine, until that day 

that I drink it new in the kingdom of God" (Mk. 14.25). 

The very nature ofthe Eucharist stands at odds with the Platonic presupposition 

that an earthly body cannot inhabit heaven. Thus the Augustinian passage referred to 

above (De civitate Dei XXII.l 1), in which he ultimately argues for the resurrection ofthe 

body, indicates that the spheres are only mutually exclusive at God's discretion. Christ, 

therefore, not only transcends the world of Being and of Becoming (cf Flew 273), but he 
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also mediates them. Hence, when Christ is in the Garden, his personified prayer in the 

poem (the narrator/poet's antifaz) reveals his invasion ofthe realm ofthe senses: 

Bolvio por despoblados arenales 

Despues a la dexada umilde tierra: 
Puso en ella las plantas celestiales; 
Hizo en ella a Luzbel oculta guerra: 
Con Josef, entre pobres oficiales 
(jO quanto la soberuia umana yerra I), 
Dios trabajo, sudo, fiie carpintero: 
Tanta umildad bendiga el cielo entero. (2.72.25-32)̂ *^ 

The sensuality of suffering depicted in the Passion by one who is completely other accents 

the smashing of Platonic norms: "The poet not only sttesses the ver>' human quality of 

Christ but also develops on every possible occasion the realistic, and even repellent, details 

ofthe Biblical narrative, and loses no opportunit\' to dwell on the subjects of devotion in an 

almost sensual fashion" (Pierce, "The Literary Baroque" 207). For Saint Augustine, who 

"identified the intelligible world ofthe Neoplatonists with the kingdom of God" (Van Oort 

254), Christ's involvement with redemptive matters must equal the "coming near" ofthe 

kingdom of God to earth. It represents an incompatibilit>', a point of "mb," and an intemal 

contradiction with Platonic thought resulting from such an extemal transgression. 

In La Christiada, Christ is exalted as prince and etemal king. Hojeda's art achieves 

a renewal ofthe apotheosis, first by the sheer monumental distortion (twelve books) that 

serve to magnify the Passion. Secondly, it is achieved by stylistic omamentatien. Thomas 

Greene, referring to La Christiada as a fine example of Gongorism, notes that poems of 

^^Van Oort explains how, "In the Neoplatonic system, which goes back to Plato, 
there is the difference between two worids: the worid of w ĥat is sensorially perceptible 
(kosmos aistetos) and the intelligible world (kosmos noetos). Plotinus mentioned the flight 
from this world to the beloved homeland (patris)" (248). 
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this kind "utilize their rhetorical distortions to authenticate deep feeling" (231). Through 

these techniques Hojeda renews Christocentricit) as di\ ine government, and as such, a 

conceivable altemative to international chaos and intemal self-indulgence. His dream of 

universal spirituality (the Kingdom realized on earth) would sureK right the wTongs of a 

divided worid where Spain's claim to Christian hegemony was threatened. Green notes that 

medieval civilization had fragmented into a plurality of independent states {The Western 

Tradition 108). Confronted with this reality, along with the general splintering of 

Christianity' following the Reformation, Hojeda seeks a way to spiritualh universalize the 

kingdom of God through his religious epic~especially since the vision of a worid empire 

under one Catholic monarch was showing signs of fading. Following upon that realization, 

the poet warns his readers that their tme government is the ideal reign of Christ, whose 

"\ . . blando y eficaz gouiemo / Del sumo Emperador,. .." (2.77.31-32) must not be 

forgotten. For Hojeda, heavenly authorit}' should be appropriated, because ". . .el Senor 

que manda el 9ielo, / Y franco a sus minisfros da la tierra" (2.4.1-2) has willed it to be so. 

Does he subvert the Platonic model in this way? Hojeda does not sa> so directly (nor must 

it necessarily be conscious intention), but he rejects any model that keeps God remote and 

makes his heavenly benefits unavailable to earth. The govemment that Hojeda proposes is 

founded on Christian axiology and religious devotion. Pierce obser\'es that Vergil's Aeneid 

had already provided an example of this type of ideal govemment based on religious 

principles: 

Virgilio habia creado un nuevo tipo de poesia (ahora la llamada 
epica literaria) que armonizaba con los ideales politicos, religiosos y 
esteticos de la sociedad europea de comienzos de la edad modema: 
era el modelo que enseiiaba come describir los esfuerzos por fimdar 
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y constmir una comunidad de conformidad con un plan divino. (La 
Crist iada 10) 

A govenung Christ not only has correspondences in classical literature, but also in 

certain medieval characterizations. Green discusses the "caballeria de los sacerdotes" and 

Its pronouncement in the Cantar de Mio Cid; that is, good warriors are not censured 

("Espafia y la ttadicion occidental" 74), but are tumed into allegorical Messianic figures. In 

a related thought, Meyer points to Gonzalo de Berceo as a probable source for Hojeda's 

early intellectual development (170). Through Berceo's hagiographic works such as the 

Vida de San Milldn de Cogolla, the young Hojeda would have been inspired by the life ef 

the Saint and his presentation as a hero "a le divino." In his own time, the Pemvian monk 

presents Christ as the maximum hero of this kind, the only one that is able to rescue a 

decadent society and inspire loyal and powerful spiritual devotion.^ 

Probably an even sttonger model for Christ in the poem is the heroic Old 

Testament "prophet-priesf (Moses, Samuel) whose govemment in Israel prefigured the 

ideal reign that the poet would like to see recenstmcted. David, the Messiah-like heir to 

that system, not only serves Hojeda well as a prototype ofthe conquering Messiah, but 

additionally functions as a cormector between Christ (as heavenly sent one) and the earthly 

kingdom: "Pues de Dauid Jesus a procedido, / Viene del rey Dauid por iinea reta; / Y assi 

ya la nobleza no le falta" (3.105.29-31). Hojeda presents Christ as the maximum epic hero 

who has surpassed all others by virtue of his willing participation in the horrible Passion. As 

^^Reynolds notes a precedent: "Los escritores de la Edad de Oro, empapados de la 
conciencia de guerra santa, de cruzada, a consecuencia de la secular lucha contra el moro, 
encontraban perfectamente natural considerar la conquista de M^jico como una cruzada, y 
narrarla como tal, es decir, lo mismo que una empresa caballeresca a lo divine" (53). 
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the heroe cantado of Hojeda's epopee, he eamed the right to erase the distance between 

heaven and earth because of his redemptive work. 

Another way to explain the author's goal is to say that he is Irving to break down 

the walls of separation between the ideal and its shadow; that is, he desires that the 

kingdom of God come to earth and become one with human govemment To this end the 

three kings (an earthly trinity) symbolically baptize him with their gifts, thus welcoming the 

King of heaven who is to become king of earth: 

Y que tres reyes con entranas puras 
Del Nino etemo el graue pie besaron, 
Postrando en tierra sus coronas de oro, 
Y dandole en ofrenda su tesoro. (2.69.29-32) 

Hojeda's Platonic perspecti\e (stmctural more than doctrinal) demands that the 

govemment ofthe Spanish empire be interpreted as an extension or reflection ofthe 

heavenly kingdom: 

De tu perfeta ley el sumo imperio, 
Fundado a fuer9a de inclitas verdades. 

En la tierra estendio gloriosamente 

De vn pueblo en otro, de una en otra gente. (2.75.21-24) 

The following discourse that is placed in Satan's mouth also illustrates that the govemment 

ofthe world is a shadow or reflection ofthe heavenly kingdom; it is as if we were hearing a 

guarded secret that has been appropriated by the poet. A worried Satan asks: 

"Y si lo fuesse [the coming ofthe Verbo], ^que dolor seria 
Mirar al enemigo Dios pujante 
Y nosotros perder la monarquia 
Del mundo, a la del cielo semejante?" 
Mas dexemos el mal que nos vendria, 
Y en el case passemos adelante, 
Y sepamos si el Hije es encamado 
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Que alld por Dios nos fu6 representado." (4.140.1-8) 

The poet recognizes that taking the kingdom from Satan involves opening the way to Christ 

and the beconting ef his kingdom. As we have seen previously in the inttoductory study, 

the tension between the present and future aspects ofthe kingdom ef God is a constant. 

The very existence ofthe idea of this perfect city (future or merely ether) creates an 

impact on the present. Gilson concludes: 

St. Augustine did not bequeath to his successors an ideal of a 
imiversal human city imited in view ef purely temporal ends proper 
to it; but it was enough that the city of God exist in order to inspire 
men with the desire to ergaiuze the earth into a single society made 
to the image and likeness ofthe heavenly City. (32) 

Arturo Cayuela points out the essence of this antithesis when he cites a key verse from La 

Christiada: ""el mundo hecho y el posible mundo" (106). The realization of this possible 

world must be carried out in the poem by the King who is also a carpenter. In this way the 

ttaditional role ofthe kings ofthe contemporary epoch, as well as that of Biblical kings is 

inverted. Moreover, this unusual king enters the scene from the margin of society and is 

labeled as a loco by king Herod (not known for his good judgment); in itself this is an 

ironic tum: 

Mas jo Dios! su callar pmdente y sabio 
El Rei juzg6 por cierta y gran locura, 
Y mof6 d61 con desdenoso labio, 
Tonta fingiendo a la mayor cordura; 
Y mand61e poner (jO injusto agrabio!) 
Vna blanca y luziente vestidura 
Porque burlassen dd, teiudo en poco, 
Vi^ndole como rei, pero rei loco. (5.207.25-32) 

Recogitition ofthe paradoxical element in Christ's monarchy is essential for 

Hojeda's conciliatory plan; as Pierce has noted, his hero must be vanquished and 
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ttiumphant (La Cristiada 29). Only through this paradox can the distance between the 

idea and its instance be diminished, and correspondingly, the distance between the 

substance ofthe heavenly kingdom and its shifting shadow among earthly kingdoms. 

Findlay's observation provides a summary of Platonism's consummate goal which is 

analogical to that of Christianity: 

Platorusm satisfies the religious spirit by supplementing the instantial 
world of bodies by the instantial world of disembodied Souls,... 
progressing towards a level where everything will be what it means, 
where everyone will feel himself at one with everyone, and where 
the gulf between what is and what ought to be will varush altogether. 
(241) 

Hojeda's brand of Christianity shares a kindred spirit with Platonism's ideal, but for him it is 

God who takes the initiative, ttansending the Platonic dualities and the individual's 

metaphysical ascension. The poet's path toward the ideal is rather a response to the divine 

descent It is by way ofthe praxis ef socio-religious change and mystical devotion. His 

apostrophe to Christ on the cross is the culmination ofthe Passion where divine mind 

sketches all possible worlds, thus ttanscending human models-Platoiust or otherwise: 

Mas jo tu, Verbo, que sin voz formada, 
Qual diuina palabra inteligible, 
Dibujas de la mdquina criada 
Lo hecho, lo future y lo posible! 
Vna debota voz de ti abrasada 
Y encendida en tu luz inaccessible. (12.460.1-6) 

The poet has achieved personal oneness through his poetic voice. Moreover, he has 

glimpsed a world where history, the future, and the possible are uiufied in the mind of God 

and externalized in his Kingdom. La Christiada inevitably leads to a given conclusion 

based on Hojeda's Utopian ideals. It follows an interpretation of history in which Jesus 
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Christ, epic hero par excellence, poetically carries out the destmction ofthe great gulf 

between the divine and the earthly reigns through his Passion. Hojeda points to one of 

history's greatest ironies: an instrument of condenmation as a weapon: "^Quien contard la 

pena de la gloria, / Y la vitoria en vna cruz vencida, / Y que vencida, lleua la vitoria?" 

(12.460.19). 

The poet reminds his readers/hearers that Christ was raised up on a cross just like 

the bronze serpent that Moses raised in the wildemess fer the healing ofthe rebellious 

Israelites. The original passage referred to is found in Numbers 21.4-9. The Apostle John 

makes reference to this narrative and applies it to Christ: "And no man hath ascended up to 

heaven, but he that came down from heaven, even the Son of man which is in heaven. 

And as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wildemess, even se must the Son of man be 

lifted up: That whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have etemal life" (John 

3.13-15). The horizon of interpretation can be extended from this event to Hojeda's day 

when it is poured into a new container-a baroque mold. The image of Christ suspended 

between heaven and earth (mediating two distinct realities) sounds the definitive note of 

redemption in the poem: 

Assi file leuantada en el desierto 
La gran serpiente de metal robusto. 
Para el pueblo fiel remedio cierto 
Contta el castigo de su culpa justo; 
Assi al9auan el alto descubierto 
El sacrificio grate al sabio gusto 
De Dios, y assi, de tierra leuantado, 

Christo se lleu6 el mundo en si elevado. (12.461.17-24) 

In the last verse of this stanza the poet anticipates the consummation ofthe kingdom of 

God that St John predicts in Revelation: "The kingdoms of this world are become the 
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kingdoms of our Lord, and ef his Christ; and he shall reign for ever and ever" (11.15).^* 

An investigation of this kind can properly end with a question: has Fray Diego de Hojeda 

accomplished his purpose of shrinking the distance between these two poles, thus 

reinitiating tiie arduous task of following tiie Carpenter and building tiie kingdom ef God in 

tiie worid and specifically, in tiie New Worid? The poet himself may well have pondered 

such a question as he walked between heaven and earth in dynamic tension, which is 

perhaps the quintessence of his poetic art and his spiritual quest. 

*̂For Augustine each age is represented in the totality of history as a day. The 
Church, allegorically interpreted, will be the seventh day since it is the completion ef God's 
work (XXn.30.543), nevertheless, for now the so called "church age" is equal to the sixth 
day. The Saint goes on to speculate about an eighth day (etemal repose), which is the end 
of all ends: "Ecce quod erit in fine sine fine. Nam quis alius noster est firus rusi pemenire 
ad regnum, cuius nullus est finis?" (XXn.XXX. 147-148) ("This is what shall be in tiie end 
without end. For what other end do we propose to ourselves than to attain to the kingdom 
of which tiiere is no end?" PCX.30.545]). 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The presented research has demonstrated that foregrounding the kingdom of God is 

helpful for broaderung the interpretative base ofthe selected Sparush epic poems. Epic 

poetry by nature provides a natural container for a paradigmatic figure of such enormous 

breadth. There can remain little doubt but that Femdn Gonzdlez has been inducted into a 

higher level of political-spiritual command, by virtue of his association in the PFG te a 

guiding figurative stmcture. The spiritual legitimization and underpirmings ofthe 

Reconquest function interactively in the poem with the mythical stmcture identified as the 

kingdom of God. The same can be said of Juan de Mena, whose work appears to have 

been influenced by the eschatological notion ofthe kingdom ef God expressed through 

analogy and allusion. The Laberinto de Fortuna is a poetic expression of classical 

emdition, but it also reveals an Augustinian understanding ofthe kingdom of God and a 

general apocalyptic awareness. Fray Diego de Hojeda, en the other hand, offers a more 

direct pious interpretation ofthe Kingdom in La Christiada, intimating that the heaveitiy 

(Platoruc) "Ideal" must invade its earthly shadow. The Platoruc ideal is transgressed by the 

Incamation and Passion, thus furthering the reestablishment and building ofthe kingdom of 

God in the world (especially the viceroyalty). In Hojeda's poem the kingdom of God is 

proclaimed in the ideological and spiritual beconting of a people. 

Due to time and space constraints, it has been necessary to linut this investigation to 

three epic poems. However, I believe that the theme ofthe kingdom of God as a guiding 
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background model and metaphor can be fruitfully applied in varying degrees to an 

additional number of medieval and Renaissance epic poems. I have alluded to several of 

these in the introduction and the main body ofthe investigation: The Poema de mio Cid, 

the Mexicana, and Jerusalen Conquistada. Moreover, there is reason to believe that the 

theme is not limited to narrative poetry, but can also be applied to prose works: the Quixote 

(irorucally?) and the picaresque (degraded, satirized). Such hypothetical studies could be 

done in combination with appropriate models of literary theory. 

It is hoped that studies of this nature will help te bridge the so-called gap between 

secular and theological studies. I maintain that these are not mutually exclusive fields of 

inquiry, especially in pre-modem Spanish literature where religion in its varied expression 

interacts sttongly with the literary world. Mistmst between the secular acadentic and the 

scholarly theologian belies the importance and the reality of this interpenetration. As a step 

toward breaking down these barriers, I have chosen an interdisciplinary approach. The 

tools of literary theory, a liberal education, and the theological studies dene earlier in my 

career have been invaluable. The latter served to open my mind te altematives to 

mainstteam criticism and perspective on the works exanuned. A seminary course I took 

with the late New Testament scholar, George Eldon Ladd, for example, enabled me to see 

the archetypal pattem of order, disorder, and restoration in a new light To my knowledge, 

this model had not previously been considered in precisely that way in Mena's poem. The 

result is a conviction that much fhiitful work can be done by combining literary theory with 

theological and historical perspectives; this I have attempted to do in a inttoductory way in 

the preceding chapters. Interdisciplinary studies can do much to broaden understanding of 
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a given text and illuminate its horizon of expectation, even as a freer atmosphere for 

creative thinking in a variety of university and acadentic settings can only help the cause of 

Hispartic letters. It is not a question of polemics between religion and secular thought; it is 

rather an opportunity for mutual enrichment. 

With this guiding principle in mind, I have attempted to move the admittedly broad 

possibilities of study on the kingdom of God into a more focused relationship with certain 

key epic poems. These poems were birthed in a milieu of spiritual sensibilities. To simply 

disntiss this fertile environment as "commonplace background knowledge" is like a 

mechanic admitting that a car is motor-driven without actually studying the laws that 

govem the workings of an engine. Similarly, an analytical look at the relationship between 

the metaphorical constmct ofthe kingdom of God and the evolution of Spanish nationhood 

reveals something ofthe driving forces that shaped Iberian and Colorual history. It is my 

hope that future studies on the kingdom of God and related themes in Spanish literary 

works will make a worthwhile contribution to this field of endeavor, which includes the 

fellowship of hispaiucists and the literature, language, and culture that carries us into a new 

millermium. 
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